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Essential for all users of 32-bit RISC OS computers
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TurboDrivers - a range of exceptionally fast RISC OS printer drivers,
optimised for a wide range of popular mono and colour printers from Canon,
Hewlett Packard and Epson.

Simply the fastest printer drivers

available for Acorn 32 bit computers

Full 24 bit colour support

3 or 4 colour separations

Extensive halftone screen

control - different screen types,

angles, screen density-

features you would normally

only find on expensive

PostScript printers

Print from file

entirely in

the

background

Support for all the

most popular Canon,

Hewlett Packard and

Epson printers

New diffused dither option to

produce near-photo quality bitmap

printing

f****** ******

With the availability of new low cost colour inkjet

printers and the increasing use of colour in printed

documents, there is now even more reason to use

TurboDrivers than ever before.

TurboDrivers RRP: £49 + VAT (£57.57 inc.)

Require RISC OS 3.1 or later and !Printers 1.22 or later, 2Mbyte RAM for mono work and 4 Mbyte for colour work. A hard disc and !Printers 1.28 recommended. Does

not work with (Printers 1.52. TurboDrivers are available for Canon, HP Deskjet/LaserJet and Epson Stylus printers. Please state printer make and model whon ordering.

Site licences and network spoolers are available. Computer Concepts can also supply a range of Canon bubblejet printers with TurboDrivers - please ask for details.

Computer Concepts Ltd

Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 6EX Tel: 01442 351000 Fax: 01442 351010
Email: info@cconcepts.co.uk Web: http://www.cconcepts.co.uk



WILD AND WACKY STORIES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS

Written 2- illustrated by

Tony Do Sanlies

UncleWiBy's homemade
Doddy soys ft tastes divine.
Mother soys it's what she need
To clear the drains and kill the weed:

M E S
Narrated by TV's

Tony Robinson

Age 7+ years COMING SOON - Floppyversion (May) & CD ROM version (September) £47-00 inc VAT
For WINDOWS, APPLE MAC or ACORN RISC OS
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Theresults of recent research have shown that'.. children using the (Sherston) electronic books showed
significantly greaterincreases in word accuracythan those who didnothave access to the computer.'
Age 5-7 years Volume I orVolume 2 (six talking stories including books) Each volume £64-33 inc VAT

CONTACT US NOW FOR A FREE COPY OF OUR 24 PAGE COLOUR
CATALOGUE AND DEMO VERSIONS OF THE ABOVE PRODUCTS

sher^ton
Sherston Software Limited,

Angel House, Sherston, Malmesbury,
I Wiltshire, SN16 OLH.
Tel: 01666 840433 Fax: 01666 84A*

e-mail: sales@sherston.co.ul

Sherston Software Ltd.

Access and Visa
welcome.
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Acorn have changed, unquestionably for the
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Thefuture for Acorn as a whole is excellent,
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Next month in Acorn User

A quick reviews special, in the last few months we've had dozens
of smaller products landing on our doorstep, so we're going to
blitz them so you can see what's available.

Plus we have interviews with Aaron Timbrell, Fonts wizard, and

Jason Tribbeck; a special feature on Acorn Australia from world-
roving reporter Mark Moxon; and a look at

the 586 PC card.

On the cover disc, along with all the
regulars, will be a superb new game, Swarm

from Matthew Bloch. Don't miss it.

NEXT
ISSUE
ON SALE

21 MARCH
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I EpsonGQ-5000Printer,second-hand
J; Epson LQ-250O+Printer, second-hand

Citizen Swift 24 Printer, ex-demonstration

I PC software

£1501
£1501
£1251

Encarta Microsoft
Windowsfor Workgroups3.11 Microsoft
WordPerfect for Windows Version 6.0a WordPerfect

£99
£65 'i

CD rom software
100 Beautiful Landscapes Spxeuch
100 ClassicCars Spxetcch
Art in the National Curriculum, KS2.3 avp
Artworks CD CC £
Bitfolio 6 CD Longman
Bitfolio 7 CD Longman
BreakawayMaths,age7-13 Y7JM
Britainfrom the Air.KS2-4 Angfa
BritishBirds,age7-16 YTTM
Cars- Maths in MotionCD,age8» Cambs Soft
Castles,KS7.3 AngSl
CD Francais(York),age 11-16 YflM
Clip-Art CD 1 CC
Clip-ArtCD2 CC
Clip Art Collection (Zenta) zeno
Countiesof the British Isles,KS2-4 Angfci
Countriesof the World, K52-4 Anglia
Dictionary of the living World Media
Dinosaurs!The MultimediaEncyclopedia Media

Dune II CD mp* &
Earth and Atmosphere, KS2.3 " avp
Electricity& Magnetism, age7-13 YUM
Elements, age11-16 yttm £99
Font Emporium Zenta £74
Frontier 2000 CD rom, KS2-4 Cambs Soft £79
Garden Wildlife. <S2 Anglia £39
Ghosts Media £42
Granny'sGarden CD,ksi,2 AMatkm £28
Guardians of the Greenwood, KS2.3 AMatkm £49

g§ Hutchinson Multimedia
I Encyclopedia (shrink-wrapped) Afnca£25

Inventions Angfci £39
Kingfisher Children's Micropedia on CD Rom, KS2 csm £86
lands Air, age 11-I6 YllM
MagpieCD Longman
Meteosat Collection Photo CD spacetech
Mysteriesof Nature AngBa I
Naughty Stories Volumes 1 and 2 (set of 12) CD,
age S-7 Sherston
Nelsonand HisNavy, KS2.3 Anglia
PDCD-llssue2 DaofHe
PDCD-2 DataHle
PDCD-3 OataFile
Photobase Decades:The 1960s Longman
Photobase Decades: The Victorians Longman

| Photobase: Science Longman
PicturePoint CD, KSU Longman
Romans! Anglia
Shareware CD Zenta
Simon the Sorcerer CD Gamaw
Understanding Energy, KS3 Anglia
Understandingthe Body,KS3 AngSa
Upand Away,age9-14 Sherston
Vikings!(Anglia), KS2 Angia
World of RobertBurns, age8+ Cambs Soft
World'sWeather, «3 Ang/u
World War II- On the Home Front. KS2.3 Ang/u

Other software
10 out of 10 Dinosaurs, limited offer to/to £10
10 out of 10 Driving Test, limitedoffer to/to £10
10out of 10 EarlyEssentials, limitedoffer, ages-noiw £10
10 out of 10 English (ForeignLanguage),limitedoffer

MHO

10 out of 10 English limitedoffer, age6-16 10/JO
10 out of 10 Essential Maths, limited offer, age5-12

10/10

10 out of 10 French, limited offer, age 8-16 10/70
10 out of 10 German, limited offer. age8-i6 icvio
10 out of 10 Junior Essentials, limited offer, age5-11

lOfio

10 out of 10 Maths Number limitedoffer, age616
rcvio

10 out of 10 Structured Spelling, limited offer, age-9
itnw £10

2067 BC Orecun £15
ABC Version 3 Oak £44
Access* for Rise PC Acom £98
Acom Companion simck w£11
Acom Companion 2 for RisePC and A70O0sem£rc "£11
ACross Kudos £21

Advance Acom £98
Advance primary site licence Acom £198
Advance secondary site licence Acom £485
Advance User Guide Acom "£14

£10

£10

£10

£10

Advantage. KS2.3 Longman £51
Adventure Playground, age5-8 Storm £19
Air Supremacy Superior £18
All New Talking Animated Alphabet, age -6 Sherston III
Alone in the Dark K/haJa £28

AmazingMaths, ksi-4 CambsSoft £19
Anagram Genius Fourth £16
Ancestry II Minerva t/b

Animated Numbers, age 3-6 Sherston £21
Animator Clares (71

ANT Internet Suite Ant £98
Apollonius PDT Oak £140

ArcFax Ming £28

ArcFS2 vn £20
Archimedes Operating System (not OS 3 Dabs «£7

ArchiTech Aspex £157
ArcPCB SScon £99

Selected prices 27th January 1996

Arcturus

Arcventure I... The Romans, age 10-12
Arcventure II... The Egyptians, age8-11
ArcventureIII...The Vikings. KS2
ArcventureIV... TheAnglo Saxons,age7-1
Aries
Around the Worldin 80 Days,age9-12
Artworks FD

Artworks Made Easy
Artworks network licence

.Stro, KS2.3

AudioWorks

Aztecs, age 7-11
BadgerTrails,«2
Balloons, ksi
Balloons(Izzyand Lizzy), ksi

nerll

Battlechess
BBC Basic Reference Manual
Beginning to Read, age5-7
Betsi, KS2
Big Bang

Big Picture
Birds of War (not Rise PC)
Birds of War for Rise PC
BlackAngel
Blinds
Bodywise, age9-14
Break 147 8 Superpool (nol RisePC)
Break147 8 Superpool for Rise PC
Budget DTP
Burn 'Out

C Version 2
C Version 3

C/C++

CADet, KS3.4

Calabash Pirates

specialoiler lill29 2 95. age 7-11 Stem 1
Cannon Fodder Knsafrs
CardShop dares
Carnage Inc. (not RisePC) Fourth
Carnage Inc.for RisePC Fourth
Cartoon Collection Micro5
Castle of Dreams, age7-1Knot RhcPC) Storm
CDtracker Wemmff
Celebration dares
Chameleon, age7+ -IMathn
Champions Compilation (not Rise PC) Kiisaiis
Chartwell Beebug
Chessll Ming
Children's Graphics Micro s
Chocks Away Compendium Fourth
Chopper Force (not RisePC) fourth
Chopper Force for Rise PC Fourth

Christmas Adventure, free

Topohg

CC

Shetston

Sherston

Topohg
Topohg
Kudlian

Krisalis
Acorn

Sherston

4Mation

Psycore

longman 1

Fourth

fourth

Forth

Quantum

Sherstnn

fourth

Fourth

Dabs

Orcgan

Dabs

Dabs

Acom

Minerva

with 3Storm titles over £22 each, age 5-8 5iwm £0 £
IChuck Rock(not RisePC) * Kraals
]CineWorks Oregan £
IClasscardz for Resultz Colton
ICIasscardzforWordz Coflon

Cobalt Seed tea £'.
I ColorMobile Software Driver frfam

Command Ship m£',
I Complete Animator fca
J Composition (Rise PConly) dares £
ICompression cc
I Conjuguez Creative
I Creator I! Alpine
ICrystal Maze, special offer until 31.1.96. age itSherston £17^

Crystal Rain forest FD, KS2 Sherston
CyberApe iba
Cyber Chess Fourth

Da r Ic wood ecup* £'.
Darryl the Dragon, ksi.2 •iManbn
DataPower too £
Demon's Lair Fourth

DeskEdit 4 Beebug
Desktop ScreenTurtle, ksi-3 ropofeg
Desktop Thesaurus Beebug
Desktop Tracker vn
DigitalSymphony oregan
Digital Symphony + CD Rom oregan
DinosaurDiscovery, KS2 4Mahon
Disc Rescue 100K
Draw Print S Plot Oat

DrawBender ics
DRAW_Changerv2 OFC.dATA
Dune IIFD FcBpse
Dungeon (not RisePC) Fourth
Dungeon for RisePC Fourth
E-Type2 (not RisePC) Fourth
E-Type2 for Rise PC Fourth
E-TypeCompendium Fourth
Earthwarp, KS2 Longman
EasyC Becbug
EasyC++ Beebug

EasyClip **,£!
Easyfont 3 fates
Eclipse Collection Eclipse
Ego: Repton 4 Supenor
Eidoscope CC £
ElfTales, age5-7 Snwsron
Eureka 3, KS2.3 Longman
Event CrpLAN
Eyefor Spelling,KS1.2 ESM £31
Fervour (not RisePC) Clares £16

Fire & Ice ft™ga*£15
Fireworkz Cotton £88
FireworkzPro Co/ton £139
FirstLogo. KS1.2 Longman £25
FirstPage. KS2-4 longman £51
FirstWords with Smudge, age4» Storm £20

FlStLOre Mystery £25
Flashback, 1.6 Mb disc us Gold £21
Flashback, 800 kb discs us Gold £21
Flight Path, age9. Storm £26
Flossythe Frog, ksi 4Maobn £23
Flossythe Frog Art Disc tMatJon £10
Font Designers Toolkit isv £24
Font Directory 2 LOOK £37
Font Pack 277 isv £20

Font Pack 298 tsv £20
Font Packs 277 and 298 iSV £29
Fontasy ics £15

Fantasy/ DrawBender/ Placard
,cs£30

OataSr £10
rsA £20

iFontFX

I FormulaTwo Thousand
I Formulix
I Freddy'sAdventure, ksi
IFreddy Teddy, ksi
I Frontier 2000FD. ksz-i

CC £64

ropofeg £17
ropofeg £17

Cambs Soft £39

'***,

•up

£21

•m
•3a

Full Phase

Full Phase + 2
Fun School 3. age -5
Fun School3, age 5-7
Fun School 3, age 8+
Fun School 4. age -5
FunSchool4, age 5-7

I Fun School 4, age 7-11
Genesis Professional
Genesis Project
Geordio Racer, KS2

i Giant Killer, KS2.3

Global Effect
IGods (notRise PC)

Gothic & Medieval Fonts and Decoration
Gothic 8t Medieval Fonts and Decoration

I Granny's Garden FD, ksi.2
Graphics Loaders
Graphics on the ARM Machines
Hard Disc Companion 2
Hatchback, age 7+
Haunted House

Hearsay II
Heimdall
HeroQuest
High RiseRacing
Holed Out Compendium
Home Accounts

Hostages
Illusionist
Image Outliner
IrnageBank
ImagcFS 2

I ImageMaster
Impression (Dabs)
Impression Publisher
Impression Publisher Plus

I Impression Publisher Resource Disc

{Impression Style
Impression Style Resource Disc ofcum £11
Impressive Quantum £12
lnterdictor2 dims £16
InterTalk Acorn £78
Investigator III vn £42
Jahangir Khan Squash (not RisePC) KrisaSs £9
lames Pond (not Rise PC) Krisaks £9
James Pond - Underwater Agent / RunningWater.
KS1-4 SkiltsW £28

James Pond 2 + (not RisePC) fcipse £17
Junior PinPoint, KSI.2 Longman £30
Key Plus 3.0 AngBa £59
Keynote 2.0 Angiu £27
Keystroke Quantum £28
Kid Pix, KSi.2 ism £34
KrisalisCollection (not RisePC) Knsalrs £20
Landmarks- Egypt.KS2.3 Longman £26
Landmarks-TheAztecs,KS7.3 Longman £26
Landmarks - The CivilWar. KS2.3 longman £26
landmarks DatafileBritainSince 1930. KS2.3 longman £14
LandmarksDatafileLookingat the World, KS2.3

Longman £14
Landmarks Microworlds - The Victorians, KS2.3

Longman £26 P! ;
Lemmings ktoj/o £19*
lemmings & Oh No! More lemmings (RisePC only)

KrisaH £22
Lemmings1l(Tribes) KrisaSs £20
Look!Hear! TalkingTopics(set of 6). age5-7Sherston £55
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 (not RisePC) Knsafo £18
LRTV longman £26
MacFS CC £85
MacFSLight CC f45
Magic Maths CrwoVe £25
Magnetoids Oregan £20
Magpie FD Longman £61
Manchester United (not Rise PC) KrisUrs £9
Manchester United Europe (not RisePC) Kmara £9
Masterfile3 Beebug £45
Mathematics Through WinLogo.KS3 Longman £30
MathMania, KS2-4 ropofeg £24
Mathsbook Topohg £24
Maths Card Creative £48

Maths Circus, KSI-3 4Mabon £25
Maths Odyssey Comp Tut £40
Merp / Mirror Image 7BA £17
Midi Box Topokyg £24
Mission: Control - Crystal Rain Forest 2. age 7-11

Sherston £43
Mouse in Holland, ksi.2 4Maoon £28
Music Box, KS1.2 Topobg £32

MUSiC StudiO 32 longn,,n £82
My World 2 SFMfRC £38
Naughty StoriesVolume 1 (set of 6) FD,age5-7Sherston £44
Naughty Stories Volume 1 Books, age5-7 Sherston v0£14
Naughty Stones Volume2 (set of 6) FD.age5-7Sneoion£44
Navigator. KS2-4 ropofog £34
Nebulus (not Rise PC) Knsalrs £17

StUCK

SFMFRC

Furopress

Furopress

luroprew

Furopress

Furopress
Furopress

Oat £112

ait £47
Longman £26

Tooohg £19

Fclipse £27
Krisalis £9

Pack 1OaI.inJe£30
Pack lOatalile £32

rtMalion £23

II

Oaos "£7 |, |
CC £123 K|
CC £259 1!

CECUM £11

cc£75l

'I

NightSky dares
Noddy's Playtime (not RisePC) lumping
Noot. age 4-12 JMaOon
Notate, KS2-4+ Longman
Numberlime, KSI iongman
Oak PCBII cut

Occasion FipLAN
Oh No! More lemmings (requires lemmings)KrisaiK
Orrery Spacetech

Ovation Pro £163
Ovation Resource Disc CECUM
OxfordReadingTree Stage 2 More TalkingStories A,
age5-7 Sherston £35'
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 Story Books, age5-7

Sherston

Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 Talking Stories FD.
age 5-7 Sherston

Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3 More Talking Stories A
age 5-7 Snecron

Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3 Story Books, age 5-7

a

Shersron ™f9
Oxlord TalkingInfant Atlas FD,ksi Sherston £19
Party,Wedding S Anniversary Collection DFCjIATA £13

PC x86 Software Acom £11
PenDown, ksi-3 Longman £56

PenDown Etoiles, KS3.4 Longman £56
PenDown Plus, KS2-t Longman £82

Personal Accounts V3 Apncote £37

Phases - Ancient Egyptians SFMIKC £28

Photodesk Spxerech £157

PicturePoint FD. KSU longman £30

Pinpoint 2, KS3.4 Longman £79
PinPoint Datafile Animal Kingdom, KS2.3 Longman £14

PinPoint Datafile Diet and Nutrition, KS3.4 Longman £14

PinPoint Datafile Second World War, KS3.4longman £14
PinPoint Datafile Solar System, KS3.4 Longman £14

Placard ICS £10

Plantwise. age 9-14 Sherston £42

Playdays. age3-8 shtsm £21

Playground,ksi ropofeg £21

Plot dares £63
Podd. KSI.2 ISM £29

Populous Krisafis £23

Prehistoric Animals Micros £16



PrimaryTeachersClipArt Starter Set
PrimeSolver Full version, KSl-4
Printer SCSI
ProArtisan 24 (Rise PConly)
ProCAD, KS4
Prophet 2
PublishArt Release 2, Artworks format

6S PublishArt Release2. Drawformat
Puddle. KSI

135 Quest for Gold

QuicKey
Rainbow, KSI.2
Recordz
RemoteFS Parallel Port
Report Writer, ksi-4
Resultz

Revelation ImagePro 24 bit
limited Offer, KS2-4 Longman £39

Revolver »>«*.• £12
Rhapsody 2 Clares £48

| Rhapsody 3 Clares
! Rhythm-Bed Om

K Rick Dangerous
S RISCOS 3 FirstSteps Dabs
?; RISC OS 3 Programmer's Reference Manual vol 1-4
•T Acom

£28T RISC OS 3.1 Documentation

RISC OS 3.6 Programmer's Reference Manual vol 5a
|li Acom «£35
viRosie and Jim :
3j Duck loses his Quack, age 3-6 Shenton £10 jj J

RollVT Paragon "'kjl
Rosie and Jim: Jim gets the Sneezes, age3-5Sherston
Round the World Yacht Race, age 9»
RTF and WordPerfect Loaders and Savers
S-Base 2 Developer
S-Base 2 Personal
Sallyand Wally
Saloon Cars Deluxe (not Rise PC)
Saloon Cars Deluxe Extra Courses
Saloon Cars Deluxe for Rise PC
Schema 2
Science

Score Draw
3 Scrabble
|«2 ScreeriTurtle. ksi-3
lA SeaRescue, age 7-9
B Search and Rescue, age9+

kJj; Seashore Guide
T| Seelinks - Ourselves, ksi.2

1:

I

{Serenade

Shakespeare Show
•I ShapeFX
! SibeFius 6
1Sibelius7

Sim City
SimCity2000 for A5000

r2000

£13
£49

POA

£125

£450

£143

£29

£29

£17

£19

£10 ?!

cecum

Minerva

Atomwkle

Clares

Minerv3

Apricote
Smart

Smart

Topohg
Krisalis

[Time Machine
I TimeTraveller - Britain Since1930,KS2
I TimeTraveller - TheVictorians, KS2
I TimeTraveller - Tudorand StuartTimes, KS2

Longman

Cotton

Atonwide

Creative

£30 j5J
£93 ill
f49 f r
£48 '
£75

£10

£26

£28

£92
£47
£20

£22

£15

£22

f95
£23

£44

£21
£34

£25
£26

£16

£30

£75
£39

£10
£154

£829

TinyDraw/TinyLogo, KSI,2 1
Topographer
Touch Type
Trace

Transport
Trecka
TurboDriver Canon
TurboDriver Epson Stylus 800
TurboDriver HP
Twain Canon IXincl Scan-Light Professional
Twain Epson GT8000, 6500
Twain HP Scanjet II,lie, Ilex

TWO (Task andWindow Organiser)
TypeStudio
Vector, age 9+
VersaTile

Virtual Golf
— .j. Vox Box

£74 l Voyage of Discovery, age 9-13
£38. | Wardrobe, ksi

••wn £13 s Watch - Magic Grandad 90Years Ago
What Do You Know?, age 4.
Winlogo, KSl-4

5« Wolfenstein 3D
. ™ 5 World Geography Maps

* World Wildhfe
WorraCad
Worst Witch, age 7-10
Zig Zag - Vikings
Zoo. KSI

POSTAGE IS FREE
FOR PREPAID SALES IN THE UK.

1Acorn Rise PC
RisePC700 10M HD850 14" Monitor Acom £1689"
Rise PC700 10M HD850 17" Monitor Acorn £2015
Rise PC700 10M HD850CD 14" Monitor Acorn £1799
Rise PC700 10M HD850CD 17" Monitor Acom £2125

IRisc PC700 5M HD425 14" Monitor Acom £1359
Rise PC700 5M HD425CD 14" Monitor Acorn £1469
RisePC700 X System Acorn £2265

ICx 5x86-100 pccard .•.•...£545
^ |Case Mid Upgrade for Rise PC 600 2M and 5M Atom £105
• :Ergo Keyboard forRise PC Castle £38
*| Hard Disc filling Kit for Rise PC 5!4" bay CS £20

ICS Hard Disc Kits \
The best IDE filing system

• Password protection • Disc partitioning •
• Not limited lo512 Mb*

Pleaso specify OS 2 or OS 3 for all kits and interfaces

I IDE Internal Hard DiscKitfor A3000 Series:
- ADD £5 IF YOU REQUIREA USER PORT-
60 Mb

240 Mb res £209
Internal Interface only ics £75
We may also have a few 80/ 120/ 170 Mb Kits,but
smaller sizes are now rare so please check availability.

IDE Internal Hard DiscKitfor Archimedesrange:

330 Mb ics £215
540 Mb « £245
1000 Mb KS £375
Internal Interface only KS £60

Hard Disc Cradle Kit for Archimedes ics £15

Hard DiscFitting Kitfor A3000 ICS £7
Hard Disc Fitting Kit for A302O KS £7
Hard Disc Form Factor Converter 214" to 314" KS £7

ICS CD Upgrades
A3000 CD

from £205 ?!

9 Pocket BookII1MB
I Pocket Book II 256K
J A-link for Pocket Book
i Flash Disc 512K for Pocket Book

Sfl Flash Disc 1 Mb for Pocket Book
Mains Adaptor for Pocket Book
Parallel Link for Pocket Book

Memory
A305/310/440 1 -4Mb

A3000 1 - 2 Mb, Upgradable
A3000 1 - 4 Mb
A3010 1-2Mb
A3010 1 -4Mb

A30102-4Mb
A3020/A4000 2-4Mb
A5000 2 - 4 Mb

£118

£52

£99

£38

£115
£83

£74

£75

:-

IDE Internal Interface for Rise PC ICS £60 J S
IDE Removable Hard Disc Kit forRise PC. 270MbICS £359 j =
Removable Hard Disc Fitting Kit for RisePC 551" bay

K3 £20

Rise PC 2 Mb VRAM Acom £ 195
Rise PC Sound Card Acom £58
RiscPCx86CardDX7-66 Acom £248
RiscPCx86CardDX4-100 Acom £298

SIMM 16 Mb 32 bit £345
SIMM 4 Mb 32 bit £110

SIMM8 Mb 32 bit (IFEL) Ifll £196

Acorn Portables

ICS Bundle deals
Sound for the Rise PC

• Rise PC Sound Card
• Multimedia Speaker System

£89

CE!
details

HOW TO ORDER

Srorni

CC

Longman

Longman

Megan

Fourth

Fourth

Fourth

Clares

MooS

Clans

US Gold

Topotog
Sherston

Storm

Micros

ESM

Clares

Topolog
Data St

SbeUus

Sixi.us

Knsalts

Knsalrs

] Other Computers il Carriage is free withi
UK if you pay on ordering.

' !

Guides
only £7

Artworks Made Easy
Budget DTP

C Guide

Graphics on the
ARM Machines

Impression
Rise OS 3 First Steps

Archimedes
Operating System

or claim one
FREE

; Simon the Sorcerer FD

Sleuth 2
smArt, age 7.
smArt Faces: English
smArt Fantasy
smArt Fashion

smArt Homes: English
smArtFiler, age 7*
Smudge the Scientist, ageit
Smudge the Spaniel,age4*

|m SomersetTalking Computer

^;i Space City, age 7-9
j SparkFS
'•Special ics

Speech I 2 Superior
Speechl 2 + German superior
Speedball II Knsalrs
Spellingweek-by-week, KS2 chatksoft
Spex* Full version Aspex
Spcx+ Home version Aspex

Spobbleoid Fantasy Fourth j
Star Fighter 3000 FedNet
Starspell Plus Fisher
StartWrite icon

Stereoworld Fourth:
Stig of the Dump, KS2.3 Sherston
Studio24 + Studio24Pro Pineapple
Stunt Racer 2000 (not Rise PC) Fourth
Stunt Racer 2000 Extra Tracks Fourth
Stunt Racer 2000 for Rise PC Fourth
Swiv (not Rise PC) Kmatis
TableMate 3 Dalriada
TABS Aspex
TalkingClocks, ksi.2 ronotog
Talking PenDown, ksi-3 Longman
TalkingRhymesPack1, ksi ropofog
TalkingTextease Softease
TechWriter icon
TechWriter Professional icon
Teletext-Turbo XOB
Termite Basic Ooogy
Termite Internet Doggy

Textease Version 2 sortM«.£48
Time Detectives ... The Victorians, KS2 Shcrston £42:

M

'«;

i

when you buy
one of these

Artworks

Big Picture • C++

Easy C • Easy C++-
Impression Style

Impression
Publisher (Plus)

Pendown

Photodesk

ProArtisan 2 or 24

Textease

Rise OS 3.1 upgrades

GamesW

Beebug
4Matkm

tMabon £15

IMation £15
AMation £15
4Marion £15
AMation £24

Srorni £38
Storm £19

Project Learning Materials
longmjn V0£30
Sherston £25

Pilling £20

A7000 4MHD425CD

Other hardware
« A305/310/440 RISC OS 3 Carrier Board
j Backplane. 4-slot 4-layer withfan

ColorMobile Direct Scanner for Windows
ColorMobile Office Scanner for Windows
ColourCard Gold
DMI30

DMI 50 - S

Dongle Dangle
Eagle M2
ErgoKeyboard
Fan Kit (or A300 / A400 Series ics
GamesPad Dual Games'//
GamesPad Pro Dual Gamesw
Micro Mouse dins
Midi Max cc

. Movie Magic CC
l| PD Cartridge. 650 Mb Rewritable Panasonic

Power Pad (Dual) Edpse
Power Switch GamesW

PowerWAVE 50XG Audio
Printer Port Sampler vn
RISC OS 3.1 10 Set Rom Pack Acorn

RISC OS 3 1 3 Set Rom Pack Acorn
RISC OS 3 1 Software Upgrade with documentation

Acom

'IRISC OS 3 I Software Upgrade without documentation
Acom £39

£19

Cheques should be made payable to
• 1 Ian Copestake Limited,

jj You may also pay by credit card.
£55e- debit card or Switch. We normally

make no charge for this, and take
no payment until goods are
despatched. We need your address as
known to the card issuer.

If you leave an order on our
answering machine please include
your telephone number, your card
number and its expiry date (and issue
number if any), and your calculation of
the total payment due.
Official orders are welcome from
UK educational and government insti
tutions (invoices are due for payment
within 14 days and are subject to carri- IS
age and late payment charges).
VAT is not included. Zero-rated
items are marked V0. UK customers
please add 1714% to all other prices.
EC customers outside the UK please do

H the same unless you are VAT-regis-
£138 y. tered, in which case quote your

cc £188 2 international VAT number. Ours is
18 % GB 595 7258 84.

Overseas carriage: If you are pay
ing by credit card we will add airmail
and insurance at cost. Otherwise please
add £6 (Europe) or at least £12 (else
where) for each software item and
send a pounds sterling bank draft pay
able at a London clearing bank, or
Eurocheques for not more than £100
each.

Audio

Audio

Our IDE interfaces can now be supplied
with our own CD filing system. One

interface can control two hard discs or two
CD drives, or one of each. Two interfaces

can be fitted in some computers.

Ifyou already own one of our interfaces
you may be able to add a CD to it.

For example, if you have an ICS Internal
Hard DiscKitfor A3000 Series, just order

CD 4-speed Upgrade for A3000 Series ics £205 j
CD 6-speed Upgrade for A3000 Series (CS £249 '
You may also need an Interface Upgrade.

E3 Phone us to checkafter noting your IDEFS
module version (F12, then *Help IDEFS).

I ICS IDE Hard Discs
IDE 2&" Hard Disc. 60 Mb
IDE 2>4" Hard Disc. 240 Mb
IDE3*4" Hard Disc. 330 Mb
IDE 3V4" Hard Disc. 540 Mb
IDE35V Hard Disc, 1000 Mb
Second Hard Disc Fitting Kit for A5000
Second Hard Disc Y Power Lead

[5i Whisper FanQuietener (forA300/A400 Series only)ics £15
!"*Wizzo5forA5000 KS £39Removable discs

IDERemovable Hard Disc Kit for A5000, 270 Mb ics £359
IDE 3b" RemovableHard DiscCartridge, 105 Mb

SyQuest £52
IDE3*4" Removable Hard DiscCartridge, 270 Mb

SyQuest
RemovableHard DiscFitting Kitfor A5000 KS

Printers

£55 5
£25

Bubble Jet BJ-30 Canon £159
Bubble Jet BJ-200ex Canon f179
Bubble Jet BJC-70 Canon £245
Bubble Jet BJC-600E Canon E3S9
BubbleJet BJC-600Ink Cartridge, BlackHgh Capacity

Canon f 12
BubbleJet BJC-600InkCartridge, Cyan Canon £10

BubbleJet BJC-600 InkCartridge, Magenta Canon £10
Bubble Jet BJC-600 Ink Cartridge, Yellow Canon no
Bubble Jet BJC-4000 Canon £241
Bubble Jet BJC^tOOO Ink Cartridge Canon £40

BubbleJet BJC-4000InkCartridge, Black Canon f2b

Bubble Jet BJC-4000 Ink Tank. Black Canon f>)

Bubble Jet BJC-4000 Ink Tank, Colour Canon £15
DeskJet 340 HP 1144

DeskJet 600 HP f?19

DeskJet 660C HP f775
DeskJet 850C HP £375
FP-I Toner Cartridge for IBP-4 Canon £54
EP-SIIToner Cartridge for 1BP-8 Canon £69

Stylus Colour II ipsoo £285

Castle

Scanlight 256
Scanlight 256 for A3000/3010/3020/A4000
Scantight Video 256 A310/400/5000/Risc PC

if-l Scant ightVideo 256A3O00/A40O0
gj Sound Force 1Multimedia PC Speaker System

QufotSnol
Tele-Card xoe

Tele-Card + Teletext-Turbo XOB

TV Tuner with Teletext cc

UserPort / MIDI Upgrade for A3000 Acom
Vision 24 A3OO0/3010/3020/4000 internal KCCS
Vision 24 A5000/400/300/Risc PC MCCS
Vision 24 508 line A300O/3010/302O/40OO internal

MCCS

Vision 24 508 line A5000/400/300/Risc PC IICCS

£67 s

All products, prices and specifications
are offered in good faith and are sub
ject to availabifity and change without
notice. Special offers apply only while
stocks last. We process all orders Hi
immediately, but suppliers do some
times keep us waiting. Goods are
guaranteed butwe do not supply them
on approval. Returns and cancellations
can only be accepted by prior agree
ment and there may be a charge to
cover the costs involved.

rs

Authorised Acorn Dealer and Developer}
Cheques payable to Ian Copestake Limitedplease

Dept U26,1 Kington road
West Kirby, WIRRAL

Merseyside, England, L48 5ET

Tel: 0151-625 1006
Fax:0151-6251007
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What do these images
have in common?

Not much, except that they were all captured in glorious 24 bit colour by the latest

i • • •
w /Irlam KS|g
•••••!!•••••d|B||IUUsIS

Ijpil;: Mil

multimedia system - 24116 This combines an advanced video digitiser with a 16 bit sound
sampler. As well as beautiful stills, 24i16 captures superb Replay movies and hi-fi audio.
But don't just take our word for it..

"The image quality possible from 24il6 is the best obtainable...
...Replay quality is superior to anything else I have seen." Archimedes World

In fact 24116 is a no-compromise design that surpasses all others in the Acorn World thanks
to the following unique features:

> Compact Disc quality 16 bit stereo sampling at up to 48KHz
I Full frame still capture (resolution up to 768 x 576 with 1Mb option)
I Replay Movie capture of any size and rate limited only by machine and hard disc speed
I Capture rate up to 25 images per second and time lapse facilities
I Contrast, brightness and saturation control in real-time

For a limited time 24i16's will be available for a special price together with Empire -
Uniqueway's highly acclaimed Replay Movie editing package - so contact us now!!!

For the Complete Picture...

Irlam Instruments Ltd, Brunei Institute for Bioengineering, Brunei
University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH, Tel/Fax 01895 811401

Please note: 24116 requires one expansion slot, RISC OS 3.1 or later, at least ARM 3, a hard
disc and 2Mb RAM minimum. All hardware products come with full 1 years guarantee. E & OE.



News
Acorn seeks the

meaning of its
existence
AS exclusively previewed in last month's issue, at BEIT '96 Acorn
launched a major new initiative called No Limits to Learning.
Acorn's aim through the initiative is to deliver innovative
computer products for tomorrow's learning needs. No Limits to
Learning was rolled out in three directions: a display of varied
multimedia systems — including Online Media Set Top Boxes
(STBs), called the MediaRange, all finished in eye-catching black.

Secondly Acorn published a No Limits to Learning white paper
on the prospects for learning systems of the future and finally,
announced it was to hold a special conference which took place at
the end of January in Northampton to discuss the issues raised
about No Limits to Learning and the MediaRange. Mike O'Riordan,
director of Acorn Education, summed up his divisions initiative
with a neat jibe at the expense of Microsoft's current slogan: "The
Acorn MediaRange is not just about where you want to go today,
it's about where you want to be tomorrow."

No Limits to Learning challenges the conventional view that
most learning takes place within the school gates. The advent of
new technologies, including communications and computing and
especially multimedia mean that learning, with the help of a
computer, can take place quite effectively almost anywhere.

Learning using IT outside school will be a useful complement to
traditional classroom teaching. Portable computers can be used on
field trips for data logging as well as reference, many families now
have computers at home and if the interactive TV revolution
happens, there will be even more demand for education at home.

Acorn's view is that it has many of the fundamental compo
nents which will be required to build effective computing
solutions for the new learning strategies pointed at by No Limits to
Learning. These components include good multimedia abilities,
support for the Internet, Online Media STBsand portable comput
ers in the form of Acorn Pocket Books.

The Acorn MediaRange was put together to demonstrate some of
Acorns ideas on future learning needs. These include the
MediaSurfer, essentially an Online Media STB with a World Wide
Web browser built in. This would satisfy the learning requirements
of exploring, watching and noting.

MediaSurfers would primarily be found in the home, though
some suggest they will find there way into IT centres within
schools too. To add CD ROM to your MediaSurfer, you'd need the
MediaSelector product. This satisfies the learning requirement to
interact, choose and do. Acorn indicates that both these
MediaRange ideas will be commercial products available in the
Autumn. Other MediaRange products are focused applications
using Acorn products like the A7000, Rise PC, Pocket Book,
networking, etc.

Despite appalling weather and treacherous driving conditions,
the No Limits to Learning conference, which took place on
Saturday January 27 in Northampton, generated a reasonably good
turnout of journalists, teachers, IT coordinators and developers.
After a morning session covering the possibilities of IT in educa
tion, including a session on interactive multimedia using Online
Media technology, there were a serious of break-out discussion
sessions. The conclusions revealed were most illuminating, though
not entirely palatable.

To your reporter, who is not admittedly an expert on the finer
points of our modern education system, it was certainly rather

543fc&
surprising to discover that IT is more often than not a missed
opportunity in our schools. Conclusions at the conference
included that many schools cither had inadequate IT investments,
or misguided investments. IT in education also seems to have hit a
brick wall, with just 35 percent of teachers actually utilising IT
actively, a figure which has remained constant throughout the
1990s.

Many teachers apparently don't know how to make the most of
their computing resource. Issues like how to evaluate schoolwork
completed using computer-sourced information remain stumbling
blocks. Apparently many teachers are not confident that they can
tell cribbed information from a CD ROM from genuine and origi
nal creative work.

There were no prizes for concluding that computing needs to be
friendlier and easier to grasp — and that's before you start to
exploit more advanced aspects like communications. There was a
call from the conference for a more standardised user interface, the
analogy being that most cars have their basic controls in the same
place.

Geoff Vincent from Online Media even announced vestigial and
unofficial plans to propose a new open, scalable and non-platform-
specific standard user interface for delivering multimedia via STBs
and computers linked to the information superhighway.
Apparently emerging standards like the HTML, which is what
makes the World Wide Web, for example, aren't good enough.

Others at the conference called for more portable computers, so
teachers and even students could take their educational computing
resource with them after the end of school bell had rung for the
day. Interestingly, this flies in the face of Acorn's current view that
there is no commercially viable demand for an Acorn portable
computer apart from the Pocket Book. Perhaps the now-shelved
Stork portable project will be dusted off to become a McdiaTrekker
or something like that!

Acorn has certainly succeeded in stirring up an interesting new
debate with its No Limits to Learning initiative. More meetings are
planned for later in the year, where more debating will undoubt
edly take place. Acorn User will be following the debate closely and
looking out for new additions to Acorn's MediaRange vision.
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Did Santa bring yolfra computer for
Christmas, then ris&ki§&f will make \

perfect comjpjfnipm
([ISC User the leadintj subschption-only magazine for,all

^feers of Acorn RISC Computers.

Features include:

The latest reviews

PC Matters ?%*.
Educational Sectiqn
Wimp Topics

i.TecKnical Queries
•V^riteback
Hints & Tips

To subscribe, phone: 01727 840303: fax: 01727 86^263, email:
sales@bee^bug;co.uk Orwrite to:

RISC User Subscriptions, BEEBUG Limited, 117 Hatfield Road, St Albans,
\ Herts. AL14JS

BEEBUG PC S Windows

Installation and Support Services

Following the launchof thej*ew PCx86 software,we havereceived a hugenumber of requests for us to supply
and Windows support. W$pave therefore setupa new support service tomeet theselieeds. These services are
Acorn users, irrespective.,^ where they purchased their system.

PC Support CHarge Linei 01727 840303

For occasional j)ut urgent advice based around the PC, PC Card, DOS, Windows^ SoundBlaster compatibility
PC-related matter. Yourcall will be handled personally and promptly by Julian or Paul.

Charge: 70p per minute- £§ minimum charge, (exVAT)
, , Hours: 10am to 4pm Mon-Fri
Payment: By credit or debit card only, unless payment is received in advance.

advanced PC

available to all

or any other

Personal Support at BEEBUG offices f
Otu*staff are available by appointment to see you personally and to perfofm software and hardware installation and
configuration while you wait, and can provide Windows and RISC OS training ifrequired, j
Charge: £30 (ex. VAT) per hour (minimum charge one hour).

On-site Support . g
Oneor moreof our staff can visit youat your home, office or school to providePC and Windows training and/or support on
an individual or group bdsis, at.a timeand at a venue to suit you.
Charge: £200 perday (iVz hours), (ex. VAT + travel)

£110 per half day (3Vi hours), (ex. VAT + travel).

.'

/'
PC Support Charge Line: 01727 840303

'•."•'.•



Ruggedised keyboard
from Concept

THE Concept Keyboard Company has introduced
a new ruggedised keyboard which is sealed to
protect it from liquid spillages. Industrial uses are
obvious and the keyboard could also find its
place in school laboratories, for example.

A standard QWERTY layout is complemented
by 34 direct function keys, making a total of 128.
Although the keyboard is designed for PCs, it will
work with later Acorn machines like the Rise PC

and A7000.
The Concept Keyboard Company,

Tel: (01962) 843322, fax: (01962) 841657.

Acorn slips out first details
desktop PC line up

of

THOSE with sharp eyes will
probably have noticed by now
that Acorn has listed half-a-

dozen Intel Pentium-based

desktop PC compatibles in its
'Sneak Preview' leaflet distrib

uted at BETT '96. The leaflet

provides information about
hardware, software, peripherals
and accessories which will be on

offer as part of this year's Tcsco
Computers for Schools scheme.

The PC range starts with an
75MHz 8Mb RAM system with a
540Mb hard disc and reaches to

a Pentium 90 with 16Mb RAM,

1Gb hard disc and a CD ROM

multimedia bundle. The entry-
level model is 'priced' at 4500
Tesco vouchers, slightly more
than a Rise PC 600 with 5Mb

RAM and a 210Mb hard disc,

which is listed at 4400 vouchers.

The top Pentium model will

cost you 6300 vouchers and this
compares with a 10Mb Rise PC
700 with a 14 inch monitor,

850Mb hard disc and a CD ROM

drive all apparently worth 6200
vouchers. Acorn stresses that the

voucher values are approximate.
Although Acorn staff at BEIT

were keen to show us that the

Pentium PCs were on the Tesco

list, absolutely no further details
were forthcoming. To date,
Acorn has only stated that it
definitely will add desktop PC-
compatibles to its product range
but that they would only
support them for school admin
istrative use. Though quite why
an admin computer needs a top-
of-the-range sound card was not
adequately explained.

However, Acorn also agrees
that they would not do
anything to prevent a school

from ordering a classroom full
of Acorn PCs. It's also notable

that if the Tesco list is represen
tative of the range Acorn will
market, no cheaper sub-Pentium
486-level machines are to be

sold. 486 PCs have plummeted
in price recently as Intel forces
down the prices of 486 chip
supplies in advance of the
Pentium winning Intel's official
stamp of approval as the new
entry-level PC chip. Cheap 486
PCs would not have reflected

well on the prices of Acorn's
ARM-based offerings. There is
no sign of any networking
support being offered by Acorn
at this stage.

Schools which have not regis
tered for the Tesco Computers
for Schools scheme in previous
years can contact the organisers
on tel: (01923) 818495.

Awards galore at BETT '96

John Crick receiving his EC&T Gold Award (Special
Needs) for his program Switch ClickerPlus (Arc)

AMONG the award winners at BEIT '96 were

Brilliant Computing, Yorkshire International
Thomson Multimedia and Crick Computing, who
each scooped bronze, silver and gold awards
respectively. Brilliant Computing won Bronze
(special needs) for Claude and Maud, which
encourages children to practice letter formation.

YITM's silver award (secondary software) was
earned by its Aspects of Religion CI). Crick won
gold in the special needs category for Switch
Clicker Plus for the Archimedes, a new product
aimed at those who can't easily use a keyboard or
mouse. All the awards, sponsored by Educational
Computing and Technology magazine, were
presented by Robin Squires MP, undersecretary of
state at the Dl'EE.

Pentium-class Rise

PC card reduced
AlephOne has knocked£50off
the price of its Cyrix5x86

Pentium-class co-processor card
for the Rise PC range. At the same

time, support software supplied
with the card is being improved.

Sound Blaster sound card

emulation is being supplied to

enable playbackof .WAV audio
files.

Later this year drivers to

provide full support for Windows
95 will be made available. Linux (a

low cost form of Unix) support is

also set to be improved and Aleph

One also says more utilitiesto
promote the exchange of data
between the PC and RISC OS

personalities of a Rise PCcan be

expected.

These software updates will be

suitable for PCcards supplied by

either Acorn or Aleph One,

though Aleph One will supply its

owners free of charge. Acorn
customers can still obtain

software updates from Aleph

One, though for a nominal

charge.
Aleph One, tel: (01223)811679,

fax: (01223) 812713,

e-mail:sales@aleph1.co.uk,

World Wide Web:

http://www.aleph1xo.uk/~aleph1

New version of

HTMLEdit from

R-Comp
At BETT '96, R-Compannounced

that a new version of its web

page authoring system would be

available some time in the Spring.

Browser capabilities are changing

constantly and the new version of

HTMLEdit will reflect some of the

more popular changes, including

support for Netscape Navigator

2.0 and HTML 3.0.

To complement HTMLEdit, R-

Comp showed Textures, a

graphics resource for Web page

designers. R-Comp also showed
Shortcuts, a suite of utilities

which automates commonly used

desktop operations like loading

programs and opening directories.

R-Comp, tel: (01925) 755043

Fax:(01925) 757377

E-mail: ajr@arsvcs.demon,co.uk.
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X{ 6EE6UG Is Acorn's largest deal
$ Is an Acorn Centre of Technolo

The Rise PC is the ultimate system for the home
user and enthusiast, and it is now faster and better
priced than ever before.

Support From Beebug
Weexclusively supply Acorn systems, and our support staff are
second to none

Trade In Your Existing System
Attractive trade in discounts for yourexisting Acorn system,
call for details. Your data and upgrades willbe transferred to
your new system at no charge

\m,
mm

Choose from either:

Ovation DTP (rrp £69)
or

12 months

RISC User
Magazine &

DiSC Subscription
(RRP £72.50)

Brand New A5Q00

A5000 2MbHD80

A5000 4Mb HD80

AKF53 Med Res Colour Monitor

AKF50 SVGA Colour Monitor

Especially good value now
that the A4000 and
A3020 are no longer

available.

OPTIONAL

PC486DX4

100MHz card

NOW ONLY £199

I Rise PC 700

17,

i u -1

... j-

m\
Rise PC600 4Mb HD425, with AKF60 monitor.
Rise PC700 5Mb HD425, with AKF60 monitor.
Rise PC700 10Mb HD850, with AKF60 monitor
12 months on-site warranty included.
17" Acorn AKF90 Monitor - Add £325.00

Acom Double Speed CD Drive - Add £111.00

0% APR credit is available over 20 months. Please call

for written details.

BEEBUG Ltd 117 Hatfield Road St Albans Herts ALL 4JS
Tel 01727 840303 Telesales Hotline 01727 840305 Fax 01727 86021

-mall sales@Sjeebugxo.uk UK delivery £8.00. All prices are exclusive of VAT

£1148.

£1360.

£1692.

2



Oracle's vision on target?
EVERY now and again someone comes up
with an idea for a domestic appliance which
everyone wants to buy. Examples in this
category include the telephone, radio, televi
sion, cassette player, pocket calculator and
latterly, the video cassette recorder. Mobile
phones might go that way one day and you
could argue that washing machines and
dishwashers will eventually become as
universal as some of the other items

mentioned.

So what about computers? Statistics indi
cate that even in the USA, where the
penetration of computers in the home is
among the highest in the world, only 35
percent of homes have a home computer.
This is likely to rise to 60 percent by the end
of the decade, but some industry watchers
are saying that cost will hold the domestic
market penetration of home computers well
below 100 percent.

Although performance and features have
risen exponentially since the home
computer first arrived in the early 1980s, the
purchase price of a typical system has stayed
constant at around $2,000 or in the UK,

about £1,000, for several years. Practically
everyone can afford a £25-£50 phone and
even those who can't will often find a way
of owning a £200-£500 TV or a £200-£400
VCR. A £1,000 home computer is another
matter, especially as your investment is
likely to be out of date within 2-3 years —
unless you buy an Acorn, of course.

Enter, stage left, Oracle and, to the right,
the Internet. The latter is cheap — a tenner a
month or less plus a local phone call. Some
cable TV operators are even providing free
connections to the Internet during off-peak
hours. However, you still need a £1,000

computer and a further £100 plus for a
modem to use the Internet.

The readers of this magazine and the
hordes of others which serve the computer-
literate community will probably largely
take the costs in their stride and be early
adopters of new technology like the
Information Superhighway, but at best this
probably only represents a third of homes
and the real number is probably less. So
Oracle wants to deliver the Internet for as

little as possible, for the price of a TV or a
VCR. The most popular figure being bandied
about is an Internet terminal for as little as

$300 (about £200).

Dr. David Clark, a senior research scientist
at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), recently presented his
views on the future of the Internet to a gath
ering of journalists from Europe and we
were there too. He points out that in a PC
system the monitor alone can cost as much
as S300 so the idea of a PC-based Web surfer

terminal was unrealistic at current costs.

Asked directly whether or not he thought
Oracle's vision was viable he answered no ...

but he was prepared to be surprised.
Oracle knows that Acorn has experience

selling home computers that don't need
expensive monitors. Online Media is all
about delivering computer information via
the domestic TV. On top of that, Acorn's
ARM-based architecture is really cheap to
make. Considering the economies of scale
enjoyed by the PC industry, the fact that
Acorn is still around making computers is
proof of the cost-effectiveness of the ARM
and RISC OS.

Acorn's last attempt to make a cheap
computer for the home was the now-discon

tinued A3010. Ignore Heebug's recent knock
out prices — Acorn probably needed to sell
the A3010 for at least £300 to make it pay.
But consider that Acorn probably never
actually made more than a few tens of thou
sands of these computers a year, plus the
A3010 did not enjoy some of the advanced
production cost benefits which have since
been developed by Online Media for its set-
top box (STB).

Oracle's scale of vision is a market worth

tens of billions of dollars, representing tens
of millions of hardware units. This scale

could knock a third off prices you'd expect
from Acorn's products — or even more. So a
£200 Internet-ready STB is probably a
viability reality. The other main areas of
concern lie in the fact that an Acorn-made

Oracle web surfer is not likely to be
Microsoft software compatible, will there be
any local storage (disc drives) for the prices
and there are some who reject the idea of
World Wide Web pages being reduced in
quality to suite the lowest common denom
inator — the standard resolution TV screen.

Will Acorn be up to delivering Oracle's
vision? Can the cost targets be met? Will
the buying public really buy these new
gadgets in the necessary numbers? Will
Acorn's anti-aliasing skills surprise the
detractors of TVs as a display medium for
the World Wide Web? Who knows? The

Internet is a fast-moving phenomenon —
the World Wide Web, for example, is barely
two years old and yet there are supposed to
be up to 50 million people around the
world using it already. In North America
and Europe alone there are some 250
million homes, so you can see the potential
is huge.

SJ Research delegates
Nexus support

SJ Research hasappointeda consortium of third partycompanies to
form two regional salesand supportcentresto provide Nexus
network userswith customer support and sales.These days SJ
Research is concentrating on working with companieslike Olivetti
Research and Acorn'sOnline Media divisionto develop next-genera
tion ATM(asynchronous transfer mode) network products.

Kim Spence-Jones, Managing Director of SJResearch, said"We are
delighted that this consortium has come together to move the Nexus
productrange forward. Thisarrangement secures for Nexus customers
the continuing high level of support that they have always expected,

whilst allowing SJto concentrate on developing future products."
The two Nexussupport centres are:ExpLAN Computers Ltd,in

Tavistock, Devon, tel: (01822) 613868; e-mail

explan@explan.demon.co.uk, Cumbria Software Systems Ltdin
Brampon, Cumbria,tel: (016977)3779, e-mail
sales@cumsoft.demon.co.uk

BT's Office on your arm?
BT has shown a prototype computer you wear on your arm. It has a tiny
Casio LCD TVscreen,a mouse pad pointing device. An optional extra is
a virtual realityheadset for viewing the screen privately— it canalso
display higherresolution graphics moreacceptably than the LCD screen.

The BTOffice on the Arm interfaces to a GSM digital mobile phone
foraccessing the Internet or connecting up to your office network. BT's
news releasedidn't mention that a small power station needs to be
towed on a little trolley to power the Motorola processor which lies at
the heart of the Apple Maccircuitry, on which the design is based.
Seriously, though, BT's

little toy serves bril
liantly to demonstrate

where low power
consumption ARM-
based technology will

be top of the hardware
developers' lists some
time in the future.
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Games, for a good
cause

The Devon & Cornwall branch of

the Down's Syndrome
Association,in conjunction with
Network 81 Cornwall and

residentsof Mencap Homes
Foundation houses in the West

Country are appealing to Acorn
User readers for home-grown
Acorngames software.

The programs mustn't be too
complicated, too fast or be
success-dependant in order to be
fun and stimulating.Software
gathered will be used to help
educate children and adults alike

who have learningdisabilities.
Ifyou or a friend have some

interestinghome-grown games
kicking about whichnever quite
made it into the commercial

world, then contact:

Bod Black, Scheme co-ordinator,4
Fairfield Road,Falmouth,

Cornwall, TR112DN, tel: (01326)
316541, fax: (01326) 377771, e-

mail: bob@include.demon.co.uk

Apologies
On page 11 in the February issue,
the news item about the Mouse

Presenter contained some errors.

We would like to confirm that the

mouse presenter was developed
in close collaboration between

Design IT and WECC, Design IT
designedand is manufacturing
the Mouse Presenter and it is

available from both companies.
The price of the Mouse Presenter
is actually £84.95+ VAT, which
includes the switch sockets.

Contact Design IT on
(01902) 894775.

Suffolk Acorn
Rise Club
SARC isa friendlygroup for Acorn
users in Suffolk, it has about 50

membersat present comprising a
mixtureof experts, programmers,
novices, business users, enthusi

asts, students and teachers. New

members are always welcome,
whether experts or beginners. A
range of events is organised, on
March 14 there is a musical

evening with Sibelius Software
and on April 11 you can learn to
design your own newsletter.
Meetings are held on the second
Thursday of each month at 7pm at
the Ipswich Central Library.

For further detailscontact Andy
on (01473)2164241214814.
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New low

cost colour

printer
from

Integrex
INTEGREX has launched a new low cost colour 300x600dpi ink-jet
printer called the Betajet C. Priced £139 + VAT, or £159 + VAT when
supplied with a 70-sheet paper feeder, the Betajet C comes with free
banner printing software. 35 metre paper rolls can also be accommo
dated.

The standard colour ink cartridge can be replaced with a high-capac
ity monochrome cartridge for extended blackand white print runs. The
printer is Colourjet 132 and HP DeskJet compatible and comes with
Acorn drivers too. Integrex: tel: (01772) 654654, fax: (01772) 652233.

ANT revs up Internet offerings
ANT Limited has announced a new Internet

server software package and revealed that its
Internet Suite is to be the officially preferred
offering for Acorn-equipped schools accessing
BT's recently revised Campus World Internet
service for schools. BT will supply a special
Campus World ANT Internet Suite edition to its
Campus World customers.

The new ANT Internet Server, which is sched
uled to ship in the second quarter of this year,
will be a CD ROM-based software package
designed to be installed on a Windows NT-based
server, like Acorn's own SchoolServer product and
those of a number of other third party vendors.

ANT says the software's aim is to simplify the
setting up of an Internet server and is designed
specifically for the needs of schools, so access

security features are prominent. ANT's Alex van
Someren explained: "Providing full Internet
access requires time and expertise, but the ANT
Internet Server removes much of the burden from

network administrators and its security features
address concerns about the Internet."

ANT's package includes servers for e-mail,
Usenet news, Web pages, FTP and remote access
dial-in for authorised users. The software will

support either a dialled or direct connection to
the Internet service provider and comes with a
router, gateway and security firewall. Pricing will
determined closer to the time ANT anticipates
shipping the product.

ANT Limited, tel: (01223) 567808, fax: (01223)
567801, e-mail: salesls'ant.co.uk, World Wide Web:
http://www.ant.co.uk/

Competition winners
Congratulations to the winners of our two competitions.

The extrapieces inthe Picture Puzzler competition were3and6 and the lucky people whohavewona copy
of The Big Picture fromLongman Logotron are J EMansfield of Surrey, Andrea Town of Leeds, Mrs DI Mead of
London, Mr N M Brown of Nottingham and Mr N Mosson of Cheltenham.

Theanswerto the New Year Hamper competition was 'eight maids a milking' plusthe rest. Ahamperfull of
goodies ison its way to AngelaSmithof Southampton,RJ Roomeof St Albansand PWade of Blackburn.
There'sa mousemat for the 10 runners-up who are Michael Avesof Chelmsford, John Lahrof London, DC
Davies of Neath, Mrs Coverdale of Petersfield, Conall Pattonof Derry, Mrs Batty of London, MrRRThomas of
Herts, Allan Bennett of Romford, Katie Welsh of Glasgow and CPCoombs of Bristol - thankyoufor yourspecial
Acorn version!

Congratulations to you all, the prizeswillbe with you soon.



Ac orn

SOFTWAREOPTIONS:

Option 1 - Discovery Bundle.

Advance. Integrated database, spreadsheet,
wordprocessor and graphing package.
Magpie. Multimedia authoring package.
The Crystal Rain Forest. Environmental
adventure software incl. an introduction to Logo.
Mouse mat & I year on-site warranty.

Option 2 - Home Office Bundle.

Easiwriter. Wordprocessing made easy.
Datapower. The acclaimed database software.
Pipedream 4. The powerful spreadsheet, data
base and wordprocessor.
Mouse mat & I year on-site warranty.

The Castle Technology Product Range

Flatbed SCSI scanner
Fits all Acorn computers with SCSI Interface
ImageMaster software included
Fast scanning speed - 3.6ms per line
Twain compliant

Supplied with Acorn Driver
Choice of SCSI or IDE interface
Free headphones, Photoview & Audioplayer
Compatible with Kodak Photo CD
Internally or externally housed

2.5" or 3.5" sizes
Fast access of up to 8ms

20Mb to 2Gb capacity
Formatted and soak-tested
Interface may be required

.'.I??

Suitable for all Acorn computers
Menu & select buttons on pen
Instant response time
Three colour aluminium or plastic casing
National Curriculum "input device"

Built in wrist support
Tested to 30 million operations
Quiet, tactile and curved low profile keys
Full two year guarantee
International versions available

3.5" 105/270 Mb capacity
5.25" 200Mb capacity
SCSI or IDE interfaces
Programmable power saving modes
Internal or externally housed

Scanflat

Ergo KeyboardSuitable for all Acorn computers
Easy to use and manage
Share CD ROMs, scanners and printers
The fastest disk sharing system
Plug-in and go installation

•

Designers of interfaces since 1988
Connect your computer to hard drives etc
Up to seven devices per interface (SCSI)
Available for all Acorn computers
Transfer rates of up to 4.5Mb/sec

A Special Offer from

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

Acorn User Best Dealer Award 1995 - Runner-up

Available now while stocks last!

Call 01728 621222
A MKJH RESOLUTION

ACORN COLOUR

COMPUTER SYSTEM

•. • i M1ICCFR0M

ORDER 10 - GET 1 FREE!

Order 10 of the above Hard

Drive or CD ROM systems and
we will supply one of our Special

Offer 2Mb A30I0 computers
FREE!

Connect our amazing special offer to your
TV, or use it with our Upgrade Kits to make
a complete high quality computer system:

Hard Drive System: 60Mb hard drive, 14"

MPRII 0.28mm monitor. Only £265 extra.

CD ROM System: extra 2Mb RAM, 2-speed
CD ROM drive, 200Mb hard drive, SCSI

Interface, 14" MPRII 0.28mm monitor.

Only £515 extra.

Other configurations also available including
the complete range of Castle Technology
upgrades for the A30I0.

THE A30I0 COMPUTER

The A30I0 is ideal for schools, small businesses and,

of course, in the home. The A30I0 shares the same

processor and main electronics as the A3020 &
A4000 computers. It has one internal expansion
slot, a serial port, two joystick ports and a parallel
printer port.
MONITORS

The A30I0 supports a wide range of monitors.
Our MPRII monitors are suitable for most software,

including the above (some older software may not
run correctly). Castle Technology can also supply
Acorn AKF50 or AKF52 monitors.

o

Order bytelephone on 01728621222
or Fax on 01728 621179-
Delivery£9 percomputer. Prices exclude VAT.
Cheques*, debit cards (Switch &Delta),
credit canls(2% charge may apply), and
educational orders accepted.
All trademarks acknowledged.
•Cheques: allow 5 working days toclear.

SPECIAL BULK PURCHASE
60Mb and 120Mb Hard Drives

for A3020 / A30I0 / A3000 (Rise OS 3.1 required)

60Mb 120Mb

A3020 £59.00 £99.00

A30I0 incl Interface £89.00 £129.00

A3000 incl Interface £89.00 £129.00

New unexpected bulk purchase allows this unbeatable offer
to be repeated - order NOW to avoid disappointment!

Get one of our Special Offer hard drives and dramatically increase the
power of your Acorn. Fit it yourself - no special knowledge is required

and no extra parts are needed. Just connect and go!

♦ Easy to fit
♦ Uses Rise OS 3.1 for full compatibility

♦ All drives formatted and soak tested

♦ Full I year guarantee
♦ Larger sizes available

This is just one of a series of monthly Special Offers from
Castle Technology - one of the UK's premier manufacturers and

suppliers of Acorn upgrades. Watch out for more price-beating offers!
For a full price list and colour brochure call 01728 621222

Castle Technology Ore Trading Estate Woodbrldge Road Framllngham Suffolk HM3 9I.I.
Telephone: 01728621222 Fax: 01728 621179 e-mail: sides@castlet.demon.co.uk
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Virus Protection Scheme
The Pineapple Software Virus Protection
Scheme provides the most
comprehensive protection available
against computer viruses. !Killer
together with VProtect will detect and
remove all of the currently known 72
families of virus (over 100 viruses in
total). Because new viruses are being
discovered all the time our Virus
Protection Scheme will provide you with
3-4 updates of the software each year.
We can also offer immediate advice by 'phone.
Don't wait until you discoveryou have a virus!
Use the software that Acorn themselves use to

checkfor viruses.
Ayears subscription costs just £28.20 inc vat

Low cost school and county licences available

Citizen PRINT/Va 600C
This brand newcolour printer from mmPi*
Citizen uses the latest Micro Dry™ [
technology allowing high definition
printing on a wide range of media. Four ) u
separate cartridges allow very economical running
Gold, Silver and metallic cartridges available soon
Colour resolution 600 x 600 dpi Mono 1200 x 600

Citizen PRINT/Va 600C £399.00 inc

Pineapple Software
Suites 13 & 14

South Park Business Centre
310 Green Lane, IIford

Essex IG1 1XT

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- sales@pineapIe.demon.co.uk

costs.
m

dpi

vat

Features

* Fast Virtual Memory
* Random mutated texture generation
* Undo brush. Texture and Filter brush

* Over 40 pre-defined Filters including Spin blur.
Motion blur. Lighting etc. etc.

* PhotoCD and Scanner input
* Merging of Sprites. Jpegs, Tiffs & Draw files.
* Built in Draw file creation

* RGB, CMYK or Indexed channel modes

* Up to 16. 8 bit mask channels
* Filler preview window (shown above)

Textures

LOW

[vr7 Mutate texture

[v7 Mutate colour map

A Brand new product from Pineapple is this VHS
Video Tutorial covering the use of ArtWorks.
Walter Briggs is the tutor for this 1 hour video which
shows how to use all the ArtWorks tools and then

goes on to show how Walter produced his famous
Tiger head picture. Walter also draws an impressive
landscape picture which can be copied by those with
no artistic talent at all!

Artworks VHS Video Tutorial £19.99 inc vat

A4 Colour Scanners
New from Pineapple a low cost A4 flatbed colour
scanner from Primax. Supplied with Imagemaster
and Twain software this scanner provides the

perfect low cost solution to home colour scanning. With a basic
resolution of 300 x 600 dpi this scanner is unbeatable value.

Primax with Imagemaster & Twain £359.00 inc vat
As above + Studio24Pro £439.00 inc vat
SCSI II interface + cable 'phone

Epson Colour Scanners
These high quality scanners are available to work via the parallel
port as well as a SCSI interface. The 8500 & 9000 come with both
interfaces fitted as standard. Prices include Imagemaster & Twain.

GT-5000 (parallel) £425.00
GT-8500 £569.00

GT-5000 (SCSI)
GT-9000

£499.00
£699.00

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage FREE to
mainland U.K. Phone for quote
outside U.K. Official orders,
cheques and all major credit
cards accepted. Money back
guarantee on all products.

For demonstrations of most of our
advertised products why not come
and visit us in our new offices (easy
parking) where you can see most of
the Acorn range of computers and
other hardware in action.

Monday - Friday 0900 -1730



Graphics
Jack Kreindler puts on his
DTP hat as Ovation Pro nears
THIS really is a bit of departure
for me. Over the last three

years all 1 have ever written
about on the graphics page is
bitmaps, refresh rates and
suchlike. Now its DTP too!

Thankfully, I already use
DTP packages extensively on
both Acorn and Mac platforms
(much disliking the latter) so it
isn't too bad. If you ignore the
fact that the Mac seems to have

an inbuilt device that senses

the exact moment you feel you
should save then crashes just
before you do, and the fact
that you need about 32Mb to
use the big packages properly,
there are some advantages.

Although Acorn DTP prod
ucts don't have

some of the neces

sary facilities
required by profes
sionals, or features

which are useful to

the general user,
such as rotatable

text frames or

bezier based irregu
lar frames. Neither

is there an undo

feature and until

now no program

has had a macro

function. However,
Ovation Pro - the

latest BceBug prod

uct - features all the above plus
many more besides.

This program, even in its
pre-release form that I have
been testing, marks a signifi
cant leap forward for the
platform for anything from
basic to top-end DTP work. Its
price, which will be only a tiny
fraction of the giant Mac and
PC veterans, and its perfor
mance, will yield great gains in
productivity for the profes
sional user and will make DTI'

far easier and enjoyable for the
lower end users.

Such things have been long
awaited and I'm sure that Ova

tion will take hold of a large
proportion of the current DTP

market. My personal view
about the future of DTP is a lit

tle less positive, however.
Ovation is the only DTP pack
age on the platform that is
being rapidly developed and
with the inevitable narrowing
of the Windows - Mac OS -

RISC OS gaps, Acorn applica
tions will face ever increasing
competition.

Yet the cost, performance,
rendering quality, reliability
and ease of use of Ovation Pro

means that you shouldn't
despair as the Acorn platform
for the moment is unparalleled
for most DTP.

Beebng
Tel: (01727) 840303
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Pic of the month
NICHOLAS van der Walle of the self-run Astute Graphics is
this month's winner with his impressive VWClipper piece.

Apart from being a wonderfully detailed reproduction of
a real life image, and not just an inanimate object, there
was also a very nice background text accompanying the
picture.

It was not only the best picture of the month, but also the
most entertaining to read and irrespective of'the fact that I
have recently bought a VW and work for an underground
agency run by Volkswagen drivers whose primary objective
is to publicise the Volkswagen label throughout the world, I
have awarded Mr van der Walle the enormous first (and
only) prize of £20 plus a free slide recording from the
Digital Darkroom.

Astute Graphics can be contacted on (01203) 601051 or
on E-mail: nwaIle@coventry.ac.uk. but we cannot publish
the top-secret contact address for the Worldwide
Volkswagen Promotion Network.

Competition
Reminder
Just a gentle reminder that the
Spacetechcompetition,open only
to users of Photodesk is still on.

The top prize for the competition
will be the fabulous Fotofun dye-
sub printer which bangs out
beautiful continuous-tone, photo

sized images without the
irritation of having to spend
£5000 on an A4 dye-sub machine.
With a copy of Photodesk Pro and
the ingenious Spacetech printer
driver that takes the dye-sub
printer to unseen heights, this is
a competition definitely worth

entering. I'd buy a copy of
Photodesk just to enter!

It all makes the equally
prestigious, but definitely less
profitable, Picof the Month seem
rather pathetic. Never mind, keep
them coming.

Spacetech
Tel: (01305) 822753

Image FS 2
Youwould be right in thinking
that Image FS could not get much
better, at least as far as file

importation goes. However,

Alternative Design and Publishing
(previously known as Alternative
Publishing) have now begun
adding the functionalityof vector
graphics formats. AD&P have
started with the all important
Windows MetaFile or WMF

format. Even in the present alpha
test stage, the files drop straight
into any Draw compliant package
operating with the same stealth
and speed as we have come to
expect from the program

AlternativeDesign &
Publishing

Tel: (0141) 248 2322

Contacting me
You can contact the graphics and
DTP page by writing to me, Jack
Kreindler at Acorn User, Media

House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP, or by
email to jack@argonet.co.uk.
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fp Showroom open Mon-Sat 10-18.00 hrs (All pricesexclude VAT) Carriage included except where indicated

CD-ROM
The lollowing CD-ROM's are
Mulli-Session. PholoCD, CD-DA,
WhileBookcompatible &include
a cable & driver lor CDFS 2.20

Internal Drives

4x Speed ATAPI (IDE) (Tray) E120
Above requires RiscPC/A7000 with RiscOS3.6 or later.

4x Speed SCSI (Tray) xm-ssoi £200
4.4x Speed SCSI (Tray)DR-ui24x£240
PCWVerdict - 'It's extremely quick, and a bargain.'
6.8x Speed SCSI (Tray) issms ECall
External CD-ROM Drives
2x Speed SCSI (Tray) 275mS £180
4x Speed SCSI (Tray) i9om» £240
4.4x Speed SCSI (Tray) isoms £280
SCSI cards
Morley cached SCSI card £160
Cumana SCSI II card £165
PowerTec SCSI II card £170
Aboveare suitablelorA300.A400.A3000(Extt£25),A540,

" «t#isj:PC. HCCS card nol suitable lor RiscPC.

Hard Discs
IDE Bare Drives
635Mb 12ms £150
850Mb 12ms ECall
1Gb eCall
Above are 3V>" bare drives only. Please add Ihe relavenl
accessories Irom below. Drives are Connor or Quantum.
ForA3000/A30l0 hard discs see Hard Card section below

Syquest Removable SCSI Drives

SCSI Bare Drives
1Gb 12ms £250
2Gb 12ms ECall
4Gb 12ms ECall

TopicArt Singlediscclipart containing approx.50 highquality drawformat clipart images,
eachona single subject. Comes wilh mono reference sheet. 20subjects are
available now.Please specifywhenordering. Silolicencesare E16+VAT pordi;
please ring for further details.

New Acorn Computers
AllRiscPC's include 1yr on-site
maintenance. 0% finance available, ring
for details. We operate Acorn Assist lor
teachers 8 academics. For PC 486 Card
add E99+VATto following prices.

Acorn A7000 (32MHz ARM7500)
Networkor hard disc versions, podulo slot. Ireo SIMMskt

A7000 2MNET + AKF60 £799
A7000 2MHD425 + AKF60 £799
A7000 4MHD425 + AKF60 £875
RiscPC600 (33MHz ARM610)
Please note that the RPC600 does nol have a backplane.
4MHD425 + AKF60 £1148
4MHD425 + AKF90 £1473
RiscPC700 (40MHz ARM710)
5MHD425 + AKF60 £1360
5MHD425 + AKF90 £1685
10MHD850 + AKF60 £1692
10MHD850 + AKF90 £2017
Add £20 for liyama MT-9017 17"
monitor instead of Acorn AKF90.

Internal Drives
EZ135MbSyquos1 ECall
(Abovoincludes cartr.)
105Mb Syquest £150
270Mb Syquest £259
Syquest Cartridges
EZ135Mb Cartridge E201105Mb Cartridge

270Mb Cartridge

External Drives
EZ135MbSyquest£199
(Above includes cartr.)
105Mb Syquesl £210
270Mb Syquesl £329

£43
E49

Hard Disc Interfaces/Accessories
50-50C SCSI Cable £10
SCSI II-50C Cable £25
5i<<-3'/4 open adapt £10
IDE Accessories
IDE interface £79
2nd Hard Drive Kit £15
External case/PSU £79

25-50 SCSI Cable £10
SCSI Terminator £10
5'.4-3',JHD adaptor £12
SCSI Interfaces
Morley Cached £160
Cumana SCSI II £169
PowerTec SCSI II £170

20/20 Finance
on Acorn Systems (0%APR)

20% deposit (min) and 20 interest
free monthly payments. Available
subject to status. Ring for details.
CD-ROM Drive Options
Acorn 2x CD-ROM Drive (IDE) £111
4x CD-ROM Drive ATAPI (IDE) £110
4x Speed SCSI (Tray) £300
4.4x Speed SCSI (Tray) £340
Above SCSI CD-ROM's include Morley uncached SCSI
card, driver and cables. Add £39 lor SCSI 2. Abovo prices
only apply when purchased wilh an A7000 or RiscPC.

RiscPC Multimedia CD-ROM Pack
Includes 25W stereospeakers.Hutchinsons Encyclopedia
&The RiscDiseVol.1 togetherwilhone ol the lollowing
CD-ROM drives.

4X Speed ATAPI CD Pack £190
The above can only bo used on RiscOS 3.5 or later.
4X Speed SCSI CD Pack £390
4.4X Speed SCSI CD Pack £430
Tho SCSI Pack includes a MorloyUncachod SCSI Card.
Add C40 extra lor Cumana SCSI 2 Card.

New CD-ROM!
E32+VAT

Contains over 2000
ClipArt files, each in

Draw, Artworks & EPS
formats + other demos.

Floppy discs
£8 + VAT each

Single Floppy disc subjects available
(one disc per subject)

General
2 Transport
3 Costumes
4 Entertainment
5 Bugs 2 Slugs
6 Road Signs
7 Sports Equip
8 Sports Figures
9 Dinosaurs
10 Symbols

11 Tools
12 AnimalsGB
13 Chem Signs
14 Fire/Emerg Sn
15 Hazard Sign:
16 Salety Signs
17 Xmasl

18 Xmas2

19 Xmas3
20 Xmas4>^I>/|

QuickLyn
Software only
With 5m Local Cable

With 10m Local Cable
QuickLynkallows you to
automatically access
anolher Acorn RiscOS
computer remotely using
Ihe serial port via
modems or locally using
a cable lo connect the
Iwo compulers. Each
computercan be
configured to allow access to any attached filing
system device eg ADFS, IDE, SCSI, CDFS, etc.
Once connected, files can be transferred to/from
the remote computer. Other features include
password access, auto dialler with phone book
and chat mode to send messages to remote
computer/user. Transfer rates up to 1900 byles/s
can be achieved with oldercomputers, eg. A410.
A3000, peaking at 11400 bytes/s on the RiscPC
range. The transfer rate is limited by the speed of
the serial port. Requires RiscOS 3.10 or greater.

tkh*
Special Offers

(Last remaining stock)

A3010(2MbRAM)
With Action Pack

comprising, Zool, StartWritef
and other demos.

£180+VAT

For AKF50 Monitor add

E275+VAT

Add £6+VAT Carriage to above.

Mail Order - 0161-474 0778 (All prices exclude VAT) Carriage included except where indicated

RiscPC PC Cards

PC5x86-100 £399
PC486DX4-I00 £199
PC486DX2-66 El 49
PC486SX33 £99
When purchased sepcratcly
PC5x86-100 E499
PC486DX4-100 E299
PC486DX2-66 E249
PC486SX33 £199
Trade-In discounts ol £100 for DX2/DX4 cards
and £200 lor PC5x86 cards are available when
trading in a ACA42 486SLC33 PC cards.
Add E6+VATcarriage for PC cards.

RiscPC Upgrades
rosott Windows 95 (CD-ROM) £70

Microsoft Encarta '96 lor Windows £40
Microsoft Cinemania '96 (Win95only) £35
ESP16 bit Sound Card (Carr.£2+VAT) £60
YES 16 bit MozartCard (carr. E2+VAT) £60
2nd Slice Case Uoarade (Carr. Ee+VATl £99

lemory Upgrades
Memory, please ring to conlirm prices

4MbSIMM £85|8MbSIMM
16Mb SIMM £320 32Mb SIMM
1MbVRAM £100 |2Mb VRAM
1-2MbVRAM Upgrade (oxchango)
A3000Memory "
1-2MbRAM £55|2-4MbRAM
1-4MbRAM £1291
A3010 Memory
1-2MbRAM £40|2-4MbRAM
1-4MbRAM £1451
A3020/A4000 Memory
2-4Mb RAM £891
A50O0Memory
2-4MbRAM £89|4-8MbRAM
A30O/4O0 Series 4-8Mb RAM

£165
£650
£160
£100

EM

onitors
28ap i

IAcorn AKF60 14" 0.28dp MultiScan £325
I AcornAKF90 1T 0.28dp MultiScan £599
I liyama MF-8617E 17" 0.26dpM/Scan £549
1llyama MT-9017E 17" 0.25stripo M/Scan £599
| Oldercompulerswill requirean adaptor £12

Printers (include Cable)
Canon BJ-200ex (360dpi) £180
Canon BJ-230 (360dpi) £265
Canon BJC-610 Colour (720dpi) Now! £360
Canon BJC-4000 Colour (360dpi) £240
Epson Stylus Colour Printer (720dpi) ECall
HP LaserJet 5L 4ppm (600dpi) Newt £410
HPLaserJet5P 6ppm(600dpi) £630
Add £40 to above printers for TurboDrivcr

P Networking
A30X0 EtherLan 102 10Base2/T

A3020/A4k EtherLan 200 10Base2
A3020/A4kElherLan201 10BaseT
A300-A5k ElherLan 502 10Basc2/T
RlscPC/A7k ElherLan 602 10Base2/T
For Access* add £15 lo above prices.

£125

£135

£135

£125
£105

RiscOS 3.1 Upgrades UHard Cards/Multi-Pods CD-ROM's Q Applic
Singlo Rom sol (lilting msli./nn (lir.es) £34
3 Rom sols (liltinginslr./no discs) £79
10 Rom sols (lilling inslr./no discs) £255
Documentation (Guide8 Discs) (0%VAT) £29
Carrior tioard for A300/A440 £22

ortable Computers
Acorn A4 Portable
Pockel BookII(256k)
PocketBookII(512k)
Pocket BookII(1Mb)
Psion 3a (256k)
Psion 3a (512k)
Psion 3a (1Mb)
Psion3a (2Mb)
A-Link
Parallel Link
128k RAM SSD
256k Flash SSD
PB/Ps3 Games

£42
£26
£43
£47

ECall

£1149

£205
£255
£285
£199

£249

£270
£305

PC Link £60
Mains Adaptor £15
512k RAM SSD £105
512k Flash SSD £77
PBII/Ps3a Games £45

24116 Multimedia Curl (*>12kb frames!.)
24116MultimediaCard (1Mbframestoro)

_ 486sx25MHz Bare PC Card
L| 486SLC50MHz Bare PC Card

Roler to RiscPC memory to add to PC c
FPA Upgrade for ARM3
Colour Card Gold (CC)
Eagle M2 MultimediaCard (CC)
iTVTV Tuner 8 Tololext card (Irlam)
Joystick Interface (all m/c's)
Logitech Mouso (Acom)
Midi Max Card (CC)
Movie Magic (CC)
Powerpad (dual) (Gamcsware)
Scart - 9pin Monitor/RGBTV cablo
Scart - 15pin Monilor/RGBTV cablo
Serial Upgrade lor A3000 (Acorn)
Sleroo Speakers 25W (mains powered)
Stereo Speakors BOW (mainspowered)
TV Tuner with TcleText (CC;

5+VAT for ANT Internet

Sportster Modem Bundles
Modem bundles include a Sportslor modem,
cable, phono splitter, ArcTerm7 & ArcFAX.
14k4Vi Sportster Fax/Modem Bundlo £200
Tho abovo modom also has voice facility
28k8 Sportster Fax/Modem Bundlo £265
V.34+ Courier Fax/Modem 8 cable only £345
Sportster Modems
14k4Vi Sportster Fax/Modem & cablo only£115
The abovo modem also has voice facility
28k8 Sportster Fax/Modom 8 cablo only £190
V.34t Courier Fax/Modom 8 cablo only £270

canners/Digitisers

rds.

£59
£135
£319
£169

£28
£25
£68

£249
£33
£12
£12
£19
£35
£50

£157

canLight Vidoo 256 £199
Epson GT-5000 Colour Parallel Scannor ECall
Epson GT-5000 Colour SCSI Scannor E389
EpsonGT-8500 Colour SCSIScannor £525
Above colour scanners include ITWAINdrivors
ImageMaster 8 Cable.
Vision24 Colour Digilisor Inl £69/Exl £94
Hi-Vision24 Digitisor A5000 Int £94/Ext £119

80Mb + User Port + 2 Slots
130Mb + User Port i 2 Slots
160MI> * Usor Port + 2 Slots
A3000 Intornal IDE Hardcards
80Mb i Usor Port
130Mb + Usor Port
160Mb 4 Usor Porl
See top of page for other hard discs.

Ifflflrr^PrWH
BC-01 Cartridge (BJ-10)

i BC-02 Cartridge (BJ-200)
BJi-642 Cartridge (BJ-300)
BJI-201bk Black Cartridge (BJC-600
BJI-201C/M/Y Cartridge (BJC-600 st
BCI-21Bk Black Cartridge (BJC-4000)
BCI-21C Colour Cartridge (BJC-4000) £17
BC-20 Fast Black Cnrtndgo (BJC-4000) £25
BJI-643 Black Cartridge (BJ-800) £16
BJI-643C/M/Y Cartridge(BJ-800) £20 ea.
DcskJolSOO Mono/ColourCartridge E20/E23
EP-L Toner (LBP-4/HP LJIII) £59
Epson Stylus Colour Black £16/Colour £30

£186
£269
£319

HP 92274A Toner (HP U4L)
JP-150 Ink Cartridge (Acorn)
Swilt24 Mono/Colour Ribbon

ASF1
"RMsAdd£7carr.

Acorn Volume 5a PRM Add £7 <
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide
RiscPC Tech Rel Guide Add £7 carr.
ArtWorks Made Easy (Dabs)
DTP on the Archimedes (Sigma)
Firststeps in progRiscOS(Sigma)
Game Makers Manual (Sigma)
RiscOS 3 First Steps (Dabs)
Add £2 Carr to above (£4 tor Acorn books)

idents add 17.5% VAT to all pnees
except books. Carriage Iree in UK (excluding
remote areas) (except books), elsewhere at
cost. Ordors MUST be accompanied by a
phone number. Prices and spec's subject lo
change without notification. Goods subject to
availability. Goods nol ollored on trial basis.
Restocking lee on non-faulty returns. Official
ordors welcome from educational instilutes,
chq with order under £30. ESOE.

£59
£22

E7/E15

£99.95

£29.95

£19.95

£29.95

£10.00

£1295

£14.95
£14.95

£10.00

Artworks on CD (CC) £135
Childrens Micropedia CD £85
ClipArt CD 1/2 (CC) £19 each
Dinosaurs (MS) £39
Dune II (Eclipse) £36
Granny's Garden CD £28
Guardn's of tho Greenw'd £45
Hulchinsons Encycloped' £30
Musical Instruments (MS) £39
PB Bears Blhday Pty £32
ReplayStarter Kit(Acorn) £37
RiscDisc Vol 1 CD £17
RiscDisc Vol 2 CD £17
Simon the Sorcerer CD £36
TopicArt CD-ROM £32

Applications
Advance 2Mb (Acorn) £99
Advantage(Longman) £46
ANT Internet Suite (ANT) £99
ArcFax (David Pilling) £28
ArcTerm7 (Serial Port) £58
ArtWorks (CC) £125
AudioWorks (CC) £45
C/C++ (Acorn) (£7 Carr) £213
CADet (Minerva) £99
Card Shop (Clares) £19
Chameleon 2 (4Mation) £33
Compl. Animator (IOTA) £79
Compression (CC) £29
DataPower (IOTA) £123
Desktop Thesaurus (BB) £19
Digi.Symphony (Oregan) £48
Disc Rescue (Look) £28
Easy C++ (Beebug) E93
Eureka v3 (Longman) £93
FireWorkz (Colton) £89
FireWorkz Pro (Colton) £139
Font Directory2 (Look) £28
Font FX (DataStore) £10
Glimpse (Sherston) £10
Graphics Loaders (CC) £42
Hard Disc Comp. (BB) £42
Hatchback (4Mation) £32
Hearsay II (Beebug)
Homo Accounts (Minerv) £28
HTML Edit

I Illusionist (Clares)
ImageFS (Alt Publ)
Imago Oulliner (IOTA)
Impression Publisher

I Impression Publisher*
Impression Style (CC)

I IntorTalk(Acom)
MacFS (CC)
MacFS Lite (CC)

I Magpie (Longman)
I Morpheus (Oregan)
[Night Sky (Clares)
[Notate (Longman)
(Ovation (Beebug)

onal Accounts (Ap
PhotoDesk (Spacetech) £157
PholoTouch (Oregan) £68

i Point Junior (Long) £25
Plot (Clares) £63

£25
£40
s:38

£46
£125
£259

£79
£78
£76
£45
£50
£32
£63
£54
£79
£38

Poster (4Mation) £74
ProArtisan 2 (Clares) £102
Prophet (Apricoto) £145
PublishArt (SmartDTP) £29
Recordz (Colton) £97
Resultz (Colton) E75
Rhapsody (Clares) v3 £74
SBase2 Personal (Long) £48
S-Base 2 Developer £98
S-Base 2 Developer* £147
Serenade (Clares) £75
ShapeFX (Datastore) £10
Sibelius 6 £175
Sibelius 7 £789
Sleuth (Beebug) £50
Slouth2 (Beebug) £93
Snippet(4Malion) £32
SparkFS (Pilling) £21
Speech 2! (Superior) £22
Studio24 (Pineapple) £120
Touch Type (IOTA) £38
TurboDnver BJ (CC) £42
TurboDriver HP (CC) £42
TurboDriver Epson (CC) £42
Tween (Ace) £28
TypeStudio (Beebug) £43
Vector (4Mation) £59
WordWorks (CC) £36
Wordz (Colton)

Air Supremacy (Sup)
Alone in the Dark (Kris)
Arcturus (Oregan)
Axis (TBA)
BattleChess (Krisalis)
Birds ol War (4D) 2Mb
Black Angel (4D)
Break 147/Superpool
Burn Out (Oregan)
Cannon Fodder (Krisalis) £201
Carnage Inc(4D) £181
Champions (Krisalis) £221
-Includes Man Utd, J Khan
- Squash, Wld Class
- Leaderbrd 8 Boxing Mngr
Chocks Compendium EI
Chopper Force (4D) £;
Chuck Rock (Krisalis) £'
Crystal Maze (Sher) £
Cyber Chess (4D) V.
Cygnus Collection £;
- Incl Twin World. Iron Lord
- Tower of Babel
Darkwood (Eclipse) £!
Dune II (Eclipse) £2
Dungeon (4D) 2Mb £1
Enter the Realm 2Mb £'
E-Type Compend. (4D) £'
E-Type 2 (4D) £1
Fire 8 Ice (Times Warnor)£20
Flashback (US Gold) £22
FTT(TBA)
Global Effect (Eclipse)
GODS (Krisalis)
Haunted House 2Mb
Heimdall (Krisalis) 2Mb

£20

£
£101
£181
£22

Tel: 0161-474 0778

HWe
E222J ""*•"

ojects Ltd
Authorised Acorn Dealer, Fax: 0161 474 0781, Email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk

Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT, Cheshire. SK3 OBT VISA

Hero Quesl (Krisalis) £22
Holed Out Compendium £18
James Pond (Krisahsj £10
James Pond 2 RoboCod £20
Krisalis Collection £22
-Includes, Mad Prof. Pipo'm,
- Terramex 8 Revelation
Lemmings (Krisalis) £15
Lemmings lor RiscPC £22
Lemmings 2 Tribes 2Mb £22
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris) £19
Magic Pockets (Reneg) £20
Magnetoids (Oregan) £22
Man United Europe (Kris)£10
Oh No More Lemmings £16
Pandora's Box (4D) £18
Playitagain Sam 1/2/3 £19ea.
Populous (Krisalis) £22
Real McCoy 2/3/4 £24ea.
Repton 3/4 (Superior) £19ea.
Rick Dangerous £14
Sally 8 Wally (Orogan) £20
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D) £23
Scrabble (US Gold) £21
Sim City (Knsalis) £21
Sim City 2000 (RiscPC) £30
Sim City 2000 (A5000) £30
Simon Ihe Sorcerer 2Mb £31
Speedball 2 (Krisalis) £20
Spobbleoids £20
Startighter 3000 (Fednel) £23
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D) £23
Stunt Racer Xtra Tracks £17
SWIV (Krisalis) £10
Time Machine (4D) £18
Virtual Goll (4D) 2Mb £23
Virtual Goll Augusta Cso £13
Wavelength (GAV) £18
Wollonstein 3D (Powers) £23^

I^FrTTMaW
10/10 Software Series
-EarlyEssentials (over7) £18
-English(6-16yrs) £18
-French (8-16yrs) £18
-Junior Essentials (5-11) £18
-Maths (Number) (6-16) £18
-Maths Algebra) (6-16) £18
•Maths(Statistics)(6-16) £18
-Spoiling (over 9) £18
•Driving Test £10
-Dinosaurs (all ages) £10
Crystal Rain Forest (Sh) £40
Darryl the Dragon (4M) £18
Fun School 3 £17
(Spec age group ,<5, 5-7, >7)
Fun School 4 £17
(Spec age group ,<5, 5-7, >7)
Granny's Garden (4M) £23
KidPix (ESM)
MathsCircus (4Mation)
Noddy's Playtime (JBn)
Playdays (Gamosware)
Rosle & Jim

- Duck loses its Quack

- Jim gets the sneezes
Call for titles not listed

£37
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Public Domain
Harmony and QTMplay
WHILE Acorn User's music

player Q The Music is continu
ally developed by Quantum
coder Phoenix, new front ends

for the player code continue to
appear in the public domain.
Two of the latest releases in

this vein include QTMplay by
Chris Rutter, and the Harmony
front end, by Mark Seaborn.

Harmony offers a compre
hensive front end to play
music in the Desktop.
Emphasis is on providing an
easy-to-use program that gets
the job done without clutter
ing your screen with too many
confusing and little-used fea
tures. Harmony fulfils this aim
well, with a single, large con
trol window which contains

everything you need to play

Symphony and Coco modules
and automatically selects the
best player for the music you
load; the only problem that
may arise is if your Trackers
are incorrectly filetypcd. While
QTM doesn't support formats
other than ProTracker,

Harmony is the obvious choice
for users with collections of

Symphony and Coco files.
Mark continues to expand

Harmony, and intends to
include an array of extra fea
tures including some to take
advantage of QTM's extra
functionality while playing
ProTracker mods.

Ghris Rutter's front end

QTMplay impressed original
QTM author Phoenix so much

that it is likely to become the

Toolbox editing

great example of some really
nice modular design. This guy
should be writing Rise OS 4.

The directory icon from the
tool box opens up a user con
figurable filer window. Simply
drag your main directory of
mods on to the configure win
dow, and your mods become
instantly accessible from the
tool box - very simple and
very effective. A conventional
control window with all the

usual controls is accessed via

another tool box icon, and a

third main tool box option
opens the carousel window.

The carousel is simple to use
and has all the features you
need without being overly
complicated. Just drag the
mods you like into the win

dow and select

sequential or shuffle
play to hear them all.
Play lists can be
saved out and loaded

individually, and a
default play list is yet
another of QTMplay's
simple but ingenious
extended features.

Drag your favourite
play list on to the
configure window,
select 'play default',
and that play list will
automatically load
up and start playing
whenever you run
QTMplay.

The program even
saves its position
through the list, so if
you turn off your
computer on track 3,

when you come back the next
day, QTMplay will start itself
off from this position.

Harmony is ideal for general
use and essential for hearing
formats other than Protracker,
but for a more advanced, while
still easy to use front end,
QTMplay is my recommenda
tion. Watch out for news on

future developments and a
possible QTM/QTMplay collab
oration.

Harmony and QTMplay can
be obtained from the Five Star

Marketing PD library, on disc
STU6, and from Digital
Databank and Arcade bulletin

boards.

1 jl.ucJd!Sc4 $ Music.Mods r.1al2.lndustrial
2~ (arddisc4.$.MusiC.ModS MaI2.MOD'A_T
3 |Harddrsc4.$.MusicMods Mal2.MOD.1N
4 [Harddi3c4 S.Music Mods Mal2.Simon's

"•tfr'-iltoBJunaiMMKbi

While this window is open, you can drag the
buttons around on the toolbox with Soled. Add

new buttons by dragging them from this window
to the toolbox.

QTSV3

Sound

Quality [
• Allow other voices over music

Carousel

Default |sc4.$.MuslcMods.Carousell

\7 Save position

Directory

Patti pS::HairMJsc4.$.Muac.Mods] -^7
\y Small file icons Grab window pos

QjQ J Lock to icon bar

) Free-floating

Save

~7*f*?Z

your Tracker files. Skip-search,
pause and stop, along with a
volume slider are the only con
trols, but these are combined

with a rather fetching track
time counter.

The control window also

contains the carousel controls.

A sliding pane has space for
your user-defined track list, to
which you can drag and drop
Trackers from disc. Normal,
shuffle and repeat buttons
operate the carousel play style.

The main advantage of the
Harmony front end is its inclu
sion of support for the other
common music formats.

Harmony incorporates the

official front end for the

player. Chris's program takes a
new and completely original
direction in producing a func
tional and easy-to-use front
end, and I'm very impressed
with the results.

The program is based
around a small toolbar which

contains the usual play, pause
and skip buttons, along with
icons which open the in-depth
control windows. The beauty
of this system is that it's com
pletely editable. The size and
layout of the bar can be altered
to your needs, and far from
being hard to use, it's actually
fun to experiment with. It's a

buttons

Previous song

Mext song

Previous position

Next position

Window draggable

Send to back

MicroGear Software
After many years in the Amiga
and PCpublic domain scene,

MicroGear Software is launching
an Acorn PD library. Alldiscs cost

just £1each. Readersof Acorn
Usercan obtain a free copy of the
catalogue disc by sending a suit

able SAE to: MicroGear Software,

23The Sycamores, Horbury,
Wakefield, WF4 5QW. It's interest

ing to see a company moving

from the Amiga and PC to include

the Acorn format. I'll keep you up

to date on how the library is
going.

Crime on the
increase
I can report the imminent release

of the second adventure game
from the Unbroken Circle.

Provisionally entitled, in a rather

unoriginal way, as Armed
Robbery with Violence 2, it will

include even more crime, bad

humour, graphics and sound.

While Mr Pentangle is involved in

the project I'm sure it will have a

strong dark and foreboding, not

to mention, black, atmosphere. A

range of small PDgames should

also be included. Watch this

space.

Dialer
Martin Greenhalgh has produced

a brand new dialer application for

use with Zansi, or indeed any
other terminal software. It's an

excellent little tool that replaces

Chris Jackson's ZansiDial. Dialer

has just about everything you

need from an application of this

kind, including Mercury dial pre

fixes, and a macro facility for

when you reach a BBS.

Recommended if you still use

Zansi, but check out the review of

Connectorbefore you resign your

self to using the dated Zansi for
BBS use.

Library sell off
Matthew Prowse is sellingon his
PDlibrary to coders Afterdarc

software, who plan to continue

the development of the library.
Afterdarc can be contacted on the

Digital Databank BBS.
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Public Domain
Connector
HAVING been a bulletin board addict for

over a year now, I've been quite involved
with the BBS scene. As a staunch PD sup
porter I've always relied upon PI) terminal
programs to get me online. Unfortunately,
the best option available was the dated
Zansi, which is no longer being developed
and wasn't really ideal for everyday use as
it contained several major omissions and
inaccurate ANSI support.

After struggling by for all this time,
the public domain is about to provide sev
eral new terminal programs. As well as
forthcoming contributions from groups
like Dizzy Wizard, German group AMZ-
SOIT has already released a beta version of
its Connector program. Although it still
contains several bugs, and supports only
zmodem file transfer, it seems to be devel

oping quite nicely. As always, the PI) page
will keep you up to date with develop
ments in this area.

Acorn User PD scheme
AFTER the initial launch of the Acorn User

PD scheme by Mark Moxon in 1994, things
have been a little quiet. So here's a
reminder about what's available to PD

coders out there.

The PD scheme works by publishing
authors' software on the cover disc of the

magazine. Acorn User retains copyright

over the software for three months, during
which it may not be copied or distributed.
After that time, the software becomes ordi

nary PI) which can be sold by PD libraries
and uploaded to the net. This allows Acorn
User to pay the author for the privilege of
including it on the cover disc. It is impor
tant to note that any software put forward

for the scheme must be unreleased, or a
significantly updated version of an old
program.

The scheme is an ideal way for PI)
authors to earn some money from their
software, while distributing it in the
widest way possible. Please contact me if
you're interested in getting involved.

Recommended PD Libraries

The Datafile APDL

71 Anson Road 39 Knighton Park Road

Locking Sydenham

Weston-Super-Mare London

BS24 7DQ SE26 5RN

Naked PD Beebware PD

'Fayence' 83 Forrest Road

Fulford Road Huncote

Stoke-on-Trent Leicester

Staffs ST119QT LE9 3BH

Arch Angel PD ARM ClubPD Library

PO Box 41 Freepost ND6573

Exeter London

EX4 3EN N12 0BR
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Dizzy Wizard software
Newsoftware under development by Dizzy Wizard includes a range of handy desk
top utilities. The most interesting items include the Sheriff CMOS protection
program which will provide a password lock for use on school networks, and an
uncrunch module for use with BASS's Crunch util. Watch this space for further
developments.

More nostalgia
The current fad of emulating other computers on our trusty Acorn machines has
been taken to the extreme with the release of an Amstrad CPC emulator. Emulation

is quite good, apart from the lack of sound support and the software comes bundled
with a pack of games. Another emulator is also in development, but is only avail
able as beta test at the time of writing. CPC_Emu is available from the Digital
Databank BBS.

Contacting me
You cancontact the PD pagebywriting to me,Paul Wheatley, at Acorn User, IDG Media,
Media House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. Or preferably,by e-mailto quan-
tum@digibank.demon.co.uk.
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12 MONTHS SWAPOUT I

HARD DRIVES

OPTICAL DRIVES

SYQUEST DRIVES

TAPE DRIVES

Technology
Matrix

Authorised Acorn Reseller ,<
Authorised Apple Macintosh Resseller
Authorised IBM Resseller

Atypicaldisatisliedcustomerwiltell
I 8-10 peopleabout theirproblem.

will do business withyouagainII
you resolve the complaint Intheir

tavour.

IIyou resolve a complaint on tho
spot 95%willdo business again. *

All prices exclude VAT & carriage. Prices & specif
/»(?i/ change without notice. E.& O.E.

indiferenceby the companyor a
specificIndividual

In conclusion we are saying that

you expect (rom us I

r

0

l~

IVES HARD DRIVES
HARD DRIVES HARD DRIVES

INTERNAL DRIVES

SIZE A3O00

120MB IDE £149
250MB IDE £239

420MB IDE £289
510MB IDE n/a
850MB IDE n/a

1.0 GB IDE n/a
540MB SCSI n/a
1.0 GB SCSI n/a
2.0 GB SCSI n/a
EXTERNAL DRIVES

540MB SCSI £199
1.0 GB SCSI £249
2.0 GB SCSI £639

A3010

£149
£239

£289

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

£199

£249

£639

A3020

£89

£189
£229

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

£199

£249

£639

A3/400

n/a
n/a

n/a
£159
n/a
n/a

£145

£199

£589

£199

£249

£639

RISC PC RISC OS

A4/5000 VER. 3.6

n/a

n/a
n/a
£159

n/a
n/a

£145

£199

£589

£199

£249

£639

n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
£159

£195

£145

£199

£589

£199
£249

£639

SPECIAL SPECIAL 850MB IDE £159
SPECIAL SPECIAL 1.0 GB SCSI £209

SYQUEST
DRIVES

INTERNAL

SIZE

200MB SCSI

270MB SCSI

270MB IDE

135MB IDE

EXTERNAL
200MB SCSI

270MB SCSI

DRIVE CART

£289 £55

£229 £39

£229 £39

£149 £15

£339

£279

£55

£39

CD-ROM
DRIVES! SSSSfiSS ISCANNERS SCANNERS

PANASONIC
QUAD SPEED

4A7000

fj OPTICAL
DRIVES

^
INTERNAL
230mb with 1 cartridge £349
1.3 gb with 1 cartridge £1299
EXTERNAL

230mb with 1 cartridge £399
1.3 gb with 1 cartridge £1379

PANASONIC PD DRIVE £499

A combined Quad speed SCSI
CD and 650MB optical drive

QUAD SPEED INT. SCSI £145
(Suitable for fitting Internal to RISC PC)

QUAD SPEED EXT. SCSI £195
(Suitablo for connecting to any external
SCSI port. Includes all cables)

QUAD SPEED INT. KIT £225
(Suitable for fitting intornal to RISC PC.
Includes a 1Gbit SCSI card allowing the
further connection of up to 6 other devices)

QUAD SPEED EXT. KIT £275
(Suitable for A3/400 A3000/10/20
A4/5000 RISC PC. Includes a 16bit

SCSI card allowing tho connection of a
further 6 devlcos)

QUAD SPEED SCSI TOWERS

MONITORS
MONITORS

IDEK 17"

MULTISCAN

£519

ACORN AKF53 £269

ACORN AKF60 £315

ACORN AKF85 £529

IDEK 17" Multiscan £519

SONY 15"sf Multiscan £329

2 Drive System
3 Drive System
4 Drive System
5 Drive System

6 Drive System

£369

£515

£659

£799

£949

EDUCATION
ANNOUNCEMENT

Technology Matrix supply .1 full range of
Apple Macintosh and IBM compatible

computers. Printers and Upgrades
Your One Stop Computer Supplier

Equipment, prices and backup
that make Technology Matrix
thepreferred supplier

Canon! Canon Canon
BJ-301 BJ-200ex

PORTABLE

MONO

360 x 360 dpi.
2 pages per min

30 page auto
sheet feeder.

DESKTOP

MONO

360 x 360 dpi.
3 pages per min.

100 page auto
sheet feeder

PORTABLE

COLOUR

360 x 360 dpi.
2 pages per min.

30 page auto
sheet feeder.

tHIt]

DESKTOP

COLOUR

360 x 360 dpi
2 pages per min.

100 page auto
sheet feeder

Epson! HP DeskJet! HP DeskJet!HP LaserJet
Stylus lis | 600

DESKTOP

COLOUR

760 x 760 dpi.
2ppm.

Built-in-feeder

A4

DESKTOP

MONO

360 x 360 dpi
3ppm

Built-in feeder

A4

DESKTOP

COLOUR

360 x 360 dpi
2ppm

Built-in feeder

A4

DESKTOP

MONO LASER

600 X 600 dpi
4ppm, 2mb Ram

2 paper trays
A4

/^£299J^£299J^£329]^£385

IDE CARDS
A300/400 £69

A3OOO/301O £69

SCSI CARDS
A300/400 10h it £85

A3000 1Gbit

A3010 1Gbit

A3020 1Gbit

A4000 1Gbit

A5000 1 libit

RISCPC 1Gbit

RISC PC 32blt

GRAPHICS
Colour card

Gold

Movie Magic
TV Tuner

TV Tuner

with Teletext

Eagle M2 card

Lark card

Midi Max card

GreyHawk

Hawk V9 Mkll

Chroma 150

Chroma

Genlock CG3,4,5,6

MEMORY
A3000 1-2mb

A3000 2-4mb

A3000 1-4mb

A3010 1-2mb

A3010 2-4mb

A3010 1-4mb

A3020 2-4mb

A4000 2-4mb

A5000 2-4mb

A5000 8mb

A300/400 limb

RISC PC 4mb

RISC PC Bmb

RISC PC 16mb

RISC PC 32ml)

SOFTWARE
RISC OS 3

(chips only)

RISC OS 3

(with manuals
and software)

£05

£85

£85

£85

£85

£85

£1G5

£199

£249

£89

£159

£329

£199

£69

£99

£199

£129

£149

CANON

IX-4015

A4 Flatbed

400x800 dpi
in 24 bit colour

SCSI Interface

EPSON

GT-9000

A4 Flatbed

600x600 dpi
in 24 bit colour

SCSI Interface

EPSON

GT-5000

A4 Flatbed

300x300 dpi
in 24 bit colour

SCSI Interface

MODEMS MODEMS

SPORTSTER

14.400

SPORTSTER

28.000

COURIER V.34

Dual Standard

ArcFax S/ware £28 ArcFax S/ware C28 ArcFax S/ware £28

ArcComm S/ware £39 ArcComm S/ware C39 ArcComm S/ware £39
Voyager Internet suite Voyager Internet suite Voyager Internet suite

£54

£89

£128

£44

£104

£144

£88

£88

£88

£258

£248

£95

£199

Ecall

Ecalt

£36

£79

& £129 £195 £319

SOFTWARE SOFTWARE

Stacks Of Software

Payment Cards Welcome

VISA

CI

f^'
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Join the 'information Superhighway' with DoggySoft's Termite Internet

Termite is an all-purpose communications package for Acorn RISC OS
computers. It gives you access to the vast range of bulletin boards around the

world, and to the biggest network of them all — the Internet.

e

TERMITE INCORPORATES THE FOLLOWING:

• An extremely easy to use and consistent user interface.

• A dialling directory packed with bulletin board
numbers from around the country, all supporting the
Acorn community. Just click on where you want to go
and you're there!

• An offline mail-reader application offering support for
reading and writing messages on the Internet and

bulletin boards.

• Built in call costing, to continuously inform you how
much you have spent so far.

• A comprehensive but simple script language which
allows you to automate your activities.

• A range of emulations and file transfer protocols, to
ensure that you can connect and transfer files on the
majority of the bulletin boards.

FOR ACCESSING THE INTERNET:

• A feature-packed web browser supporting the latest
extensions for browsing the World Wide Web and
gopher in style.

• Newsgroup and private email support, providing both
a forum for discussion and personal messaging.

J^oaau^bojt

COMMUNICATIONS FOR THE

ARCHIMEDES & RISC PC

FURZEFIELD HOUSE, FURZEFIELD ROAD.

BEACONSFIELD, BUCKS., HP9 1PQ

TEL: 01494 673222 FAX: 01494 675878 BBS: 01494 677728

e-mail sales@doggysoft.co.uk support@doggysoft.co.uk
http://www.doggysoft.co.uk/

• ftp (file transfer) facilities allowing you to transfer files
to and from your own computer.

• The ability to connect to other machines on the Internet
using Telnet, for example you can join in a chat with
dozens of people or connect to an Internet bulletin board.

• Miscellaneous useful functions such as ping, time,
traceroute and finger.

• There are also lots of servers included — even a web

server, so that while you are connected others can read
your own WWW pages.

REQUIREMENTS:

• 2MB RAM minimum

(4MB Recommended).

• Rise OS 3 (version 3.10) or later.

• A hard disc drive.

• A Hayes compatible modem (14400bps or greater
recommended)

If you wish to use the Internet features you also require a
subscription to an Internet provider.

£79.95+vat
+£5 Postage and Packing



Comms
OuijaBoard is the BBS
that likes to say Yes!
ALEX HOWARTH lives near a small village called
Bow, miles from anywhere else in Devon, and
spends much of his time not doing his Physics
homework. Instead, he's busy improving and
developing OuijaBoard BBS - test site for the
NewsFlash BBSshareware software package written
by Chris Davis.

The OuijaBoard name does not imply dark
forces, but simply breaks the mould of ARC and
ARM inspired BBS names. Alex is working towards
a BSc in Product Design, and
his flair for unusual and orig
inal graphics is very apparent
in the screen designs on the
BBS. Ouija runs on a 4Mb
A3000, with a 120Mb hard
disc and Supra V32bis
modem, and shares the fami
ly telephone line between
10pm and 8am.

Alex uses the BBS to test

and distribute the frequently-
appearing software updates
from Chris Davis. Newsflash
BBS software is designed to provide a flexible, low-
level approach to creating a BBS by maximising the
use of operator-scripted functions with a minimum
of hard-coded commands. From experience with
the current software, Chris is designing a new mod
ular version with even more flexibility, and this

will be a package to watch out for in the next few
months.

The BBS filebase contains an interesting selection
of over 800 files ranging from Alex's BBS Door col
lection through Acorn Comms and Internet files to
UFO and paranormal interest subjects. The
OuijaBoard messagebase is yet slim, but a large col
lection of online games and ANSI graphics will
keep callers occupied.

OuijaBoard is FidoNet node 2:255/116.0, and is
also part of the RiscNet sys
tem. Newsflash BBS software
attracts a shareware registra
tion fee of only £10, and is
available from many Acorn
BBSs, though the latest
updates and support are
always available from
OuijaBoard. Alex helps to
fund his BBS by demonstrat
ing the Internet and
authoring WWW pages for a
local shop. E-mail Alex as
alex@keystrok.zynet.co.uk.

Are you there, Alex Howarth? Finish your home
work and you'll get that BSc! We look forward to
seeing his name emblazoned in pixels on screens all
over the country. You can see it today by calling:

OuijaBoarilBBS WpmSam
(01363) 82303

Graphics on show at OuijaBoard BBS

In the fast lane
IT has taken barely a month
or two for Acorn comms users

to realise that V34 modems

are not only affordable but
increasingly essential in this
high-speed world. When we
first installed a V34 US

Robotics Courier modem

capable of connecting at
28,800bps on one of the
Arcade BBS lines, we'd receive
two or three V34 calls a day.
Today, 20% of our 330-odd
weekend calls are at V34

speeds, and all five lines now
have this capability.

To make best use of V34

and the recent US Robotics

proprietary modem upgrade
to 33,600bps, you need a serial
connection between your
computer and your modem
that can deliver data at sever

al times this speed.
Data-compression such as
negotiated by the V42bis

protocol increases the speed at
which data can pass into or
out of your modem by up to
four times, and up to eight
times (claimed by Hayes) on
suitable data.

A high speed modem is also
desirable when accessing the
World Wide Web, even

though most of the delays
encountered are in fetching
the data, rather than in the
actual transfer of the packets.
Lightning fast demonstrations
of the WWW (or Three Dub as
they call it in the US!) often
mislead where access is direct

to high-speed networks rather
than by modem, which can be
disappointing in comparison.

The Rise PC's in-built serial

port capable of 115,200 bps is
quite sufficient, but one
answer for owners of older

A300, A400 and A3000
machines limited to 19,200

bps (if you're lucky), is the
Intelligent Interfaces Dual
High Speed Serial Interface
Expansion Card which has
recently been updated with
revised specifications. Speeds
up to 230,400bps are now sup
ported and block drivers are
supplied for use with popular
serial software. The new card

costs £149 plus £5 carriage
plus VAT.

A version is available for

A3000 owners, and the really
good news is that owners of
the older II11 card can return

it lo II who will upgrade it to
the latest 1166 specification for
just £39 + carriage and VAT. I
know of several old II cards

lying on shelves that can now
spring into new life!

Intelligent Interfaces
Tel: (01703) 261514

Fax: (01703) 267904
andydf'intint.demon.co.uk

Find them with

Four11

Ifyou want to know ifa friend has
an e-mail address, Four11 offers a

free and easy way to scan the
Internet for evidence. Go to the

Four11 Webpage and enter allor
just part of a nameor e-mail
address, and in a few seconds a list

of matching e-mail addresses is
returned. Itried 'Dade' and found

25 other Dades I never knew exist

ed. Amongthe listwas myown
name and e-mail address, gleaned

from Newsgroup postings.Freereg
istration with Four11 allowsyou to

givemoreinformation for yourown
entry in the listings.

Fourl1Directory Services
http-JAvww. fourl l.com/

Only Connector
Suddenly everyone'stalking about
'.Connector, the Freeware comms

terminal software written by
Andreas Zieringer of Bensheim,
Germany.The latest version0.66(as

we go to press) of thisexcellent
package isappearing on a BBS near

you.Andreas welcomes reportsand
comments by e-mailto
topdog@rbg.informatik.th-darm-
stadt.de. Youcan also get the latest
version of the program fromhis
WWW Homepage by clicking on its

Download button.

AMZ-SOFT

httpJAvww.studentinformatik.th-
darmstadt.de/~topdog/

AMZ-SOFT.html

Comms moves

Just after the January issuewent to
presswithdetailsof the FreeNet
Web and ftp servers,the software
archiveat the Southampton

University ftp sitewas moved to
another machine.Youcan ftp all

those applicationsnow using:
ftp-J/ftp.dsse.ecs.soton.acuk/pub/Ac
orn/freenet

Contacting me
Send me any interesting Acorn-

interestURLs youfind, and I'll
publisha monthlyselection.You

cancontactme bywritingto David
Dade, Acorn User, IDG Media, Media

House,AdlingtonPark,Macclesfield,
SK10 4NP,or by e-mail to:

DaviD@arcade.demon.co.uk, or mail

#2 on Arcade BBS 0181-654 2212.
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£99 +VAT (£116.32 incl.)
Site Licence

£440 + VAT (£517 incl.)

Impression

£79.00 + VAT (£92.82 incl.)
Site Licence

£350 +VAT (£411.25 incl.)

I M P it i: S S I (> N

E UBLISHER

£129 +VAT (£151.57 incl.)
Site Licence

£440 +VAT (517 incl.)

J M p i: i; i o N

UBLISHER
PLUS

£229 + VAT (£269.07 incl.)
Impression Publisher Plus
for Publisher owners

£99 +VAT (£116.32 incl.)

ome of
the best

born Products
have just
become

better value

ArtWorks and Impression are
currently two of the most popular
packages for the Acorn platform.

Now we have made some

changes that we think will make
them even more popular in 1996;
firstly we have cut the price of all

variations of the software and

secondly we have produced new
no-dongle versions of Impression

Publisher and ArtWorks.

If you need a word processor,
DTP or drawing package but
haven't thought of using our
products before, or you were

concerned about the price or the
dongle, then please just ask for a
copy of our brochures which give
full details on all these packages.

Call/fax/email our sales staff at

the numbers below.

To exchange your current
version for the new no-dongle

versions of Impression Publisher
or ArtWorks simply return your

dongle with a note of your serial
number and payment of

£12.76 +VAT (£15.00 incl).

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX
Tel 01442 351000* Fax 01442 351010

Email info@cconcepts.co.uk
Web http://www.cconcepts.co.uk

%i
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PC column
The death of DOS

Portrait of a
FRANCIABIGIO

1514

Inscribed on theparapet:
at eitherend of the Insert
(apparently consisting of
interlaced) associated \vi

Wood, 60.3x45.7an t\

The date of 1514 is just
earned by the sitter; th
otherwise illegible. Th>
the painting is undeilu
in the parapet, in prlmi
loves well is slow to fo

The sitter wears the Ma|
Order of St. John; the o
from Rhodes in 1522/3J
in Malta in 1530.

NEXT PAGE... Influence!

H«-l|> Option*...

YOU probably hoped your 486 card was
going to give access to loads of glorious
high-speed action games not available for
RISC OS (as well as the serious software)
so, by now, you may be feeling a bit dis
appointed.

The great problem with DOS is that it
grew out of control. Not only does it have
to cope with backward compatibility but
it never formulated single standards for
such things as enhanced graphics, sound
and so on. So in the world of DOS your
graphics and sound depend, not on a well
defined operating system as it does in the
Acorn world, but on the hardware good
ies you've bolted on.

The result is a huge market in extras
that are incompatible with each other
and often require different drivers. In a
recent review of sound cards, a PC mag
had a dozen to choose from and still

didn't cover half of those available in my
local computer superstore. To cope with
this plethora of hardware variants, soft
ware writers have to make their programs
interrogate the hardware hopefully to
work out what's installed and select the

driver modules to suit.

And there's another problem: The mul
titude of different hardware add-ons

allied to the free-for-all marketplace
means that software writers will use all

sorts of nifty tricks to avoid the conven
tional ways of addressing hardware in
order to gain a small speed advantage.
Such things cause enough problems for
people with supposedly 100% PC compat
ibles. I don't envy anyone the task of
trying to find ways to trap such tricks
and emulate them with any great success.

So is it all a disaster? Not entirely
because development of DOS has offi
cially ceased. Microsoft developed
Windows as an operating environment
that could, in time, be bolted on top of a
new and probably very different operat
ing system. Their eventual aim was to
develop a modern chip set and software
to take the place of DOS.

So, for example, the screen output of
Windows isn't bit-mapped, it outputs a
string of commands telling what shape
should be drawn with position, colour
and any other relevant information. This
output could be interpreted by a screen
driver operating any screen at any resolu
tion. All it needs is the ability to
understand a well-defined set of codes

from Windows.

Aleph One is in a sense one step ahead
of Microsoft. They have taken advantage
of the way Windows is structured and
written the drivers to interface the Win

dows output to RISC OS. So provided that
the Windows software is properly written

Microsoft's excellent (London) NationalGallery —rumour is Bill Gates
has it showing the great masters on huge screens in his home

to use the correct Windows 95 proce
dures, anything written for Windows 95
or, indeed, 3.1 should run on your 486
card.

So do you give up on those programs
you'd set your heart on? The answer
would appear to be no. Bide your time
and the mountain (or at least the best of
it) will come to you. Microsoft is very
keen indeed to establish its Windows soft

ware and is encouraging other software
houses to use it as designed.

As a part of this process the company
now licenses other manufacturers to carry
stickers on their products with a Win
dows 95 logo and a legend stating they
are written for Windows 95. And this

process has to work because Microsoft
need it in order to dump the tangled spi
der's web that DOS has become. The

software houses need it because they have
to run with what Microsoft wants or be

left behind.

Microsoft assure me that anything
with their official logo avoids direct hard
ware addressing and conforms to their
requirements - and that means it has a
very good chance of working on your
RiscPC/486. They've also promised to
send me some software. I'll let you know
how it performs.

Christmas came and went
So far as the Buckingham household was
concerned, this Christmas was definitely
the year of the computer. Having only
recently upgraded from an issue one A3H)

- albeit somewhat upgraded - to the
exalted pastures of a Rise PC 700, with
486 card of course, it was a great opportu
nity to spoil ourselves with a few choice
bits of software.

Characteristically the Acorn native
software loaded and ran without hassle.

Not so the PC stuff. Having only recently
sorted out graphics and sound I was
alarmed, annoyed and perplexed as to
why the sound on Microsoft's National
Gallery failed to work. It has a commen
tary which, amazingly, is in English not
American. Except mine didn't. Then I
realised Encarta had gone quiet too and
that had certainly been working.

A little bit of swearing and some detec
tive work revealed the answer - installing
the new software had deleted part of the
Windows 95/SYSTEM.INI file that I had so
carefully added. It was just one line in the
[386 Enh| section:

device=vsbpd.386

But without it the computer doesn't
call the sound driver.

So I put it back - and it worked. Then I
installed another program, Classic Library
from Andromeda. You guessed it, I had
glorious silence. Once again, same line,
same file: disappeared. I can only assume
that these programs, and probably many
others too, assume this alien line from the
world of RISC OS is systematically exter
minated by Windows software.

Now if your sound does a disappearing
trick — you know where to look!
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Networks
Installing downloadable
modules
FROM time to time, new software appears
which will either benefit all users of the

network or offer some protection to the
network. If the software is to be installed

on all stations, it makes sense to automati

cally download it on power-up. I'm
referring to relocatable modules such as
VProtect (and a new one from Cannon
Computing which I'll discuss later) but
this could also apply to small applications
such as the Tidyclock which appeared on
the first Acorn User CD-ROM.

The method for installing new modules
for automatic downloading to network sta
tions will depend to a large extent on the
way in which the network has been set up.
Whatever model you use, the software
should, wherever possible, be downloaded
via the application accelerator (NetGain,

AAServer, AppFS etc) which will be much
faster than the normal AUN and, as the

module will reside in a read-only area, it
won't be able to be deleted.

It is likely that each station will down
load a number of modules on power-up, so
place the new module in the same area as
the others. Somewhere there will be a file

which carries the downloading instruc
tions, normally called ArmBoot, or a
Desktop file that is loaded by ArmBoot. In
any event, there will probably be several
instructions for loading additional mod
ules so it should be fairly easy to find.
Once it has been located, add a line similar
to:

RMEnsure XXX 1.00 RMload YYY.ZZZ

where XXX is the module name followed

m ••

by the version number, YYY is its location
and ZZZ is the module's filename.

In many cases, stations will load an
updated or enhanced version of System
rather than relying on the one resident in
the computers. This should also be located
in the application server. In this case, place
the module inside the Modules folder

within System and in a suitable executable
file, add an instruction similar to:

RMEnsure XXX 1.00 RMload System:Mod

ules. ZZZ

where XXX is the module name followed

by the module number, and ZZZ is the
module's filename.

Once the updated file has been saved,
don't forget to set the access to Public so
that stations can read it.

ConfigurationPreventing re-configuring
ONE of the great advantages of using Acorn computers is
their ease of configuring. The configuration details are held
in battery-backed RAM so that even if the computer is
switched off, the settings will remain. As those of us who
manage a school network will confirm, this feature is a
mixed blessing. Students very soon learn how to alter the
computer causing it to behave in a way that makes the
casual observer think it has broken down. Changing the
WIMP mode to 22, for example, presents the user with
icons that are so large you can only get about four on the
screen, whilst Mode 0 puts it into a black and white only
display.

Worse than this, changing the monitor type to a variety
that isn't present makes the monitor act as though it's just
about to paste itself onto the ceiling and changing the local
fileserver to one which doesn't exist ensures nobody will be
able to access any of the software.

One simple defence is to *Unplug or remove Configure,
but that only solves part of the problem. Pressing F12 gets
to the command line where all manner of vandalism can

occur. I spoke to Cannon Computing about this and they
have come up with a relocatable module which effectively
disables F12 and Ctrl-F12, and even prevents a task window
being generated from the Task Manager. Of course, there
are ways to overcome it, but again, I'm not going to outline
them here. This does mean that it's a little bit trickier to do

some things now that the command line is no longer avail
able. For example:

fl2 screensave <filename>

was a quick way of grabbing a screenshot, but I think I'll
live without that.

Cannon will make the module available to anyone who
sends in a cheque for £15. (For such a small amount, it's
really not worth sending in an official order.)

Cannon Computing
Tel: (01279) 730800

Discs Floppies Net Printer

Mouse Keyboard Memory Sound

Q E
Screen Fonts Windows Applications

id x

This station

File server

Print server

[yilse flrthurlib
Broadcast Loader

jEnable
Colour hourglass when used

Configureis a handy application but in the
wrong hands it can be come a nuisance.

Het

128.254

8.254

8.235
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Networks
Diary of a school
network manager
8.00 Arrive at school. Park the car and walk down to the IT

room. Breathe the fresh air deeply. Unlock the outside door
and peep inside...everything is still there, that's good. Walk
through to the office and unlock the door. Will the tape
streamer have done its bit for the security and well being of
my pupils' work? Ha! Might as well ask if the processor pix
ies have been in the night and upgraded all my machines to
Rise PC 700s - it's failed again; better luck next time.

8.15 Download all the e-mail for the school's Bulletin Board sys
tem. Another peaceful part of the day, until a pupil does his
usual trick and doesn't quit properly so the whole machine
is hung until I spot the culprit.

8.25 Re-boot the network because the tape streamer software
doesn't like the application server software and all the
client stations go off in a huff and refuse to load any appli
cations at all.

8.26 The concept of loading CD-ROM drive two seems to be caus
ing the CD server some difficulty so I have to re-boot again.

:5
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8.30 Pre-match briefing. I'll leave the system in the hands of my
Year 7 form - they'll sort it out.

8.45 Registration. Nearly 20 minutes and nothing has gone
wrong yet. Spot the hung server (see 8.15) and re-boot the
system again.

8.50 Get Archiboard to install the downloaded mail. Incredibly,
the mail gets through intact - injuns in the software usually
ambush most of it.

8.55 Log on to Archiboard Central to see if any of the problems I
am having have been sorted out yet. Guess what - they
haven't.

9.00 First group arrives.
9.05 Switch the power on
9.55 Everything seems to be working well so I get ambitious and

load the Teletext server. Big mistake; the Printer server
packs up. Sadly, the pupils' desire to print things doesn't
vanish with the server, so I spend the next 20 minutes sort
ing out the printer and clearing the queue of printouts from
around the school.
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10.15 Break; coffee and a lie down. I wish. The staff room is full of

people saying helpful thing like 'Why can't you fix it
now?', 'I need that machine and I cannot possibly rearrange
anything to take its place!' or 'Why are you asking me
what's wrong - you're the expert!'

10.30 Do it all over again with a different group.
10.50 The group got started with suspiciously few problems, so I

have time to look at the post. The Blue Peter paper appeal
should do well out of this year...

11.10 Demonstrate the scanner. It works. I'm fighting down a
creeping feeling that this all really is going too well. If
nothing crashes soon I'm in real trouble, because the net
work's obviously saving itself up for The Big One.

11.11 I discover the scanner is not properly plugged in and won't
go any higher than 200 dpi. What a relief.

11.20 Part of the network has packed up. Oh goody. Terrified staff
and pupils flee before a madman dashing round the school
brandishing a soldering iron and toolbox (me). Computers,
desks, benches all flung aside in the search for the problem.
Find the offending connector and repair it.

11.30 A delegation from Humanities arrive wondering why they
cannot use the machines in the resources area. I know this

one; I tell them to turn on the repeater in Modern Lan
guages (again), and everything works.

12.03 Power cut. Silence falls, punctuated only by a few souls
pathetically pressing F3 and willing the computer to
respond. We wait in a pitch black room until the power
returns. I reboot the system and get the kids to log on,
ignoring the sense of deja vu.

12.10 Order (such as it was) is restored. Some files were corrupted
or left open when the power failed so 1 spend the next few
minutes loading the Ovation files into Edit in an attempt to
retrieve the text.

12.55 Dinner time. The room fills with pupils who want to use the
computers because they couldn't get near them during a les
son. The Bulletin Board works overtime but only has to be
re-booted twice. Luckily I have a keen Year 11 pupil who
does this; she's got the makings of a network administrator
if no one warns her. 1 sit back and rest for a while until the

printer server packs up. 'What is an Address Exemption?'
asks a wide-eyed Year 7 pupil.

1.05 I fix the printer server, muttering darkly but audibly about
the many advantages of pen and paper. This earns me
bemused looks from the surrounding pupils who view my
job working with computers all day with a sort of awed rev
erence. I'd like to tell them exactly what I think of this, but
it involves words that they're not meant to know.

2.05 I do the same thing again with a different group of chil
dren. Oh joy.

6.30 Arrive home. Break out the chainsaws and practice my jug
gling. (Well, I need something to do in those spare minutes
when I'm not teaching).

Allan Kealey

Contacting me
You can contact the Network page by writing to me, Geoff Preston at

Acorn User, IDG Media Ltd, Media House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield
SK10 4NPor by e-mail to: gpreston@arcade.demon.co.uk



Backing Up a Problem...?

...Power Up a Solution.

If backing up your data is a
problem grey area, then
perhaps you had best
consider powering up a
permanent solution.

The latest edition to the

Power-tec range of
low-cost hardware

solutions is a backup
tape drive for mounting
internally in your Rise PC.

Complete with a 350MB
tape for starting a sensible
backup program for your
important data, this
Power-tec drive is a compact
and attractive alternative

to over 200 floppy discs.
It is multi-tasking, network
compatible, and comes with
software for timed and

selective backups.

And from only £175 exc VAT,
not a costly exercise either.

Power-tec
the power to perform

Please call Alsystems on 01420 561111 for a Data Sheet on the Power-tec Tape Drive
Alsystems. 47Winchester Road, Four Marks, Alton, Hampshire. GU34 5HG. England, Tel: +44 (0) 1420561111. Trade Enquiries Welcome.



Cover disc
Alone in the Dark demo

Krisalis

ALONE IN THE DARK is a classic 3D adventure in a terrifying
Lovecraftian world of lurking horrors. We'd recommend that you
copy !Alonel)emo on to a hard disc if you have one. The demo will
work from a floppy disc, but it rather slowly. The program needs
an Acorn Archimedes or Rise PC with Rise OS 3.1 or later, with
least 2Mb of RAM fitted. We'd also recommend having a sofa
handy — to hide behind.

Once the game has loaded, select New Came from the main
menu. You will then be invited to select a character to play with.
In the demo version, only Emily is available. If you select Carnby,
the game will still use Emily.

In the demo, the idea is to find a letter, an Indian Rug, a Book,a
rifle and to then leave the room, without getting killed.

When you succeed in leaving the room in one piece, the game
will send you directly to the main menu, whether or not you have
achieved the objectives.

The game is controlled using keys only:
Cursor keys Move the character around
Return Go to options screen (see below)
Space Action key (see below)
Escape Go to game menu (see below)

The Options Screen
This is used to interact with any objects that you have picked up
and to specify your character's actions. The top half of the screen
shows the objects you have found and also an entry marked
Actions. Select an object using the cursor keys, then press Spaceor
Return to confirm your choice.

The window in the bottom right of the screen will then show
actions associated with that object. Select the one you want using
the up and down cursor keys then press Return or Space to confirm
your choice.

Once back in the game, use the space bar to perform the action

Can't read the disc?

Ifyou are using a machine that
doesn't allow you to read double
densitydiscs you're probablya bit
annoyed at this point. Despairnot,
we are providinga replacement

discs service.

Allyou have to do is return the
cover disc to us at the usual

magazine address — in a small
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padded envelope — and we will
send you two singledensitydiscs in
exchange which can be combined

to run this excellent demo.

You will need to have RISC OS

3.1 or better, with at least 2Mb or

RAM and a hard disc — otherwise

you still won't be able to run the

demo, unfortunately.

you selected. There are modifiers available for some actions, such
as when the Rifle is used while holding space:

up/down arrow fire gun
left arrow direct gun to left
right arrow direct gun to right
There are other modifiers which have been left for you to dis

cover, but as a general hint, use the cursor keys while holding
down the space bar if the action is not what you think it should
be, or you want to make some variation in what it is doing.

The Game Menu
From the game menu you can save and load games, change the
detail level and quit the game. Use the cursor keys to select an
option and then press Return or Space to confirm the choice.

This demo is a fraction of the whole game —only the first room
in fact. The full game has many more puzzles, rooms and mon
sters.

Additional features also include :

• Hundreds more rooms to explore in the macabre Derceto man
sion where terrifying monsters lurk.
• Two characters to play the game with — Emily Hartwood as in
the demo and Edward Carnby, a private investigator.
• Over 1Mb of spine-chilling sound effects, which there was not
room on the demo disc to include.

The full game works on all Acorn Archimedes and Rise PC
machines fitted with RISC OS 3.1 or above, a hard disc with 8Mb
free space, and 2Mb of RAM. It's available from Krisalis Software
on (01709) 372290. Or by mail from Krisalis Software, Teque
House, Masons Yard, Downs Road, Moorgate, Rotherham, S60 2HD.

WARNING: This demo isscary and is probably
not suitable for young children.



FSCK

FSCK is a disc utility that fixes the map of
an E-Format disc (hard or floppy) if it is cor
rupted for some obscure reason, fsck can
also report some information about the way
the files are allocated and eventually print a
detailed description of the map and directo
ries organisation.

Fsck can also be considered as a replace
ment of the *CheckMap command because
it is faster, less prone to crash and can give
useful information on the files allocation.

What if fsck does is scan the directory tree
and checks the map to see if every file regis
tered in the map actually exists in a
directory. If not, it creates that file in a
directory so that you will be able to delete it
in the normal way.

If the file was originally a directory, fsck
tries to relink it, reconstructing the direc
tory name and content. Even if you want to
keep the relinked files or directories, you
should copy them and delete the original
one, because there is the risk that your map
will be corrupted again, especially if you try
to change them.

Apart from directories and their content,
the re-linked files are usually longer than
the original lost file because fsck always
links whole sectors (and there is no way to
know the original length), their filenames
are random and filetypes are always &FFF
(Text).

Using the -m option, fsck could tell you
that an ID is regularly allocated for another

file and you have to delete it (moving the
file to another directory isn't enough, you
have to copy it and delete the original) and
run fsck again.

Without this option, fsck will change the
ID in the map and rewrite it to disc. The -m
option is in fact only useful if you prefer
not to modify your map: anyway, remem
ber that moving files on a corrupted disc
can be quite dangerous and can eventually
corrupt other parts of the disc.

Sometimes the disc may be so corrupted
that you will need to run fsck more than
once, the program itself will tell you if a re
run is needed.

The program is command line-based
which means you run it from the * prompt
reached either by pressing F12 or from a
command line window, Ctrl-F12.

The basic command syntax is this:

fsck [-options] [-d lostdir] [-1 log-
file] [pathname]

Most used options:
-s calculate statistics

-f try to fix map if broken
-1 print the results in logfile
Less used options:
-h print help information
-d link broken part of map in directory

lostdir

-v print files location (-vv print also files
position in zones)

-D just display disc information recorded

Disc information

THE software on this disc has

been compressed using ArcFS 2
from VTi. Unlike on many pre
vious discs, these are

straightforward archives which
are opened by running a copy
of ArcFS and double-clicking
on the archive to open it. There
is a copy of ArcFSon the disc.

Most software will run

straight from the archive, but
some programs may need to be
copied out of the archive
before being run, uncompress
ing them in the process. Any
program that saves a file to
disc, for instance, will be
unable to do so into the

archives on the disc.

If your disc is faulty, then
you should test whether it will
verify by clicking with Menu
on the floppy drive icon and
choosing 'Verify' from the
menu. You should then either

return it to FIB, TIB House, 11

Edward Street, Bradford,
Yorkshire BD4 7BH (if it does
not verify or is damaged) or to
the editorial office at Acorn

User (if it verifies).
The Acorn User cover disc

has been checked for viruses

using Killer version 2.204 from
Pineapple Software. See the
article on virus killers in last

month's issue of Acorn User for

more information.

Regular items
Run the Rise includes Mike

Cook's programs to read the
time from the Rugby trans
mitted clocks.

*INFO contains a plethora of

demos, utilities and applica
tions to keep you busy.
Wimp C is now developing a
program which actually puts
an icon on the iconbar.

Sergio Monesi

in the map header
-q don't display disc information (quiet

mode)
-c produce output like *CheckMap
-m ask the user to eventually move files

instead of changing map
-n don't try to recognise directories

The default directory where files are linked
is S.lost+found. If pathname is not specified,
the current disc is analysed.

If pathname is not a root directory (eg.
ADFS::0.$.Library), fsck checks only that
directory and so it cannot tell you if the
map is good or broken. This could be useful
if you want to know the statistics of a single
directory instead of the whole disc.

If the -f option is used, the disc is scanned
from the root directory, regardless of path
name. The -m and -n options used together
cause fsck 1.20 or later to work like fsck

1.13 or earlier.

This program is shareware, a file describ
ing the conditions is included with the
programs.

WARNING: This suiteof programs canbe
hazardousto your harddiscs health if used
carelessly. Besure to readthe instructions here
and on the disccarefully before usingany of
the programs in the suite to fix damageddiscs.

If s recommended you store fsck, unpacked,
on a floppydisc separate from yourmain
system.
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Argo is the 'One Stop' you need - we supply everything
to get you on-line - from the software to the modem to
the Net connection itself - we do it!

And we make itall easy to use and understand - the
Net has never been so easy! Your pack will reach you
ready to just 'Plug in and Go!' - you'll be on-line in

minutes.

Argo isone ofthe fastest growing Internet access
providers, and already has hundreds ofsatisfied
customers. Here are just a few ofthe many favourable
comments they have made about our service and the
friendly Voyager software:-

"/ wish all companies were as friendly, helpful and
attentive to its customers as Argo are."

"Ihe service from Voyager and ArgoNet has been
excellent. Ifind ithard to believe from opening the
modem packaging and software to being up and
running in under 10 mins is truly amazing. The new
software version arrived yesterday and works
excellently."

"I received today [via Voyager] an e-mail from
Sydney with sound and picture attached. Lo and
behold, Strine voices emerged from the speakers."

"Very impressed with the 'plug and play' approach. It
runs likea dream."

IBENEFITS TO ARGO SUBSCRIBERS INCLUDE:

t Nationwide access to the Net at the cost of a local call

(can be as low as lp a minute). We already cover 90%
ofthe population, and 100% coverage isonthe way.

ISome of the quickest Internet links available. Our
network connections in the UK and to the USA and

Europe are extremely quick, and we have lots ofthem!
You won't waste time when you collect your e-mail, or
want to link into other computers around the world - a

problem you may find with other providers.

IEasy set up - we supply everything preconfigured,
ready to'Plug inand Go'!
Powerful, user-friendly Voyager Internet software,
which enables you to move easily around the Internet.
Includes sophisticated filtering and configuration
options which allow YOU to decide where users of the

software can go.

IFREE technical support - if you have any questions once
you are subscribing, our helpful staff can be reached by

e-mail or a FreeCall telephone support line - and they
are available 7 days a v/eek. We know many ofour
users personally and pride ourselves on providing a

professional and friendly service.

•Ongoing upgrades - free upgrades to the software are
available for as long as you are a subscriber - no
unexpected upgrade bills!

IFREE Web space - for all our subscribers. You can
create your own area on the Internet for any
other Internet user to look at. Great for schools

to use incurriculum projects or for home users to
tell the world about themselves!

lAccess to all ofArgo's resources - including on
line information, defining which parts ofthe Net
are best for particular uses. Together with our
educational advisers at LEAs around the country
we compile lists ofthe best sites for specified
curriculum areas. Voyager can restrict access to
these sites only.

ESpecial offers - as part of the VTi and Eclipse
group, Argo has the buying power tooffer other

products at special prices - these are exclusive
offers available only to our users!

5For schools we also provide aversion ofVoyager
that will work over your internal network - using
only one line and modem, you can have multiple
e-mail addresses and more than one user using
different parts ofthe Net atthe same time.

IPacks start from only £49 exc. VAT, including
configured Voyager software, registration fees
and your first month's access.

For further details and a FREE demo disk and

information pack call us FREE on 0500 585 586,
orwrite to us FREE at: Argo, FREEPOST PT795,

Chichester, West Sussex PO20 6YY, or fax uson

01243 531196

If you already have access to e-mail then you can

of course e-mail us at: sales@argonet.co.uk -
we'll be pleased to answer any questions about

the Net orArgo. We'll also let you know about
the various local events we are planning around

the country - if there isone near you, come
along and have a go on the Net for FREE!



SUPER VALUE CLIPART |

^ <? tP t? tP

FAX J5£tt&*2service U^-pa**.

BCM • • ilw Skyfallrange. Each pack contains an average of
arc suitable for all publishing packages

i \ ndown. and all oilier applications that accept draw-files.

One Pack £9.95 - Any Three Packs £19.95
Any Five Packs £29.95 - All Eight £39.95

Or Ihe Zenta 'Clipart Collection'CD ROMfor £29.95

The above prhu's apply to 1600K format III) discs. If HOOK format DD discs are required
please add >0'','e to the above /Hick prices. RISC OS 3 only. Postage is free for UK and
luai'pr. elsewhere airmail posutgf will be chargedat cost. Official ordersare welcome.

SKYFALL/PO BOX 2220/BIRMINGHAM / B43 7SI-"

T1-:I .(1121 358 7078 / FAX 012! 358 5969

email SKYFALL($7.(jn!a.demon.co.uk

picture book 2
FIVE high-quality programs to help your

child with Reading, Spelling and
Counting:

• AlphaBook
*FlashCard

• Count 'em

• Spell It
• Snap
Each program can
use the same

unique Alphabet
files with

professionally-drawn
graphics plus sound effects

and spoken words, nnc n/1
For RISC OS 3or later "^"UU

on return oforiginal Picture Book disk£5 off

"..for rolling presentations
Notice Board excels."

Acorn User

Using Draw and Artworks files Notice
Board enables you to create multiple-

Notice

Board
page, poster-like presentations to run unattended in any
location. Widely used in schools, Notice Board provides a
colourful, constantly changing information point that is ideal
for info/sales messages at conferences and exhibitions,
libraries, reception areas.

For use with RISC OS 3. £35.00

Montage Creative Fractal Art
Create your own stunning fractal art pictures quickly and
easily with Montage. Working in interactive mode Montage
builds the images as you work. Forget Mandelbrots that
take hours to produce, Montage does it in seconds. Ideal
for secondary and tertiary education in the subjects of
Maths and Art. Sample disk available for £5 offset against
full price when you purchase Montage. Requires minimum
2mb, 4mb for hi-res pictures. £45.00

MultiUnk Transfers data effortlessly between 8-bit
BBC and all RISC OS 32-bit computers. Easy-to-use click
and drag operation. Machines linked by serial cable.

£24.95. With serial cable £29.95

Also available...
Softcrete three-way program protection .... £24.95
Twilight the versatile screensaver £14.95
Notes easy-to-use computer sticky notes £9.95
ZLink Z88-RISC OSfile transfer, inc. cable . . £29.95
KeyWord 10,000 word thesaurus £12.95

The Really Good Software Company
39 Carisbrooke Road, Harpenden, Herts. UK AL5 5QS

Tel/Fax: 01582 761 395

Email:rgsc@turnbull.compulink.co.uk



Two years ago Pete Worrall, Paul
Wheatley and myself reviewed all the

graphics packages on the Acorn platform.
That included everything from vector
graphics thro.ugh bitmap packages, render
ing and raytracing applications. This year,
as in the last graphics special, it was quite
impossible to compare just a few of the
most exciting features of the bitmap pack
ages alone. This is of great credit to the
software companies who have created
some quite exemplary packages that have
continued to evolve and improve at a
rapid pace.

The birth of the Rise PC, its powerful
graphics sub-system and ever improving
standards of graphics application has.now
upped the 'bottom end' of painting pack
ages firmly into 24-bit territory. Yet
reflecting on a bit of history here, 24-bit
painting began even before the release of
the Rise PC. The first 24-bit package on the
Acorn was called FineArt and although it
was appallingly slow, it worked on the
A5000 and generated Clear files which
could be previewed with the appropriate
hardware. This was about eighteen
months ago, before the likes of Photodesk,
DA's Picture or Studio 24 had arrived on

the scene.

There is great desire nowadays for a
wide range of colours with which to
achieve the photo-realism that many users
of bitmap packages aim for. However,
there are many who use older software on
earlier Acorn machines very effectively for.
whom the recent breaking of the 24-bit
barrier has meant no more development
on much loved applications. Sadly time
moves on and at this early stage of 1996
we have quite a large array of packages,
nearly all 24-bit, that form the Acorn
bitmap package portfolio.

Old and new
The line up consists of Photodesk, now cur
rently in version 2 which is a much
changed, professional version of the origi
nal retouching application; Studio24 is
another frontrunner. Development went

Jack Kreindler explores
the latest batch of

graphics packages

into a cocoon phase last year, with not
much going on outside but major internal
changes happened and eventually at
Acorn World, Studio 24 Pro arrived with a
new interface, new tools, new target mar
ket, new everything.

The big release towards the end of last
year was Big Picture from Longman
I.ogotron. Longman had resigned itself to
the fact that the all-singing, all-dancing
and highly complex 24-bit programs had
already captured the bulk of potential cus
tomers in the Acorn market and that the

24-bit version of Revelation Image Pro
could not directly compete. So they cre
ated The Big Picture - a brilliantly low
priced package bearing resemblance to
Revelation but armed with very advanced
features.

Clares took ProArtisan to great heights
with ProArtisan 24 but dedicated users

have not enjoyed the same level of post
release development as Photodesk and
Sludio24 users. ProArt24

has not reached version

2, but another major
release by Clares,
Composition, entered the
Acorn platform into a
new category last year.
This is a 'fringe' bitmap
application allowing the
user to benefit from the

advantages of both vec
tor and bitmap tools.

Lastly DA's Picture
should at least be men

tioned as there is still

information finding its
way to Acorn User that it
would be making a reap
pearance with a revised

Graphics round-up

price, a new interface and a couple of
weird and wonderful tools. I reserve the

right to be a doubting Thomas in this
instance.

Photodesk
Photodesk, many readers' favourite pack
age, has improved by leaps and bounds
since the last round-up. The main criti
cisms from a general user's point of view
were the slow loading and writing of for
eign file formats, slow virtual memory
which let the program down when dealing
with big files, and a drag response time for
brush stroking, leading to a lack of fluidity
in painting.

For artists the main issue of contention

was the small number of PhotoShop plug-
in-type tools and effects and for
professionals the long loading times of big
images, lack of some image export stan
dards, especially for OPI and an absence of
any true CMYK image support were the big
problems.

Albeit a very small company and an
even smaller programming team, I am
highly impressed by the way that
Spacetech have eventually implemented
all the above suggestions and made many
more improvements besides. In fact
Photodesk is now available in two forms;

PhotoDesk has now reached version 2
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Photodesk (the original version) and
Photodesk 2 (the professional package). A
late beta release of the latter is the version

reviewed, not the final version.

Loading still reminds me a little of
Artworks, taking just enough time to illicit
one of those 'why-hasn't it loaded yet'
sighs. But considering this, there is a
tremendous amount of program to load.
The interface is largely unchanged with a
single attractively designed tool bar and
optional infobar below it, spelling out
prompts or the actions of currently
selected tool combinations. The philoso
phy of the package remains unique in that
it allows almost every effect to be applied
through any of the painting tools.

For those who are more used to achiev

ing effects by clicking once on the
appropriate button, this system needs
adapting to. Once mastered, however,
Photodesk gives you far more control over
the way you apply effects. For instance,
you cannot just emboss an image, you
must either magic wand the emboss effect,
brush it on, draw the effect or airbrush it,

to name but four.

A new toolbar icon opens the channels
window which displays the status of all
the channels plus a composite and a
default alpha channel used for the mask.
The window lets you choose the channel's
visibility and write protection. There is
also a menu in this window which enables

mode change to CMYK. True CMYK calcu
lated through a colour conversion table
which can be copied in from such pro
grams as Photoshop. You can work in this
mode with any of the tools or effects
though some colours are, of course, not
within the range of the CMYK gamut.
Such features have taken Photodesk to a

very professional level. Other platforms
charge hundreds of pounds for little plug-
ins so the high-end user can enjoy such
facilities.

Future versions, or even the actual
release version of Photodesk 2 should sup
port other professional facilities like DCS
export for OPI, effects previewing and per-
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haps some kind of pre-emptive back
ground computation. If so, Photodesk will
be a truly viable alternative to Photoshop,
including the option to create wonderful
plug-ins. On the creative side Photodesk
already puts Photoshop to shame. With its
new highly polished effects, vastly
improved cutting, pasting and distortion
facilities and smooth brushing and paint
ing, it is just as powerful, if not more so.
Photodesk is Photoshop for the Acorn; what
more can I say?

Studio24
Studio24 is the creation of one man,

Adrian Skilling, which makes this wonder
ful creative tool an even more impressive
application. The interface in version 2 has
been totally redesigned, for the better, and
a complete rewrite of the memory man
agement and virtual memory systems has
improved the performance of the package
greatly, especially in page creation and
large file handling. There are many more
fillers and effects to choose from, some of
which are very strange indeed, and on
slower machines like the A5000, which the

program will happily run on, these effects
can take some time to generate.

Fortunately the program now features
an immediate escape from any function or
filter that you do not wish to wait for. The
effects can be brushed on using a special
tool as in Photodesk but the downside is

that the whole page is first created
applying the effect and buffered and
then sampled onto the main canvas.
This can take a long time and only
paints on the buffered image. The
cutting facilities do not work with
the magic wand nor does masking,
but the pasting quality with the
smoothing function enabled pro
duces excellent results.

A very useful feature of the pro
gram is the way it stores all cut
bitmaps, text, and draw files as
individual floating objects. These
can be conveniently stored on
the image boarder, displayed or

hidden at the click of the button, and

selected, moved rotated and finally trans
ferred to the canvas at any opacity. This is
only one step away from true layering
which simply allows the floating objects
to be displayed with opacity control.

Although Studio24Pro has many high-
end features such as true CMYK support,
the program is more suited to creative
origination than scanned bitmap editing
or photo-retouching with a view to profes
sional reproduction. This is not to say that
it is incapable of performing such tasks
but Studio's greatest abilities lie in its
superbly smooth brushing with pressure-
sensitive graphics tablet support and its
wonderful range of creative effects which
the artist rather than the photo-manipula
tor would benefit from. Many Acom User
front covers have been created from

scratch using this program alone, concrete
proof of the power of this creative tool.

Finally, it must be noted that all
Studio24 upgrades are free and Pineapple
also offer some of the finest and friendliest

after-sales support you will find.

ProArt24
ProArt24 from Clares, is a Rise PC (and
A7000) only program which following the
lines of its predecessors is very easy to use
and equally capable. The main strengths

lie not in any one area like photo-
retouching or image
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creation, but instead in the way it makes
many aspects of bitmap editing and creat
ing accessible to all. ProArt24 is thus
aimed at the lower and middle end user

who may not have the same natural artis
tic prowess that is perhaps demanded of
Photodesk or Studio24, but enables one to

create very impressive imagery, especially
stylised bitmaps, with unparalleled ease.

Paradoxically, the specification of
machine required to use ProArt24 to it full
is at the high end. The program does not
offer dithering, even in 32,000 colour
modes so 24-bit modes realistically requir
ing 2Mb of Video RAM are the only way to
view the canvas with accuracy.

Up until October of last year, not only
VRAM but also bags of standard RAM were
needed (8Mb minimum) because the pro
gram does not support virtual memory.
Now the superb Virtualise virtual memory
manager from Clares has not only solved
the problem of no VM for ProArt24 and
Composition, but also for all other pro
grams that use dynamic areas like
Impression.

ProArt24 is the only program to give the
user predefined stylised brush tools such as
watcrcolour, charcoal, pastel and oil;
about 20 in all. Additionally there is an
effects tool which allows you to brush on
various filters such as anti-alias, sharpen
and curious ones like 'blobby' and 'vase
line'. As already mentioned, these tools

Compo is a
curious but

tasty package

Graphics round-up

the objects.
Compo,unlike some of the other bitmap

editors does not yet benefit from the
refinements of complex smoothing algo
rithms when rotating or distorting
bitmaps, and though extremely fast in
some respects, it can be disproportionately

slow in others. For

instance, the
actual 'redraw' of

a composition
with over ten large
bitmaps all inter
acting with each
other because of

transparency and
masking makes
Adobe's Photoshop
with its layering
system look pedes
trian, even on a

fast PowerMac.

Sadly, some func
tions such as

rotation and text

manipulation can
take long to per

form and do not always yield the highest
quality result. Having said this, Compo
should always be used in combination
with a bitmap editor and/or a vector pack
age like Artworks, as it can import both
bitmaps and vector files. This solves, if a
little clumsily, nearly all of the problems
with Compo.

The Big Picture
The Big Picture was, for me, not only one
of the biggest surprises of the 1995 Acorn
User Show, but also one of the bravest

moves by any of the graphics software
houses in a long time. This is a sub £75
program that is armed with features such
as virtual memory, high quality painting
tools, pressure-sensitive graphics tablet
support functioning with options for con
trolling brush size, brush opacity and even
pixel dither. Like ProArt24 it does not dif
fuse its colours in low colour modes so

VRAM, preferably 2Mb, is necessary. It has
a masking facility with additive and sub-
tractive modes but 8-bit masking is not
possible although for the market that the
product is aimed towards, this is not of
much consequence.

The Big Picture is as simple to use as
Revelation Image Pro ever was, yet there is
much more to explore and it includes use
ful features that programs four times its
price do not have. A good example of this
is the brush editor which gives you many
options for brush shape, size, softness, type
of dither, shape, and best of all, direc
tional tracking that rotates the brush
according to the stroke direction in real
time. It also includes the ImageFS light
module so that many foreign file formats
can be loaded directly with the speed that
acclaimed ImageFS affords.
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enable the user to create extremely con
vincing renditions of specific media and
artistic styles in no time at all. In this
respect ProArt24 stands out from all the
other packages but it has not been
designed with high end photo-retouching
in mind.

Composition
The other Clares offering that I have
included in this review is Composition.
Though not strictly a bitmap editor this
object-orientated application creates
images by way of bitmap manipulation
albeit in an unusual manner. Compo's way
of handling all bitmaps as objects, display
ing them with effects and attributes that
can be altered or reversed at any time
makes Compo more of a vector package
using bitmaps as objects than a bitmap
editor.

It has not been designed to - and can
not - generate imagery from scratch. It is
especially suited to composing collages of
pre-generated bitmaps or scans without
the user having to worry about the perma

nent effects of filters and

tiresome undoes, alter

ations, reapplications or
the occasional, scrap
this, let's start again.
Compo does not do much
that other packages are
now capable of, except
that it can achieve the

desired effect or com

plete image in a fraction
of the time and with the

assurance that if it is not

quite right, all you need
do is select and alter the

TheBigPicture - a big surprise characteristics of any of



Overall, TheBigPicture is quite an extra
ordinary package for the price, with some
very high end features built into a kinder
garten interface. But on the down-side, it
lacks the tools to class it as a true photo-
retoucher or even as an introductory one
for the lower end users it is targeting,
brushing is often not smooth enough for
even the most basic creative work.

Future versions will surely address these
issuesas development is not going to cease
and perhaps we may see more filters and
some higher end tools allowing the
younger user to explore the more
advanced possibilities of bitmap graphics.

DA's Picture
DA's Picture has been in hibernation for

over a year now, having only sold fifty
units into the Acorn market. The reason

for including this package in a review ded
icated to 24-bit bitmap packages which are
actually on sale to the public, is because of
recent news of an imminent re-emergence
of the program.

Goodness knows why the coding team
from Germany insisted that their product
was going to sell partly because of the
front end design, when everyone who laid
eyes on the package questioned the inter
face. A pity as it is the first time that the
Acorn platform had a successful company
based on other computer platforms coding
a high end bitmap editor and bringing
with it much experience and highly per
fected routines.

Though DA'sPicture has now lost many
of the advantages it had over programs
like Photodesk and Studio24, it still loads
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DA's Picture- a square peg
but perhaps the cormers
are getting rounded

almost instantly, imports image files with
equal zest, has a fantastically fast, tile-
based virtual memory system and some
tools that are simply unmatched in their
ability to reproduce the intended effect.
Still the pencil, crayon, and finger tools
(in conjunction with a pressure sensitive
graphics tablet) produce pencil, crayon
and finger effects unlike any other pack-

Product details
Product: Photodesk

Supplier Spacetech

Address: 21 West Wools, Portland, Dorset, DT5

2EA

Tel: (01305) 822753

Fax: (01305) 860483

Email: sales@spactec.demon.co.uk

Price: Photodesk 1 -£169.95 excl VAT,

Photodesk2 - £229.36 exclVAT, upgrade-
£59.41 excl VAT

Product: DA's Picture

Supplier: Digital Arts

Address: 1421b London Road, Norbury,
London, SW16 4AH

Tel: 0181-679 7307

Fax: 0181-764 7898

Price: £99 + VAT

Product: Studio24Pro

Supplier:PineappleSoftware

Address: Suite 13/14 South Park Business

Centre, 310 Green Lane, llford, Essex, IG11XT

age. I do hope that Picture finds its way
back into the Acorn platform with the
redesigned interface and top level cutting,
pasting and distortion tools as promised.
At the right price, about £50, this would
make Picture a worthwhile addition to any
artist's software setup.

The choice is yours
I am happy to see that there is continuing
development but not much market clash
between any of the packages at present.
All have a very different feel and so subjec
tively one may be better than the other for
different people.

Photodesk has really begun to move
away from the others at the highest end,
has expanded its creative potential, but
has also gone up in price; Studio24 is still
much loved by many artists and version 2
is even more inviting than the original;
ProArt24 and The Big Picture cover the
lower end adequately, the former having
the edge in some ways, but cutting far
deeper into the pocket than the Longman
option; and DA's Picture is still in a state
of limbo but remains the best in a few

areas. Some would regard it an extrava
gance to consider more than one package
but get a refund on your copy of
Photoshop for the Mac or PC and you
could probably buy the lot. M

Tel: 0181- 599 1476

Fax: 0181-598 2343

Price: £149.87 inc VAT

Product: The Big Picture
Supplier: Longman Logotron
Address: 124 Cambridge Science Park, Milton

Road, Cambridge, CB4 4ZS

Tel: (01223) 425558

Fax: (01223) 425349

Price: £73 excl VAT plus p8ip

Product: ProArtisan 24 &Composition
Supplier:Clares

Address: 98 Middlewich Road, Rudheath,

Northwich, Cheshire, CW8 7DA

Tel: (01606) 48511

Fax:(01606)48512

Email: sales@clares.demon.co.uk

Price: Specialoffer priceof £85 inclVAT for
either package for a limited period



Open Sunday
^ LateNightOpening ^ Mamto4pm¥
Wednesday & Thursday

k till7.30pm A

:

HOWTO ORDER LOW COST DELIVERYERY Telephone 0113 23 19444
£3.00 24 HR MAIL ORDER SERVICE FAX: 01 13 23 1-9191
£5.00 NEW! BBS Sales & Technical line TEL: 01 13 23 I -1422
£8.50 E-Mail$ales@firstcom,demon.co.uk t

i_i.il!*.. www.demon.co.uk/firstcom l

Order by telephone quoting your
credit card number. If paying by
cheque please make payable to:

"FIRSTCOMPUTERCENTRE". In any
correspondenceplease quote a

Phone Number, Post Code & Dept.
Allow 5 working days for cheque

clearance.

SHOWROOM ADDRESS:
DEPT.ACU, UNIT 3, ARMLEY

PARK COURT,STANNINGLEY
RD,LEEDS, LSI2 2AE,

•2-4 Week Days
•NextWeek Day
•Saturday delivery

•All pricesexcludeVAT@ 17.5% '

•Overseas orders welcome
•Educational purchase orderswelcome

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Lombard Finance available

AUTHORISED

REPAIR CENTRE
Wc offer _ EREE

can visit c... .
also arrange a courier pickup at a

.additional cost of'II.fJO.

EASY ACCESS FROM M62. MI and the AI
I LEEDS

CCHVTER - ^ksta..-^ sjj, cu.,m

M62/M62I

'rvr.Afl;(«)»=iMI£nM__^f<*>«>itn'o™iM«'ll"'"')£!"-"i,a
tumollfromMA 21.Follow lipo torMl. Ttuimerjri withtheArmiestfrsarjitva
M»DMl"«" «. *"">Arn*. ijt>»7- from «KU U*e<** a*** <•»*»'.

^ThomerleswiththeASS (by-cnunrtowncentre) which meetsAmurrgyritorr.COMPUTER CENTRE

PC700
5MbHD425&AKF60
5MbHD425CD&AKF60
5MbHD425&AKF85
5MbHD425CD&AKF85
IOMbHD850&AKF60
IOMbHD850CD&AKF60
IOMbHD850&AKF85
IOMbHD850CD&AKF85
PC600
4MbHD425&AKF60
4MbHD425CD&AKF60
4MbHD425&AKF85
4MbHD425CD&AKF85

Rise PC 486sx Card
•When ordered with Rise PC

6 Bit Sound Card

Extra Slice Case

Hardware

Acorn
RiscPCfs

^

New!
/Win I
reeCrInterest Free Credit

[20% Deposit20 Monthly Payments]

20/20

Finance

Limited Special Offer 1

while stocks last Es. "M
A600 5Mb + AKF60 1 J

only!! £1191.00 Itiiu
A600 9Mb + AKF60

only!! £1446.00 1̂ "HbJ

£1355.00
£1465.00
£1630.00
£1740.00
£1685.00
£1795.00
£1965.00
£2075.00

£1140.00
£1250.00
£1420.00
£1530.00

*£99.99

Aconi$ A4000/A7000Systems
A4000HD2I0&AKF52 £720.00

A70002MbHD425&AKF52 £932.00

A70002MbHD425CD&AKF52 £1044.00

A70004MbHD425&AKF52 £1015.00

A70004MbHD42SCD&AKF52 £1126.00

A4000 Systems 12 Months On-Site £25.49

Microvitec 1438
Monitor

.28 dp, Multi-Sync
Only £235.00

Entertainment Software
Black Angel £22.70
Alone in the Dark £22.00
Cannon Fodder £19.50
Crystal Maze £25.00
Cyber Chess £22.70
Fire & Ice £20.50
FIT Formula 2000 £20.00
Global Effect £27.50
Lemmings/More RiscPC £22.81
Sally and Wally £20.42
Saloon Cars Deluxe £21.50
SimCity2000(A5000) £28.00
SimCity 2000 (RiscPC) £29.70
Simon the Sorcerer £27.80
Star Fighter 2000 £22.55
The Real McCoy 2,3 or 4 £21.00
Time Machine £13.50
Virtual Golf £21.27
Wavelength £16.50
Wolfenstein 3D £22.98

Application Software
ArcComm 2 £46.00
Arc Fax/. 12 £32.00
Arcterm 7 £56.50
Artworks 1.54 £120.83
Hearsay II £63.00
Home Accounts £27.00
Copernicus Astronomy £25.52
Impression Style £71.00
Impression Publisher £ I 19.00
Sibelius 6 Version 3 £149.00
Sibelius 7 Sudent ver3 £464.00
Sibelius 7 Version 3 £851.00
Titlcr £77.00
Touch Typing £29.50
Turbo DriverBI/Eps/HP £40.00

Software
Educational Software

BadgerTrails £33.50
Chrystal Rain Forest £32.77
French Learning Series £16.60
Noddy's Playtime £16.50
Oxford R/TrecStage2 £35.00
Oxford R/Tree More £35.00
Oxford R/Tree Stage3 £35.00
Rosie&limfSneezes) £10.00
Rosie&JimfDuck) £10.00
TalkintzAnim.Alphabet £26.00
10/10 Dinosaurs
lO/IODrivineTest
10/10 Early Essentials
10/10 Essential Maths
10/10 Essential Science
10/10 English
10/10 French
10/10 German
10/10 Junior Essentials
10/10 Maths Algebra
10/10 Maths Geometry
10/10 Maths Numbers
10/10 Maths Statistics
10/10 Spelling

£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00

Golf £I9J
MSDOS 6.22 & Windows £69.00
Windows for Workgroups £44.00
WorksV3 for Windows £23.00
Reference
Chambers Dictionary £31.00
Complete Guide to Drugs £17.00
Com p. Guide/Symptoms £17.00
Grolicr Encyclopedia £18.00
Mayo Clinic £23.00
Red Shift Astronomy II £26.00
Dorling Kindesley
Encyclopedia of Science £33.001
Encyclopedia of Nature £33.001
History of the World £33.001

10/10 Education series
Any 2 for £21.00

My 1st Incrcd. Dictionary £24.001
PB Birthday Party £23.001
Stowaway £24.001
TheWayThingsWork £33.00l
The Ult. Human Body £31.00
The Ultimate Sex Guide £24.001
Virtual Reality Bird £24.001
Virtual Reality Cat £24.00|
Top sellers on PC CD-ROM
Mortal Combat £23.00
Will.ShatnersTEKWars £23.00
Monopoly £24.00
Command & Conquer £28.00
Panic in the Park £25.00
FIFA 96 £29.00
Frankenstein £29.00
Encarta96 £35.001
Actua Soccer £25.001
Destruction Derby £27.001
Hexen £26.00
Rebel Assault £10.001
PGA Golf 96 £29.001

PC CD ROM Software
MicosoftTitles
Schubert £23.00
Strauss £23.00
Stravinsky £23.00
Ancient Lands £33.00
Bookshetf95 £24.00
Dinosaurs £22.00
Encarta95 £19.00

Tabby Acorn Spares 2.5" H/Drives 3.5"H/Drives Memory Modules

wily £58.00
Theamazingnewgraphics tabletforthe
Acornrangeof Computers, software

developed byFirstComputers.94% rated in
AmigaShoppcr.RequiresRiscos3.l

Acorn Mouse (Original)£25.50
A5000/A4000 Disk Drive £69.50

A3020 Disk Drive £86.00
A3010 Disk Drive £86.00

IA3000DiskDrive £69.50
RiscOS 3.11 Full Upgrade £74.04
RiscOS 3.11 No Manuals £45.00

MIDIMax(RiscPC&A5000)£68.00
MIDIUser(A30xO&A4000) £49.00
MIDICables(x2) £5.11

Fitting Scr '

Printers

C8Mm» Fujfrsu ^Seagate
80Mb 2.5" IDE £76.00

130Mb 2.5" IDE £94.00

170Mb 2.5" IDE £98.00

250Mb 2.5" IDE £119.00

340Mb 2.5" IDE £153.00

540Mb 2.5" IDE £221.00

A3010/3000 IDE Card*£57.00
•When Bought With Dri

Accessories

QuanUjmTOSH.BA^5ea53te
260Mb 3.5" IDE £109.00

420Mb3.5"IDE £121.00

540Mb 3.5" IDE £149.00

350Mb 3.5" SCSI £102.00

540Mb 3.5" SCSI £129.00

A3/A400 IDE Card £69.00

A5000 2nd H/Drive Kit£ 17.00,

RiscPC/A7000 2Mb £59.00
RiscPC/A7000 4Mb £84.00
RiscPC/A7000 8Mb £163.00
RiscPC/A7000 16Mb £342.00
RiscPC VRAM 2Mb £145.001
With I Mb Trade In £105.00
A3000 1Mb to 2Mb £56.00
A30I0 1Mb to 2Mb £35.00
A30l02Mbto4Mb £89.00
A3020to4Mb £82.50
A4000to4Mb £82.50
A5000 2Mbto4Mb £82.50j

Multi Media/CD ROM

Canon
Canon BJ30 £157.00
Compact Portable mono printer, )0 paje ASF built In.
Canon BJC70Colour £247.00
Hirh quiEty PortaW*colour prlnlrr. 10pajf*ASF.
Canon BJ200ex £177.00
HMl speed,hl jh quality mono printer, rirtual 7!0 dpL
Canon BJC4000Colour £247.00
Hljh qiulity colour, uiprrfatt mono printing 360 dpi.

Canon BJC610 Colour £357.00
New Enhanced, dedicatedcolour printer. 720x720 dpi.

CITIZEN
Citizen printers have a 2 yearwarranty

ABC Colour printer £124.00
limple (a. easy a. ABC) to use 24 pin prini

New Printiva 600c
i New Micro Dry print technology
i iOO dpi Colour/1200 dpi mono
i Metalliccoloursavail.f\Af\ flfi

Printer Switch Box 2 way£ I 1.001
Printer Switch Box3way£15.30l
Printer Stands(Universal)£6.80l
l.8Metreprintercable £4.30l
3Metreprintercable £5.90l
5 Metre printer cable £7.70l
10Metreprinter cable £11.001
SCSI Internal Cable £7.70|
SCSI Cable 25D-50Cent £8.501

t-.Ul.TI

COLOUR
Disk labels
500 £6.00

1000 £8.50

Acorn
Compatible CD ROM drives

from only £99.00
Goldstar R540B £68.00 Mitsumi FX400 £68.00

Acorn RISCOS 3.6 compatible only

Indigo CAA340i Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA340ia Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA300i Dual Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA300ia Dual Speed CD Drive
Proteus Quad Speed Read/Write CD ROM
Proteus with Cumana SCSI Controller

Oscar(Paraiiei)CD Drive
Acorn CD Software
Artworks
Artworks Clipart 1/2
Cars-Maths in Motion
Childrcns Micropcdia

, Creepy Crawlies
Dictionary/Living World
Dune II
Goldilocks

l Granny, Garden

£191.00

£239.00

£125.001
£199.00

£546.00

£689.001
£215.00

£37.00
£39.00
£21.00
£21.00

£24.001
£36.501
£47.501
£32.001
£43.00j

m
HEWLETT®
PACKARD

New»HP600 £199.00
Colour uperadeable mono ink |et/ Col. Kit MI.9I
HP 660 Colour £272.00
Nvwcolour lnltj4stfrom HP.
New?JHP5Llaser printer £380.00

EPSON
EpsonStylusCoiourll £286.00
720dpi, 100 sheet ASF.full colour printer

Epson StylusColour lis £231.00
720dpi. 100sheet ASF.colour or mono primer
Epson Stylus 820 £200.00
720 > 720 dpi. Mono printer, uprradeable to colour

Star LC1009 pin Colour
9 pin colour printer. 8 NLQ tones. 110

Star LC909 pin mono
9 pin mono printer. ASF built In. push

Star LC24024 pin mono
24 pin mono printer, 192 cps dratt.wlth ASF built In.

StarLC240C24pinColour £124.00
24 pin colour prlncer ASF built In, 4 LQ fonts.

Star SJ I 44 Colour £196.00
Stunning Affordable colour therm*, (ramftr printer, l<

£112.00

draft.

£92.00

£106.00

running c ls.Jp/p/n i, 1.4 p/p/m colour.

<£??$'

Re-Mark-It disk labelsx 10 £2.101
10Capacitybox £0.901
50Capacity lockable box £3.40l
100 Capacity lockable box £4.701
90CapacityBanxbox £9.401
150 Capacity Posso box £I7.90|

100 CapacityCDholder £4.30|
•add£3.00 delivery ifpurchasing justonePossoor
Barubox.NormaldcTrvery when purchasedwith

otherprodj« orwhen buying lOTIIHW

£129.00
£18.00
£50.00
£75.00
£47.50
£47.00
£35.50
£39.00
£30.00

Hutchinsons Encyc.
Oxford RcadineTrec
PCCD I
PCCD2
PCCD 3
Simon the Sorcerer
Photobase Landscapes
Space Encyclopedia
Understanding the Body

Modems Consumables

Up to 115,200bps(v42bis) • Class I &2Fax
Silent&AdaptiveAnswer • Unique LCDDisplay

• V34 Standard
• NComm Software

Flash ROM

15 Year Warranty

only
£170.00

QILHRabatics

Sportster 288
• • Up to 115,200bps (v42bis)

• V34 Standard

• Class I 8,2 Fax

• 5 Year Warranty

only £ 165.00

,« Sportster i44v.
I " J • I 1 •Uota57.600boslv42bl57.600bos(v42b)

• V32bStandard

•CUssI Fax

• Personal Volte Mall

• Fax on Demand
• CallDiscri

SupraExpress
• Class I Fax
• MNP2-5.V42& V42bis
• 5 YearWarranty
• Acorn Cable £8.50

14.4 External £89.00
8.8 External £149.00

COURIER
Dual Std.V34+with Fax

only £245.00

£95.

Ribbons
Citizen Swift/ABC mono £3 .40
CitizcnSwift/ABCcolour £11.00
StarLC90monoribbon £00
SurLCIO/IOOmono £310
Star LCI 0/100 colour £6.80
Star LC240c colour £ 11.90
StarLC240e mono £7.70
StarLC240mono £5.10
StarLC24-IO/200/300Colour £11.90
Re-InkSpray for mono ribbons £10.20

MOST OTHER MAKES

AVAILABLE

PREMIER-INK

Cartridge Refills
Sa». a tortun. In runnlni costs with your Ink/
bubble |et. Compatible with the HP DeskJet
series. Canon BJIO720ia0;i3Oi20ll/)O0'lIU.
Star SJ48, Cllllen Pro)et and many others.

Full ranee ot colours available.

jnglc refills (22ml) £6.00
Twinrefills (44ml) £11.00

•colourkit (66ml) £17.00
•tillcolour kit (88ml) £23.80

ilk refills (125ml) £21.30
[Printerrepairspecialistscall

for quote

Ink Cartridges
CanonBJI0/StarSJ48 £17.00
Canon BJ200/230 £17.00
Canon BJ30 (3 pack) £ 11.90
Canon BJC 70 mono (3 pack) £9.40
Canon BJC70colour (3pack) £14.50
Canon BJC 4000 colour (single) £14.50
Canon BJC 4000 mono (single) £6.80
Canon BJC 4000 mono high cap. £24.70
Canon BjC 600c mono high cap. £8.90
Canon BjC 600c colour £7.70
HP.Deskjct colour £23.00
HP. Deskjet double mono £21.30
HP. Deskjet 660 double mono £22.10
HP.Dcskjct 660 colour £23.80
Epson Stylus mono £13.60
Epson Stylus colour £3 1.50
Star SJ 144 mono/colour (single) £7.70

Covers
All printer dust covers £5.10

Paper
Fanfold (tractor feed) 500 sheets £4.30
Fanfold (tractorfeedj 1000sheets £7.70
Fanfold(iractorfced) 2000sheets 11S.30
Single sheet SOOshects £4.30
Single sheet 1000sheets £7.70
Single sheet 2000 sheets £15.30
EpsonStylus720dpipaperpack £19.60

Disks

BulkDSDD
I0x£3.00 100x £25.50|
30 x £8.50 200 x £46.801
50 x £13.60 500x1101.30 |

Branded DSDD
I0x £-1.30 I00x£30.60|
30x£ll.00 200x£54.50
50x £16.20 SOOx £121.70 |
Bulk DSHD
I0x£3.40 100x £28.90 I

30 x £9.80 200 x £51.00

50x £1.5.30 500x£l15.00 f
Branded DSHD
IOx£5.IO 100 x £40.110 I
30 x £13.60 200x£72.30

50x£22.10 500x£l62.50j



Don't be a dummy
The Dummies ranqe of books has been a heard of an Acorn compoutelfbutThe Dummies range of books has been a

phenomenal success in the USA and its

recent entry into the UK market has

certainly made people take notice. Realising

that there is a huge number of people who

want to read about computers and who

can't take the in-depth academic works

available in most book shops, IDG Books

launched the Dummies series.

The style is fun, the layout easy to

follow, and the information bursting at the

seams. Acorn User has negotiated a special

price for its readers enabling them to save

£4 or more on each book. Of course, being

American in origin, the books have never

heard of an Acorn compouter; but if your

interests stretch to other areas of

computing, these books are essential

reading. The PCs and Macs for Dummies

titles will be especially useful for someone

with both an Acorn and another computer

who is just discovering that not all

operating systems are as straightforwardas

RISC OS.

Not everything in life comes with a

manual. IDG Books has added a new non-

computer title to its portfolio :

• Parenting for Dummies - Written by

parents for parents, it too takes a fun

INTERNET in Vumniu 2nd Ed PAREN

look at the trials and tribulations of

being a parent, while providing a

reference whether you have a newborn

baby or imminent teenager.

With 19 million Dummies books already in

print, this new style of manual tells you

what you want to know, whether you

want to read it from cover to cover or use it

as an essential reference work.

My only question is; what will they cover
next - Acorns for Dummies?

David Matthewman

Editor, Acorn User

THE 3DVISUAL DICTIONARY

OFCOMPUTING

The new colourful dictionary of

computer terms is written in

jargon-free languageand covers
all the terms youare likely to

come across, whether you want

to know about virtual memory,
AVI or the Internet. A must for

readers of all ages.

Beginner

Learn to surf the Internet without

getting yourfeet wet. Leads you

through the trailsof gettingonto the

Netas well as beinga vital

reference that'll helpyouswap e-

mail, software, news, conversation

and much much more on the mother

of all networks.

Beginner/Intermediate

From the most basic parenting skills,

there are tips on spending the day

with baby to dining out and travelling

with children, going to the doctor,

punishment, and discipline.

Everything a parent needs to know

without overwhelming psycho

babble.

*»?"£**

ZZ?£15.99 ItutmMM
ZZPJlM ty««w 15.00 2ZP&M ty«*we&00



Finally! A hands-on, step-by-step

tutorial forlearning the essentials of

programming in C.

'Even ifyou'venever

programmed before, get a copy.'

Acorn User

Beginner/Intermediate

KZPdtS.W fw«M

PCs ^ Vmtmia 3rd Ed
The very latest in PC hardware,

software and peripherals. Now

with a chapter on modems and

the Internet, plugand play,

Power PCs, Windows 95 all in

the same easygoingstyle.

Beginner/Intermediate

ZZP£?5.99 fa mm £4.00

SEX ,jW QutmUeA,
From how to talk about it or how

to have it safely, Dr Ruth takes

the reader on a journey through

the basics of human anatomy.

Filled with helpful hints, tips and

techniqueson everything from
courting to contraception to

disease prevention, this books

answers all those sex questions

people are too afraid to ask.

ZZP115.99 tyu urn £4.00

MACS^W VumttiM, 3rd Ed
Up-to-date information on

getting yourMacup and

running, with common tasks

explained in everyday language,

information on how to install

new programs, jargon busting

and a TopTen of tips to make

life even easier. Add to this

advice on printers, modems,

software and upgrades.

Beginner/Intermediate
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IDG Books wants to make you

an offer you can't refuse

Name....

Address.

.Postcode

^ ' • Send to: IDG Book Offer, Acorn User, Media House,

_„__ Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

_^~^ Telephone Claire Mawdsley on 01625 878888 for
;[ I II t more information on the Dummies range
BOOKS Zl ' ^° not wanl l0 rece've anv 'urlner mailings or promotional information

Please send me: Our Price Save

The 3D Dictionary of Computing £11.99 £4.00 _ copies
Internet for Dummies £13.99 £5.00 _ copies

Parenting for Dummies £11.99 £4.00 _ copies
C for Dummies £13.30 £5.69 _ copies

PCs for Dummies £11.99 £4.00 _ copies
Sex for Dummies £11.99 £4.00 _ copies

Macs for Dummies £13.99 £5.00 _ copies

• Add£2.50 per order forpostage and packing • Overseas orders add £4.00

• Cheques made payable to IDGMedia

] Ienclose a cheque for £

] Please debit my credit card for £

Card No

Expiry Date

I

/ Signature



YellOWSfOfie ... Leading at the edge oftechnology
Fast SCSI-3 Interface

Fast Small Computer Systems Interface

SCSI, SCSI-2, Fast SCSI-2 and SCSI-3
compatible Rise PC Interface.

32 bit data transfer - with DMA access.

Active termination - software disable.

Sustained data rates of up to:
7MB/s asynchronous
8MB/s synchronous.

Peak data rate of 20MB/s on SCSI bus.

Internal and external connectors.

Firmware in FLASH ROM.

Price £165.00

SCSI Disc Drives

Quantum 850MB £204.00

Quantum Fireball 1080MB £249.00

Quantum Saturn 2000MB £519.00

Quantum Atlas II 2000MB £625.00
Quantum Grand Prix 4000MB £849.00

Micropolis 9000MB £1599.00

Fast ATA-2 Interface

Enhanced Performance ATA-2 Interface

ATA-1 and ATA-2 (IDE) compatible
Rise PC Interface.

32 bit intelligent ATA-2 controller for
IDE disc drives and ATAPI CD-ROMs.

Up to 400% improvement on Rise PC
motherboard controller.

Firmware in FLASH ROM.

Up to four devices of any mix.

Sustained data rates of up to 8MB/s.

Peak data rate of 16MB/s on ATA bus.

Price £119.00

ATA (IDE) Disc Drives

Quantum Trailblazer 850MB £165.00

Fujitsu 1080MB £199.00
Quantum Fireball 1280MB £229.00

Western Digital 1600MB £309.00

Please call for full catalogue
of all our products.

Audio Systems

g, ft ft-J-H

Improved 16 bit Digital Audio
card and mixer with superb
reproduction and dynamics.

Incorporates an oversampling tracking
digital filter for the best sound quality,
independent of the sample rate.

The 4 channel mixer section combines

CD-ROM and multimedia audio.

"In terms of sound quality, the 16-bit
sound system of Mozart is hot..."

Acorn User

Audio

£59.95

Mixer £29.95
Four channel Audio Mixer for
combining existing sound with
CD-ROMs or multimedia audio.

ATAPI CD-ROMs

Quad speed 600KB/S £129.00

6x
CD-ROM E16900

Six speed ATAPI CD-ROM drive.
Reads at an incredible 900KB/s.

(6x only compatible with RaplDE)

Desktop Multimedia TV
from £165

DeskTV is a highly integrated modular multimedia system. At its heart you'll find
the latest 24 bitvideo digitizing technology, married to stunning video overlay
hardware. DeskTV gives you realtime desktop video displays at full frame rate,
capturing all the excitement and action of live video.

DeskTV also captures still images at the full TV resolution of 768 by576 pixels,
in up to 16.7 million colours.

To make full use of the superb display capability, DeskTValso comes with an
integrated VHF/UHF tuner for receivingTVfrom an aerial or cable service. Video
can also be selected from an external source, such as a camera, or VCR, and an
internal source, such as an MPEG Decoder. Avideo socket is provided to drive
an external monitor, or VCR, and any of the three video sources can be output.

To complete the experience, DeskTV includes full stereo audio support, with three
inputs, and an output with desktop volume, balance, bass and treble control. An
optional stereo NICAM decoder is available for use with the tuner.

Features Include:

Hardware scaling & anti-aliasing

Hardware brightness, contrast, hue
and saturation control

Hardware overlay using DMA with
32 bit framestore

Full support for composite or S-VHS
video for input and output

Optional Teletext for use with tuner,
or external source

A complete SWI interface and source
code are supplied, for easy access
from your own applications

Carriage: Please add £2 if total order value is under £100, £5 to orders of £100 or over. AccessA/ISA welcome.
VAT: All prices exclude VAT, please add 17.5% to total order value, including carriage.

Yellowstone Educational Solutions Telephone: T01582J 584828
Bramineham Park Business Centre, Enterprise Way, Fax: f01582J 562255
Bramineham Park. Luton. LU3 4BU.



Leo Telling looks at the ins
and outs of video editing
on the Acorn systems
proving that there is more
to multimedia than CDs

In case you've been living in a small
wicker hut on a remote south sea isle,

there's something about the world that
might have passed you by - it's become
disc-shaped. While members of the flat
earth society aren't celebrating just yet,
the last five years or so have seen a mas
sive increase in digital disc-based storage.

The CD has become the standard format

for music - and to a lesser extent reference

works - yet the world of video has yet to
embrace the shiny silver disc, although it
has crept onto hard discs the world over.
The music, publishing and computer
worlds have busily been going digital, but
television has found itself in a rather con

tradictory position.
Most programmes are shot on tape (in

analogue format), but are transferred
straight away to disc for editing (in digital
format) - but are then put back onto tape
before being beamed into our homes,
again in analogue format. Thankfully all
this confusion is set to end, and quite
soon; probably before Acorn Usergoes digi
tal, and certainly sooner than home video
recorders succumb to recordable CD

technology.
However you could get one step ahead

of the game and start your own disc-based

Empire was first but lacked professional facilities

Video editing

Is digital

video editing
a practical thing

to do?
digital video revolution
right now...

Digital video editing
systems have been
around for some time on

other platforms, but it
was only really wilh the
release of the Rise PC

that they came into their
own on the ARM. The

reason for this is simple -
the massive computing
power and storage capa
bilities required for
editing video.

To give you an idea of
the problems involved
consider one second of

full screen video - 768 by
576 pixels, at 24-bit resolution, multiplied
by 25 frames per second. Do your sums
right and this works out at just over 31Mb,
the same storage space as 5,000 pages of
text. Let's face facts, you can't get far with
a floppy disc in this game. However, clever
software and ruthless compression tech
niques have cut this massive figure down
to size, making real-time compression a
possibility for the home computer user.

The first wave
The launch of the Eagle card
brought reasonable quality video
capture to the masses, albeit
within the confines of a 160 by
120 rectangle. The only problem
then was what to do with it.

Uniqueway provided a solution
in the form of Empire, and lat
terly Empire 2. This provided
basic video and audio editing
capabilities, but was a far cry
from the professional packages
being developed by companies
such as Avid and Lightworks.
Some competition appeared for

HlWla— ••<! A»

EidoScope's classictwin view display

the Eagle card in the shape of Irlam
Instruments' 24il6, which not only
offered the ability to grab a full-frame
image, but which also had the edge over
the Eagle card in terms of picture quality
and better sound performance. However,
improvements in hardware performance
were not matched by software until the
launch of Eidoscope, developed by Eidos as
a cut-down version of the professional
Optima system, and marketed by
Computer Concepts as the perfect com
panion to their Eagle card. The secret
behind Eidoscope's speed was two fold.

Firstly it used its own proprietary Codec
(Compressor/DECompressor module),
which enabled real-time compression of
video to disc, and secondly the editing
side manipulated not the video clips them
selves, but a simple text file that instructed
the processor which bits to play in which
order. As mentioned earlier video data,

even compressed video data, is huge and
shuffling tens of megabytes of video clips
around will slow down even the fastest

machine. By simply pointing to which
clips with a short text file, Eidoscope could
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Video editing

truly fly. The other advantage was that its
interface actually looked quite like a tradi
tional edit suite, and was simplicity itself
to use.

The downside of the Eidos codec was

quality. Resolution was nominally 160 by
120 pixels, but the compression degraded
this further, and video could only be cap
tured at 12 frames per second, making
finished movies look pretty rough. Despite
these drawbacks the Eagle/'Eidoscope com
bination could give the home or school
user a real taste of what digital video edit
ing is all about.

Horses for courses
Last year another product appeared on the
scene that was set to change the goal posts
once again. CineWorks from Orcgan
Developments was an open-ended applica
tion whose limitations were really only
imposed by the hardware. Given a fast
enough processor and large and fast
enough hard discs CineWorks claimed to
be able to edit full screen high resolution
video. Not only that but it offered a wealth
of video effects as well as the ability to add
plug-in effects at a later date.

While Eidoscope was an off-line system,
where ideas are tried out before going back
to the original material on tape,
CineWorks proved to be on-line capable,
creating finished movies in its own right.
However the current processor and digi
tiser limitations mean that full screen

playback is still some way away. However
both CineWorks and Eidoscope have
appealed to professional users. The BBC
has its own special version of Eidoscope
that is currently on trial, and there are also
other professional producers using
CineWorks to produce rough versions of
broadcast programmes.

The second wave
While these two packages have obviously
grabbed the attention of those within the
industry there are two new developments

which really could
raise Acorn's profile
in the digital video
arena. Aimed more

at professional and
training markets,
Eidos is currently
beta-testing Optima
Mark 2.

From a first

glance it may look
similar to the origi
nal Optima, but a
four fold increase in

picture quality as
well as a host of other improvements
make this a serious contender in the pro
fessional video market. There is talk that

the new Optima could do in the video
field what Sibelius has done in the world

of professional music making. Two
flavours of the system are currently avail
able, an edit station, and an editing and
capture system. Priced at £8,700 and
£13,650 respectively they may not be
within the average users budget, but be
advised that by professional standards
these prices represent excellent value for
money. Both systems include a Rise PC
with an ARM710a, loads of hard disc
space, and a removable magnet-optical
drive. In case you're wondering, the
ARM710a has improved cache lines which
makes it access memory faster, something
crucial for the compression and playback
of digital video.

The original Optima was well used in
the broadcast indus

try and has an
impressive list of
credits covering BBC
1, BBC 2, ITV and

Channel 4 as well as

a number of non-

broadcast pro
grammes produced
for companies such
as Vauxhall, British
Rail and the RSPCA.

The other interest

ing release is a new
hardware device

from Irlam In

struments. The

version I saw was

still under develop
ment, but looked on

course to be ready
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CineWorks has the potential - but needs the hardware

Acorn User March 1996

Optima 2 is superficially the same as Eidoscope

by the time you read this. VideoDesk is not
one but two boards offering professional
quality video and audio digitising, as well
as PAL encoded output for replay back to
tape. However, the clever part comes in
the form of a daughterboard which* offers
real-time moving JPEG compression direct
to disc. Bestof all is that the whole system,
including editing software, is expected to
sell for around £1,600 plus VAT (Rise PC
not included).

The card makes use of DMA (Direct
Memory Access), meaning that it can
update large real-time displays within the
RISC OS desktop, and pre-compresses the
video on the card so that larger, faster
frame rate movies can be digitised direct
to disc. Playback is also under hardware
control, and at the highest quality settings
its hard to tell digitised material from live.

Using a Rise PC 700, fast IDE interface
and about 8MB of RAM the card can

achieve data rates of around 1 Mb/sec,
which translates to a picture quality better
than VHS. The data rate is fully scalable,
meaning that you can trade-off picture
quality against storage requirements.
Using the moving JPEG format means that
compression isn't as good as with MPEG,
but MJPEG files are easier and faster to

edit, and with the price of storage drop
ping all the time, the speed trade off is
well worth the increase in file size.

Why go digital?
There are a number of reasons why you
might want to record video to disc, but
most people fall into one of two cate
gories. Either they are interested in
creating digital video clips for playback on
computer - for example as part of games
or CD-ROM titles - or else they want to
edit movies and play them back out onto



tape, such as editing home movies or pro
fessional video production. For either task
there are five basic elements required;

i) A computer - preferably ARM pow
ered - to control the whole shebang

ii) Some mass storage - we're talking
gigabytes here

iii) A means of getting video into the
computer - a digitiser card such as the
Eagle or 24il6 cards

iv) Some editing software, the means of
doing all those clever tricks you see on TV,
and finally

v) A way of getting your master piece
back out onto tape (a genlock or PAL
encoder) - until second generation CD-R
becomes available a Rise PC is never going
to be the most portable playback device in
the world, now a laptop version could be a
different story...

In conclusion
Back in the real world there are a number

of choices that anyone interested in video
can make, depending on your budget and
needs. A dream system would probably
consist of the latest instalment in the

Optima saga. Their entry system will set
you back about the same as a middle of
the range four-door saloon car, but if
you're a professional user then this is
small change for a system of this power.
The Optima package offers up to eight
audio tracks, full control over video, 77
levels of undo, real-time rendering of
wipes, dissolves and keying effects, as well
as unlimited storage potential by using

VideoDesk's hardware cards in movingJPEG ...

Video editing
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Video editing

0 Iriain Instruments Ltd. 1995

sional non-linear sys
tem, there is little that

can touch it in its price
range. The 24il6 card
will squeeze the best
out of your audio and
video, and with the

full screen capture
option it also makes an
excellent frame grab
bing device.
Despite the technical

superiority of Eidoscope
it has to be the least

favoured option in
practical terms. While
it is undeniably the
fastest of all the ama

teur options, the
quality just isn't good enough, making it
difficult to see what practical end result it
could be used for. Where it might be use
ful is in a school or training situation
where all that is required is teaching the
basics of video editing with a minimum of
outlay. The best advice before purchasing
any of these combinations, the cheapest of
which is over £400, is to try before you
buy, if it doesn't do what you want then
see which system can. It won't be long
before all video editing is done from disc,
and from the look of things Acorn could
be at the centre of a very lucrative ^jt
revolution. /1U

VideoDesk uses lots of hardware with excellent results

removable magneto-optical discs holding
up to two hours of video each.

What makes this a truly professional
system is the ability to handle timecode
and save an Edit Decision List (EDL).
Timecode is the professional version of a
tape counter, and an EDL provides the
timecodes of every clip used in the final
version of a programme - enabling the
original tapes to be automatically edited
together.

For the discerning amateur, semi-profes
sional, or enthusiast who is considering
buying two high quality SVHS machines
to edit home footage together, then hang
on for VideoDesk. The quality offered by
this system is astounding, and if the edit
ing software is right then it could make
tape based editing a waste of time. Even
better news would be if Eidos also adapt
the Optima system to work with the
VideoDesk card - this could lop off about
£3,000 from their prices.

If you want to produce Replay compati
ble files for playback on computer then
CineWorks plus 24il6 is the ideal starter
combination. CineWorks offers enough
gadgets and gizmos to keep anyone happy,
and while it doesn't fully mimic a profes

and plays it back too

Product details
CineWorks: Oregan Developments

0121-353 6044

Optima: Eidos 0181-941 7899

Eagle/Eidoscope: ComputerConcepts
(01442)63933

VideoDesk: Irlam Instruments (01895) 811401
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SENLAC
Computing
PO Box 304

Brighton
BN11LE

Callers by appointment
Tel: (01273)208074
Fax: (01273)738258
e-mail: pete@senlac.co.uk
CompuServe: 100113,603

Scanning
and

Accounts

Personal Accounts v3 43.00

Prophet2 168.00
Art & Graphics

Artworks (onfloppy orCD) 145.00
PhotoDesk 180.00

Plot 74.00

Studio 24 128.00

Communications

ArcFax 33.00

Courier v34 Fax (with cable).... 325.00

Hearsay2 76.95

Sportster v34Fax (with cable)... 220.00
Consumables

Inkjet Refills from 14.50
Print1 n1 Wear Packs from 6.94
TDKDS/HD W Discs 8.50

Colour Scanning &Printing!
Ifyou are thinking of buying a colour scanner or printer speak to us before
you decide. We havesomeexcellent prices on flatbed colour scannersand
on thefabulous new Epson Stylus Colour II printer. All scanners include a

suitable cable and TWAIN and ImageMaster software. The printer includes a
cable andAcorn's latestv1.52 printer drivers. All prices incVAT of course...

Epson GT5000 (parallel -SCSI add £90)
Epson GT8500 (parallel and SCSI)
Epson GT9000 (parallel and SCSI)
Microtek Scanmaker II (SCSI only)
Epson Stylus Colour II 720dpi Printer

£450.00

£585.00

£695.00

£365.00

£355.00

Send large SAE for sample 720dpi printout and Epson brochures

StarFighter 3000 27.00
Wolfenstein 3D 27.00

Printing!
We're very

impressed with the quality (and
popularityI)of Epson scannersand
printers! For the best value packages
around check the panel in the body of
the advert and don't miss out on

calling us if you're considering a
high qualityscannerora colour
printer. Send a large (A4) SAEfor
Epson brochures anda sample.
720dpi printout.

Imake noapologiesforplugging
ourleasing scheme again. Many
schools and businesses have used it

toobtain stateof theartsystemsfor a
very affordable monthly outlay. A
rough guide is £35per month per
£1000 order value, based on a three
year contract. Please callforfurther
details.

It's impossible tolist everything
inanadvert thissizeso ifyou don't
seezohat you want, please call.

Prices include VAT and UK

mainland delivery.

UNCI00 Owners!!
Make the professional connection between yourAcorn

computer and Amstrad NCI00 with N-ConneCt.

£24.95 (or just £30.95with cable)
Contact us for details

Music/Sound/Vision
Extra Discountfor Bundles - Ask!

FatarCMS6l Keyboard w/s .... 260.00
DMI30(A5/4xxxMIDI i/J) 85.00

DMI50(DualMIDI i/J) 97.75

Eagle M2 36O.OO
MIDI Max 75.00

PowerWave 30 (incDMI30).... 208.00

PowerWave 50 (inc DM150).... 229.00

PowerWave 50 XG 285.00

Sibelius6v3 190.00

Sibelius 7 Student v3 540.00

Sibelius 7 v3 975.00

Yamaha M10 Speakers 65.00

&

Acorn

Databases

Data Power 145.00

S-Base 2 Personal Edition 140.00

Design
Merlin 3D CAD 115.00

DTP/WP

AnagramGenius 19.00

EasyFont3 35.00
ImpressionPublisher 145.00
ImpressionStyle 88.00

Games

Alone in the Dark 32.50

Burn Out 22.50

Cannon Fodder 21.50

CyberApe 18.75
Darkwood 34.00

Dreadnoughts 25.75
Dune fi 32.50

Flashback 24.95

Global Effect 32.00

HighRise Racing 23.00
Rick Dangerous 16.00
SimCity 2000 (RiscPC or A5000) . 35.00
Simon the Sorcerer (floppy) 35.95

DwSE/MACComputing POBox, 304, Brixton, B/VlllE,
Ivisk to order these item?firompea. I'mpfad'tk«tI'don thai*, toflag an<f more,fair mainlandCf/Cpostage
andpaclUnp andtiat tkeprices vo* oaote include vAl.
Item £

Mi* name andaddressare,..

Post Code.;

Tti:

...andldftie topa*...
Q u/itkthe enclosedcKeoae

Q liunccess/visa/Dttta/CoMect/Su/itGk

Mumlier:
EMiraPate; /

oi&ned:

Pate:

Integrated Packages
Fireworkz 103.00

Firework* Pro 160.00

Rise PC&A7000 Systems
at some of the best prices you will find

ACM02 A7000 2Mb/HD425 1090.00

ACM03 A7000 4Mb/HD425 ...1165.00
With Acorn Dual Speed CD ROM add 130.00
Quad Speed CD ROM 150.00

ACB60 Rise PC 600 4Mb/HD425 1335.00
ACB70 Rise PC 700 5Mb/HD425 1585.00

ACB75 Rise PC 700 10Mb/HD850 1970.00
17" Monitor (AKF90) add 370.00
Acorn Dual Speed CD ROM add 130.00
Quad Speed CD ROM 150.00
Quad Speed CD ROM - works in tower mode 160.00

A7000 & Rise PCs include 1 year's free on-site
maintenance. Ask about extensions to 3 and 5 years.

Schools/
Businesses

Lease a Rise PC

from as little as

£46.70 (Inc VAT)
per month over 3

years. Call for

details.

Paying by Cash, Cheque,
Switch, Connect or Delta?

You may deduct an

extra £35 discount

from the VAT inclusive price of your
Rise ?0\

A selection of A7000/Risc PC bits 'n' pieces...
8Mb SIMM 225.00

16Mb SIMM 395.00

32Mb SIMM 795.00

PowerTec SCSI 2 Interface 205.00

Early Years Bundle (A7000/Risc PC 600 only) add 50.00
Learning Curve Bundle (A7000/Risc PC 600 only) ...add 50.00
Home Office Bundle (A7000/Risc PC 600 only) add 85.00



Showcase printers

Printers

to suit
Although monochrome (black/white/

greyscale) printing is very affordable
and may be all that you require, in the
main, for business work, colour printing
does open up a whole new dimension of
computer use and for children particularly
it can prove a motivating influence on the
use of art and presentation software.

Projects really take on a professional
touch when printed in colour. Technology
is quickly getting to the point where even
holiday snaps look better on screen than
from the local processing shop, so a good
quality inkjet colour printer can help to
bring a few to life - not in the quality that
they will appear on-screen but as a pretty
fair representation.

Points to remember
Although more expensive (up to
50p/sheet) it is worth keeping a small sup
ply of this costed paper as the
improvement in print quality is substan
tial and is worth having for special
occasions. More common perhaps is the
natural desire to spend as little money as
possible - I know it's been said many
times, but with printers the old adage: You
onlyget what you pay for is very true.

Buying cheaply usually means inconve
nience in use, and maybe heavy running
costs to boot, not to mention the likeli
hood of poor reliability and scarce
technical support. Be wary of 'Special
Offers' these can be printers which have
quickly been superseded by newer models
and thus could land you with a white ele
phant.

Another point to keep in mind is the
fact that several suppliers badge low-cost
models of a similar type. Thus you can
find the same generic printer appearing
under several brand names: Olivetti JP360,
Citizen Projet He and Mannesmann Tally
T7118C - prices range from £269-280 RRP.

A low-cost inkjet printer uses a two-car
tridge system to deliver either
monochrome or colour ink. It is essen

tially aimed at the low-end of the printer
market and as such can hardly be consid
ered robustly made and as you might
expect, the printed results are a bit of a
compromise.

A black printed with the colour car
tridge turns out to be a dark, muddy
brown/grey. At 300 dots per inch (dpi), the
overall printing quality seems OK until
you compare it the results you get from

the more pricey Epsons and Canons of this
world. Low cost printers perform best with
text and graphics which have areas of bold
colour without subtle shades.

Hewlett Packard
Undoubtedly, Hewlett Packard is a market
leader in the inkjet market. It is not by
accident that their DeskJet series has virtu

ally been adopted as an industry standard.
Hewlett Packard's latest low-cost DeskJet
600 is a monochrome printer for which
you can purchase a colour kit. This lets
you swap the black ink cartridge for the
colour one whenever you
need colour printing.
Unfortunately, although
the system works well,
the inconvenience of

swapping cartridges
can prove inconve
nient at times.

However, its com

bination of colours

comes out as a

much better 'black'

and the colours are

brighter too thanks
to HP's ink formu

lae. The black

prints at an
amazing
600x600 dpi.
Similarly, this
printer feels
robust and

well built

using the
same system
of paper
delivery as
the 500 and

550 models

before it.

The HP Deskjet 850C is
a colour choice. This produces 600dpi
black text and sharp 300dpi colour
images, using HP's Colour Resolution
Enhancement technology provides even

Steve Turnbull, Chris
Drage and Karen Peach
put some colour printers
through their paces

more vibrant and rich colours. All types of
paper can be used including coated,
glossy, labels and transparencies. It has
both an envelope and single-sheet feeder
for ease of use and as it handles different

media sizes it saves changing paper trays.
Prints speeds arc up to 6 ppm for mono

chrome and up to 2 ppm for
colour printing.
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Showcase printers

Epson
Epson, like HP have been market leaders
for years producing high quality printers,
the latest of which is the Stylus Colour
lis. This printer uses a print head which is
built into the machine so ink cartridges
are a tad less expensive. It too, uses special
inks which are bright and do not disperse
over the paper.

There are even special coated papers
available for printing at a remarkable
720x720 dpi. The Stylus Colour lis is very
well made - it positively shouts durability
and comes with an extremely good range
of documents from the handbook and

illustrated colour printing guide.
This printer effectively combines the

original Epson Stylus Colour II and the
Stylus 820 monochrome by allowing you
to swap the cartridge. Not the most ele
gant action but keeps costs down as if
you're doing mono-only work you can just
use the black cartridge. You get both print
qualities at 720 x 720 dpi and it'll print on
to OHP film. The printer comes with a
three year warranty as well.

Integrex
Integrex have been producing colour
printers longer than just about anyone else
and have come in with their low-cost Beta

Jet Banner. It's an economical option
that produces laser-like results on a wide
variety of paper. A paper roll holder is sup
plied which holds a 30 metre roll for
banners, it also prints successfully on
envelopes, labels and transparencies for
overhead projectors. As it's compact, it's
ideal for the home user and in schools.

It uses cartridge swap for the
colour/mono options and the resolution is
300x300 dpi in both modes, print speed
varies from 2.5 mins/page for colour and
up to 2 pages/min for monochrome.

It is Colourjet 132 and HP Deskjet 500 C
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compatible, so for those upgrading it is a
cost effective choice. If this is still not

enough to tempt you then, as a further
incentive, Integrex are offering £50
worth of Acorn Banner software free

with every purchase of the Betajet
Banner printer.

The Beta Jet C is another inkjet
printer from Integrex. Again it is com
pact, easy to use and accepts most
types of plain paper, including film
for OHPs. A single sheet, automatic
sheet feeder is optional as is a
monochrome cartridge if desired.
The resolution on colour printing
is up to 300 x 300 dpi and is the
same for monochrome in graphics
mode. It prints reasonably
quickly in both modes and is
also HP Deskjet 500C or
Colourjet 132 compatible.

Product details
Product: Beta Jet C and Beta Jet Banner

printers

Supplier: IntegrexSystems, Church Gresley,
Swadlincote, Derbyshire DE11 9PT

Tel: (01283) 550880/551551

Fax: (01283) 552028

Price: Beta Jet Banner (incl. cable, RISC OS

driver and Banner II software) - £229 +

VAT

Beta Jet C (incl. cable and RISCOS driver) -

£139 +VAT

Auto sheet-feeder (A4) - £20 +VAT

Black cartridge- £14 +VAT

Product: HP DeskJet 850C and DeskJet 600

Supplier: Hewlett Packard, Cain Road,
Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 1HN

Tel: (01344) 360000

Fax:(01344)361271

Price: DeskJet 600 - £243 +VAT, DeskJet

850C-£440 + VAT

Product: BJC-610

Supplier: Canon, Canon House, Manor Road,
Wallington, Surrey SM6 OAJ

Tel: 0181-773 3173

Fax:0181-773 2182

Price: £449 + VAT

Product: Stylus Colour lis
Supplier: Epson, Campus 100,Maylands Ave,

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2

Tel: (01442) 61144

Fax: (01422) 227227

Price: £249 + VAT

Product: LC-240C

Supplier:Star Micronics

Address: StarHouse, Peregrine Business Park,
Gomm Road, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP13

7DL

Tel: (01494)471111

Fax: (01494) 473333

Price: £179 + VAT



Star Micronics
The Star Micronics is the LC 240C. This is

a 24-pin dot matrix colour printer with an
automatic sheet feeder built in. As an

option it also has a low-cost push tractor
for £15."As always Star have produced a
low priced machine that works well but
being a dot matrix it's quite noisy in com
parison to the inkjet printers and loses out
in cost-effectiveness because it needs a

colour ribbon.

The ribbon cartridges are easy to swap
and the design makes them accessible —
Star have a lot of experience in this field.
The quality of printout is not up to that of
most inkjets.

Canon
Higher up the price scale is the latest
Bubble Jet printer from Canon, the BJC-
610. It has an automatic sheet feeder

which holds 100 pages and can print at
720x720 dpi which is very nice indeed

It can print on usual media range
including Canon's unique back print film,
which can be used for backlighting and
window displays. It uses four separate
colour cartridges which allows individual
ink tanks to be replaced when /jjj
empty, cutting running costs. -^J-U

Showcase printers

Inkjet ink refill systems

Using a proprietary recharging kits undoubtedly leads to substantial savings

(typically 50 per cent +) for very little extra effort. Most printer suppliersfrown on
these -they feel it's analogous to putting unleaded into a car designed for 4-star.

But if you choose your ink carefully opting for a good brand from a reputable

supplier you should have few problems. A friend of mine has been successfully
refilling with Premier inksfor two years now. Inkrefill kits are popular because they
bypass the need to purchase a new cartridge each time a colour runs out.

For printers like Hewlett Packard range changing a cartridge can be quite

expensive. Here a system like CartridgeMate (DavynComputers (01924) 54800)can
save you pounds with very little inconvenience to boot. With the Canon you have to

be a little more choosy with your inks as its separate printer head is an expensive

item. If it gets blocked, you won't get muchchange out of £150.
Amongthe best inks are Premier (Kimberley Computer Supplies, tel: (01942)

677777), Graphic Utilities (Misco, tel: (01933) 400400) and Themis (Themis UK, tel:

(01883) 330333). I have had mixed reports with InkMun products some users have
reported experiencing problemswith these inkswhile others report few problems.
SystemInsight(tel: (01707) 395500) is reputable purveyor of these inks. Refill ink
colours never quite matchthe printer manufacturer's inks, but the savingsto be
enjoyed really makethe compromise worthwhile providing you don't endanger your
print head by using low quality inks.
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Learning to tell the time

Talking Clocks

W BRIEF

Time
to tell

Match the clocks &*&
i

Colin Rouse looks at software to help
children learn to tell the time

It has long been my belief that children
learn to tell the time by practising, using

watches and clocks at home and at school,
which is supplemented by examples in
mathematics work and questions from
teachers and parents.

It is sad then, that children are no

longer able to tell the time as well as they
used to. Much of the blame must lie with

the advent of digital displays. Children
don't seem to use quarters and half hours
or even understand them any more. When
asked the time, they answer in hours and
minutes as in the digital display. Children
also don't seem to be able to convert digi
tal time to analogue time and vice-versa. It
was reassuring, therefore, to find two soft
ware packages that were able to help chil
dren overcome this problem.

Topologika's Talking Clocks
This package encourages children to
explore the world of clocks, learning to
read and set them as they go. The clocks
can be analogue, digital or both and will
speak the time when you click on them
with easy to understand sampled speech.

The program is split into four parts. In
'Say the time', children are encouraged to

build sentences, by clicking on words or
numbers, which will then speak the time
shown on the analogue or digital clock. In
'Set the Clock' children have to set a clock

to match a time set by the computer,
which can also be spoken. The clock will
also speak its current time so that compar
isons can be made between the two times.

In 'Mow much Time?' children have to

work out how much time there is, in hours
and minutes - or just in minutes - between
two clocks. The clocks can be in any com
bination of digital and analogue. The last
activity is 'Match the clocks' where chil
dren have to make the two clocks say the
same time. Again, the clocks can be ana
logue, digital or both. This is also a good
activity to use if you want to check
whether children can convert from one

type of clock to another, working in am,
pm or 24-hour clock times.

All four activities can be 'tailored' to

meet the needs of individual children.

Times can be set to am, pm or 24-hour
clock notation and the activities can also

be configured to use particular times. All
four activities record children's work as an

aid to assessment, there is an option to
print out how they did and the program is

fully configurable to
suit the individual needs

of all pupils.

Clockwork from
Resource
Clockwork is another

software package that
will help children learn
to tell the time in a vari

ety of ways at varying
degrees of difficulty.
Again, the software
options are split into
different activities. In

'show time' the clock

can be made to show a

particular time in a

Uttl ClockHork •a

Minutes

0' clock

The progranne starts at 7:56 an, and lasts f
7 hrs IB nins What tine does it finish?

(1)

s

s

or

Hours j>
1

5 past 2

IB past 3

quarter past 4

28 past 5

25 past 6 *

half past 7

25 to 8

28 to 9

quarter to 18

18 to 11

5 to 12

O
*li ...J* H.I

Everything goes like Clockwork

Change the left hand clock

Learning is fun with Talking Clocks

variety of ways, modes and styles with
questions to check on a pupil's progress. In
'set time' the pupil has to set a clock to a
particular time, chosen by the computer.
There is also the opportunity for pupils to
put the time in context by answering ques
tions like "School starts at ". To make

this activity more appropriate there is the
opportunity for the teacher or parent to
pose their own questions.

The questions in the package can be set
to meet the needs of individual pupils and
random questions can also be set. The
questions may be in am, pm or 24-hour
mode. One interesting development in this
package is the ability to pose questions
dealing with the year as well as the day
thus introducing pupils to the idea of time
cycling through the year. Questions may
include, "What is the tenth month?" etc.

In conclusion
Both these packages were well received in
the classroom with pleasing results. They
are both easy to use and self-explanatory.
The children were able to check on their

own progress and discover where they
needed to put in extra work to overcome a
specific problem. In my opinion they
deserve a place in any primary school soft
ware collection to support work on A-rr
time. li\j

Product details
Product:TalkingClocks
Supplier: Topologika Software
Tel: (01326) 377771

Price: £35 + VAT

Product: Clockwork

Supplier: Resource

Tel: (01509) 672222

Price: £30 + VAT
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ColourMobile scanner
The Irlam ColourMobile scan

ner is cute. There's no other

word for it; at first sight it looks
like an oversized mouse with a

mind of its own. You start it up
and it rolls slowly over a photo
graph, scanning as it goes and
stopping when it's finished.

You don't have to use it as a

motorised scanner - you can
roll it over awkward documents

if you feel the need - but if you
do it might be worth buying the

For such a small scanner, the detail

on this 5 by 4 print is impressive.

extra sheet feeder. This is a sort

of cradle for the whole assem

bly to sit on, where the photo
graph is then fed under the
stationary scanner.

The scanner connects to the

printer port; it needs a bi-direc
tional one so it's not suitable

for A300, A400, A500 series

machines or for the A3000 -

basically any pre-A5000
machine. Although it's a paral
lel device and not connected

via SCSI, it's still creditably
quick. A 200dpi 15-bit scan of a
5in by 4in print took 64 sec
onds, which is well up there
with the cheaper flatbeds.
Unlike other sheet-fed scanners

I've seen, it didn't seem to mark

or scratch the prints as it dealt
with them, although obviously
it pays to keep the kit clean and
grit-free.

On the negative side, the
result was not as good quality as
a flatbed scan. The colours

weren't reproduced all that well

MK

(red suffered badly) and there
was fringing around some sharp
edges. The maximum resolution
of 400dpi would never satisfy
professional users, but is fine
for anyone else and, indeed, the
scanner was very good at pick
ing up fine detail even in dark
areas.

As the scanner wrote straight
to memory, scans are limited by
the amount of RAM in your
machine. My 9Mb Rise PC
couldn't cope with
a 24-bit scan of a

print at 400dpi,
which seems an

unnecessary limita
tion - why can't it
stream the data to

disc?

Also it can only
scan strips up to
4.12in wide, and

there is no 'stitch

ing' software to
allow larger areas
to be scanned in

strips and automatically re
assembled. This is a good scan
ner for schools and home DTP

users who need to scan in small

colour pictures.
The extra cost of an A4

flatbed does get you larger,
higher-quality scans, but not
everyone needs this, and it is
this gap in the market that the
ColourMobile fills and fills well.

Jill Regan

Product details
Supplier: Irlam Instruments
Tel/fax: (01895) 811401

E-mail: sales@irlam.co.uk

Price: £239.70 inc VAT

Pros: Compact • Cheap • Connects to the

parallelport • Quick

Cons: Maximum400dpi • Lowerquality than a
flatbed • Only allows small area to be

scanned

Clues

ACross
If you're the sort of person that regards the Telegraph
prize crossword as a diversion during five-minutes coffee
break, then ACross isn't for you. If, however, you take one
look at the cryptic crossword and turn straight to the
small 'quick' crossword on the back page instead, read on.

ACross is an application that generates crosswords.
Although it will print them out, its primary use is proba
bly solving them on the Desktop while you take a break from
word-processing, score-writing or Web wandering.

There are a few things that ACross doesn't do that it might be
expected to. While you can save your position, you can only do this
for one game - it would be more friendly to allow you to save out
several different positions. There isn't any way to re-start the game
without quitting the program, and grids can only be up to 11 by 11
squares. Having said that, it's easy to get over-critical of ACross

because it isn't like

newspaper cross

words; it's not really
meant to be. It's the

sort of program that
you'll fire up when
you're feeling bored,
tackle for a few min

utes and then go
back to whatever

you were doing to
start off with.

Alternatively, you

[Across
I Desolate (5)

4 Snakes, perhaps Egyptian

(4)
6 Divide, (4)
7 Dilatory (4)
9 Knob (4)
II Man's name (4)
12 Lowest high water tide (4)

15 Nobleman (4)

fDown
1 Demon (6)

2 Group (4)
3 Attempt (3)

4 Cite as proof (6)

5 Pit (4)
8 Ancient Gallic priest (5)
10 Catkin (3)

13 Cassowary (3
14 Zodiac sign (

Generate

random

crosswords

with ACross.
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Product details
Supplier: KudosComputing
Address: PO Box 193, Gloucester GL3 2YG

Price: £24.99 inc VAT(extra dictionaries £12
each)

Pros: Diverting program • Well-presented

Cons: Only one crosswordat a time • Limited
crossword size • Not for crossword

experts
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could use it to generate
crosswords for a newsletter

- you can always invent
your own clues once it's
given you the words.

The clues ACross provides
are straight, and even on
the hardest setting won't
cause many problems to
experienced crossword
solvers. You can buy extra dictionaries for it if you exhaust the pos
sibilities of the one provided, though even with the one dictionary
ACross did vary the clues for the same word.

£24.99 is on the pricey side for this sort of software, particularly
as it doesn't really come with any frills. It is well-presented in a
clear plastic box with an attractive cover, but so are many cheaper
programs.

No software under £30 can really be classed as expensive, but
being at the higher end of this group pitches ACross against some
stiff opposition.

David Matthewman
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Fixing your discs

Sergio Monesi explains what can
go wrong with your hard disc and
provides a suite of programs to
cure any possible problem

RISC OS filing systems are structured
(like many other parts of the system)

in a modular way. The typical filing sys
tem, ADFS for instance, is organised in a
three-layer fashion, where each layer cor
responds to a relocatable module.

The top layer is always embodied by the
FileSwitch module; it functions as a cen

tral reference for every filing system and
provides a set of common file operations,
for example create, copy, delete, but
doesn't deal with the organisation of the
data on the physical media.

The FileCore module provides the mid-
layer functions; it organises the data to be
stored on the disc (hard, floppy, RAM or
otherwise) so it actually performs all the
file operations when FileSwitch wants
them. The lowest layer is provided by the
ADFS module itself; it controls the hard
ware interface so that it can read, write
and verify the sectors required by
FileCore.

The filing systems SCSIFS and IDF.FS
supplied by different hardware makers
also follow this scheme - they replace
ADFS in the lowest layer - while other fil
ing systems such as ResourceFS directly
replace both FileCore and ADFS. Image fil
ing systems like ArcFS generally work on
top of a FileCore-based filing system and
always interface directly with FileSwitch.
I will now deal specifically with FileCore
since it is the most important and com
plex part of all the filing systems that
store data on hard discs.

Inside FileCore
Every FilcCore hard disc contains three
main structures: the bootblock, the map
and the directory tree.
The bootblock is always stored at a fixed
disc address - at the beginning of the disc
- and is read by FileCore when the disc is
mounted. It contains the size and 'shape'
of the disc, the list of defective sectors and

all the information needed to calculate

the address and size of the map.
The map tells FileCore where the files
and directories are stored on the disc

surface and contains a list of the unused
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sectors. In order to keep FileCore
operations as simple and fast as possible,
the map is divided into a number of
zones, each zone representing a different
part of the disc. A zone is divided into
'chunks'; each chunk has a well defined
address, size and a file identification num
ber (file ID) used for both files and
directories.

The directory tree is the part of a
FileCore disc that is most obvious to the

user, since it keeps files and directories
organised in the hierarchical structure as
shown by the Filer.

Every directory stores all the informa
tion about the files it contains: these

include name, size, type, creation date,
access privileges and the System Internal

USER

FileSwitch

&•
s

«
s. § 8

•o s O a

s 5 i !S i
1 •

K
,

FileCore

ADFS

ResourceFS

5

SCSIFS

How the filing system hierarchy works on a
standard machine.

Number (SIN). This number is very impor
tant for I'ileCore because it contains the

file ID (as stored in the map) and the sec
tor offset (used to sub-allocate a large map
chunk to two or more different files);
using the SIN and the data stored in the
map FileCore can access any file on the
disc.

When these structures are in a working
condition (i.e. most of the time) the whole
system works fine, FileCore is able to read

Disc

doctor
the files stored on the disc and to find a

place to store new ones.
Unfortunately this doesn't always hap

pen due to a number of possible faults
that can't always be predicted or pre
vented. In fact, most of the write

operations performed by FileCore involve
some changes in both the map and the
directory tree.

These operations must be performed
together - but the disc head movement
and the sector writing actually take some
time. During this time (short from our
point of view but long from the point of
view of a processor running at 30MHz) an
antisocial program running in the back
ground may crash the system or a sudden
power cut may turn the computer off
before the write operation has been com
pleted.

When the system is rebooted and FileCore
accesses the disc, it will find the map or the
directory tree in a corrupted state and its
behaviour will be unpredictable.

Other disc corruptions could be caused
by some bugged program writing over
FileCore's private memory; this could lead
to any form of corruption since FileCore
will surely not behave properly in this
condition.

We also can't ignore the fact that every
program can access the disc at low level,
hence writing sectors anywhere on the
disc and possibly corrupting any FileCore
structure; at least one known virus writes

random data over the bootblock making
your disc completely useless. Physical disc
errors can be very annoying, especially if
they appear on a sector used by a direc
tory or by the map; these are the most
often written sectors and so are more

exposed to physical degradation.
Finally, no software is perfect and

FileCore is no exception. Under certain
circumstances - little free space and many
files being extended or shrunk - it can
corrupt the disc map itself without raising
an error. FileCore version 2.51 (as shipped
with RISC OS 3.50) or later still suffers
from this bug although it seems to show
up less often.



The consequences
When one of the above situations arises,
your disc will probably be corrupted
although this corruption may not be
immediately noticed. In fact the most
common case of map corruption is rather
subtle; a part of the disc is allocated to a
file ID (in the map) but the corresponding
file doesn't exist in any directory. Fortu
nately this will not prevent your disc from
working because you can still read from
and write to it, but a part of your disc is
lost to 'phantom' data.

The complementary case is easier to
detect; in fact a file present in a directory
but not in the map will cause a system
crash when you attempt to load or delete
it. However, you can move it (using a
Shift-Drag from the Filer windows) into
an unused directory and eventually
replace the original file with a backup
copy.

Browsing through the directory tree
you can come across another type of cor
ruption: 'Broken directory'. This is the
error reported by RISC OS when you try to
open a corrupted directory; there is no
easy way to remove it nor to recover its
content using the standard RISC OS file
commands.

The worst corruption manifests itself
with an error when you first try to access
the disc: 'Disc not understood - has it been

formatted?'. This means that FileCore isn't

able to load the map because of a corrup
tion in the map itself (an incorrect
checksum, usually); in this case you will
not be able to access any part of your disc.
A similar but less serious problem may
affect the free space linked list of one or
more map zones. In this case you can read
your disc but you can't write to it.

To prevent these possible problems,
FileCore keeps two copies of the map on
the disc. Unfortunately this is a very weak
scheme and usually if the first map is cor
rupted the second is also. If you are lucky
enough to have just one copy of the map

Fixing your discs
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broken, the *CheckMap command could
be useful to swap the two maps, hence fix
ing the corruption. *CheckMap is also
able to check the integrity of the map. It
scans the whole directory tree making
sure that every file is correctly stored both
in the map and in a directory. If every
thing is correct it reports 'Map good',
otherwise it reports the rather cryptic
'Map inconsistent with directory tree'
error but is absolutely unable to help you
fix the problem.

Fixing the problem
On the monthly program disc you'll find
fsck, a suite of programs useful to detect
and fix any FileCore-related disc problem.
It is composed of three main programs:
fsck, eliminate and hardfix.

Fsck can be considered as a replacement
for the *CheckMap command. It will
scan the disc, reporting a list of broken
files and will eventually fix the map. It
should be used regularly to discover any
'hidden' map corruption. Eliminate can be
used to remove a broken file that can't be

removed using the standard 'Delete' com
mand, for instance a broken directory.
Hardfix is able to fix the errors that affect
the bootblock or the map like a wrong
checksum. It can also save the most

important disc data - the bootblock, the

map and the root directory - to a file so
that eventually you will be able to restore
them if any serious problem arises.

Using these programs you will be able
to fix all the problems described above
except physical errors without having lo
reformat your disc; they will do their best
to recover any lost data and will repair
the disc structures used by FileCore. Note
that once a broken disc has been fixed

there is no need to reformat it; a fixed disc
isn't different from a disc that has always
been healthy and so should be as trust
worthy as a brand new formatted one!

A few words of advice
There isn't much you-can do to avoid
problems such as an unexpected power
cut or a program going crazy and starting
to corrupt FileCore's memory. However
you can regularly save the disc data using
hardfix, avoid using any untested PD pro
grams that could have unpredictable
behaviour, and keep regular backups of
your important data. Remember that
FileCore can behave incorrectly when the
disc is nearly full, so always leave at least
a few megabytes of free space. Finally,
remember to check the disc map regularly
using fsck, a corrupted map is like a dis
ease: if you don't cure it promptly a
it could worsen. /][]

Troubleshooting
Inthe list below, causesonly refer to errors in the disc map and so on. The most common causes of not being able to write a file to a discare of course

that there isn't room on the disc or that the write-protect tab is not present.

Symptom Cause Solution

File unreadable and undeletable Filenot present in the map Eliminate the file and use fsck to recover lost space

Can't open disc:'Disc not understood - Assuming disc has been formatted. Use hardfix then fsck

has it been formatted' one or more zones have a wrong checksum

Can't save anything onto the disc Free space linked list broken Use hardfix and then fscA:

Can't open a directory: 'Broken directory' The directory data is corrupted Eliminate the directory and use fsckto recover
error lost space

Opening a directory causes a system crash A broken application is stored inside the Use fsck, eliminate the files that it lists, then run
directory fsck again

Openingthe disccauses the system to crash Probably a broken root directory or Use hardfix,fsckand eventually eliminate.
or reports strange errors broken application

None, just some lost space... There is space allocated to a file that
doesn't exist

Use fsck
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l^U Systems V^uad speed 3* 1VJvJ \5l^V speed JU 1 UU

Prices

Exclude

VAT

Quad Speed IDE CD Rom System £ 100
SIX Speed IDE CD Rom System £ 150

Double Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive £ 120

Six

Speed!! t
Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive tray loading £ 150

Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive caddy loading £ 200
SIX SPEED SCSI CD Rom Drive caddy loading £ 300

6.7 SPEED SCSI CD Rom Drive tray loading £ 300

Combined Quad speed CD ROM and 650MB Optical Read/Write Drive £ 450*

6 CD Autochanger Quad speed was £ 999 now £ 600
All drives include CDFS driver. Prices are for internal RiscPC versions. Please phone fordetails of otherversions.

SCSI Interfaces A30x0/A4000 £ 75

SCSI Interface for RiscPC/300/400/5000 £ 81

SCSI II Interface for RiscPC £ 162

CD Rom systems for A3/4/5000 available from £ 169
Cases fo0OM drives from £ 40 Caddies from £ 4

*Optical drive is SCSI interfaced, no media provided. Optical discs £ 39

b on

RiscPCs
from £ 54 p.m.

20% deposit
20 Months to pay
Phone for further details

Acorn PC Cards £ 100 or£ 200 OFF when trading in your old Acorn 486SX33
DX2/66£249-£100 = £149 3DX4/100£299-£ 100 = £ 199 5x86£499 -£200 = £ 299

RiscPC Ram
New 4MB £ 85

Lower 8MB £ 170

Prices 16MB £300

32MB £ 690
Guaranteed Acorn compatible

Microvitec 14" M/S (as AKF50) £ 250

Idek 8617 17" 0.26mm Monitor £ 530

Idek 9017E 17" 0.25mm Monitor £ 582

425MB IDE Conner Drive £ 130

850MB IDE Conner Drive £ 160

1GB SCSI Drive £ 240

Syquest 270MB SCSI Drives £ 270

, Syquest 270MB Discs £ 50

ARM3 (not for A3000) £ 130

US Robotics 14400 Modem £ 135

US R. or Motorola 28800 Modem £ 195

RiscPC Technical Ref.Man. noVat £ 30

15" Monitor at 14" Price
with ACB75 RiscPC systems

(£20 with ACB70/£30 with ACB60)
or

£40 Quad speed CD Drive
with ACB75 RiscPC systems

(£50 with ACB70/£60 with ACB60)

Prices above are for Quad Speed. £50 extra for Six Speed

RiscPC's built to your specification

Prices Exclude VAT

Post from £ 2.00 Courier from £7.00

Credit Card & Official orders accepted.

8

@[P®
78 Brighton Road, Worthing, West Sussex. BNl 1 2EN. Telephone 01903 523666 Fax 01903 523679

email: cjemicro@pavilion.co.uk 17-9603



An audience with Minerva's Theseus

wrote

that..
Merlyn Kline, head of software
development at Minerva Software
and technical director of Zynet,
talks to David Matthewman

—" •> ii i

Merlyn has worked for Minerva
since the end of 1986. Before

this, he worked for a PC
dealership, primarily selling
Commodore Pets to local
businesses. Eventually the thrill
of driving 40,000 miles per year
and writing a never-ending
stream of invoicing programs
began to pall. When he sold an
accounting system to the
company where Nova Fisher
worked, she was so impressed
that soon after she founded

Minerva, she asked Merlyn to
come and work for her. For the

last few years he's been head of
the programming department,
taking control of most of the
projects that have been run:
'pretty hair-tearing stuff.'

Minerva Software in Hxetcr is one of

the survivors of the Acorn market,

having recently celebrated its tenth birth
day. It dates back to the days of the BBC
Micro and, unusually for a major software
house, still sells programs written in BBC
BASIC. Minerva's software manager, Mer
lyn Kline, regards this as proof of the
excellence of the interpreted BASIC on the
machine, as he considers that this would
be pretty much impossible on any other
platform.

'When we started, we could write and
sell programs using BBC BASIC that ran a
lot faster than interpreted programs on
contemporary PCs,' grins Merlyn. 'Sophie
Wilson's BBC BASIC is the most amazing
interpreter. It uses some hideous kludges
to work, but they do work, and the result
it that it interprets code at an unbelievable
speed. Furthermore, it has all the struc
tures that you need. It's not really like
BASK] at all, and it even has a built-in

Assembler.

'You can do some very clever things
with that, and if you want a real night
mare, just look at the way that ChanseFSI
works. Sophie was also responsible for
this, and therefore has taken the best pos
sible advantage of the ideas that she had
when building the Assembler into BBC
BASIC. It's a bit mind-boggling, but it
works very well indeed; ChangeFSI is clear
proof of principle of the BASIC
interpreter.'

Libraries in C
Since a decent C development environ
ment has arrived on the Archimedes -

along with what Merlyn considers to be
one of the better C compilers - Minerva
has used this to build up a large library of
proprietary routines for functions ranging
from managing button bars to sprite plot
ting. This has the dual advantage of
allowing the programmers to concentrate
on the difficult parts of code unique to the
program that they are writing and of mak
ing Minerva's products have a consistent
look and feel.

'Now everything is written in C with the
occasional hand-coded assembly language
for speed-crucial bits. In my experience it's
quite hard to produce more than a few
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lines of hand-coded assembly language
that's going to be more efficient than what
the C compiler would have output any
way.'

Acorn's ToolBox module which came

with the last release of the C compiler is a
mixed blessing for Merlyn. He'd like to use
it, but (naturally) it's totally incompatible
with Minerva's existing libraries, and there
are some things like pane handling that
Minerva's libraries actually does better.

Planning an application
'In a small company like Minerva there's a
lot of brainstorming that goes on, but the
largest input comes from the marketing
people, who obviously are in much closer
contact with the market than I am. Usu

ally the only people that I'm in contact
with in the market are those who phone
for technical support. Inevitably, they're
the ones who aren't as happy as the major
ity.

'I therefore tend to get a very pessimistic
view, but on the other hand it does help to
guide us when it comes to the finer details
of program design like the user interface.'

'The program would in the first instance
be driven by someone like Pat saying
"There's a gap in the market for such-and-
such a program". That gives us a very basic
outline of what's needed. Most of our soft

ware is produced by one-man teams -
either in-house or 'peripatetic' - who
pretty much have complete control from
that point on, although we get together
from time to time just to check that the
programs heading in the right direction.
We try to get a small group of people
involved in each project, and that would
usually be a group of teachers.'

Outside collaborations
With Map Importer which generated draw
ings from OSdata, Minerva worked closely
with the Ordnance Survey. In fact, the pro
gram was to a large extent driven by them,
though Minerva also worked with Acorn
to produce a library of code which would
be used by other applications to allow
them to import maps directly.

PrimeArt was developed in close co
operation with the local Acorn Education
Centre, because it was aimed for a very
specific purpose for use in classrooms to
fill a need that they had identified. That
was very constructive, because they were
intelligent about asking for what it is sen
sible to want in a program, as opposed to
ridiculous. That was highly productive,
and the result is that we've got a very pop
ular product in PrimeArt.'

Minerva recently released version two of
its 'family tree' program Ancestry. Ancestry
2 is one of those precious programs, like
Sibelius or CSH's Robert Bums CD-ROM

which is so far ahead of what can be done

on other platforms that people will actu
ally buy an Acorn machine just to run it.
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Merlynis the
technical director of

Zynet Limited,
which caused him

very quicklyto learn
a lot of things that

he never knew

about networking,
UNIX and TCP/IP. He

says it's been fun

'It is a very, very flash product, which is
able to do some extremely clever things
with genealogical databases, not least in
the presentation of them. It's taken a huge
development effort to get that right,
because doing things like real-time family
trees on the Desktop, and getting it all to
work with Impression-sty\c frames and
fonts wasn't funny.'

Windoze problems
Another project that Merlyn is working on
is a translation of the Discover York CD-

ROM from Windows format. Tor this, he's
using a small reader application to convert
the Windows data 'on the fly', using the
extra performance of the Archimedes. Not
that the ARM is inherently faster than a
133MHz Pentium - it obviously isn't - but
as a recent poster on Usenet observed: 'it is
amazing how many processor cycles Win
dows is capable of wasting.'

'RISC OS is a big contributor to the per
formance of Acorn systems. There's no
doubt that it is possible to write a fast
operating system for the Intel architecture.
You will always run into problems on I/O,
because the I/O architecture's not as good
as it could be, but you can run something
like Solaris on an Intel machine and get
pretty good performance out of it. Com
puter Concepts demonstrated with the
speed of Xara that a lot of the reason that
PCs are as slow as they are is that the pro
grammers writing for them don't know
what they're doing.'

Merlyn on the Internet
In the past couple of years, Minerva has
moved into the area of providing Internet
services, forming its sister company,
Zynet, to do it. Originally Zynct offered
services only in the South West, but it has
recently expanded its service to offer POPs
across the country.

'I always like to pretend that Zynet
started just as an excuse for me to have a
64K link straight to my desk. The truth is
that it was obviously necessary; there sim
ply wasn't anyone else offering an Internet

connection in the South West when we
started.'

Merlyn is also involved in writing the
Web browser for Acorn's IntcrTalk soft

ware, which allows people to use Internet
services over an Acorn network; only one
machine actually needs an Internet con
nection. This is especially important for
schools, who often don't have the

resources to run an internal TCP/IP net
work.

As fellow Web authors, Merlyn and I
agree that there's one feature of the
Archimedes that makes it ideal for Web

browsing - the easy way of saving pages
for printing or storing in a WYSIWYG for
mat. >

'If you're not on a Acorn, there's no easy
way to save a Web page; what format
would you save it in? What people often
want to do is to save the Web page as they
see it for later use, and especially on the
PC platform, there just isn't a standard for
mat to use. On the Acorn it's easy: save as
Draw file. This manages to do the job
without any complicated buffering, or
having links to all the GIFs, or fudging
long file names.

'Again, the Acorn has the advantage
because of good initial design. If Acorn
had just said at the start: "I say unto ye
that vector graphics shall be stored like
this" no one would have taken any notice,
but by virtue of the fact that everybody
knew that there would be a free editor for

this format, everyone decided from the
start that they would support the Draw
file.'

'From my point of view as a program
mer, Windows just doesn't feel right, it's a
bodge, while RISC OS has been put
together by people who've got a genuine
feel for what's needed and how to do it

best.

'What I do best - and what I like to do

best - is to write code. I do it for the Acorn

platform because its the platform that I
would most like to do it for, probably
because it's the furthest removed A

from Windows.' f\\]



SiMTEC
ELECTRONICS

... the Quality Upgrade

Memory Solutions for the A3000,

At Simtec we continue to support all 32-bit Acorn machines. Although A3000 machines
have not been in production for some years, that does not mean we have not continued
to refine the design of our memory upgrades! Originally 4Mb boards used 24 chips, but
developing technology soon rendered this design obsolete, enabling the chip count to be
reduced to 8 and now only to 6. The lower chip count lessens the risk of overloading
elderly power supplies, especially if hard drives or network cards are fitted.

Designed and manufactured using state-of-the-art assembly techniques, our plug-in
boards are engineered with two screw fixing brackets to anchor the board into place to
ensure long term, wobble-free reliability. The use of top quality sockets to match the
computer's tin-plated memory expansion pins eliminates any corrosion problems caused
by sockets of dissimilar metal.

We believe our upgrades are the neatest, most compact around and are available also
as a 1 to 2Mb version with empty sockets for easy upgrading to 4Mb if required. For
those who need even more memory, we offer a 4 to 8Mb upgrade, although this requires
specialist fitting.

Every upgrade is fully tested before despatch and so confident are we of the quality of
our boards, that we offer a full two-year warranty against manufacturing defects.

Whatever your machine, if you need more memory choose
Simtec, the quality upgrade. A full range always in stock.

Memory sizes available:

1 to 2Mb (expandable)
1 to 4Mb 4 to 8Mb

Simtec
ELECTRONICS

Avondale Drive, Tarleton, Preston, Lanes PR4 6AX. Tel: 01772 812863



Getting started on the Net

Here i
In the second part of his article
introducing the Internet to beginners,
Mark Smith introduces Usenet news

the news
Unlike e-mail which is sent to either

one or a selected number of people,
news articles can be read by anyone who
has an interest in the subject about which
you've posted. Articles are placed in one or
more groups, each of which covers a spe
cific subject area. Group names are
organised in a hierarchical structure with
many parts separated by full stops.

News group hierarchies
The main top level hierarchies are as fol
lows:

conip - anything computer related
humanities - a new hierarchy dealing
with humanities-related subjects
ntisc - anything that doesn't fit into
another hierarchy
news - administration of the big eight
newsgroups themselves
rcc - recreational subjects

Useful newsgroups
The following newsgroups are often useful
to Acorn users:

comp.sys.atom,advocacy

why Acornsare the best
comp.sys.acorn.announce

announcements relating to Acorn
computers

comp.sys.acom.apps

software for Acorn computers
comp.sys.acorn.games

games for Acorn computers
comp.sys.acorn.hardware

hardware for Acorn computers
comp.sys.acorn.misc

anything about Acorn that doesn't fit
elsewhere

comp.sys.acorn.networking
networking and comms for Acorn
computers

comp.sys.acorn.programmer

programming Acorn computers

demon.announce

required reading for all subscribers
demon, ip.supportarchimedes

using Acorn machines to access Demon
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sci - science related subjects
soc - social subjects
talk - talk on many subjects including
philosophy, politics and religion

The above are known as the 'big eight'
groups. Articles in these groups will nor
mally propogate all over the world and a
strict sequence of events must be followed
if you want to create a new group - these
include extensive discussion and voting
periods after which the group will pass or
not depending on the outcome of the vote.
For more information, read the newsgroup
news.groups.

alt - alternative hierarchy
The rules for creating an alt group are

less rigorous and there are a few 'dodgy'
groups in this hierarchy. As a result, some
of the groups are not available from some
service providers. For more information
about the alt hierarchy, read the alt.config
newsgroup.

uk - UKspecific groups
de - German specific groups
fr - French specific groups

The above are examples of groups spe
cific to one country. Some of the groups
may be available in other countries, but
the language used in these groups is likely
to be native to the country concerned (as
opposed to the international groups in
which most of the postings are usually in
F.nglish).

There are also other hierarchies, includ

ing ones specific to certain Internet Service
Providers. For example, Demon Internet
has a number of groups, which are avail
able to many non-Demon customers.

Replying
When reading news articles, you may
decide you wish to add something to the
discussion. You can followup to postings in
a newsgroup, or you can reply to the poster
by private e-mail. You should do the for
mer if you think your followup will be of
interest to many people, the latter if it will
only be of interest to the poster.

Discussion on a particular subject is
called a thread. Threads are started by
someone posting a new article and are
continued by others posting follovvups to

the original article or to the followups.
Always take care to post to the correct

group. Some people only subscribe to cer
tain groups because they are only
interested in certain topics so it is not very
friendly to force postings on them about
subjects that they have specifically chosen
not to read. In particular, do not simply
post everything to a miscellaneous group
such as comp.sys.acorn.misc, only do that
if there is no other suitable group - saying
that you don't subscribe to the most rele
vant group is not a valid excuse.

Smilies
In a text-based discussion environment it is

often difficult to express feelings and how
serious you are. For this reason, 'smilies' are
sometimes used.

Examplesinclude (look at them sideways
on):

:-) Happy
8-) Wide eyed and happy
:-( Sad

:-p Stickingyour tongue out
;-) Winking
%*) Drunk

:-# Bearded



Good behaviour
You should also remember that your arti
cles may be read by many thousands of
people all over the world and that the
total cost of sending it to everyone could
be considerable - often hundreds of

pounds depending on the group you post
to. To make your and everyone else's use
of Usenet a pleasant experience there are a
few guidelines under the general title of
'Netiquette':
• Keep your articles short and to the
point.
• When following up to another article,
be selective about which text from that

article you quote. Delete anything that
isn't directly relevant.
• Never quote someone else's signature.
• Never quote someone else's personal
e-mail to you without their permission.
• Try to avoid 'Me too' posts.
• Format your posts to less than 80 char
acters wide - 76 is reasonable to ensure

that your text is readable even when it has
been quoted.
• Make sure you use meaningful subject
titles when starting a new thread so that
readers can see at a glance what you've
posted about and so decide whether they
wish to read it. If a thread moves on to a

different subject then change the subject
title when posting followups so that it
accurately reflects the content of your
posting.
• Try to keep the topic generally within
the subject area of the group - threads of
discussion often wander. If necessary
move a thread from one group to another.
The best way to do this is cross-post your
article to both the original and new groups
and set followups to be posted to the new
group(s) only, although some newsreaders
may not allow you to set the group to
which followups to your message should
be posted.
• Don't libel anyone!
• Although articles may be crossposted to
more than group, you should keep this to
a minimum. Spamming, the act of cross-
posting an article (often an advert) to as
many groups as you can think of, may
lead to you losing your Internet account.
• Test posts should go to a test group, for
instance alt.test.

It is important to realise that these rules
exist for a very good reason, namely that
the combined effect of many people doing
their own thing results in groups being
filled with junk which won't be of interest
to most readers and hence causes a great
many people to waste both time and
money and ultimately to unsubscribe to
groups which are particularly bad.

With consideration from contributors,
Usenet newsgroups are highly valuable
forums for discussion on particular sub
jects. F.ven the comp.sys.acorn groups will
have many thousands of readers (and that
is growing all the time) - don't be fooled

Getting started on the Net

Abbreviations
To save time when posting articles (and
writing e-mail), there are a number of com
monly used abbreviations,including:

IMHO - In MyHumble Opinion ('humble'
being a relative term)

AFAIK-AsFarAslKnow

IIRC - If I Remember Correctly

RTFM - Read The Friendly Manual(well,
maybe not 'friendly')

ROTFL- Rolling On The Floor,Laughing

by the number of people who regularly
post to group, many more readers will post
very occasionally or not at all.

Acceptable use
Your Service Provider should be able to

provide you with its AUP (Acceptable Use
Policy) on request, or at least tell you
where you can get it from. The Demon
AUP, for example, is available from:
ftp://ftp.demon.co.uk/pub/demon/doc/ne
ws/AUP.txt

Before posting to a news group, you
should first spend some time 'lurking',
that is reading the group without posting.
It is also a good idea to obtain the group's
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) docu
ment so that you don't start asking the
same questions that have already been
answered on multiple occasions. This doc
ument will often be regularly posted to the

Jargon box

group concerned, or monthly to
news.answers. Alternatively, you may be
able to get the FAQyou want from:
ftp://rtfm.in it.edu/pub/usenet/<group
name>.

There are a number of groups which
cater specifically for new users of Usenet,
including news.newusers.questions and
demon.ip.support.newusers.

Moderated groups
There is a group in the comp.sys.acorn
hierarchy - comp.sys.acorn.announce
(announcements related to Acorn comput
ers) - which is different from the rest in
that it is moderated by Alan Glover who
many of you will remember from his days
at Acorn Customer Services when he wrote

the Hotline column in Acorn User. It is his

job as moderator to make sure that only
genuine announcements are posted to this
group.

Factual product announcements may be
posted here, as opposed to adverts which
are definitely not welcomed on Usenet.
Anything posted to this group will be sent
to Alan for approval. Many other
moderated usenet newsgroups also
exist, including demon.announce A-*-,
mentioned above. /AU

• That's all for this two part mini series. If
you are thinking about an Internet account
or have just signed up with an ISP then this
has hopefully given you some insight into
the services available and the pitfalls to
avoid.

Here are a few of the technical terms you may come across and what they mean:

ISP - Internet Service Provider; these include PIPEX, Demon, Zynet and many more.

LINX -The London InterNetexchange. UK based Primary Internet Providers who have their own
transatlantic connectionspeer (exchangeInternet data) with other providers here. These include
Demon, Xara,Unipalm PIPEX and JANET (The Joint Academic NETwork which providesconnectiv
ity for UK Higher Education sites)

Reseller - There are essentiallytwo types of service providers;those who have their own connec
tions to America, the Europeanmainlandand the LINX and those who take a connection from
such a providerand resellthat connectivityto end users. Inthe UK, many resellers use Unipalm
PIPEX for their Internet connectivity - these includeArgo and the BBC NetworkingClub.

IP - Internet Protocol, the underlying protocol used for most Internet communications.

TCP -Transmission Control Protocol, used on top of IP(hence the term TCP/IP) to provide reliable
connections over a long distance.

SLIP - Serial LineInternet Protocol, used to provide an Internet connection between two comput
ers' serial ports. Usingmodems, this connection may be over a telephone link and it is often used
to connect to dial-up ISPs.

PPP- Point to Point Protocol, a more flexible alternative to SLIP.

PoP - Pointof Presence, the point that you call to connect to the Internet with a modem. It is
obviouslypreferable for this to be a localphone call.

Modem- MOdulator/DEmodulator, used to connect two computers over a telephone line.

ISDN - Integrated Services Digital Network,an alternative to using a dial-upconnection with the
benefits of a muchfaster initialconnectionand higher transfer speeds. It requires an ISDN line to
be installed and a piece of hardware known as a Terminal Adapter.

Leased line - A leased line to an ISP gives you a permanent Internet connection, for a price.
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Featuring over 550 different outline fonts,
plus additional styles. This CD ROM is
supplied with a comprehensive font
selection application which displays full
character previewsfor allfonts on demand.

Users of Easy Font3 will also find a handy
linking option has been included to allow
all fonts to he installed directly.

Also included on the disc are a variety of
DTI' files lo allow users to easily obtain
hardcopies of thefonts, which are shown in
severalformats.

FONT EMPORIUM £29.95 (inc VAT)

W

RISC OS
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Masterpieces

77m official Digital Symphony Collection,
complied in association with Oregan
Software Developments.

Well over .WOO music tracks are included on

the disc, enough to satisfy even the most
avid devotee. Pieces are arranged by their
music type, which include Classic, Piano.
Rave, Pop and Mood. Also on the disc are
several hundredsamples for track creation.

SYMPHONY MASTERPIECES £29.95 inc

More CD titles are coming in 1996 from
Zenta, if our first few are not to you taste
then you may like us to add your name to
our mailing list for news of future
interactive and resource discs.

ZENTA

COLLECTION

I
msc os
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Eesox Parallel Port CD-ROM drives
...Double speed, £149inc VAT!!!

•Quad speed; £254.47 (£299 inc VAT)
•Hex speed. £359.00 (£421.83 inc VAT)
•SCSI CD ROM-Parallel port Kit £35.00

Eesox SCSI CD-ROM drives

>!!! Double speed external £ 149 inc VAT!!!
Quad speed below £146! External available
•Six speed below £ 300. External available

> 6.7 speed £ 325. External available
Eesox PD CD-ROM and 650MB cartridge

Quad speed internal £449, external available
Eesox IDE CD-ROM drives

..

Eesox CD-ROM Enhancement Software

J CDFast speed up utility £25 (£20 with drive)
No DTP user should be withoutthe ClipArt
Collection. It contains around 10,000 RISC
OS draw format clips, plus Artworks files,
and some mono sprite clipart files.

Almost all subjects are covered, images
range from birds and animals, lo computers
and cartoons.

In total 500Mb ofclipart is contained on the
disc, all of which is accessed using a
thumbnail clipart filing system, which
devides the clips into over one hundred
categories.

CLIPART COLLECTION £29.95 (inc VAT)

KetCDFasf speed up utility £ 130 (£99 with tower)

Zenta Multimedia

10 Ravenhurst Drive

Birmingham B43 7RS

Tel. 021 358 3054 Fax. 021 358 5969

Email. Sales@Zenta.demon.co.uk

VAT Reg 661 2567 36

BUY ALL THREE TITLES FOR

JUST £69.95
AND SAVE ALMOST £20

rE3

I

Eesox CD-ROM TOWERS

Quad Speed Six Speed .
£379 iCP.OaA—
£679 IP.OA>
£979 £P.OJV

for the fastest CD-ROM access -;
i •

MAKE YOUR OWN audio CD or CD-ROM

Audio CD £40, CD-ROM £60

Eesox Audio Mixer for RISC PC £35
16 bit sound card for RISC PC £59.95
12Wspeakers £25 (£20 with a'drive)

,25W speakers £35 (00 with a drive)
SOW speakers £49 (£44 with a drive)

o
IDE Hard Discs

SCSI Hard Discs

540MB £139, IGB £189, 2GB £575
4GB £850, 9GB £ 1750

£ 169

ASsize -£ 299

j A4size £ 549

-"A3 size-JA 799
-1 Assise J£ 1599'

indies available The Big Picture' or Studio24 '
NEW tablet software & Artworks Pressure Tool

ALL INCLUDED ! 'II
Eesox Tel/fax: (01954) 212263

Suite 8c, Newton House, 147 St. Neots Rd
Hardwick, Cambs CB3 7QJ

email: eesox@cityscape.co.uk
www, http://www.gold.net/users/ej74/

All prices exclude VATand postage

I

I
I

I

I



Welcome to another excit

ing instalment of the Game
Show - following on from
the forthcoming products
mentioned in the last issue,

I've got some news relating
to a game under develop
ment by a team named
Paradise. At the time of writ

ing, I've not
received any
more infor

mation on

Eclipse's
release

Global

Effect or

TBA's

titles

Merp or
Mirror

Image but
as soon as I do,
it'll be heading
in your direc
tion.

Regular readers of the
magazine will have seen the
demonstration version of the

game that appeared a few
months ago, but for those
who haven't, Global Effect is
cast in the Sim City mould,
with a strong ecological
twist. As you build up your
towns and cities, the effect
you have on the environment
will be apparent - the aim of
the game is to live in
harmony with your surround
ings.

TBA's titles are a little

more light-hearted - Merp is
a madcap arcade game in
which you bounce at great
speed round the screen,
collecting flags and attempt
ing to get in your opponent's
way as much as possible.
I've spent some time playing
an early version of the game,
and it's great fun - I'm look
ing forward to playing with

rrl _

IS*

the final product.
Mirror Image stems from a

shareware game that I've
seen on the PC once or

twice, although the TBA team
have spiced it up with their
recently enhanced TAG
engine. Your objective is to
position mirrors and other
assorted objects within a

maze so that a laser

beam entering
at one point

bounces

round the

obstacles

and hits

what at

first

appears

to be an

inaccessi

ble target.
The share

ware versions are

implemented using a
two dimensional

plan that views the
action from above.

However, Mirror
Image takes a more
radical approach and

allows you to choose
from a selection of three

dimensional viewing angles.
What effect this will have on

the gameplay remains to be
seen, but I'll enjoy finding
out.

Dream Team
The hot news this month is

the announcement that the

Dream Team, the group
behind Oregan's arcade
racer Burn Out, have formed
a new organisation named
Paradise. They're promising
to bring even more top-class
games to the Acorn, and
their first release since the

announcement will be an

action-packed scroller with
puzzle solving elements
as well as shoot-em-up
excitement.

The story takes place in
the depths of a nuclear reac
tor deep in a moon circling a
nearby planet. The radioac

tive moons

seemed to

•^ provide the
ideal power

^/ source
until one

began to
head out of control and is

now getting dangerously
close to suffering a melt
down.

Should the base explode,
there's a high chance that it
will take most of the planet's
surface away with it. To
compound the problem, the
reactor is highly inaccessi
ble, and only a single craft
can make it through to tackle
the gargantuan blaze across
the levels of the complex
and cool the core before it

goes critical.
Does any of this sound

familiar yet? Of course, the
small single-seater craft just
happens to be piloted by
none other than you, the
player, so the task of fighting
the nuclear fires falls at your
feet. Although I've not seen
the game in action as yet, the
levels remind me a little of

Paradroid, a game that I'm
still fond of, and the graphics
are good. If all goes well, this
should be a game to watch
out for - I'll get back to you
when I've found out more. If

you want to get in touch with
the Paradise team, you
can E-mail them at

info@paradise.compulink.co.
uk or coax your Web
browser towards http://www.
compulink.co.uk/~paradise1/.

Hyperactive Fiction
I've just been lucky enough
to acquire the Lost Treasures
of Infocom compilation
packs, and now that I've
been able to put the audio
and graphics capabilities of
Kevin Bracey's Zip2000 to
the test, I thought I'd pass
my findings on to complete
the picture. Although most
Infocom-format games are
entirely text-based, one or
two adventures were written

with extra features available

to them.

Zork Zero, included with
the first Lost Treasures pack,
has an associated graphics
library to go with it and if you
download the Acorn compat
ible version from the

interactive fiction archive at

ftp.gmd.de, you'll be able to
play the game with a rather
neat graphical interface. As
well as the attractive border

round the screen, there's a
compass in the middle of the
status bar which allows you
to navigate by using the
mouse. Key events during
the game are punctuated
with full-size pictures, and
there's even an automatic

mapping facility that I've
found particularly useful.

The Lurking Horror, on the
other hand, has no graphics
whatsoever. On reflection,
this is probably rather fortu
itous as the sounds that

whine and growl out of my
computer whilst I'm playing
have made me nervous

enough already. If it wasn't

w*nrn»iiTi;i4'ijiL[jii»:f:
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nothi-r frantic day at the castle; Lord Dimwit Hothead
the Excessive has invited a few thousand friends over
fur dinner. Three hundred dragons have been
slaughtered for the occasion, and the kitchen is
suffocated by the stench of their roasting flesh.

Banquet Hall
The hall is filled to capacity, and the thousands of reveling
guests are raising quite a din. The primary exits are to the
west and south; smaller openings lead east and northeast.

Dimwit is seated at the dais. His loud voice carries across Ihe
crowded hall. "Now that the statue is done, we must do something
ceremonial.I have it!A dedication! We'll give everyone in the
kingdom a year offand invite them lo Ihe Fublio Valley..."

Someone thrusts a platter of hellhound bones into your hands.
"Bring this to the scullery, servant!" An insistent finger points
northeast.
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It's a neat interface

enough listening to creaking
metal doors and the hordes

of squeaking rats, experienc
ing the dismemberment of
the Maintenance Man from

Hell really does set your
teeth on edge. If you've got a
nearby sofa, it might be
worth installing it near your
computer so you can dive
behind it at short notice.

Zip2000 copes with both
graphics and sound effort
lessly and Kevin deserves
congratulations for an excel
lent product. Installing the
extra files necessary is fairly
simple - once you've down
loaded the graphics and
Stefan Jokisch's sounds

add-on from the IF archive,
you'll have to drop them into
the appropriate places within
Zip2000's directory. In the
case of the audio upgrade,
you'll have to alter your origi

Getting your laserscrossedin Inferno
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nal adventure file but there

are two utilities supplied with
the interpreter that do this
for you. Full instructions are
provided, and it's well worth
going to the trouble to
upgrade.

If you're itching to create
your own interactive fiction,
you might be interested to
hear that next month, I'll be
announcing Acorn Us
first IF competition - ori
ised with the assistanc

Graham Nelson, the author
of the popular adventures
Jigsaw and Curses. Although
the rules are still being
finalised, we'll be looking for
reasonably short text-only
adventure games that show
originality and are fun to
play. If all goes well, the best
entries will be included on

future cover discs, so here's
your chance to achieve

Enter the world of Cthulhu

world-wide notoriety.
Keep an eye out for next

month's column for the full

details, and have a look at
the last issue for information

on the availability of some
relevant packages. If you
want to get your hands on
Graham's Inform compiler
and you're without Net
access, you can send me a
formatted disc with a

stamped addressed enve
lope and I'll see what I can
squeeze on. Finally, I'm
hoping to increase the
coverage of adventure

Ellill«M«
tions as to what you'd like to
see or if you've got prob
lems with a particular title,
drop me a line.

Krisalis departed the Acorn
market after releasing Alone
in the Dark - mind you,
they've undoubtedly left on a
high note. The game follows

in the mansion named

Decerto and you start the

Horror in 3D for you

game trying to uncover the
mysteries surrounding the
suicide of Jeremy Hartwood,
the previous master of the
house. As you wade in to the
adventure, it becomes clear
that you're dealing with a
force of great evil and your
mission turns from investiga
tion to one of escape as
you're attacked by a combi
nation of zombies, ghosts
and monstrous angular
worms.

With that sort of opposi
tion, you might want a little
help, and if so you've come

is to realise that brute force

doesn't always win through
and there are some sneaky
methods of avoiding
conflicts. With that in mind,
here are a few hints to help
you on your way through the
game. Fighting the denizens
of Decerto without suitable

weaponry can be a quick
route to an early grave, so

two monsters that attack you
in the attic.



In order to do this, you
need to undertake a slight
rearrangement of the furni
ture, so push the wardrobe
across the window to spoil
the sharp-toothed creature's
entrance and manoeuvre the

chest so it's over the trap
door. Once you've done that,
you can stand back and
admire your handiwork -
there's something satisfying
about watching the creatures
trying vainly to get in.

A little down the corridor,
there are two zombies wait

ing to attack you if you make
the wrong moves, and the
key to avoiding the first lies
in keeping away from the
carpet in the middle of the
bedroom on the left of the

corridor. If you should step
onto it, the door will slam
shut and when you next
open it, there'll be an unwel
come visitor on your
doorstep.

Once you've finished
there, walk into the room
across the corridor and make

sure you shut the door as
soon as you're inside.
There's a zombie wearing a
Hawaiian shirt that's follow

ing you, and if you're able to
trap him in the corridor it's
possible to run through the
next bedroom and finish him

off with a couple of well-
aimed shots before he

notices.

Once you've made it down
the staircase - try playing
with the mirrors if you can't
get past the gargoyles -
you'll be faced with a suit of
armour that has a nasty habit
of getting a bit too lively. He
poses a weighty problem,
and as soon as you realise
that, you'll know how to deal
with him. If you've attempted
to fight the pirate with the old
sabre, I'd advise you to back
track a little and keep that
object to one side; you might
need it in one piece later on.

Now, a message for any
intrepid adventurers who
keep falling prey to the
purple monster in the bath
room - I've not been able to

kill it, and I was making
extensive use of my cheat
module at the time. Simply
run in, grab the jug and run
out again - there's no way it
can follow you.

Finally, for
anyone stuck in
the smoking
room, it's proba
bly not a good
idea to hang
about. The

smoke has a

detrimental

effect on your
health, and the
sooner you can

clear the air, the
better. It's a pity
there aren't any
fire extinguish
ers in the

building, but I'm
sure you'll find
other ways of
doing the job.
Once you've
fought your way
through the fog,
it should be

possible to get
into Jeremy's
study - that's if you can
make it through the
possessed picture gallery to
find the secret compartment
in his bedroom. I hope that's
been of some help; if you
have any more questions,
you know where to send
them.

Games on the Web
If you're connected to the
Internet and you haven't
paid Gareth Moore's games
page a visit for a while,
now's the time to wander

that way once more. Gareth
has just expanded the
contents of the site to

include databases covering
almost all of the games
available for the Acorn - one

that deals with the commer

cial releases and another for

the games available in the
public domain.

Contact details as well as

comments are included,
which makes this a particu
larly valuable resource. If
you own a Rise PC and use a
PC card, you might be inter
ested in the compatibility
chart that's being posted
there. Although fairly small
at present, the list is growing
in size and is a good way of
checking that the special
offer in the shop down the
road will actually run on the
machine without sending the
PC card into a frenzy.

Adventure games
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Gareth's site is accessible at

http://www.csv.warwick.acu
k/~csuod/.

If you're looking for a
helping hand with a trouble
some game, Doggysoft's
Cheats Prosper page at
http://www.doggysoft.co.uk/
cheat.html is packed with
everything you need to turn
the tables on most games on
the market. The presentation
is impressive and with a full
range of Desktop Hacker
modules available for down

load as well as a selection of

games utilities and a list of
links to other useful sites,
it's well worth a visit.

Sorceryfrom Intotek- it's magic

And Finaily

That's brought us to the end
of another session - as

always, if you have any
comments, suggestions or
questions, please contact
the Game Show at Acorn

User, IDG Media, Media
House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP or by
e-mail at azimuth@argonet.
co.uk. Before I go, I'd like to
dedicate this column to the

silicon gremlin that chomped
its way through the article
just before I'd finished it -
that'll teach me not to keep a
backup. See you next time.

... it's also very cuddly
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Game review

Well,
it had

to happen
- in a mystical
land far away, the resi
dent sorcerers have finally
lost their collective rags and
started resolving their differ
ences in the only way
wizards know how. Armed

with a range of potent spells,
they're roaming the country
side and anything that gets
in their way is likely to end
up an entirely different
shape.

If you've not seen this
style of game before, the
idea is to run around a maze

of blocks, leaving a trail of
bombs at strategic points
behind you. After a few
seconds they explode, send
ing out streams of fire and
destroying any fragile
objects in their path. You're
faced with a number of

adversaries, either
computer-controlled or other

human

players,
and it's up to

you to be the last
one standing.

There are two ways of
playing Sorcery, depending
on how cooperative you're
feeling. The Quest mode
allows you to control up to
two characters simultane

ously with a friend and work
as a team to clear the levels

of the villainous magicians.
There are 12 areas to work

through and after you've
completed all of the levels in
each one you must face the
master of that domain.

The Battle mode is a little

more aggressive, and it's
possible to play against up
to three other human

competitors if you've got an
appropriate joystick interface
- otherwise, you'll have to
huddle round the keyboard
or challenge the computer to
a duel. The game allows you
to configure the number of

Battle against the rogue mages
in Intertek's newest release

wins a mage must notch up
before being announced as
the overall victor, as well as
the number of minutes each

round of the battle will last.

After that time has elapsed,
the fight is brought to a swift
conclusion as the walls of

the arena spiral inward.
As you might expect, the

levels are packed with
hidden bonuses and special
potions which boost your
abilities. As well as being
able to collect more spells
and increase the range of
their fire, other icons allow
you to kick your magical
bombs around as well as lob

them from one side of the

arena to the other. If you're
unlucky enough to get
caught in the path of an
exploding spell, you'll end
up in a pretty sorry state -
I've been mummified, gift-
wrapped and turned into a
goldfish already. If you'd
prefer to continue playing
the game, it's possible to
collect tokens which grant
you an extra life, so if you
see any of these objects
lying around, grab them
before anyone else does.

The graphics are quite

colourful and maybe even a
little garish in places, but the
cartoon styling suits the
gameplay nicely. The levels
are varied in design, from
Egyptian catacombs to the
Wild West, and they're more
of an 'open plan' design than
some of the Bomberman-

style games on the market.
They also include instant
death obstacles - lava pits or
irate cacti pop up frequently
- and walking into these will
cost you one of those
precious lives.

While I'm on that subject,
I'd better mention one of the

unusual features of the

game. For some reason
unbeknownst to me, if you
walk into an obstacle such

as a wall, the movement
routines will change your
direction for you, so you're
liable to scoot off sideways
without so much as a by-
your-leave. It takes some
time to adapt to this, and it's
rather infuriating when you
want to place a bomb by a
wall and you find yourself
walking blithely into a lava
pit cunningly placed just to
the south.

All in all, I've enjoyed play
ing Sorcery - there are some
nice touches and I approve
of the varied multiplayer
modes. The intelligence of
the computer players seems
a little limited but there's

enough of them running
round to provide a fair fight.
It's got some rough edges
here and there and the move

ment algorithm strikes me as
being somewhat bizarre, but
it's a good implementation of
a classic idea. I'm looking
forward to any other games
Intertek might have up their
sleeves. You can contact

Intertek at 7A Lovat Close,
Neasden, London, NW2 7RU,
and the price of the game is
£24.99 inclusive of postage
and packing.



For Home and Business finance...
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R unning your personal finances ona computer may seem like overkill, but until you try it you will never
know the benefits.

Keeping track of direct debits and standing orders is at best very fiddly and at worse expensive when you
consider the charges most banks levy if you become overdrawn.

Personal Accounts 3 takes the guesswork out of it. Youwill know exactly how much you have in each
account and when it needs topping up. This however is only one of Personal Accounts many features.
Telephone for a free brochure and demonstration disc to see what itcan do for you.

Personal Accounts has received top reviews in all the Acorn magazines.

-$**•

0 1.
Acom User Best Business Software 1995

Ifa computer program could replace a manual system and not only give you more information but also
save you time, it would be a worthwhile investment.

Ifit could also automatically enter standing orders on time, send overdue statements to your customers,
produce VAT returns, calculate Profit&Loss and balance sheet figures and cost less than £200 itwould be
an absolute bargain.

Prophet does this and a lot more too. It is no wonder that readers of Acorn User have just voted it best
business software 1995.

In Maythis year we released version 2. We have had a record upgrade response from users' of version 1
and top reviews from all the best selling Acorn magazines (see the July '95 editions of Acorn User,
Archimedes World and Rise User).

Unlikeother accounting software we provide free help, free upgrades between major versions and no
annual service charges. Please telephone/fax or write for a brochure and demonstration disc.

-J '
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Version 5 of our popular share portfolio program will make it's debut at theAcorn World show in October.
There are a whole host of new features including log as well as linear graphs; point &figure graphs and
probably the most important feature - capital gains tax calculations.

Version 4 is still availableand the basic upgrade to version 5 will be no more than the difference in price.
Please send for the brochure and demonstration disc. Existing users will be notified direct.

...there is only one choice

Apricote Studios
2 Purls Bridge Farm, Manea, Cambs, PE15 OND

Tel/Fax: 01354 680432

VISA
•



Of bubblejets and
refills
While I can understand the

need to make economics with

respect to printing costs and
take on board Geoff Preston's

remarks about taking care not
to introduce foreign particles
and to obtain ink from a rep
utable source, 1 consider that

our recent experiences at
HMTC (Hampshire Microtech-
nology Centre) are worth
recounting.

In our repair workshop only
yesterday I counted 12 UJC-600
printers most suffering from
what is becoming an all-too-
familiar problem - ink
contamination of the print
head contacts.

It would appear that pressure
builds up in one of the colour
ink tanks (black tanks do not
seem so susceptible), due to a
blockage, which clears with
force enough to eject ink onto
the head contacts. The ink is

corrosive and erodes the electri

cal contacts and damages the
attached ribbon cable. The typ
ical repair bill for cleaning,
print head and cable change
and subsequent testing is in the
order of £150 — not trivial as I

think you will agree.
Inspection of the ink car

tridges of one of these printers
showed clearly that refilling
had been carried out. Indeed

the yellow cartridge, because
the ink is more transparent,
could be seen to have particles
suspended in the ink.

Canon have introduced car

tridges of revised design with a
vertical slot shaped orifice
rather than the circular one of

the earlier model. These seems

less prone to blow-backs.
Talking to a very pleasant

Cannon rep (Joanna Turner) on
the XMA stand at the recent

BETT exhibition revealed that

there is a grey import market of
clone ink cartridges which
could prove a source of trouble.

Recently, since end of August
95) attempts at setting up
brand new BJC-600e models
have more often than not

proved initially troublesome,
with repeated head cleaning
(up to seven or eight attempts)
being required before an
acceptable nozzle check pattern
is obtained. Often the result

being a couple of beeps and an
error light condition that can
not be resolved.

As suppliers this is proving
expensive in our time on site,
costs which we cannot pass on
to the customers - the schools.

This situation is particularly
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embarrassing for me as, being
so impressed with the design
and performance of the many
BJC-60()s I had set up in schools
(I also have set up a consider
able number of HP DeskJets

and Epson Stylus printers) I
took the plunge and bought
one for home use, this in the
event was one of the first of the

600e models and from which I

have had no trouble (touches
head and minds the splinters).
When asked by schools which
printer to recommend I showed
no hesitation in mentioning
the Canon.

In the light of recent events 1
now enter some schools in dis

guise carrying a cloth to wipe
the egg off of my face.

Many of the printers coming
in for such repairs, have only
produced about 400 to 500
print outs, my printer has done
around 2000 and I never refill.

The message is clear to me, in
the hands of the less-than-care-

ful refilling is a potentially
costly process. How does one
know that ones ink supplier is
dubious before it is too late?

One would have to carry out
many cartridge changes before
the price differential
approaches the repair hill men
tioned above.

Lionel Smith

HoneIs@argonet.co.uk

More printer caveats
After reading very positive arti
cles in magazines such as yours,
about a year and a half ago, we
bought a Canon BJC600 colour
printer. We were quite happy
for several months until it

began to develop faults, and
our dealer recommended that

we replace the print-head.
We had to wait several weeks

for the replacement and after it
had been fitted the printer only
managed another 20 sheets
before the trouble started

again.
We returned it again and dis

covered from the dealer that at

least two other printers of this
type had similar faults. All
three were sent back to Canon

for repair — but they refused to
even look at them until the

dealer sent them £40 deposit
per printer. Canon didn't even

fax the dealer, just sent a snail-
mail letter, the dealer sent the
money.

This happened in late
September 1995 and since then
we've heard nothing. One of
the other printers was returned
but with a bill almost big
enough to buy a new one. We
have sent letters to Canon but

to no avail.

The irony of our situation is
that if we had bought a
Hewlett-Packard instead of a

Canon it would still have been

under guarantee as HP offer a
three year warranty as stan
dard. It's also clear to us that

the BJC600 had some design
flaw, why else would three
printers suffer the same fault
after a similar time? Add in the

time we've been waiting
another printer of the same
make and model has gone back
to the dealer.

Perhaps you could consider
articles which compare hard
ware reliability alongside
features and maybe you could
compare the after-sales service
performance of suppliers, per
haps companies such as Canon
could then be forced to

improve their standards.
M. & S. I. Garrett,

West Yorkshire

Occasionally an individ
ual machine may suffer
from all its components
being at the bottom end of
the tolerance level (the
lemon effect) but it would
appear there's something
amiss here.

The kind of reliability
and after-sales survey you'd
like to see would be along
the lines of the car survey
done by BBC2's Top Gear
programme. Unfortunately
we probably don't have the
resources to do it ourselves

but it would be an excellent

idea — we'll look into it as

an idea for all IDG Media

magazines jointly.

Downside of ink-jets
I bought a Canon BJC600
printer in December 1993 and
when the black and three

colour Canon cartridges were
empty I started refilling them

with high-quality American
inks.

Over the next 18 months 1

had used five black refills and

three of each of the colours

when I started getting horizon
tal streaking across lines of
print in letters and across
colours - eventually magenta
nozzle in the head became

blocked.

Canon's first question was
'Have you been using refill
inks?' before replacing the
printhead, which costs £108.

I ran a couple of test prints
with the new head and the old

inks before changing to Canon
ink cartridges and was amazed
at the improvement in print
and colour quality with Canon
inks compared with the refills.

The supplier of the refill inks
kindly refunded their cost and
I now but from them only the
original ink cartridges, despite
costing 2.4 times more than
refills, since for me refills have

proved a false economy.
M C Muir, Nottingham.

StrongHelp to the
rescue

Your answer to the question
about printing pages of the
PRMs in Acorn User (letter

from Andrew Halliday,
Adelaide) missed making the
point that information from
the PRMs is available for noth

ing via StrongHlp. This
Freeware application by
Guttorm Vik normally comes
with help files covering most
of the SWI calls and presents it
in an easily accessible way.

StrongHlp has featured on
Acorn User cover disks, most

recently October 1995 (C Help).
Unfortunately this version did
not include the SWI help file
for space reasons but it was
stated that the files may be
included on a future disk. In

the meantime the complete
package is widely available
from PD libraries.

It might also have been
helpful to point out that there
are various PD packages which
aim to make Wimp program-
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ming easier and which could
largely remove the need for the
PRMs. Modesty forbids me to
mention the name of my own
version at this point.

Paul Hobbs

Beginning
programming
In the January 1996 issue of
Acorn User it was suggested
that the Programmer's
Reference Manual could be

issued in monthly instalments.
Although this is impractical I
am, nevertheless, concerned by
the lack of material of interest

to program writers.
The Absolute Beginners

series last appeared in early
December and there's been

nothing in the last two issues. I
would be happier if you had
some programming material in
every issue on two levels,
beginner and advanced.

There must be many ex-users
of the BBC B whom like me,

have bought a Acorn 32-bit
machine and need help. In pre-
RISC days you published many
such articles but now they
need updating.

For example 1 need help in
using the RISC OS printer dri
vers to do what Acorn calls

fancy text printing. I can get
plain draft printing but no
underlining, no italics, noth
ing. Could we have an article
on this please? Something
describes exactly what's
needed?

As for other topics, boot
files, obey files, SYS commands
and SWIs are still mysteries to
be tackled. So is programming
in ARM code — the original
Dabs Press book is now out of

print.
On a practical level is it pos

sible to save wear and tear on

my hard disc with some soft
ware command that will turn

it off? I have an A3010 with an

80Mb hard drive.

Dr. J. R. Barker, Chester

There is a problem com
bining the interests of a
mature readership with
those of newer users.

Naturally we'll try to cater
for all.

Some IDE hard discs do

have a spindown facility
most others do not.

Spindown exists to save
power rather than protect
the hard disc from wear

and tear — it's not some

thing you really need to
worry about.

Use of Acorn

Computers
I see from the December issue

of Acorn User that you are
looking for unusual or extraor
dinary uses of Acorn machines.
My use is not extraordinary,
but it may be mildly interest
ing.

I have an A5000, on which I

run EasiWriter and Sibelius 7. I

work from home as a solicitor

with a small specialist niche in
town and country planning
law with some commercial

conveyancing. I use EasiWriter
for all my correspondence and
documents, including lengthy
leases and so on. I can't believe

that I am the only solicitor in
the country using an Acorn,
but given that there is no spe
cialist legal software available
for the Acorn, there probably
are very few of us.

1 bought the Acorn because
of my other work, as a com
poser. I needed a musical
notation programme, and
decided on Sibelius 7 because

of its speed, case of use and
lack of restrictions on file size.

It has saved me many hours
work, and fully deserves the
praise heaped upon it.

I also run Pipedream 4, for
invoices in particular, and
Datapower, on which I am
building up a database of court
decisions on points of plan
ning law.

Michael Aves, Chelmsford

Give us what we

want

For many years I subscribed to
Micro User and then Acorn

Computing which gave me, and
I am sure many others, numer
ous hints and tips plus
thousands of column centime

tres of very interesting
editorial - not to mention the

letters from readers, 'problems
solved' pages, the essential arti
cles on DTP, CAD, Databases to

name but a few. Also the cover

discs had some useful and

interesting PD and Shareware
items, does no one write these
any more?

I am sure that if you referred
back to some of the past offer
ings on disc in both the Acorn
User and Acorn Computing and
re-issued them, I and other

readers would be pleased to see
some we missed and some we

did not have the facility to use
at the time. I am fed up with
the unusable demos, and the
useless games. What I would
like to see are useful programs,
for example the Icon Bar clock
which you re-issued recently,
lEncrypt and [Backup 3, which
were on the Acorn Computing
discs in the past.

I cannot be the only reader
still using a A3000, with 3.1 OS
and ARM 3 and only 4Mb of
RAM, but when I read your
magazine I begin to wonder, as
a lot of the editorial and disc-

items are only about or for the
Acorn PC or A7000. We are the

original supporters of your
periodical and Acorn them
selves.

Allan J. Williams, Exeter

As far as possible we
strive to cater for everyone
but as everyone is different
it's not an easy balancing
act. It's certainly true that
not everyone likes games,
but maga/.ine sales demon
strate that games sell
magazines — and we do
have to do that too.

There have been many
useful utilities on the cover

discs over the years and
we'll certainly continue to
provide them. As more and
more people buy Rise PCs
and A 7000s we have to cater

for them as well.

Enlightenment
please
I am the proud owner of a
RISC OS 3, on which is loaded

Impression Style, and Sibelius 7
which helps me to earn a liv
ing. Not entirely uneducated,
and having previously used
word processors, I decided to
buy Acorn User in the hope of
enlightenment.

What I found in it was lots

of baffling initials, nowhere
explained, which completely
prevent people like me from
learning anything useful at all.
For example, taking a sample
from just one issue, and leav
ing aside what seem to be
obvious specific manufac
turer's codes, we are left with:

JPEG, TIFF, SCSI, HCCS, HP,
ARM, C++, ANT, XGA, VRAM,

RGB, BBS, POP, BETT,
SYQUEST, IDE, AUN, FTP, GIF,
WWW, SIMM, DEBI, DOS, KSI,

KS2, CDT, OLE, CSV, FDD,
HDD, GUI, TAOS, AOF, ASCII,

VTI, MEMC, FPA, FIFO, SVGA,

VGA, FS, TCP/IP, SLIP, PP,
ANSI, WIMP, DSP, OCR, OPL,

RF, BNC, SCART,

not to mention lots of intrigu
ing things like bitmaps,
buffers, dongles and so on.

So it was with great relief
that I turned to Absolute

Beginners, only to find that it
told me what a mouse was, for

heaven's sake! Incidentally,
there was with this article an

illustration of what my desk
top ought to look like: apart
from a thing with CD on it and
two very probable representa
tions of CDs, there are also

SCSI6, SCSI5 and SCSI4. What

are they, and did my dealer
short-change me?

It's perfectly obvious that all
the millions of your other read
ers understand the above

initials: I'm not complaining,
but I just don't have even the
vaguest idea what any of them
mean, and I'd like to know

how I get from here to there.
Do you happen to have an
answer?

Geoffrey Emerson,
Scarborough

Yes. Starting next month
the cover disc will include a

glossary of common com
puting terms. It will be PD
so anyone will be able to
copy and use it.

If only I had a CD-
ROM drive
There must be other Acorn

users like myself who have not
yet stretched their finances to
cover the purchase of a CD-
ROM drive for their system,
but have looked longingly at
your magazine's cover CD-
ROMs, wishing they could try
them. Knowing someone with
a suitably equipped PC, I
thought to myself, T wonder
what my friend's PC would
make of these Acorn CD-

ROMs'.

The result delighted me and
makes me grateful for the exis
tence of real standards,
presumably, in this case, the
appropriate ISO CD-ROM one. I
found I could copy files across
to a DOS floppy and try them
out on my Acorn. So I've man
aged to get a taste of what is on
them prior to actually getting
my own CD-ROM drive. I'm
surprised that this idea has not
appeared in any of the Acorn
magazines.

W. Swanston, Falkirk
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A3000 upgrades

Memory
l-4Mb £99

I-2Mb £39

(Sec also the "2nd user" section)

I-2Mb (upgradable to 4Mb) £48
2-4Mb upgrade pack £72
4-8Mb £199

The above upgrades arc all constructed on four-layer boards, as
recommended by Acorn. Gold plated connectors arc used for
reliablecontact with the A3000 main board.There are no clips or
wires, and no soldering is required (except 8Mb upgrade). Some
older types of 2Mb board cannot be upgraded to 4Mb, but we offer a
trade-in allowance. Please phone for details.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. Also suitable for the
A30I0.

80Mb £149

120Mb £185

170Mb £205

240Mb £230

RISC OS 3

ARM3 (25MHz)

(Dealer fitting recommended for the ARM3)

£39

£129

A3010 2-4Mb RAM upgrade
Introductory price £79

A3000 4Mb RAM £99

A5000

Memory
2-4Mb £74

4-8Mb £199

Dealer fitting for the 8Mb
upgrade is recommended for
the 25MHz A5000.

i1 A400/1 |f
Memory
Per Mb (up to 4Mb) £38

4-8Mb £199

RISC OS 3 £39

ARM3 (25MHz) £129

Hard drives. For prices refer

to the A310 section.

How to order: Please add

VAT (17.5%) to all prices.
Cheques made payable to
IFEL. Most Credit cards

accepted, and Switch. Official
orders welcome.

A3020/A4000
Memory
2-4Mb £74

Hard drives

80Mb £96

120Mb £132

140Mb £147

Various

SCSI card £79

Alsystems SCSI 2 £170
ARM3 £129

RISC OS 3 £39

MEMCla £39

Hard disc cradle £6

Fan filters (pack of 5) £3
RISC OS manuals, no vat£22

Dongle dangle £6
Chip extractor tool £4
(for eg MEMC. ARM2)
CDFS upgrade for Oak SCSI
card £25

The following items are
reduced to clear. Please

phone to check availability.
Artworks £99

Wordworks £25

Impression Style £59

IFEL

Educational and quantity discount available.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

A3010 upgrades
Memory

l-4Mb £115

I-2Mb £38

2-4Mb £79

The 2-4Mb upgrade is constructed on a compact four-layer board.
No soldering is required.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. For prices, refer to the
A3000 section.

A310 upgrades
Memory
I-2Mb £89

I-4Mb £119

All our A310 memory upgrades are constructed using four-layer
circuit boards. There is no other 300 series RAM upgrade which has
been available for as long as this one, and which has the same
reputation for quality and reliability. A fitting service is available.

4-8Mb £199

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. Prices below are
for complete systems, including mctalwork, controller card and
cables as appropriate. No specialist knowledge is required either for
installation or use. A backplane is normally required in order to fit a
hard drive.

IDE

425Mb £165

540Mb £195

Larger sizes £Call
SCSI

540Mb £215

IGb £284

Backplane (4-slot, four-layer)
Fan for above

RISC OS 3

RISC OS carrier board

ARM3 25MHz

MEMCla

RISC PC
Extra RAM (SIMM)

4Mb £85

8Mb £175

16Mb £295

32Mb £Call

SIMMs taken in part exchange

(4Mb or larger).
2Mb VRAM £139

RiscPC600

4M, HD425 AKF60 £1148

4M, IID425AKF85 £1426

RiscPC700

5M, HD425 AKF60 £1360
5M, HD425 AKF85 £1635

10M, HD850 AKF60 £1692

10M, HD850AKF85 £1970

486PC card £99

(when ordered with RISC PC)

£49

£8

£39

£17

£129

£39

2nd User

Please phone to check
availability.
A3000 I-2Mb £27

A3000 RAM board £5

(ie bare board, no chips)
A5000 2-4Mb £58

4Mb SIMM (Rise PC) £75

16Mb (Rise PC) £275

Spares/Repairs
We carry stocks of most
replacement chips for the
Acorn range. (MEMC, VIDC,
IOC and most memory
devices). We can also fit any
upgrades and offer a computer
repair service.

All products(except some from the "2nd User" section) are fully guaranteed for 12
months. All items normally carried in slock have a 14-day money-back guarantee.

34 Culver Road, Saltash, Cornwall PL12 4DR. Tel (01752) 847286. Fax (01752) 840029



Education editorial

Research speaks
volumes for Sherston's
talking books

C.rTf«l iw ••mm1

ZT7

Recent research carried out in Plymouth
schools suggests that Sherston Soft

ware's talking technology is making quite
an impression on the teaching of reading
in infant schools. The research, carried out

by Jane Medwell, Senior Lecturer in Educa
tion at St. Mark's and St. John's College,
Plymouth which is due to be published
next year, has highlighted some interest
ing points.

'The children using the electronic books
showed significantly greater increases in
word accuracy than those who did not have
access to the computer. Some of the chil

dren showed increases as great or greater
than when they read books with the
teacher.' Jane Medwell's research also high
lights some interesting gender trends when
she points out that, 'One finding of particu
lar interest is that the boys seem to show
greater increases in word accuracy when
using the computer than the girls. Given
that most struggling readers are boys, this is
likely to interest many teachers.'

The children involved in the research

were using Sherston Software's Naughty
Stories and the Oxford Reading Tree Talking
Stories.

Real gains can be made with this software.

Sherston

Tel: (01666) 840433
Fax: (01666) 840048

Email: Info@sherston.co.uk

Sharing resources
THERE must be hundreds of teachers up and down the country
spending thousands of hours producing some superb resources for

their pupils. If 1
achieve nothing else
through these pages,
I would like to think

that I have encour

aged teachers to
share their hard

work with others.

The latest offering
comes from St Barn

abas' CofE Primary
School, who, if I'm
not mistaken, were

one of the winners of

MyWorld: Shared resources is surely the way last years' Acorn User
forward. Schools competition.

Their Deputy Head, Graham Dean, has got some of his Year 6
pupils to produce some drawings of houses and associated compo
nents (windows, doors, etc) and has put them together as five My
World screens for some of the younger ones to use. He is willing to
share the work at a cost of £2.50 for a disc containing all five files.
If anyone out there thinks that the quality of this product might
be a little doubtful, you'll need to think again.

These are superb drawings which represent a considerable time
investment from a very meticulous teacher and his pupils. The files
would be suitable for Key Stage 1 and 2 and is available from Gra
ham Dean, St Barnabas' CofE Primary School, Knowlesly Road,
Darwen, Lancashire, BB3 2JA. Please make cheques payable to St
Barnabas' School Fund. If you haven't got My World, it's about time
you did and that is available from SEMERC, tel: 0161-627 4469.

If anyone else has any resources they would like to share, please
send them to me at the address below including as much informa
tion about them as possible (software required, Key Stage,
subject/topic etc).

Whoops!
I'm not quite sure how we

managed this one, but the

review of Room20's Report in

the Christmas issue carried

screenshots of another report

writing package. Apologies to

all concerned, especially

Room20 Software.

Tesco Acorn Scheme
AS previously predicted, the 1995 Tesco/Acorn computers in schools
scheme was an overwhelming success with schools receiving almost
5000 free computers (about 1000 more than last year) and over 1000
gigabytes of disc storage space. All of this, together with several other
facts and figures, were delivered to schools at the end of last term.
Included with the glossy brochure of facts and figures, is a small ques
tionnaire for teachers to complete. The brochure is well produced, fun
to read and features a mouse with a smiling face saying 'click click'. The
thing that bothers me is that, although the mouse is drawn in a sort of
cartoon fashion, it is without doubt, a grey, single button, MklV mouse
from an Apple Macintosh.

Contacting me
You can contact the Education

page by writing to me,Geoff

Preston at Acorn User, IDG

Media, Media House Adlington

Park, Macclesfield SK104NPor

by e-mail to:

gpreston@arcade.demon.co.uk
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The Authoring Program
Assuming you're not going to write the
multimedia engine yourself, you'll be
looking for a multimedia authoring tool.
As far as the Acorn user is concerned, there
are several possibilities although I'm going
to look in detail at five. The main con

tenders are Genesis Professional from Oak
Solutions, Magpie from Longman
Logotron, Ultima from SEMERC, Key
Author from Anglia Multimedia, and the
latest program of this type, HyperStudio
from TAG.

1 believe the final choice of authoring
tool will depend not so much on the fea
tures of the actual programs, but the
features they impart to the finished pre
sentations. Of course, these programs are
not just for creating CD ROMs, you can use
them to produce much smaller files to fit
onto conventional discs.

All of these programs support text either

Geoff Preston looks at what

software is available to

produce your own
multimedia CD-ROM

as a textfile written in Edit and imported
into the authoring tool, or entered directly
into the application from the keyboard.
They will all display Draw files and sprites
and they can also all output digitally
recorded sound samples. An important fea
ture, if you're intending to distribute your
work, is the fact that they can all run
without the editor, that's about all they
have in common, apart from their ease of
use.

All the programs have been designed to

WxtFSTTlDEDi sc4 •$. Export •Dad. Wr i t i nTTflcor

Versatile

Kev Staae 2/3

Much ol the Dutch artist Maurits Escher's work was
on the studyol tessellations - shapes which fit
together without leaving gaps. At its simplest level.
it involves placing shapes like regular polygons
alongside each other to produce a variety of
patterns. Such patterns can be either two dimensional
(likesome ol the patterns created by placing ceramic
floor tiles together), or three dimensional (like a
modern football which is made up from a collection ol
hexagons and pentagons). But creating irregular
shapes which tessellate is extremely difficult and a
testament to the skills of Escher who created panels
of several diflerent Irregular shapes by hand.

Versatile will generate regular shapes with any
number of sides and these can be placed on the work
area and rotated, scaled and coloured as required.
Several different shapes can be placed together and
the corner snap ensures the tiles lit perfectly.

Multimedia authoring

be extremely intuitive and they all suc
ceed. Anyone can put together any
number of linked pages quickly but the
more features you use the harder it gets. It
only becomes more difficult when you
begin adding all the frills and flashing
lights not vital to the final product. So
really, it's isn't the important things that
are going to influence your choice of
authoring tool, it's the trivial things like
fancy backdrops and screen clearing
effects.

riUser,EducDisc95.Disc2.!Software - PiD

by Dial Solutions

o Contents
£45.00 ex VAT

Dial Solutions
Dial House
12 Chapel Street
Halton
LeedsLS15 7RN

(01132)326990

Note the different coloured text and the raised and indented text frames. Linking pages is simplicity
itself and is done through dialogue boxes and menus.

Make your own

CD-ROM

Ultima
I am more familiar with this program than
the others, partly because I wrote the man
ual. At the time of writing though I
haven't seen a major presentation
authored with Ultima, which is surprising
because it is a very capable program, pro
duces very compact files and has some
strong features. It is the only one of the
five to incorporate switch control as stan
dard, which means major CD-ROM
applications created with Ultima can be
operated by a simple on/off switch. For
those with physical impairment, this
could well be a minimum requirement.

The pages created in Ultima may con-
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MAGNETS. Page: 2

First find these

things in your
classroom.

Touch each one

with a magnet
to see if they
stick to it.

When vou have

done that click

on the red box.

Do not put the
magnet near the

computer!!!!!!!!! I

scissors

pencil

paper c

Similar to Ultima in its degree ofcomplexity. Asound program which will force you into adopting a
consistent approach.

tain the usual text and graphics files, and
video sequences in Replay format. Also
supported are animated sprites which can
be sequenced within Ultima. For small
objects, these animations are quite ade
quate, but not very convincing if your
frames are much larger that icon sized
sprites because Ultima will
take too long to render
them. For small animations

intended to highlight a but
ton or emphasise a point,
this is probably the best.
Backgrounds can be any of
the sixteen colours or can

contain a sprite or Dravvfile
as a backdrop. Each button
can carry numerous com

mands which will execute

when the mouse is clicked or

moved over it. Buttons can

be any object type, including
a text object which can be
displayed as either plain or
with one of three borders

and with any background or
text colour.

One of the neatest features

is the run-time conversion.

Ultima will take your files
and convert them into a

stand alone application that
doesn't need Ultima to run.

It means you can distribute
your work and anyone can
use it even if they don't own
Ultima. Once you have con
verted your work, it is still
possible to edit the files pro
viding Ultima is loaded.
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My main grumble with Ultima is the
text handling. Pre-prepared text must be
set out in Edit with a return at the end of

each line otherwise it will appear in
Ultima as a very long line with the full
stop about four feet to the right of the
monitor. On the other hand, entering text
directly is very simple. Apart from that,

there's not much you

can do with the text - it's aligned on the
left and that's it. The author can deter

mine whether or not the user will be able

to extract the text, or indeed any or the
pictures and sounds.

Magpie
Longman's Magpie is very similar to
Ultima in so far as its features are similar

and the final product has similar features.
Magpie has been a favourite amongst pri
mary school teachers and one notable
success was Moira's Alphabet which I fea
tured in a review about 18 months ago.

One of the main criticisms of many
'home-grown' multimedia presentations is
the lack of consistency between pages. The
great strength of Magpie is that it forces
the author to remain consistent by starting
off setting some global default values such
as page size and colour.

Setting buttons to move between pages
is done through a dialogue and you're lim
ited to half-a-dozen pre-determined icons.
This ensures that there will be consistency,
providing you make the same choice each
time. If you want to advance from the
basic button icons provided, you can select
a transparent button which can be placed
over the top of whatever you choose. The
use of skeleton or master pages also helps
to ensure a consistent approach and elimi
nates the tiresome repetition of redrawing
the same page over and over again.

Text, I feel, is handled better in Magpie
than in Ultima because the text will for

mat itself into whatever size frame you
provide for it. However once the text is in
the frame, there is no scope for altering its

alignment although it will

GenesisProfessional offers a great
manyfeatures and will enable you to
produce some excellent material.
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Transport - Railways- Early Railways -Page 21 of 24
re-format itself if the size of the frame is

altered. The only text files it will handle
are those of type &FFF (Edit) and surpris
ingly not files from other Longman
programs like Pendown or FirstPage.

The frames for text and graphics can
have an outline of varying thickness and
colour, but there are no raised or sunken

frames as in Ultima. You can create a drop
shadow by placing a grey frame behind,
and slightly to the side of a white frame.
This is easily achieved with Magpie's 'force
to back' button. Simply click on an object
and it's placed behind all the others. It
doesn't take long to get all the elements of
each page in the correct order.

Genesis Professional
Genesis was the first Acorn multimedia

authoring tool and has undergone many
enhancements since its introduction 3

years ago. Currently Genesis Professional is
the top of the range version and is the
authoring tool many people use to create
CDs if they do not have their own engine.
Genesis Professional just about does it all.
It can handle Replay and Ace films which
means that the output from a large num
ber of programs can be incorporated into
these presentations. It can also render Art-
Works files and Euclid 3D files, it can deal
with CSV data and understands files from

Windows including .BMP files and .WAV
sound samples.

One of the main strengths of the soft
ware is its script language, used to control
both actions and the contents of the win

dows. These include decisions based on

user input and scrolling text in a frame.
The interesting thing here is that you
don't have to use the script language
unless you want to do something fairly
flashy. If you do, you're probably better
off ignoring the manual and pinching and
possibly modifying the relevant bits from
one of the numerous examples. (But you
didn't read that here!)

You really can get a professional look
ing presentation from Genesis Professional.
Map Skills, London from the Air and Mech
anisms which were featured in the January
issue and were all created using Genesis
Professional. Often, the only give-away
that the presentation was created using

The invention of the steam

engine provided an obvious
source of power for the railways.
Although they were sometimes
used to pull a train up a hill using
a rope, early steam engines,
such as the Newcomen engine
were too heavy to power a train.

Two improvements in steam
engine technology made steam
powered trains possible:

1) Improvements by
James Watt.

2) The use by Trevithickof
higher pressures.

UEarly Steam Railways

The Puffing Billy - one of the first practical
locomotives

5? + >

i

KeyAuthorhas been responsible for many excellent CD-ROMs like Anglia's Industrial Revolution.

Genesis and not with a dedicated engine,
is that in the filer window, alongside the
presentation, you will find Browser, the
read only application that reads but can
not alter Genesis presentations. Browser is
free to distribute, providing no profit is
made.

The manual I found slightly unfriendly,
especially the section about the script lan
guage, but the examples on the disc are
excellent and most of the information

required can be found there.

Key Author
This is another program which has been
well used for creating CDs, with over
twenty to its credit. I have featured most
of Anglia's CD-ROMs in past reviews
which were all created with Key Author
and, in view of the high quality of their
software, says more for the program than
any review. I understand several other
software houses will be releasing CD-ROMs
authored using KeyAuthor.

At the time of writing, version 3 is just

about to be launched and should be avail

able now. Key Author3 is really an updated
version of the previous Key Author pro
gram with a better user interface and a
some extra features. In particular, there is
now greater use of dialogue boxes for
selecting particular features or effects and
the scripting language enables an almost
limitless number of special effects to be
created.

There isn't an authoring program for
the other platforms, but files created with
Key AuthorS on an Acorn computer can
run on PC and Macintosh provided the
necessary runtime program has been
obtained from Anglia. Anglia will also
advise on its use. Key Author3 is the only
one of the bunch currently capable of han
dling MPEG, and there is also support for
audio CD and for Laservision discs.

A feature which will appeal to many is
that KeyAuthor3 fully integrates with Key
Plus and the other members of the Key
family. If you use any of these this may be
a deciding factor in you choice. An inter

esting feature is that
Key Author3 has Con
cept Keyboard control
built in which will be

particularly important
for presentations devel
oped for primary school
or for special needs.

The manual is a

model of clarity taking
the user through the
various features in more

or less the order one

would expect to use
them.
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Price Licence Text Graphics Movies Sound Effects Other Phone
Ultima

Magpie

Genesis Pro

HyperStudio

Key Author

E42+VAT Site • • • • a • • • • • • • • 0161-627 4469

E62+VAT Single* • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • (01223)425558

E120+VAT (01132)326992
E99.95+VAT (01474)357350

E55.00+VAT * • • • • • • • • • • • • 0171-389 8555

MnMm 111111 in hi
t - with special access software .§ ^ x ra Q °>
t - limited to lines/boxes forlabelling OT m g
*- Multi-user/site licences available. Callforprices. fc
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HyperStudio
This is the latest authoring tool and it's
going to provide some very stiff competi
tion for both Genesis and Key Author -
especially in view of the fact that it's about
half the price of Genesis. What Genesis does
with a script language, HyperStudio does
with dialogue boxes, writable icons and
menus. It's got some very advanced features
and will enable a much greater variety of
effects to be used. One such feature is the

different ways it can clear the window
between page changes. All the others just
blank the current page and render the next.
HyperStudio can fade from one to the other,
or scroll or slide, open like two doors etc.

In terms of the basic page selection and
display of text, graphics, sounds and
movies, all five can do the same - it's the
special effects which will be the deciding
factor. HyperStudio has some smashing
effects which, if used with care, could
enhance any presentation although with so
many at your disposal it's easy to over-do it.

HyperStudio has both a PC and a Macin
tosh version enabling files created on one
platform to be used on either of the other
two. Clearly this feature offers the advan
tage of being able to run the presentations
on a greater number of computers. The dis
advantage is that because certain types of
files used by the three platforms are so dif
ferent, HyperStudio can only use features
which will easily translate between the

three platforms. Therefore, there is no sup
port for movie files such as Ace films, but
there is direct line video.

What else do you get?
All the programs come with a variety of
example presentations which do two
things. First, it shows what can be done
with each package and second, and proba
bly more importantly, it shows how to do
it. Both Magpie and Genesis also include
some extras which could be useful.

Included with the CD version of Magpie is
a large collection of sound samples and
clip-art and some pictures from their
Decades CD-ROMs. Genesis Professional
comes with several resources which are

designed to increase the number of features
your presentation will have. These include
a controller for an audio CD and a shell to

enable videos to be played from a Laservi-
sion disc. Key Author3 is supplied with over
one hundred useful icons and a program to
convert presentations from older versions
of the software, the CD-ROM version has a
huge number of age targeted backgrounds
and sounds. There are also a number of

resources which teachers would find useful

including Replay files from Anglia TV.
HyperStudio comes with a CD-ROM con
taining a massive number of resources
including some superb bit-mapped images
of pointers, frames ready for animation,
movies and sound samples.

Contact details
Longman Logotron TAG Developments

Tel: (01223) 425558 Tel: (01474) 357350

Fax: (01223) 425349 Fax: (01474) 537887

Oak Solutions

Tel: 0113-232 6992

Fax:0113-232 6993

Anglia Multimedia
Tel: 0171-389 8555

SEMERC

Tel: 0161-627 4469

Fax:0161-627 2381

Licensing your presentation
If you created the whole presentation
yourself, including the driving software,
you are, of course, free to do what you like
with it. If you used a commercial product
like one of those featured here, then you
will have to seek permission to distribute
it. Genesis, Magpie, Key Author and Hyper
Studio are supplied with a version of the
software which enables anyone to use the
presentation, but not to alter it.

Ultima can produce a stand-alone appli
cation. Apart from Key Author, the cost of
these programs includes a licence to allow
the user to freely distribute their product

with the read-only ver
sion of the authoring
software, providing it is
not being sold. Key
Author files may only be
distributed within the

bounds of the site

licence unless written

permission is given by
Anglia. However, the
most you could pay for a
site licence is £200 and

in many cases it will be
much less, which is

pretty good in view of
the low cost of the stand

alone product.
If you intend selling

your work for profit,
you'll need to contact
the distributors of the

authoring software to
obtain a license or writ

ten permission. In fact,
even if you intend giving
your software away, it is
courteous to inform the

software house responsi
ble for developing the
authoring program Att
ofyour intentions. "*J

• Next Month: Some

authoring programs you
may not have thought of.

Thelatest authoring tool offers lots of features and isvery reasonablypriced.Extensive use of dialogues
makes lifeveryeasy for those who don't likescriptlanguages, but occasionally fiddly.
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RiscPC + Upgrades

All RiscPCs & A7000'*.
include Iyr on-site maintenance.

RiscPC BOO(armGIO)
km/HO"t2S Wmon. eiHtS.OOe

RiscPC 700(arm710)
5fT1/HDif25 IV'fflon. £13B0.00e
10m/HD8S0 1 "f"man. £1G92.00e

For 17'RKF90 monitor Rdd£278.0Q

For CDrom Drive 2x Rdd£l 11.00

IForCDrom Drive !fx Rdd£m9.00
All Computer! are hurl:andtestedbeforedtspatch
»ilh printersandsoftwarepurchasedinstalledas

ri tpttred nl rutadditionaleast

I if8G-SX-33 PC Upgrade £ 199.00d
|lfBG-DX2-66 PDUpgrade £2<f9.00d
|lf86-DX>f-100 PDUpgrade£239.OQd

Deduct £100off PC upgrades
when purchased with RiscPC

I PD Exchange £25.00a
luiindouis 3.1 + DDS 6.22 £95.00c:
JRccess+Dard £99.001:
IRrm710 upgrade £125.00b
|fJlovie magic £237.00c
ISecond Slice £99.00d
IBoundCard £59.00b
RiscPC "tmbRRfll £99.00c

RiscPC 8mbRHm £ 179.00c

RiscPD lBITIbRRm £329.00c

IRiscPD lmbVRRITl £129.00c
IRiscPD 2ITlbVRRfn £199.00c

Rrchimedes Computers )
IR7000 (1 .B Floppy Disc.2 or"t(lib
expandable to 130111b ram. Rrm 7500
RKF60 m/S lllon. if2Sfnb HD.

on site 12 months warranty)

2fTl/HDif2S lif"mon. £799.00e

km/HDWB lif"mon. £87B.00e
For CDrom Drive Add £ 1 1 1.00

Portable Computers

I Rif itm BOHard Disc €1 li+B.OOd
I(l.B Floppy DIloAmb RAIT). 80trih HD.LCD
Screen. PC Emulator)

Pocket Book2(2S6k) £205.00c

Pocket Book 2(1fllB) £2B5.00c

R-Link £lt2.Slb

m-Link £6i».80b

PD-Link + £G8.00b

Parallel Link £2>f.28a

Power Supply £12.72b

Flash SSD 128K £29.7"fa

Flash SSD HUB £102.0Dc

Hardujare Upgrades

IChroma Genlock £l<f2.00c
Dolour Dard Gold £ 189.00c

Eagle (112 +'Eidos' £315.00c
Lark (Tlidi Sound-Sa. £ 1if 9.00c

Imidi max £66.00c
PD Dard 386 (for3020/H0D0) £<f9.00c
Rise DS Upgrade Dhips £30.00c
Scanlight 256 Bbit £139.00c
Scanlight 256 16bit £129.00c
Scanlight 256 Video £1B9.00c
SDSIBbit £81.00c

SCSI 16bit £81.00c

SDSI2 32bit £161.00c

TV Tuner £8S.00c

TV Tuner + Teletext £151.00c

Data Storage

IIDE 2.5"
270mblBITl £129.00c

51.0 mb IEfTI £2>f9.00c

IDE 3.S"
1210 mb Donner £99.00c

1.6 gb fllaxtor £2if9.00c
SCSI 2 3.5"
1 GblOms Donner £259.00c

IGblOmslBm £2>f9.00c

IDE CD Tray Internal
Panasonic Quadpro £l'.3.00c
Rztech 6 speed £200.00c

SCSI CD Tray Quad Internal
Pioneer XIT136IB £259.00c
Toshiba DR-U12>f X £279.00o

SCSI CD Caddy Quad Internal
Toshiba XfTl-3S0IB £289.00c

Printer Port CD External
Twin Speed £lB9.00d

|Quad Speed _ _ €25"* .00d
memory Upgrades

RitOO/l l-2mb £1.5.001!

R3000 l-2mb £55.00b

R3000 1-ifmb £119.00c

R3010 l-2mb £39.001;

R3010 2-ifmb £99.00b

R3010 l->fmb £Uf0.00c

R3020/ H'.000 2-i.mb £85.00b

IRSOOO 2-"fmb £85.00b
All Memoryfitted free if ordered

wilh Com/titterelse £15.00

(Mail Order Tel: 01924 254800)
( monitors )

Rutoscan l"t38(RKFS0) £2"t9.00d
Rutoscan 1hSQ (RKFB0) £ 199.00d
Hutoscan 1782(RKF85) ETBR

Printers
Canon

BJ-lOsx

BJ-30

BJ-70

BJ-200ex

BJD-lf000

BJD-600e

Ditlzen

PRinTiva 600o

Epson
Stylus Dol 2
Hewlett Packard

DeskJet 660

Dalligraph
Rif 1200 Laser

(black)
(black)

(colour)
(black)

(colour)
(colour)

(colour)

(colour)

(colour)

(black)

£169.00d

£195.00d

£275.00d

£199.00:1

£265.00d

£3>f9.00d

£3lf9.00d

£299.00d

£289.00:1

£979.00e

Printer Inks

Inkjet Refills are an economical way
of re-charging your existing cartridge
Rll inks come complete with gloves,
syringe and easy to use instructions.
Single 20ml Rny Dolour £5.70a
Tuiin 2x20ml Black £10.50a

Bulk 125ml Rny Dolour £20.00b

CartridgefTlate' r new and

easy to use cartridge refill system for
HP 51626R high cap. cartridges

R refill system with no mess
Domprises: DartridgelTlate

& 2 x if 0ml Ink Tanks

Cartridge not included £30.00b

Ink Tank 2 x >f0ml £ 17.00a

HPS162SR Tri-Dolour Dartridge refill
kit 3 x 3 colour refills Dompriscs:

D/m & Y Inks. Dap Retaining Dlip
Dartridge Dap Remover £30.00a

Wealso carrya large stockof inkjet
Cartridgesend ribbons

EP-L Toner for LBP-"f

EP-S Toner for LBP-B

£59.00c

£89.00c

Printable Items

Colour'n Wear (2 uihite Baseball Caps ♦

3 transfer papers £9.00b
Print'n Wear (2 white T Shirts *
h transfer papers £ 11.50b
Design & Print mouse ITIat £5.00a
Design & Print Business Cards
10x8 Hi. lBOg Perforated £'..50ii

Dol InkJet matt photo white paper
25 sheets x 120gms £5.00b
monochrome InkJet brilliant white

paper 100 sheets x 90gms £2.50b

CD Software

Ancient Lands

ArtWorks

ArtWorks Clipart I
ArtWorks Clipart II
Being a Scientist
Itiifolio Ed7 a

~„ (M/S) £.19.001)
(CC)£135.00c
(CC) £ 17.00a
(CC) £ 17.00a

(Anglia) £37.00a
* (Lino) £75.00c

Cats-Maths in Motion (Cambs) £89.(X)a
Dangerous Creature#F*(M/S) £39.00a
Dinosaurs ^B (M/S) £39.00a
Castles (Anglia) £37.00a
Guardians Of the Greenwood £46.00a

Granny's Garden (4Mat) GO.OOa
Hutchinson M/Media £39.00a
Industrial Revolution (Anglia) £80.00a
Inventions (Anglia) £.17.00a
Kingfisher Childrens Micropedia£79.00b
Ungsdale (CCS) £89.00b
Musical liislruniciit.saJp{M/S) £39.00a
Mysteries of Nature (Anglia) TBA
NaughtyStoriesV1&2 (Sher) £79.00b
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2
Talking Stories (Sher) £36.00b
The Way Things Work (DK) TBA
I'B Bear -gg* (DK) £37.00a
PhotoBase 1920s.30s.40s.50s.60s
Victorians. Landscapes Each(LL)£46.00a
RiscDisc (Uniqueway) £12.50a
RiscDisc 2 (Uniqueway) £20.00a

Rppiication Software

Advance
Advantage

(Acorn) £99.00c
(LL) £46.(X)a

Oavyn Computer Services

Acorn* Technology Centre

20/20
Finance

Clearly the Best Choice
(based on 20% deposit and 0%
finance over 20 month period)

(Acorn Items Only)

20\0%
Personal finance is available to

qualifying purchases.
Credit subject to status.

Written quotation on request.

APR 0%
Ancestry II
Arcfax

Artworks

Armadeus
Audio Works

Card Shop
Celebration

(Minerva) E75.00b
(David I') 28.50a

(CC)£ 135.00c
(Clares) £a

(CC) £.l3.5()a
(Clares) £ 19.50a
(Clares) E27.00n

Complete Animator (Iota) £79.50e
Composition (Clares) £l29.00c
Compression (CC) £27.50a
DataPower (Iota) El 19.00c
DesktopThesaurus (RDcv) £17.50a
Easy Font 3 (Fabis) £26.50a
Eidoscope (RiscPConly) (CC) £146.00b
Eureka3 (LL) £89.00e
Pormuiix (CC) £60.00a
I-'ontPX (Dalaslorc) £9.50a
Promo ii i oi 3 (Duvyn)oacli £5.00o

Publisher Irrcgolnr frames
Graphics Loaders (CC) £37.O0a
Illusionist (Clares) £39.00a
ImageAnimator (lola) £46.00a
Image Bank (Irlam) £23.00a
Image PS (Alternative P) £34.95a
Image Oulliner (lola) £46.00a
Impression Publisher (CC) El35.00c
Impression Style (CC) £79.(X)c
Inieiialk ag><- (Acom) £79.00c
Knowledge Organiser 2(Clare) £61.50a
Notate (I.I.) £53.()Oh
Pendown Etoiles (LL) £49.00c
Pendown Plus (LL) £69.00c
Personal Accounts (Apricolc) £37.00b
PhotoDesk (Spacelech) E157.000
Pinpoint (Longman) £89.00c
Pipedrcam4 (Collon) l.'.W.lXlh
Plot (Clares) £61.50a
Pro Artisan 2 (Clares) £49.00a
Pro Artisan 24 (Clares) E125.00c
Prophet 2 Accounts (Apricotc) £i43.00c
Render Bender v2 (Clares) £39.00a
Replay Starter Kit (Acorn) £34.50b
Revelation ImagePro (LL) El 19.00c
Rhapsody 3 (Clares) £79.00a
Rhythm Bed (Clares) £39.(X)a

RiscCad Professional
S/Li (Davyn)£l 59.00c
Education £141.62c

Site Licence E495.00C
Score Draw (Clares) £47.50a
Serenade (Clares) £79.00a
ShapeFX (Datastore)

Sibelius 7 Student (v3) (Sit>e) £449.00d
SmArt (4Motion) £49.00a
SmArt Files (4Malion)each £14.50a
SmArtFile Mod.Lang.(4Motion)£!8.50a
Snippet (4Mation) £32.00a
Sound FX Maker (CIS)
Split an Image (Sher)
Termite Internet (DoggySoll)
Tiller (Clares)
Topographer (Clares)
Touch Type (lola)

£9.50a

Sibelius 6 aA (v3) (Sibe) £ 159.00c
Sibelius 7 Prof (v3) (Sil>e) £799.00d

£34.00a
El 6.50a

C76.00C
£79.00a
£79.00a

E39.O0I)

Turbo Driver (CC) E43.00I)

Education Software

10 out of 10 Full Range Each El.5.00a
Dinosaurs,DrivingTest,BurlyBstcntialiEnglish,

Kss.l.T.. Kss.Maths. RS i uv. l-icndi. licm
Jr.Esscnlials.MathAlgebra, M.nhOcomctry.
MathsNumber.MathStatistics,Spelling,

+ buy 2 get 3rd FREE
Adventure Playground (Storm) £ 17.00a
Amazing Maths (CS1I) £17.00a
Amazing Ollie (Storm) £13.50a
Arcventure I Romans (Slier) £32.00a
Arcventurell Egyptians(Sher) £32.00a
Arcventure III Vikings (Sher) £32.00a
Arcventure IV A Saxonsafcfr) ETB.Aa
Around World 80 Days (Sher) £42.00a I
Aztecs (Sher) £41.00a
BadgcrTrails (Slier) £41.00b
BodyWise (Sher) £41.00a |
Balloons and Zoo fjopo) £16.00a
BookStore (ESM) £34.00a I
Calabash Pirates efc'fTopo) £21.00a
Coffee (Storm) £25.00a
Connections (Slier) £29.O0a
Crystal Rain Forrest (Slier) £41.00a
Darryl the Dragon (4Mat) £18.00a
DataGraph (Topo) £24.00a
Farm (Sher) £19.00a I
First Logo (LL) £21.50a |
First Page DTP (LL) £45.00a
Flossy The Frog (4Mat) £22.00a
FlightPath9+ (Storm) £26.00a I
Fre'ddy Teddy (Topo) E12.00a |
Freddy Teddy's Adv (Topo) E12.00a
FunSchool3/4(5.5-7,7+)each £ 17.00a|

(Please Specify age group)
Granny's Garden (4Mat) £22.00a |
Happy Life (CCS) £26.00c
James Pondtunningwater £25.00a
Landmarks full range(I.L)each £24.00a I
LookHere'Talking Topics(Sh) £52.00b
Magpie (LL) £50.00b
Maths Circus (4Mal) £25.00a
Naughty Stories VI or 2 (Slier) £49.00b
Ollie Octopus Sk Pad (Storm) £13.50a
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2
TalkingStories (Slier) £38.00b I
MalhsMania a*.- (Topo) E22.O0a
More Talking Stories A (Slier) £38.O0b |
Music Box +,•" CTopo) B29.00a
Number Tiles ('Topo) E2l.(K)a|
Oxford Reading 'Tree Stage 3
TalkingStories (Sher) £38.00bI
Oxford Talking Infant Atlas £l8.00a
PinPoint Junior (LL) £26.(X)a |
PlantWisc &* (Sher) £42.00a
Podd (ESM) £20.00b I
Prime Solver (Minerva) £68.O0a
Rosic & Jim Duck (Slier) £ 10.00a
Rosic & Jim Sneezes (Sher) £10.00a
Scrccn'Tunle (Topo) £29.000
Sea Rescue (Slier) £26.00a
Selladore Talcs (Slier) £22.50a
Smudge the Spaniel (Storm) £ 17.50a
Smudge the Scientist f^Rorm) £36,00a
Space City (Slier) £26.00a
Splash (Sher) £ 19.00a
St.g Ofthe Dump (Slier) £22.50a
Story Starts (Slier) £22.50a
Talking Clock <gt>« (Topo) E31,00a |
Talking Animated Alphabet £27.00a
TalkingRhymesI (Topo) £21.00a I
The Playground (Topo) £21.00a
The Puddle& WardrobefTopo) EIB.00a
Time Detectives (Slier) £42.00a
TinyDraw/Logo (Topo) E21,00a
TinyPuzzle (Topo) £16.00a
Teddy Bear's Picnic (Sher) £26.(X)a
Voyage of Discovery (Sher) £32.50a
Worst Witch (Sher) E26.00a

Games Softixiare II

Alone intheDarken* Krisalis) £27.00a 1
Arcturus lOragan) El9.00a 1
Aries 4games (GaniesWarc) EI5.00a •
DigBang (Psycore) •. 1.'(">.; V

BatllcChess (Krisalis) £21.50a •
Black Angel (4D) £24.00a 1
BumOul (Oregon) £20.00a 1
Cannon Fodder (Krisalis) El9.50a 1
Chuck Rock (Krisalis) £8.50a •
Cobalt Seed fp* TBA) £19.50a •
Crystal Maze (Slier) £!9.00a 1
Cyber A[>e (TBA) £15.00a •
Cyber Chess (4D) £24.00a 1
Cycloids (Soft42) £15.00a1
Darkwood 0p* 1Eclipse) El9.00a I
Dune2 (Eclipse) E27.00a1
Dunc2CD (Eclipse) £39.00a I
Dungeon (4D) 2mb £24.00a 1
Enter The Realm (4D) 2mb £18.00a I
E-Type Jaguar 2 £26.00.1 I
Fire & Ice LI'I.IHI.i •
FistLore (Mistry Software) TBA
Flashback (US Gold) £21.00a 1
F.T.'T. (TBA) £19.00a •
Galactic Dan (4D) E17.00a1
Global Effect gp (Eclipse) £27.00a I
Gods (Krisalis) £8.50a •
Guile (ID) £6.(X)a •
Haunted House (4D)2mb £!9.(X)a 1
Heimdall (Krisalis) 2mb £21.00a 1
Hero Quest (Krisalis) £21.00a I
HighRiseRacing (Modus) £l9.(X)al
James Pond (Krisalis) £8.50a •
James Pond 2 RoboCod (GAV) £17.00a1
James Pond running water E25.(X)a •
Krisalis Collection (Krisalis) £22.00a 1
Lemmings (Krisalis) E18.50a f

r

All Prices

Exclude VAT
I Lemmings Oh No More (Kris) £15.00a
LemmingsRiscPC (Krisalis) £21.00a'
Lemmings 2 Tribes (Krisalis) £21.00a
Lotus Turbo 2 (Krisalis) £18.00a
Magic Pockets (Renagade) £13.00a |
Magnctoids (Oragan) £19.00a
Man United Europe (Kris) £8.50a
Populus (Krisalis) £22.00a

[Revolver il\ycorc) £l2.0()a|
Real McCoy ' (4D) £21.00a'

I (UIM.Arcade Soccer, While Magic.Quazer)
IReal McCoy 2 (4D) £21.00a
I (Apocalypse, Holed Out. Olympics, InertiaI

Real McCoy 4 (4D) £21.00a
I (Galactic Dan, Crlevousbodily'Arm, X-Fire,
ICataclysm)
ISaloon CarsDelux (4D) £23.00a
ISally&Wally (Oragan) £19.00a |
IScrabble (US Gold) £21.00a

SimCity (Krisalis) £24.00a
SimCity 2000 (Kris)A5()00/PC £29.(X)a
Simon The Sorcerer (GAV) £29.00a
Simon The Sorcerer CD(GAV) £35.(X)a
Small (Virgo) £19.00a
Specdball (Krisalis) £20.00a

ISpheres ofChaos (Matt) £l9.00a
I Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D) £23.00a |
I Starfighler 3000 (Fednet) £23.00a
[Swiv (Krisalis) £8.50a
[Time Machine (4D) £24.00a
ITurbo Challenge 2 (Kris) £l9.50a
I Virtual Golf (4D)2mb £24.00a

Virtual Golf ougusta course (4D) £ 17.00a
IWavelength (GAV) £15.00a
jGamesPad Iplayer (GAV) £19.001) |
IGamesPad 2player (GAV) £28.00b

Special Offers
AMX mouse inc amx art £ 15.00b I
AMX mouse inc slop press £15.00b |

I 5.25 401 bare disc drive £15.00c
5.25 -Hitcased disc drive £35.O0c I
3.5 external drive inc PSU £70.00e
8bllUserAnalogue Antcrlacc £20.001) I
S/U BBC B inc DFS £45.(X)d

S/U BBC Master 128 £55.0(>cl |

Hntu To Order

Cheques! should bemade
payable to Oavyn Computers
Credit Cards: you may also pay
byVisa. Delta, Euro, Switch.
Electron, or Master Card. We
normally make no charge lor this.I
and lake no payment until goods I
are ready for dispatch. We needl
the card holders address audi
telephone number, card numberl
and issue number if any and the|
expiry date.
CarriBge: charges areas follows
a Small £1.001

lb Medium £2.00
c Medium Recorded £4.00

d Courier £9.00

e Courier Large £ 15.00
Official Orders: are welcome I
from UK education audi
government institutions (invoicesI
are due for payment within 141
days and are subject to carriage |
and late payment charges).
VAT is not included: Zerol
rated items are marked vo. UKI
customers please add 17.5% to all|
other prices includingcarriage.
Order Address: please send|
your orders to;

Davyn Computer Services
'The Workshop'
off Princess Street, Sandal, |
Wakefield, West Yorkshire,
WF1 5NY

Opening Hours:
Monday 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.30
Wednesday 9.30- 5.30
Thursday 9.30- 7.30
Friday 9.30- 7.30
Saturday 9.30- 5.30

Terms: All products, prices andl
specifications are offered in good
faith and are subject lo change I
without notice. We Process alll
orders immediatly, but suppliers]
do sometimes keep us waiting.
Goods are guaranteed but are notl
supplied on approval. Returns andl
cancellations can onlybe accepted!
by prioragreement and there may I
be a restocking and administration I
charge Afull copy ofourterms are|
available upon request.
E.&.O.E 30-01-96



Mike Cook's hardware series

60 KH2
1 Second
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Mike Cook surfs a slow wave with minute accuracy

Figure 1: Modulationof the carrier by turning it on and off

computers. The kit has a catalogue number of
I.P70M and is priced at £23.99 in the latest cata
logue.

Not many people know that on very long
wave radio calibration time transmissions are

being continuously sent. In the UK this is done
by a transmitter at Rugby which is locked to a
Caesium resonator clock run by the National
Physical laboratory. This is a continuous source
of accurate time and we can use it to correct and

update our real-time clock so that it maintains
spot-on accuracy.

These transmissions take place at 60KHz, a fre
quency that you can't normally receive on
domestic radios. The time and date is transmit

ted every minute by turning the transmitter on
and off in a way similar to Morse Code.

It's not Morse Code however, but it is very
easy for a computer to decode - in fact with prac
tice you could decode it by ear. Basically the
format is shown in Figure 1 and consists of turn
ing the transmitter off for 100 mS at the start of
each second for a logic 0 and for 200 mS for a
logic one. When decoded the signals look like
Figure 2.

The information is then sent by a series of
zeros and ones over the next minute in a BCD or

binary coded decimal system. This is the slow
information, a fast copy of this is sent during the
first second of the minute.

However, it is not that important to decode
this fast data for two reasons. First of all it is

more prone to interference caused by the com
puter and weak reception of the transmission
and second, you have to wait a maximum of one
minute for this particular second to come round
so there is not much time saved.

The data format over the minute is shown in

Figure 3. The numbers in the boxes are the sec
onds past the minute when that byte of
information is sent. To synchronise receiving
when you first tune in, each minute is ended by
a minute identifier of the bits 0111110 - a bit

pattern that won't normally be sent.
This is a little bit of an oversimplification as

there are really two types of data being sent. The
DUT and the minute identifier contain second

level data. This has a different format as shown

in Figure 4.
In fact the minute identifier, if decoded as

normal, produces the bit pattern 0111110, but if
decoded with second-level data contains parity
checks for the time and date. By the way, the

Real-time clock

calibrator - now

checkthe Maplin
catalogue!
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At the last Acorn World Show my official fan
club — consisting of Gavin. Kieran and

l.ayla — said they checked a handful of my arti
cles and gave a cheer for every component they
found in the Maplin catalogue. Well this month
I think there will be a lot more cheering for not
only every component is available from Maplin
but the whole kit is.

What I'm going to look at this time is a real
time clock calibrator. This is one of those

projects I have been meaning to do for some
time and when I saw that Maplin had a kit to do
it I thought I would adapt it to use with our Rise



Maplin article didn't say what DUT stood for so I
looked up the original references in Wireless
World and that didn't say either but I think it is
something to do with a total second count. Does
anyone know for sure?

The actual hardware design I will not com
ment on too much, save to say 1 wouldn't have
designed it like it is. Basically there are two
printed circuit boards, a receiver and decoder.
The decoder needs to be in a screened box

because it produces interference at exactly the
same frequency you are trying to receive - not
the best of design strategies. There is an LEI) and
a buzzer that are activated when the transmitter

turns on and off. I found it best to disconnect the

buzzer once the receiver had been set up as it
drove me mad, well madder.

The kit instructions are not very clear about
setting up but it did not prove to be too difficult.
I used an oscilloscope to tune up the output of
the first I'CB to maximum. I had to move the

coils slightly outside the ferrite rod for maxi
mum signal. I could see the signal turning on
and off on the oscilloscope screen.

Then I looked at the voltage controlled oscilla
tor of the phase locked loop and adjusted the
free-running frequency so that I saw it pulsing
cleanly in time with the signal. This correspond
ed to the same point where a clean on/off sound
was heard at the buzzer. When it is slightly mis
aligned there is a clicking noise along with the
bleeping.

Connecting to the computer was easy. I simply
connected the I'5 output of the clock decoder to
the busy line of the printer port (pin 11) along
with the 0 volt line to pin 25. The receiver needs
12 to 15 volts so that couldn't be provided by the
computer and had to be supplied by a separate
power supply. Next I used my port monitor to
see that the zeros and ones corresponded to the
bleeps.

Finally I wrote the programs to decode the
pulses. There are two on the cover disc. The first,
Timet), allows you to test the bit decoding - you
can either get the time of each gap in the carrier
or the zeros and ones. Note, when looking at the
gaps some of the pulses contain different values
than shown in Figure 2 but these will be decoded

Logic Zero - 100 ms carrier break

0.9 second

1 second

Logic One - 200 ms carrier break

0.8 second

second

Figure2: Decoded output

Mike Cook's hardware series

yio ; a yd &f ,ia, ioqv,
ixu nnTHTiin i i_:

t of data
igh the printer port

Utilities Video

•0 Square .€ Apps

correctly with the thresh
olds in the program.

Timel takes the signal
and prints out the values it
receives and then resets the

internal real-time clock. I

have only used the time
here and not the data as I

assume your data is correct.
While it is waiting for the
minute identifier it prints
out the bits it is receiving.
Note that the program steps
over the DUT transmission

by using a delay as some of
the pulses here can fool the
decoder into thinking time
is passing more quickly.

As written, the program
will not lake into account

leap seconds. These only
happen about once a year,
and the last was on the last

minute of 1995. Personally I
had better things to do at
that moment, didn't /Jtt
you? ^IU

0

You can find two programs on the coverdisk

Fast Data 0 .Seconds past the minute

D.U.T.

Vear

Month

Day of Month

Day of Week

Hour

Minute

i—A
i

(

16

-** -*-

17 1-8 19 20

Tew ••*-

21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29

30 31

Units

32 33 34 35

36 37 38

^Tens^ Units

39 40 41 42 43 44

— Tens — Units
*M UB

••"

45 46 47 48 49 50 51

Minute identifier 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59

Figure 3:The format of the slow code

seconds mark

\
300rns

Logic 0

Logic 1Figure 4:2nd
level code

format
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^^Computen tor only
All you have to do is send off the coupon to the address below and
we will send you the next issue of this outstanding magazine for just £1.

Parents&Computers is essential reading for anyone with children concerned
about how computers are used in school, standards of education and how you, the
parent, can make a real difference.

All our writers are teachers, specialists in specific areas - but above all
parents. They review the latest education packages as well as the
computers.Theywill give you advice on how to make the most of the pack
ages you've already got and what to look out for or avoid from the vast
array of education and edutainment programs. But don't take our word for
it, see for yourself for just £1.

What is is the next issue?

• Make your own puppet theatre - All you need is a
computer and a printer

t Maggie Philbin - Juggling career andfamily ^—
• Computer Kids - A new school club for children as

young as 11 months old
• Interactive Learning Systems -The new software

revolution in schools?

• Bullying -What to do?
• History - How it is taught in schools
• Teaching Maths to 3-7 year olds - What to cover

at this age; plus Buyers' Guide
• Science - Howcan parents help at home; plus Buyers' Guide
• Reviews - Art packages, talking word processors,

encyclopaedias and alternatives to keyboards

2S»>fe&*r*fl^3f7^,

.AND MUCH MUCH MORE

Parents £1 Offer
GiS Computers ^^^^m—^^^^^^^^

Please send me the next issue of Parents &Computers.I enclose
£1 (coin or cheque/postal order made payableto IDG Media)

Affix coin here

Name ijiSSftfe

Tel

I Q Idon't wish toreceive any additional promotional materials.

a Send to: Parents &Computers, £1 Offer, Media House,
| Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

Free demonstration .
CDfortheTomy* "^
Comfy Keyboard
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Programming

for yourself
Last month, I tackled the job of coaxing our

minimalist program to cooperate with the
WIMP environment - we ended up with an
application that loaded without crashing every
thing else and leaving when you asked it to.
However, it couldn't really do much else and
although we've won a technical victory, there's
still a long way to go.

For this month's example, I've taken the exist
ing code and added several new functions to
enable it to reveal itself to the outside world. The

application initialises itself in the same way as
before, making use of the _kerncl_swi() call
supplied in the kernel.h library, but it continues
by installing an icon on the icon bar and provid
ing a function to deal with a new event.

As before, the greatest hurdle is arranging the
data in a format the kernel calls will understand

- if you own a set of Programmer's Reference
Manuals, now would be a good time to dig them
out. The data blocks required contain a mixture
of words, bitfields and text and although they
can be made neater by some clever use of struc
tures, the rather simplistic techniques I'm
introducing here need separate routines to
convert the data from one format to another.

Wimp_CreateIcon takes data in two registers
- Rl points to a data block and the value in RO is
used in conjunction with the first word in that
block to calculate where the icon should be

placed on the bar. Values of RO = 0 and Rl = -1
will make the application appear on the right
hand side of the bar towards the middle. The

next four words in the data block define a

bounding box for the icon to indicate how much
space it will take up once on the bar.

Following that are the flags that determine the
behaviour of the icon, and finally we specify the
name of the sprite we wish to use - this is
normally resting in the WIMP sprite pool after
having been loaded with an IconSprites
command. The data conversion between the

four-byte integers and the single bytes used in

the array is performed by wtob() and is essen
tially the opposite of btow(), introduced last
month.

After creating the icon we enter WimpJPoll as
normal, and in order to determine when the user

clicks on it, we need to listen out for the

Mouse_CIick event. In more complex cases, the
data block it returns would be interrogated for
the mouse position and the handle of the icon it
was over at the time, but all the program does
here is to record the number of the mouse button

that was pressed.
However, it's a good opportunity to investigate

the method of reporting errors - one of the
simpler methods of providing output to the user
- and the mousccIickO function has been coded
so that when the user clicks on the icon, an error

box pops up. As well as revealing which mouse
button had been pressed, it gives the user the
choice of quitting the program.

The function report_crror was written to
make this task easier. It takes three parameters -
the first is the appropriate error number, the
second is the string that the error box is to
display and the third contains the flags that
control the way the box responds. In our exam
ple, the message is built up using the standard
string functions, and setting the first two bits in
the flag produces an error box with the familiar
OK and Cancel buttons. A click on Cancel

returns a value of 2 in this case, and the program
continues. However, clicking on OK gives a value
of 1, triggering the QUIT.FLAG variable to be set
to 1 and forcing the program to terminate.

The example program can be found on the
cover disc, and the source code, liberally scat
tered with comments, is included within the
application. Due to the fact that it uses the stan
dard kernel calls, it will compile happily using
either Acorn's or Beebug's compilers. Next
month, we'll progress onwards and upwards to
look at windows and menus - see you Ajt
then. /1U

Steve Mumford

persuades his
application to

appear on the
icon bar
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Hints and tips

Rambles through

Acorn

Welcome to a new and, I hope, differ
ent sort of column. Instead of a

simple questions and answers session I
want this to be more of a forum with

readers writing in with questions as well
as hints and tips. But not only that, I
want to tell you about some of the things
I have been up to during the month,
things that probably won't make it into a
full article but hopefully will be interest
ing nevertheless.

To kick off, as this is the first column
no one has actually written in to it yet.
However, several people have been con
tacting me on e-mail so I will use that as a
basis to begin with.

This month I have been playing around
with the Minnie sound interface from F.SP

Mike Cook begins his
new tenure as keeper
of the answers

Wood
- it certainly lives up to its name, it's tiny.
The large box arrived measuring 25cm by
25cm by 14cm and inside the circuit
board was only 6.5 by 2cm with three
small surface mounting chips on it. In
fact, it would have fitted in the smallest
padded bag.

One snag was that it had a 5-pin socket
on it that was meant to go into a 4-pin
plug. Fortunately I was able to work out
that the earth connection was the one to

hang off the end as there was no one
available for support for two weeks. It
worked quite well with the Rise OS desk
top but when I used it with the 486
second processor card the sound was far
too loud, to the point of distortion on the
internal speakers.

Fortunately a phone call to the software
support of ESP revealed that there was an
undocumented SWI that could control the

volume. It was e-mailed to me by Andy
Pierson, he wrote:

Following is the information required to
set the volume for the PCSound support.
Note that the volume of sound can also be
set from Windows if you have some Win
dows software that can provide volume
mixing facilities.

The SharedSound module is used to pro
vide additional support for multiple users
of the 16-bit sound system. Any number of
handlers can be installed, one ofwhich will
be the PCSound handler. Because of this
you should first interrogate SharedSound
using Handlerlnfo to discover the handler

SharedSound.Handlerlnfo

This SWIis used to provide information on a specific handler. SharedSound_HandlerVolume

On entry Thisis to set the volume level for a particular handler.Sharedsound can

RO = handler number use this informationto provide internalmixing or passit on to the

On exit handler at each buffer fill.

If successful, V flag isclearand: On entry

RO number of next available handler or 0 for none RO Handler number

R1 Flags R1 Volume (bits 0-15left channel,16-31 right channel)

R2 Name On exit

R3 Samplefrequency If successful, V flag isclearand:

R4 Sampletype RO preserved

R5 Volume R1 current volume

If unsuccessful, V flag is set and RO points to a standardSWI error block. If unsuccessful, V flag isset and RO pointsto a standard SWI error block.

Interrupts Interrupts

Interrupts status is undefined Interrupts status is undefined

Fast interruptare enabled Fastinterrupt are enabled

Processor mode Processor mode

Processor is in SVC mode Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy Re-entrancy

SWI is not re-entrant SWI is not re-entrant
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The Internet provides lots of information on the progress of the
Galileo space probe and its voyage to Jupiter

number for PCSound.
When you know this you need to call

HandlerVolume with the required handler
number and new volume. Note that vol

umes are passed as a four-byte word which
contains two bytes of volumes for each
stereo channel. So to obtain full volume on
the left and half volume on the right you
would use the value &FFFF7FFF.

We fully expect to release a mixer appli
cation that will do all of this from a
window and also provide the facility to
store settings to be set at boot time. Until
that arrives feel free to explore the follow
ing SWI calls.

Following the article on converting the
A3000 MIDI interface to a standard pod-
ule I have been trying it out with the 486
card under Windows with some music

demos. The send side worked OK but the

receive side refused to work. I just
couldn't get anything to record from the
MIDI keyboard.

So after hours of trying I e-mailed the
support desk at Aleph One who told me
that I had got further than they had as
they couldn't get a peep out of the MIDI
either in or out under DOS. They said I
was on the leading edge here and gave
me the address of someone who

might know the answer. I'll let
you know how that progresses
next month.

Spaced out
I've been writing some
articles for Acorn User's

sister publication Par
ents & Computers - it
covers Apple and PCs as
well as Acorn equip
ment. In the most recent

article I have been look

ing at astronomy
software. I must say that
what's available on the

other platforms leaves the
Acorn stuff standing - want

.<Sff^ Hints

to do something really pro
fessional Computer
Concepts?

Unfortunately it seems
that the Acorn world is

missing out on some of the
more specialist software.
It's not only astronomy
stuff, there is no heavy
weight symbolic maths
package to rival Maple,

Math Cad or Mathamatica.

Mind you 1 have convinced
my son Alec (now 14) just

how poor PCs are since the arrival of the
486 card. Before this he was impressed
with the vast quantity of software avail
able, but now he knows how often it

crashes and how difficult it is to install.

His basic phrase is 'Well what do you
expect it's only a PC!'

Mission to Jupiter
The Internet has been very useful lately
keeping me informed of the every move
of the Galileo space probe as it
approached and entered orbit around
Jupiter. I was able to use the information
to prepare a lecture on the eve of the
probe entry for my astronomy class at the
University.

If you have access to the Net the Web
page http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/. sets
you to the home page. I've found that I
can get on fine at Sam but by lunch time
things are so busy that I am often refused
connection by the host.

By the way, for those of you who don't
know I lecture in Physics at the Manches
ter Metropolitan University. Since we
changed a few years back from being 'the
Poly' few people know who we are. I lec

ture in Astronomy and also Computer
Instrumentation for our Scientific Instru

mentation courses.

Nowadays the only perk to the job is the
direct Internet connection from my desk.
So, no messing about with telephone calls,
modems or information providers as my
machine is a permanent part of the Net.
Mind you I am thinking about getting on
from home so my family can access the
delights. I'll keep you posted.

More use from a User Port
A final e-mail was from Rob dimming:
/ have fairly recently become interested in
getting signals in and out of the my ancient
A3000. Your current articles in Acorn User

are most useful. However, I bought a bar
gain user port and ADC add-on as an
expansion podule. A lot of your articles for
this are written for the BBC Micro.

It's a great idea to have the articles
available on the Net, but is there any
chance of having some listings on too? I
would like to be able to read the User Port

material, for example. You had some arti
cles on this for the BBC Micro would they
work on the A3000 -1 would prefer listings,
since I'm connected to the Net via a PC,
and I guess programs could not be trans
ferred via DOS.

Dr Rob dimming,
University of Teesside

Well Rob, thanks for looking at some of
my articles on the Web. For those who
have not yet caught up with them they are
at: http://149.170.2(X).3/Physics/ Acorn/

There are two problems with supplying
listings. First of all a lot of them are on
the 5.25in disc and it is difficult for me

to read them these days. The other point
is that a lot simply would not work on

the Rise OS machines without

modification.

Sometimes this is simply a matter
of changing 7&FE60 to the

appropriate OSBYTE call but
many times it is not that
simple. You see, on the
simpler machines you
could disable all interrupts
and have the whole

machine to yourself. With
the more modern

machines you can't do
this without it all falling
over. I really don't think I
can face converting 140
articles but if you have
any specific requirements

let me know and I will

see what I can do. Am
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P. D., Shareware, and low cost
software for Acorn computers. (StB3SeS^

APDL Clip Art CD-1 only £22.50
APDL Clip Art CD-2 only £22.50

Eachcontainsaround500Mb, all inAcornformat
(Sprite, Drawfile and Artworks). Ideal for schools.

Buy both Clip Art CDs for just £42

APDL PDCD-1 only £17.50
APDL PD CD-2 only £17.50

Ahugecollection oj'P.D. andShareware at a realistic price.
Buy both PD CDs for just £32

Hard discs
Low cost IDE and SCSI drives and interfaces for all models

A310/A400 IDE
2lOMb-£l60, 340Mb-£185. 512Mb-£215, 850Mb-£249

A3010/A3000 IDE
80Mb - £145, 120Mb - £169, 260Mb - £225, 340Mb - £245

Pricesinclude cables, brackets andfittings. Lots ofothers available.

Syquest EZ 135Mb removable, SCSI or IDE, internal or external
Discs only £17. Solve yourbackup and security problems -from £179
Pine RISC PC RAM upgrades and the famous APDL part-exchange scheme
r ,uo ifyou need a bigger hard disc (eg. 210Mb to 512Mb for only £129).

(Allprices include VAT and carriage- Nothingmore to pay!)

Fara catalogueplease send £1 orfour 1stclass stampsto
APDL,39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN

Phone: 0181 778 2659
ij^m'^2

Fax; 0181 488 0487

> .v. kO ^O

Bar Coding Systems
We supply a range of high quality bar

code readers from various manufacturers,
integrated into the RISC OS 2 or 3 desktop.

/ Software processing of the bar codes allows input
r' into any multitasking application. Uses include book

r checking in libraries, product labelling and POS facilities.

ir We also produce software to create numerous formats of bar
codes yourself, enabling all kinds of information to be stored
and read back by a reader.

r Music Setups
We supply a range of keyboards,

synthesisers, sound expander modules,
MIDI interfaces and software to provide you

with a complete MIDI setup, for example:

Audio Dynamics PowerWAVE 50XG card, Yamaha
'CBX-K1 XG MIDI master keyboard, Sibelius 6

Version 3. Yamaha YST-M5 active speakers, power
' supplies and 2 metre MIDI cable - only £649.00 inclusive!

T InterLink
An easy to use file transfer and 'talk'

utility, linking any two RISC OS 3
• computers via serial and/or parallel cables.

Serial: 2m - £29.95. 5m - £31.95, 10m - £35.95
Parallel: 2m - £31.95. 5m - £35.95. 10m - £42.95

Both: 2m - £43.90. 5m - £49.90, 10m - £60.90

Longer serial cables are available to order - call for details.

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price.

FREEPOST EH2725, Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
-, Tel/Fax: (01592) 592265

*.
•»~ Run by enthusiasts for you
All prices INCLUDE VATand carriage
«^- Official orders and callers welcome

1Acorn Authorised Dealer

and start to type
Version 2

<y^

£49 + VAT (£57.58)
This highly praised word processor and DTP is Ideal for
home and education use. Use the screen like a sheet

of paper, click anywhere and type. Text can be easily sized
moved, coloured or the font changed just by clicking the
mouse. Pictures dropped into texteoae are also easily
moved, sized and altered. Children love its simplicity.
Adults find it versatile, sophisticated and professional.

£65 +VAT (£76.38)

This combines excellent speech, integrated thoughtfully -*^X
into wxtea.se. Children delight at hearing their stories read \ f
back. The word being spoken is coloured, making itvery
easy to follow the text on the screen. Also excellent for
adults when proof reading work.

c
înters*

Softease Limited Tel 01332 204911
Fax 01684 772922 sales@softease.demon.co.uk
The Old Courthouse, St Peters Church Yard, Derby, DE1 1NN

Prices Include primary site licence for education customers1
RequiresAcomRISCOS3 Produced on text

Computer Systems 850Mb 35;IDE -!
Call tor details of the Early Years Learning Curve 4 A30x0 (,ald c^vJ^fVo^E160 (DC

Home Office and0% finance options Pr|n,er sou„d r_£5
Prices arefor cash,cheque orfinance pOWOrWAVE 50XG - £29Rise PC600 4Mb.0Mb HD425. AKF60 - CI308.53 u ™wir.mvc duau i<:a.

RiscPC700 4Mb.1MbHD425,AKF60- C1551.03 Hardware & OOttWc
Rise PC700 8Mt»2Mb HD850. AKF60 - C1929.33 Scart lead - £1

Options when buying a Rise PC : Acom/Logltech Mouse - £2!
AKF60 (t4"| monitorlo AKF90(17-)- add C369.57 EagleM2- £36!

1MbVRAM lo 2Mb VRAM - add £100.00 ' Laik- £22:
PC Card-(rom £116.33 MIDI Max-£7!

I CD ROMdrives - Irom £86.95 Pockel Book A-Link- £4!
Pocket Book Mac Link - £7!

A7000 2Mb Network. AKF60 - £1017.53 Pockel Book PC Link* - £7)
A7000 2Mb HD425. AKF60 - £ 1066.03 RISC OS 3 PRM - £

A7000 4Mb HD425. AKF60 - £1163.03 RISC OS 3 PRM V.5 - £3:
Sportster 14400 lax modem -1

A4000 2Mb HD210. AKF52- £823.53 Sportster 28800 fax modem - £
1 A3020 2Mb. AKF52-£581.03 Yamaha YST-M5 speakers-

A3020 2Mb HD80. AKF52 - £726.53 Yamaha YST-Mf 0 speakers -
A3010 2Mb. EY or LC - £395.00

A3010 2Mb. AKF52. EY or LC - £581,03 10/10 Series -
A4 4Mb HD60 - E1309.50 Alone In the Dark -

Pocket Book II (256K) - £232.80 ArcFax -
Pocket Book II (1Mb) - £323.98 Arcturus -

Memory Upgrades BigBang-ei<
Pleasecallbeloieordering locheck piices. Others available TADpt rq

I A3000 1-4 Mb-£128.00 p.™„„c„,,1~,
A3010 1-2Mb- E47.50 1^1^"
A3010 2-4 Mb - £104.50 Th„1*^1^Zv

I A3010 1-4 Mb-£,49.00 TZ fL" ?
A3020/A4000 2-4Mb- £92.80 DarkWood

A5000 2-4Mb- £95.00 Du„e HI
Flash SSD(128K)- £34.95 E-Tvno?-
Flash SSD (256K)- £54.95 piro S.Ir»
Flash SSD (512K)- £89.95 FHshhnrk"
Flash SSD(1Mb) - £118.50 p„,„,7, ,nm
Flash SSD (2Mb) -£192.00 GaZoTZ~-

Flash SSD Type II (4Mb) - £325.95 G| b ,e„ ' , _
RAMSSD(128K|- £49.95 i„,„,„..c,„„ c.„i„

^Mffi-222 ImpiSnPblfshllERAM SSD (1Mb) - £245.00 |mpioss,(0n -
Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs (Call (or curren. prices): Lemmings/OhNo (RPC) -

Upgradable SIMM.•- ECaH Personal Accoun.s 3-
4Mb- £101.00 Prophet2-E
*- ""•« Schema 2-E

16Mb- £386.00 Scrabble-
255£"«.?SS-22 Sensible Soccer -
64Mb-£1599.00 Sibelius6V3-£

'"b,IR!Ll,W,rt!!,0li Sibelius 7Student V.3 - £
2Mb VRAM- £175.00 Sibelius7 V.3 - E

Bare Hard Drive Prices &mcuy2ooo-
e callbeforeordering locheckprices Simon TheSorcerer-

_.Tacities. sizes and lining kilsavailable SimonThe Sorcerer CD-
' 420Mb3.5" IDE-£155 Spoedball2-

„ | 540Mb 3.5" IDE -£169 Star Fightor 3000 -
This is a very small selection of our prices. Call or write for further information on our

products, or for a free catalogue which also contains many bargain items.
Access, Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard and Delta cards accepted. 0% APR Finance available.

Scart lead - :i0.9J

Acom/Logltcch Mouse - 28.0C

Eagle M2 - E365.0C
Lark - E225.0C

MIDI Max - 79.0C

Pockel Book A-Link - :49.9C

Pockel Book Mac Link - 79.0C

Pockel Book PC Link* - £79.00

RISC OS 3 PRM - £104

RISC OS 3 PRM V.5 - 32.75
Sportster 14400 lax modem -E175

Sportster 28800 lax modem -£22!

Yamaha YST-M5 speakers - £49

tomaha YST-M10 speakers - E6i

10/10 Series - £22

Alone In the Dark - E3C

ArcFax - £33

Arcturus - £22

Big Bang - I14.5C
Burn Out - £22

CADet - :93.95

Cannon Fodder - £22

The Cobalt Seed - £22

The Crystal Maze - :19.95

Cyber Ape - .'18.5C

DarkWood - £22

Dune II - £31

E-Type 2 - £28

Fire & Ice - £22

Flashback - £2-1

Formula 2000 - £22

Game On! 2 - £15

Global Effect - £31

Impression Style - £99

Impression Publisher -£150

Impression Publisher Plus -£299

Lommlngs/OhNo (RPC) - £35

Personal Accounts 3 - £43

Prophet 2 -E1S5

Schema 2 -£115

Scrabble - £24

Sensible Soccer - £22

Sibelius 6 V.3 -£187

Sibelius 7 Student V.3 -£523

Sibelius 7 V.3 £886

Sim City 2000 - £35

Simon The Sorcerer - £36
Simon The Sorcerer CD - £40

Spoedball 2 - £22

Star Fightor 3000 - £27



5 Questions and Answers
When installing a Cumana internal IDE
drive on a new Rise PC, you may get an
error 'Unrecognised version of ADFS.'

The installation software was released

some time before RISC] OS 3.6; as ADFS was
updated between RISC OS 3.5 and 3.6 to
allow it to interface to the FileCore exten

sions, the software doesn't recognise the
new version. Before attempting to use the
installation software, you will need to
issue:

♦UNPLUG CDFSSoftATAPI

at the command line. Comment out (pre
fix with a I) the line in the !Run file of the

install application which contains 'Run
ADFSPatch'. You may then proceed with
software installation as per the instruc
tions.

A Access* Filetype
* Reassignments

Access+ recognises a number of filetypes;
shared discs, protected shared discs and
discs which have been mounted but for

which the connection of the machine

which owns them have timed-out are all

assigned filetypes.
Three of the filetypes addressed by the

Set Alias$@RunType command (which
assigns an operation to be performed
when a file of that type is double-clicked)
have been re-assigned since the release of
Access-*-. To avoid future filetype con
tention, we recommend that the following
lines be modified in the version 1.0 release

of the !Access+.!Run file:

°-sSet Alias$@RunType_FAF %ShareFSI-
con %%0

change FAF to F9F

%Set Alias$@RunType_FAE SjShareFSI-

con %%Q

change FAEto F9E

%Set Alias$@RunType_FAD %ShareFSI-

con %%0

change FAD to F9D

Acorn Customer Services

Acorn Computers Ltd

Acorn House, Vision Park,

Histon, Cambridge CB4 4AE

E-mai I: customer.services@acorn.co.uk

Help direct from Acorn

Acorn
Customer

1 hotline
Essential information for all Acorn users, compiled by

Dave Walker of Acorn Customer Services

exclusively for Acorn User

? Another Volume
Volume 5a of the Programmer's Reference
Manual has been released. This covers the

FileCore extensions which allow hard disc

partition sizes >512Mb, embedded JPEG
support in RISC OS 3.6, Rise PC 700 hard
ware, 16-bit sound and full details of
TCP/IP and the Access protocols. It effec
tively supersedes Volume 5. Priced £29.75,
this volume is available from Acorn deal

ers as product code ACJ25.

WBoot sequence blues?
If you have a Rise PC running RISC OS 3.5
which is out of warranty, and you have
accidentally erased your boot sequence or
some other vital app from the distribution
on your hard disc, help is now at hand.

A stripped-down copy of the hard disc
distribution has been built which, when

compressed, fits on two floppy discs along
with the required decompressor and suffi
cient resources for the decompressor to
operate.

The set, with a sheet of instructions, is
available from Acorn Customer Services

for 10 all-inclusive. This build excludes the

movies, still images, audio samples, Diver
sion apps (except Tools) and patches

found on a distribution as shipped.

WPlane speaking
For A7000s and versions of the Rise PC 600

fitted with the latest-issue 16-bit sound

capable motherboard, the backplanes are
optional and can be purchased as an
upgrade.

A two-slot backplane for the Rise PC 600
has the product code ACA29 and retails for
£29.95, and the single-slot backplane for
the A7000 has the product code AMD10

and retails for £29.95 (these prices ex
VAT).

Rise PC 700 scries machines ship with a
backplane as standard. The A7000 can
accommodate a backplane and expansion
card or an internal CD ROM drive but not

both, owing to the amount of space avail
able inside the case.

If you need to fit both a CD ROM drive
and an expansion card (other than a NIC
card), you must purchase an external CD
ROM drive.

| Inside CDFS, Part 2
I admit leaving you with a conundrum
last time; how do you get the physical
drive number? This is where SWI

"CDFS_ConvertDriveToDevice" comes in...

CDFS_ConvertDriveToDevice (SWI
&41E80)

Converts a logical drive number to a
physical drive number

On entry: RO= logical drive number
On exit: ROpreserved
Rl = physical drive number
Use:

This call converts a logical drive num
ber to a physical drive number. You can
then use the physical drive number to pro
duce a CDFS control block, which you
have to pass when calling CDFSDrivcr
SWIs.

This call returns an error if the logical
drive is not known. Further details of the

audio SWIssupported by CDFS versions up
to 2.28 are now available as Application
Note 293, which can be downloaded from

ftp.acorn.co.uk and mirror sites or
obtained on paper from Acorn
Customer Services. Am
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PREMIUM BULK 3.5" DISKS

05/00 OS/HO

50 .2,49 15.56

WO 22.49 29.30

200 44.49 56.40

250 54.99 64.63

500 f07.49 117.50

WOO 199.75 223.25

All Disks are certified and come with our
replacement ormoney back guarantee.
DiskLabels are included with 50, WO,
200 and250 quantities butareextra

on quantities of500 &WOO -
,500 Labels £3.53, WOOLabels £6.46

f ACCESSORIES ,

3^x100 DiskBox £3.99

3/a"x200 DiskDrawer £9.99

Mouse Mat £1.99

Mouse Holder £1.99

314" DiskCleaner £1.99

HP/Canon Twin Inkjet Refill £7.99

Allproducts are subject to availability.
Allprices include VAT.

Deliverycharges:- 4 days £3.95,
43 hours £4.50, 24 hours £5.00. E&OE

SUPPLIES LTD

01703
457111

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD. Fax: 01703 457222

Unit 12. The Sidings. Hound Road. Netley Abbey. Southampton S0315QA

CONTRARY TO WHAT YOU MAY

HAVE READ....
THE DATA STORE is still fully committed to Acorn.

There has never been a better time to invest in a new Acorn

computer, with new models, lower prices and the following
special offers for either educational or home/business

purchasers:

SCHOOLS!

If you are within 30 miles of our base in Bromley (Kent),
we provide FREE delivery and installation, plus

TWO HALF-DAY TRAINING SESSIONS FREE during the year
following purchase of any Acorn computer system.

Ifyou want the highest possible level of after-sales service and
support, our reputation is unbeatable.

Please phone for full details.

HOME USERS!

Take advantage of Acorn's 20:20 FINANCE SCHEME.
Buy a new computer system and spread the cost over

20 months with NO INTEREST TO PAY. Again, please phone
for full details (written details on request).

And we offer a huge rangeof ex-stock peripherals, add-ons and
software for all Acorn computers which you can see in our

comfortable showroom.

DON'T DEAL IN THE DARK! COME AND SEE THE LIGHT AT

THE DATA STORE
6 CHATTERTON ROAD. BROMLEY, KENT BR2 9QN

Tel: 0181 -460 8991 Fax: 0181 -313 0400

Email: sales@datstore.demon.co.uk

Acorn Centre of Technology
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In 1995 our
new baby
started to
ta/k...

spoon" OWQY Wth the
Yes! In 1996
TalkWritegot even better with:
I Support for digitised sound- add real speechor sound;

to your pictures for a true multimedia experience.
I Support for animated pictures - you can now

see the dish running awaywith the spoon.
I The ability to speak rebus symbols directly.

I Addpictures or text directly from Clickeror Switch Clicker.
And no increase in price!

RESOURCE, 51 High Street, Kegworth, DerbyDE74 2DA

Tel: (01509) 672222 Fax: (01509) 672267

Colour Printer
Ribbons & Reloads

Justtakethetop off,takeout theold ribbonand reloadit
witha newone.Pull instructions supplied.

Complete One Five
ribbon reload reload

Citizen Swift/ABC/224
Panasonic KXP2123/2124/2I80
Panasonic KXP2135

Star LC200 9 pin
Star I.C24-10/20/200
Seikosha SL95

Star LC24-30/LC240

£11.95 C6.99 £29.95

DJ.99 £6.99 £29.95
£6.99 £29.95

£5.99 £23.95
£6.99 £29.95

£14.95 £6.99 £29.95

£8.99 £4.95 £19.99

£9.99

£9.64

£9.64

Inkjet Refills
For:IIP DESKJET 500,510,520,550,500C, 550C,560C.
EPSONSTYLUS SIX), 1000.CANON BUBBLEJET BC-01,
BJ10E/EX/SX, BC02,BJ200, BJ130, BJ300, BJ330.
OLIVETTIJP150,250,350. CITIZEN PROJET.

6 RefillKit 120mlpure black £16.99
CANON BJC 600,BJC4000

20Refill Kit120ml pureblack £16.99
EPSON STYLUS four refills120ml pure black £16.99
TRICOLOUR REFILL KITS FOR I LP. DESKJET RANGE

CANON BJC600,BJC4000etc. 10Refills of Yellow,
Magenta &Cyan 180ml £24.99

EPSON STYLUS TRICOLOUR refills

Yellow, Magenta &Cyan 180ml £24.99
PrintHeadRecovery Fluidforunblocking nozzles £5.95
Important: Pleasestate typewhenordering.

Special Re-Ink
For Panasonic 1080/81,1124,1180,2123,2135, Star LC200 9
Pin,Epson1.Q100, Oki 182/390, Black bottlewill re-ink100
+ ribbons £9.95

Black Printer
Ribbon Reloads

Justtakethetopoff,lakeout theold
ribbon and reload it with a new one.
Citizen Swift/ABC/I20D 5 black
reloads £9.99
Star LC10/20/100 5 black reloads £4.99
StarLC24 Range 5black reloads ..£9.99
Seikosha 1900/2400/SL95 5 Hack
reloads £9.99
Epson FX80/LQ800 Range 5 black
reloads £11.99
Star LC24-30/LC2405 black
reloads £14.99

T-shirt Printing Ribbons
Prim0s ToPaper, Iron0\ T-Siiiri

4 Colour Citizen Swift/ABC/

240 £19.99

4 Colour Citizen Swift

(Reload) £9.99

4 Colour Star LC10 £10.99

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin £1299

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin

(Reload) £7.99

4 Colour Star LC200 24 Pin £19.99

4 Colour Star 24 Pin (Reload) £9.99

1 Colour Star LC10 £9.99

1 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin £9.99

1 Colour all Star 24 Pin £9.99

1Colour Epson FX80/LQ400/
MX80 £9.99

1ColourEpsonLX80. £9.99
1 Colour Panasonic KXP1080 ....£9.99

Wide range ofoilier ribbons available

All Prices include VATand Carriage
How to order: Enclosecheques/I'O made payable to

CARE PRODUCTS or use Access/Visa.

CARE PRODUCTS
Dept ACU, 15 Holland Gardens, Garston,

Watford, Herts, WD2 6JN.
Tel: 01923 894064 Fax: 01923 672102

^Sa



Right on cue
Why isn't there an A-levelsubject called 'Interesting Maths'? All we
got to do was hyperbolic trigonometry and differential equations,
a right load of hyperbolics if there was. Curlicues from Jonathan
Amery is exactly the sort of maths I think would come in interest
ing Maths', along with how to tell if a number is divisible by 11 (in
your head) and why not to play the lottery.

Curlicues are curves created by treating the fractional result of
an equation as an angle and plotting a series of lines of equal
length. Jonathan found out about these curves from the book

Another Fine Math You've

Got Me Into... by Ian Stew
art and wrote these

programs to produce
them.

Curlicues just draws
them on the screen to an

infinite number of lines

(or until you get bored).
CurliDRAW draws a speci
fied number of lines of the

curlicue and then creates

a Draw file from the data.

The operation of both
programs should be intuitive. The equation is in terms of X, and
when deciding on a line length bear in mind that the screen is 2 x
2 units. Each screen unit is (in theory) about four inches in Draw

file format.

The best way to deter
mine the Store Length in
CurliDRAW is to run

Curlicues first and keep
an eye on the number in
the top left hand corner
of the screen. If you
don't want to use Mode

29, or if you can't - it is a
multiscan RO3.10+ mode

- modify the second and
third lines in the

W-V

Star info

Dave Lawrence and

Dave Acton launch into a

new selection of weird and

wonderful programmettes

Author: Jonathan Amery

programs, or run the mode 12 versions in the Model2 directory.
The example patterns Arches, Bullring, The Bull and Loch Ness

from Another Fine Math... as well as Wonder which is one

Jonathan made up can be generated as follows:
Arches: XA(3/2)
Bullring: (XA3)/10O2
Loch Ness: (LN X)A4
The Bull: (XA3)/1013
Wonder: ((XA3)/23705)

Both programs work best in BASIC64 because of the error addi
tive effect of the algorithm so the FPU needs to be used. The Obey
files RunCurl and RunCurlDRA have been set up to automatically
load the BASIC64

module from the Sys
tem: Modules

directory and then
run the relevant pro
gram.

To restart the pro
gram press Escape;
pressing Escape twice
quits.

'•'

if
•v

-y
I^TjjJ

"Arches" - A curlicuegenerated

by the equation X*(3/2).
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A load of rubbish
Author: Roberto Casula

Here's a set of menus and associated pro
grams to add a trash can to Nick
Craig-Wood's Director. Since Nick pub
lished his excellent Desktop enhancement
tool, we've received a number of add-ons
and hope to carry the best of them when
ever space permits.

The trash can here was written by
Roberto Casula and makes good use of
Director's dynamic menu facilities. This is
the ability to attach a BASIC program (or
indeed one in any language) to a menu
option to construct the menu on the fly,

allowing menus to change dynamically
(hence the name). It also demonstrates
dragging files to Director icons.

Roberto has supplied a dummy '.Director
directory which contains two sub-directo
ries. The entire application can be safely
copied on top of an existing copy of Direc
tor; it will not do any harm unless you
happen to have written some commands to
do your own bitting. Once copied, you will
find an obey file called +Default within
'.Director.Menus. This should be merged
with your existing Default file or whatever

you have called your own main menu.
Reloading your menu will place a small red
Dalek on your icon bar; this is your bin.

To make use of the bin, instead of using
the filer menu to delete files, drag them to
the Dalek, sorry, bin. The files will be
deleted as expected, but they are also
copied into Bin directory newly created
within Director, giving you a chance to say:
'Oh my god I've just deleted all my work
but luckily I can fish it out of the bin.

Files, and indeed, whole directories, in
the bin are stored within subdirectories

named according to the date on which
they were 'deleted'. Clicking on the bin
opens directory containing all these days.
Menu options are provided for viewing
individual days, purging the bin (deleting
files for good) and searching for lost files.

Finally, an Adjust click on the icon
checks the number of day files stored in the
bin; when this reaches 77, the bin is full
and you'll have to remove one or more
days to make room for more files.

KB Si
Mom LJrt4 22:56 Men

The foggiest idea

Mouse-work

Author: Darren Northcott

By Darren Northcott's
own admission, Foglia2
is not his own work. It's

a rather nice spinning,
3D, ferny, fractally, er,
thing originally from
the Datastream PD

library. The problem
with the original version
was that it depended on
a fixed screen base

address. Darren has

fixed this problem to
work with any screen
memory configuration
and added mouse con

trol to vary the rotation
and mutation of the, er,
thing. Darren says he
doesn't know who the

wrote the program,
would anyone like to
claim responsibility?

This little ditty comes from Eddy Oland. We thought this sounded
too much like a pseudonym, so we fed it through our anagram
finder. It came up with Noddy Dale, Noel Daddy and Don Deadly.
Our sincere apologies, Eddy, for doubting your name

The program is a module which allows the mouse to be reversed
- it also allows four preset mouse steps and one user definable. It is
an interrupt program so it is available all the time it is loaded. The
number keypad is used to access it. Keys 8 and 2 give normal and
reverse movement, keys 1,3,7 and 9 give mouse steps of 2,4,6 and
8. Key 5 can be defined using *MStep n where n is the step
required.
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Decisions, decisions...
Author: David Llewellyn-Jones

Have trouble making decisions? Tired of sitting on the fence? Then
this stress-relieving, labour-saving, decision-making application is
for you. David Llewellyn-Jones is the brains behind Decide.

Simply install and click on the icon to bring up the decision win
dow. Enter a question with a yes/no answer and click on Process,or
press Return. The program will consider your question carefully,
displaying a 'neurone link pattern' as it goes. Finally, the answer
you need is displayed. Decide never changes its mind, so if you ask
the same question again, the result will remain the same. So don't
play any of those 'best of three' games here.

The program will only answer questions it can understand and
the default user can be changed by editing the Messages file. Inter
active help is supported, if the one button proves too much for you.

(p)X Decision

User.

Question:

Dave Acton

Do you always answer yes?

^^C^Jlffe^^j Process

Author: EddyOland

Control of the keypad is via the Numlock key; if this is off, all
the above keys will alter the mouse otherwise they produce the
normal responses.

Eddy says: 'I wrote this for Elite having found it nearly impossi
ble to shoot anything using the mouse and rear laser. The two
reversing keys, 2 and 8 are the same for Elite's forward and rear
views, so the next time you're being shot up the rear press keypad
2 and get your own back. I've also found the module useful in the
Desktop when I find I need finer control of the mouse in art pack
ages etc, but obviously 2 and 8 get used slightly less here than in
Elite.'



Moving Pictures
Mr RJ Cohn has been rather disappointed with Replay, but over the
last three months he's been able to do a little twiddling and discov
ered one or two things, so break open the Kia-Ora and Butterkist and
read on.

'The RISC OS manuals are sadly lacking in information about
Replay; luckily fairly good information can be found in the ARMovie
resourcedirectory. If you have VRAM on your Rise PC, the following
changes are beneficial:
• Using ARPlayer's Global Choices, set Interpolate on. This slows
things down ever so slightly on 25fps films but significantly
improves the quality.
• Forgetabout "Use colour in 16 colour modes". Replaydoesn't work
properly in 16 colours on an AKF60 and in other low-colour modes.
Quality in 256 greys is much less than would be expected.
• The big mode settings in IBoot.Choices.PreDesk.ARPlayer should be
changed as follows:

ARMovie$PrefBigMode X384y288cl6mex2ey2;x480y352cl6mex2ey2
;x480y352cl6mex0ey0

• Edit ARMovie.Boot (or use Movie setup...Extra Args) to include -
small after Set Alias$@RunType_AE7 Run <j\RMovie$Dir>.Player
%%*0. This doesn't make films look silly. After all, PlayBig is there
for when you want things to look bitty.

'Replay also supports Trajectories and Shapes, although little men
tion is made of how to use these with ARPlayer properly. On the

Back to Rubiks
'Had I written this 10 years ago', writes Robert Waters, 'when Rubik's
Cube was still in its heyday, it would probably have attracted much
more attention than it will now. But I didn't have the computer or
the solution 10 years ago, and besides I was only five.'

'Rubix is based on the book TheSimpleSolution to Rubik's Cubeby
James G Nourse. Selected moves are taken from Cube Games by Don
Taylor and Leanne Rylands.

'This fascinating puzzle was designed by Erno Rubik, an architect
and teacher in Budapest, Hungary. It was apparently designed inde
pendently by Terutoshi Ishige, an engineer in Japan.

'The Rubik's cube has 43,252,003,274,489,856,000 possible combi
nations; this program solves the cube every time by selecting up to 17
from just 181 different sequences. Asolution will be found, no matter
how much you have turned the faces,guaranteed to involve lessthan
150 face turns. If you input the colour sequence carefully, a few
times, and cannot get a solution, you (or somebody else) have proba
bly taken the cube apart or rearranged the
stickers. In this case, peel off all the stickers
and replace them so that they are all the
same colour on any one face.

'Load Rubix in the usual way, and click on
the icon bar icon. This will take you to a full
screen blank Rubik's Cube with the six

colours alongside and instructions at the top.
'Hold your cube as shown, with a corner

pointing towards you and a face on the top.
A square on the cube will be flashing black
and white; this is the highlighted square. Set
the colour of the flashing square to match
your cube by clicking on one of the six
coloured panels on the right. Repeat for each square on the face. If
you make a mistake, click on Remove Square to go back a square.

'After completing a face, click OK to continue or Remove Square to
go back. When you have completed the visible portion, the cube will
rotate slowly, in fact very slowly, since I can't do machine code. If
you tend to fall asleep at this point, you can select Fast Rotation from
the main menu. A new, blank face will come into view - rotate your
cube correspondingly and continue. (If you find using the mouse

Star info

Author: Mr R J Cohn

cover disc is a dummy ARMovie. Copying this to the real ARMovie
creates the following:
• Inside Shapes: the directories Film Rolls, Reflection, Rotations,Scale
Up, Splits, XAnim, Zoom Up and Shadows. The Zoom Up and Scale
Up are replacements for the Acorn progs. Film Rolls is sub-divided
into Broad, Normal and Tall.

• Inside Tools: the directories Reflect, Rotate, Scale/Zoom, Split,
XAnim, Shadows. It will also copy the files inside of these directories.
Note: Make Scale and Make Zoom are enhanced versions of the

Acorn programs supplied with Replay.
'The programs inside tools create various rotations and flips. Allact

on 192144 films except 45°, which acts on 160128 films (an example
of which is LionFish) less one line. Some arc commented far more
extensively than others. It would be nice to create a 45° version of a
192144 film, but unfortunately this would involve writing more than
255 pixels in a simple loop.

I have tried to split the horizontal lines written into two parts but
without much success; Replay is very picky and gives no indication
of why a shape file doesn't work. Using shapes means that Interpola
tion isn't used. This produces lower quality output. However, the
simple flips and rotations (bar 45°) could use interpolation before
output was place on the screen. Perhaps someone could write some
code to take each interpolated frame and transform it before output.
Maybe it could even use Sprite SWIs to perform awkward rotations.

Author: Robert Waters

Remove Square.)
'When you have entered the last colour there will be a pause, and

then you are returned to the Desktop. A window will have opened,
containing a picture of the cube, and a strange sequence of letters
and symbols alongside. Believe it or not, this is the solution. Clicking
Adjust on the icon bar icon opens the Solution window.

'The solution consists of a string of letters each followed by a sym
bol (+ - or 2). Each letter-symbol pair represents a single turn of a
face. The letter represents a face: L (left), T (top), F (front) R (right), B
(bottom, not back) and P (posterior, i.e. back). The three symbols rep
resent:

+ : 90 degrees (one quarter turn) clockwise rotation. Faces are rotated
clockwise as if the face in question is facing you. The six clockwise
turns are shown in figure 1. Take careful note now, and whenever
you useRubix, which way clockwise is for each face.
-: 90 degrees (one quarter turn) anticlockwise rotation. This is simply

a turn in the opposite direction to that for a
clockwise rotation.

2 :180 degrees (one half turn) rotation.
'So, for example "L+R-F+B2" means turn

left face 90 degrees clockwise, turn right face
90 degrees anticlockwise turn front face 90
degrees clockwise then turn bottom face 180
degrees.

'The notation described above was

designed by James G Nourse, An alternative,
used frequently in Scientific American, was
designed by David Singmaster. If preferred,
select Singmaster from the Notation sub
menu. It is perhaps more common, but in

my opinion not as plain. It works as above, except U = top (up) face,
D = bottom (down) face, B = posterior (back) face, •' = half turn, ' =
anticlockwise quarter turn. A letter on its own represents a clockwise
quarter turn.

'The six colours on the faces of a Rubik's Cube are usually red,
green, yellow, blue, white and orange. Selecting Palette From File
allows the six colours to be defined by colours 1-6 in the file
IRubix.'.Help.docs.'.Palette. Edit with Palette to match your cube's

slow, press 1-6 to enter the colour, Enter/Return for OK, and Delete to colours and re-save.'
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Bar code Author: Phil Norman

Last year, the cover disc featured a soundtracker player called
Queue The Music (QTM). This could play all sorts of formats of
sound tracker files and came complete with a handful of utilities
that could display oscilloscopes and level meters and so on.

Phil Norman has sent us an update to one of the QTM accom
paniments - VUBars2. To see it in action, load the QTM tracker
module and start a tune playing. Now run Phil's prog. It works in
Mode 13 and is mainly ARM-codedfor speed.

Also check out the Public Domain page for even more useful
front ends for QTM.

Taking to task

Space Ace Author: Justin Fletcher

The first of two utility from ace patcher Justin Fletcher. This little
offering allows you to enter spaces in filenames. These are then
magically converted into hard spaces (which, as you know, can be
typed with Alt-Space) before a file is saved.

To install the patch, which takes the form of a module, click on
ISpaceFile. The module simply installs a filter which looks out for
DataSaveevents and swaps characters accordingly.

To re-assemble the patch module, click on '.Create inside the
application directory. You have the option of getting the patch to
swap underlines for hard spaces too.

Author: Justin Fletcher

Patch two from Justin Fletcher provides a
task killer for pre Rise PC machines. Install
by double-clicking on TaskKill - this
installs the TaskKiller module which does

the patch.
'Sometimes tasks get out of hand and

need to be put down without resetting the
computer. On the Rise PC, this is easy; just
press Alt-Break.

However, on earlier machines this can
not be done and an application which has
hung needs to have the plug pulled by
Ctrl-Break - rather drastic'

TaskKill provides a better solution, with
out resorting to resetting the machine. The
keys used are:
RISC OS 3.11: press RH Alt-Break to kill
the current task.

RISC OS 3.00: press RH Alt-Scroll Lock to
kill the current task.

On cither: press RH Alt-Esc to generate
error; press RH Alt-Keypad * to start a com
mand prompt.

Justin recommends that you try using
the 'generate error' key first - this will exit
most tasks. If this fails, try killing the task

proper. Both keys should be looked upon
as 'last resorts' and not the recommended

way of exiting applications. Having suc
cessfully stopped a task, save any unsaved
data and reboot if possible.

Never use this when the Desktop is
working normally - random tasks will
quit.

The 'command prompt key can be used
from anywhere except in the Desktop
(where you don't need it). Don't use any *
commands that may affect the top level
application.

PC Keys
If like me you have to use Arc and PC keyboards during the day,
you'll be well aware of the annoying little differences between
them. In particular, the Delete and End keys cause no end of
strife, and it can take some time to readjust with each change of
machine.

To the rescue comes Colin McEwan with a small and effective

module, PCKeys. When installed, this simply makes the keys in
question behave as they do on PCs.

If you want to install the module permanently, copy it into
the PreDesk or Tasks directory in IBoot.Choices.Boot or include

All programs, largeor small, hints, tips
L J and anything else you fancy sending

us are most welcome. Post them to:

*INF0, Acom User, IDG Media,

Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or, if yoursubmission is 100K or less, e-mail us(including yourreal
address please)at:

starinfo@idg.co.uk

You needn't include a letterbut do please put yourname, address and
program title onevery disc and include atext file containing at least yourj
name, address, disc contents and program details. An SAEwill ensure
your discs are returnedand any other instructions, diagrams, saved
screens etc are muchappreciated. If you have submitted your program
anywhere else, please let us know.
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Author: Colin McEwan

an RMLoad in your '.Boot file. Rise OS 3 is required for this
patch.

The program uses a filter to intercept WIMP key presses. The
matter is made slightly more complicated because there are two
keys on the 'normal' Arc keyboard which can be used to delete
left - Deleteand Backspace. Therefore, a further bit of intercep
tion - in the shape of the key pressed event - must be done to
register which key actually caused the deletion so the correct
replacement can be performed. By the way, just RMKill the
module to reset the keyboard.

Compatibility table
Program RISC OS 2 RISC OS 3.1 RISC OS 3.5+

Curlicues Yes1 Yes Yes

Director patch2 No Yes Yes

ARMovie No Yes Yes

SpaceFile No Yes Yes

TaskKill No Yes Yes3

Decide No Yes Yes

VUBars24 Yes Yes Yes

Foglia2 Yes Yes Yes

RevMouse Yes Yes Yes

Rubix Yes Yes Yes

1 Run the Mode 12 versions.

2 Needs Director from the October 1995 disc.

3Runs, but isn't necessary on RISC OS 3.5+.

4Needs QTM to run.



DALRIADA DATA TECHNOLOGY

To celebrate our move to

Warwick, these prices
apply until 31st March

Other discounts can't

be used in conjunction
with these special prices.

"Possibly an essential purchase"
"I would recommend this package to anyone'

- TablcMatc 2 & 3 Reviews, Archive May 95/Fcb. 96

Single User - £32-50; Single User Upgrade from Style or
Publisher - £17-50. (Save £2!)

Diagrams of all sorts - in a flash!

Single User - £45. TableMate 3 User - £40. (Save £5!)

Grap
Presentation graphics without tears.

Single User - £40. TableMate 3 User - £35. (Save £5!)

74 Greville Road, WARWICK, CV34 5PJ. Tel. 01926 492459

SOME OF THE CD'S AVAILABLE FROM

OUR FAST GROWING RANGE
CD6 Over 1000 mainly photos in GIFformat covering Animals, Bikes, Cars, Flowers, Lingerie, Misc. Nature,

People, Places, Planes, Ships, Swimsuits, Trains 9.99

CD7 1150 mainly photos in GIF format. Animals, Bikes, Birds, Cars, Fish, Flowers, Nature, Places, Planes,
Scenes, Transport * many ulils for PC 9.99

CDS 1400* photos in GIF format, mainly women, Supermodels, Celebrities, Glamour 9.99

CD9 1000+clipari &photos in GIFlormat covering many subjects + over 900 PC utils and drawing
packages - GREAT VALUE 14.99

CD19 400* GIF formal photos from Space. Some great shots ofEarth and the Shuttle * many PC programmes
and Star Charts. 12.99

CD43 4600 Clipari In GIF lormat, 400* textures In IFF format, Animations in AVIS FLI format, and many utils
tor the PC 19.99

ALL THE ABOVE CD'S CAN BE RUN ON A STANDARD ACORN, RISC OS 3+
USING /CHANGE FSI OR {TRANSLATOR TO CONVERT THE GRAPHICS

CDS FOR PC CARDED ACORNS

CDI5 A history ol US space exploration, wilh mission and crew facts, photos & video clips 14.99

CD23 1000's ol Adventure. Casino, Text & Educational games for 3+years 9.99

CD2S 2000* Programmes Inc. 3D graph, CAD, Comms, Databases, Drawing, Educational, Finance, Health,
Math3, Security, Sound, Utils, Word Processing etc 9.99

CD37 300* games plus nearly 3000 otherprogrammes GREAT VALUE 6.99

CD40 600* games, TO*utils, and 950 Joke tiles readable in lEdit - worth it tor these files alone 6.99

CDS2 3000 games. Arcade, Board, Card, Gambling, Golf, nearly 400 joke files, Sim City, Startreck etc. 9.99

CD53 4000* tiles. Antivirus, Archivcrs, BBS, Blankers, Business, Clipart, Database, Education, Graphics,
Morphing. Music, Spreadsheets etc. GREAT VALUE 9.99

Ol 924 2-7251 1
25, TOWNOATE * OSSETT * WAKEFIELD * Wl~2 OLP * TEL; 01924 272511

OI'l-N 'Jam- Spin MONDAY lo SATURDAY
P&Pany order only £1.50

Cheques &Postal Ordors mado payable lo 'TOWNGATE TOYS'
Choquos under £10 willattract a £1 loo lo cover bank charges.

Pari €xchar\gc lo
RiscPCPrices of nCUl

Rise PC600 and 700

Rise PC600 £ 1148.00
ANb RAM 425Vb HD.R0 3.6

Rise PC700 5M £1360.00
Attb RAM 425Wb (ID.1MbVRAM

Rise PC700 I0M £1692.00
8Mb RAM 850Mb HD,2Mb VRAM

17 monitor option add £ 325.00

CDR0M Drive add £ 111.00

Typical Trade in
Allowances

A3000 £ 125

A440/I £225

A4000 £300

A5000 £425

PC600 / AKF60 £700

AKFH/I2/I7/40 £ 50
AKFI8 £ 75

Subject to change
Collection and delivery £30.00

SimiT\s for RiscPC
exchange 4Mb to 8Mb - £90.00

exchange 4Mb to 16Mb - £245.00
exchange 8MB to 16Mb- £195.00
exchanges to 32Mb also available

additional 4Mb - £85.00

additional 8Mb - £145.00

additional 16Mb - £295.00

AJS Computers
SI Heath Drive

Chelmsford Essex CMz oHE
tel OI245 345263

fax 01245 345233
email afscomps.demon.co.ult

all prices plus vat mid carriage

Hard Disk Exchanges

For A5000 and A4000.

40 or 80Mb to 210 Mb - £ 69.00

40 or 80Mb to 425 Mb - £ 139.00

for A3020

60Mb to 200 Mb - £99.00

for RlscPC600

210Mb to 425Mb - £ 109.00

for RiscPC700

*** 425Mb - 850Mb - £ 79.00 ***

Software transferred free.

Resource Discs

TextEase Resource Disc^^ NEW £12
Impression Publisher Resource Disc £12
Impression Style ResbMrceyDisc £12
Ovation Resource Disc^cy v^ 31u
Avery Label Templates^o^biu^r,
Artworks Resource Disc

Draw Clip Art Collections
P^^ptldtng-fl^^Ui
'P^J?hJWagazine,Set.|idisck
Primary Teachers (?l(p|A
Map Set UK-Europe- v)g[
Greeks & Romans |
Anglo-Saxons &Vil
The Normans with ciiafwe?
World War One with weyvi
World Animals j
19th Century Britain^ cieWwUiide
Earth & the Solar System, withciearviewguid?
Rockets &Space Travel^
Story of Flight I
Military Aircraft mM
Applications
ClearVieW2 hypertexUmulti-rntkrt^ai^oringsyslgm]
DRAW_Changer DrawmifytM&t-^^

.95

.95

.95

.52

.34

.52

£39.

£25.

Send for the Free brochure of clip art and multi-media resources
All prices include VAT. Add £1 postage to all orders

ITO5H Brochure at-http://www.zynet.co.uk/decdata/ SsiGS HotHPB
Dep AU3, PO Box 97, Exeter, EX4 4YA Phone/Fax 01392 221702
for Australia - KidsRam 241 Hawkesbury Road, Winmalee, 2777 NSW Phone 047 544344



Free Ads
• A3000 LC, 2Mb RAM, RISC OS 3.1, stereo
colour monitor, 120Mb 111) (over 20Mb PD

installed), videodigitiser,joystick, prossys
tem bousing + plinth. £425. Tel: (01628)
31072.

• Acorn A3000 LearningCurve, 2MBRAM,
20Mb Ext. Ill) (doubled to 40Mb), Ext. 2nd
3.5 ED, Min stereo colour monitor, PRESS
stand. £380ono. Tel: (01952)581790.

• For sale. 50 x 3.5in disks 10.(K) includes

labels. Tel: Matthew on 0181-523 8058

(daytime) or 0973301882 (evenings).

• Easiwriter Professional, version 3.16 with

manuals, £85. Acorn Advance, version 1,
£35. MacFS Light, version 1.04, £30. Prices
incl. postage and packaging. Phone 0131-
447 8624.

• Style + Loaders + Savers, Euclid 2,
Interdictor 2 + Olympics, lots of PI) + cover
discs, £65 ono. Monochrome hand scanner

(external podule), £50 ono. £100 for every
thing. Phone: 0151-520 6700.

• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 250Mb IID, RISC OS
3.1, Multisync monitor AKF18, £650 ono.
Vision 24 digitiser (colour), £50. LC
Scanlight 256, £90. Cumana Oscar CD-
ROM drive, £100. Impression Style, £50.
Tel: Oxford 326641.

• Acorn A3000, with Acorn colour moni

tor. Upgraded to: 4Mb RAM, RISC OS 3.10,
40Mb hard drive, also serial upgrade.
Complete with manuals and RISC OS 3
Apps discs, £350 ono. Tel: (01296) 714280.

• A3000, RISC OS 3.1, 4Mb RAM, 30Mb
hard disc; Serial port, Philips CM8833-II
monitor. All boxed, with manuals etc,
£400. 9 pin Epson printer, £60. Genesis II,
£50. 'File Handling for All' book, £5. Tel:
(01908) 616935(after 5pm and weekends).

• BBC B Watford DIS. Wordwise,
Viewstore lleebcalc, disc drive, colour mon

itor, excellent condition, 80+discs (games,
educational, languages), many books, and
more. Tel: Norman 018i-950 4973
(evenings).

• Amstrad DMP 2000 9-pin dot matrix
printer plus manual, excellent condition,
£35. Ring 0181-579 2652 (daytime) or
(01494) 875492after 7pm.

• A3000 4Mb, 330Mb 111), OS 3.1, ARM 3,
Multisync monitor, HP500C printer with
new cartridges, all manuals, much soft
ware, £720 ovno. Tel: (01978) 751673.

• 120Mb ICS internal hard drive for

A3000/3010/3020. IDE interface, as new,
no defects. RRP: £217, sale price: £100.Tel:
Thomas 0973 718532 or email:

t.daly@ucl.ac.uk.

• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 170Mb IDE Hard Disc,
14in Multiscan monitor and loads of soft

ware, £600 ono. Tel: (01703) 364597.

• Rise PC 600, AKF 60, 4Mb RAM, 1MB
VRAM, 210Mb HD, CD-ROM, plus manuals
and Acorn Advance. Hardly used. £900
ono. Tel: (01460) 74302.

• A3000, ARE12 monitor, 4Mb RAM, 46Mb
SCSI hard disc, manuals, First Word Plus,
PC Emulator, £550 ono, buyer collects, lei:
(01252) 593502.

• For Sale: Hero Quest, Fun School 2, under
6s.£5 each.WimpGame,Powerband, Drop
Ship, £7.50 each. All plus carriage. Tel:
James on (01252) 593502.

• 33MHz Rise PC 600, 4Mb + 2Mb VRAM,

425Mb HD, Quad speed CD-ROM drive, 16-
Bit Sound, AKF85 17in monitor, PC 486
card, 4 months old. Student needs money!
Cost over £2100, accept £1850 ono. Tel:
Malcolm on 0161-224 1177 (Room 2/13)

• A420/1, 50Mb hard disc, 4Mb RAM, Rise-
OS3.10, Acorncolour monitor plus various
games and applications. Good condition.
£250 ono. Tel: (01223) 812503.

• Rise PC 600, 17in AKF 85, 8Mb RAM,
2MB VRAM, 420Mb HI), CD-ROM, manu
als, not used - genuine reason for sale. Must
go! £1500 ono. Tel: (01746)765732.

• Wanted: 4 to 8Mb upgrade for A5000.
Phone (01703)464248 (evenings).

• Wanted: Cassette games for the Acorn
Electron plus details of shops I can buy
them from. Tel: Steve (01452) 531058.

• Games! Pandora's Box, £8, Carnage Inc,
Demon's Lair, £12, Haunted House, Break
147/Superpool, Birds of War, Real McCoy
3, Magnetic Scrolls collection, £15. All
boxed, as new. Tel: (01629) 732553.

• For sale: Saloon cars deluxe, £14, Saloon
cars deluxe extra courses, £6, Cataclysm,
£6, Pandora's Box, £8, X-fire, £5. Tel:
Matthew after 5pm (01993) 830374.

• A5000, 405Mb HD, 4Mb Multisync,
Publisher, Genesis, Pro Poster, PC
Emulator, 600 Fonts, vast PD, £825. Tel:
(01424) 719569 or (01271) 850355.

• Acorn A3010, 2Mb RAM, 170Mb HD, 2
game pads, sound sampler, lots of software.
All boxed in ex. condition. £350 ono. Tel:

(01326)318022.

• A5000, 4Mb RAM 80Mb Hard Drive, RISC
OS 3.1,Multisync monitor, 3.5 &5.25 flop
py drives, PC Emulator, lots of software,
excellent condition, boxed & manuals.
£650. Tel: (01892) 853515 (Kent).

• Acorn magazines - Acorn Computing (32
issuesplus 37 disks), ArchimedesWorld (37
issues plus 59 disks). Offers. Tel: (01404)
850755.

• For sale: Swiv, £5. Cannon Fodder, £15.
Dune, £15. Will swap. Tel: William (01228)
70120between 4.30pm and 10pm.

• A5000, 4MRAM, 160MHD, monitor.
Software(original discs, manuals):
Impression Publisher, Pipedream4,
Personal Accounts3, Lemmings 1+2, Lotus
Turbo, Populous, Bridge + many more.
£650 the lot. Tel: (01926) 817389 (Warks).

• Wanted: The Archimedes games writers
manual'. Price open to negotiation. Tel:
(01776)703138.

• Acorn A4000, recently upgraded to 4Mb
of RAM, 80Mb hard drive, fast ARM250
processor, excellent condition, £500 ono.
Tel: (01525) 861050 after 4pm , or week
ends.

• Rise PC600, 5Mb,210HD, CD-ROM, gen
uinely as new, all manuals, boxes, etc.
£1000. Includes Sim City 2000, Burn Out.
Tel: (01905) 22865.

• Fully specified mutimedia 10Mb Rise PC
600 including CD-ROM drive, 16 bit sound
and 486 PCcard. Plenty of quality software
on disc and CD-ROM, £1500 ono. Tel:
(01909) 515507 (South Yorkshire).

• 440/1, ScanLight Plus with motorised
drive, Laser Direct Printer, manuals and
software, £750. Tel: 0181-653 6075.

Acorn User Free Ads Service
Why not take advantageof our free readerad service? Fill in yourdetailson thiscoupon (25 wordsmaximum,
one word per boxbelow)and send it to FreeAds, Acorn User, IDG MediaLtd, Media House,AdlingtonPark,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP. Only one ad per reader, please.Although we try to publish everyad we receive, we
can makeno guarantees; publication isentirelydependent on spaceand timeconstraints. We may also publish
free ads on the coverdiscif magazinespace is short. Pleasefill in your name and telephone number below:
these willnot be published, but they enable us to contact you in caseof any queries.
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• 4Mb upgrade for A310,perfect condition,
£40 ono. Midi board for A310, £15. Tel:
(01246) 557946.

• Archimedes software for sale. Personal

Accounts version 3, £10, Home Accounts,
£7, Minerva business accounts - sales and

purchase ledger, £10 each, Multistore data
base manager, £10, Phototouch, £10,
Magnatoids, £7, Real time solid modeller,
£7. All with original manuals. Tel: (01246)
557946.

• Roland SC-55 sound module. Mint condi

tion, complete with box and manuals.
£250+, offers welcome. Ideal for Sibelius7

and PC card. Call James for details (01225)
833569.

• BBC View WP ROM + manuals, £20.
Archi to BBC serial link for transferring old
sofware, £9. Micro User mags, Feb 91 to
July 92, £5. Tel: (01580) 752929.

• Free Atari 800XL, 33 games + joysticks
with purchase of Acorn RISC OS 3.0 with
Art Pack, Lemmings, Flashback and other
games, £200. Tel: (01827) 282187 -
Tamworth area.

• All for an A4000. 80Mb hard drive, £40.
486, 4Mb PC card, £120. Cumana Oscar
Parallel port CD-ROM, £100. Tel: 0121-311
0318.

• A3010 2Mb 60Mb HI), joystick, many
games including Flashback, Crystal Maze,
Magic Pockets, Lemmings, Kid Pix and
some educational games, £150. Tel: (01438)
725641.

• A3000 Learning Curve, 2Mb RAM, colour
monitor and stand, Genesis, 1st Word plus,
all manuals, RISC OS 3.1, PC Emulator.
£300. Tel: (01703) 735284.

• Games for sale from £3 to £30. Cumana

300i Dualspeed for Rise PC,complete kit,
£110. Deltacat joystick with mouse splitter,
£10. Tel: (01386)49732after 5pm.

• Acorn A5000, 4Mb, 105Mb HI), Acorn

AKF18 monitor, PC Emulator, Junior
Impression, top games inc. Big Bang etc.
All for £650 ono. Tel: 00-353-1 8479914

(Dublin).

• Programmers Reference Manuals, RISC
OS 3, with Style Guide and Index, all
boxed and unused, excellent condition.
£58 inc postage. Tel: (01257) 423824.

• A310 Motherboard dead! Offers or swap
for Rise PC upgrades, Laser Direct printer
and card, monitor, 2Mb A310 for spares.
Tel: Nottingham 0115-972 3055.

• A3010, 2Mb RAM, 80Mb HI), monitor,

colour printer, MIDI + sampler, lots of soft
ware. £350 ovno, selling due to system
upgrde. Tel: (01733) 330153.

• A40OO, 4Mb memory, HD and monitor,
complete with home office suite and
games. £750/offers. Tel: (01565) 755708.

• For sale. 100 5.25in high density discs,
£7.50 inc p&p. Phone Matthew on 0973
301882 (evenings) or 0181-523 8058 (office
hours).

• For sale. 100 3.Sin high density discs,
£10.00 inc p&p. Phone Matthew on 0973
301882 (evenings) or 0181-523 8058 (office
hours).

• Unopened box of Acorn Advance, all in
one software package, contains word
processor, spreadsheet, database and graph.
Unwanted gift. £80.00.Tel:0115-9665060.



SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
EDUCATION STATISTICS MULTIMEDIA

Xavier Software for
Dyslexia / Literacy skills Statistics with

Graphics
1st, IstJr, and 1stL leadthe way.

Our ESTABLISHED products cover
levels Irom school (GCSE) to advanced research.

Ubgrade paths, Sitelicences and Loan copiesare allavailable

The Acorn RISC-OS CD-ROM User Group

£32.50 Join offer
GIVES YOU 1 Years subscription &
PDCD-1 (Issue2) with manual.
Contains over 800 Megabytes
of "Archived RISC-OS material.

Educational, Music. Classic Demo's
Graphics, 2000+ClipArt. Draw/Sprite,

Acorn Pocket Book, Literature, Games
Many programmes suitable for Schools

The CD-ROM contains somethinglor everyone.

For Trial News/Catalogue Disk •Send 2First Class Stamps to:-
CD Circle PO Box 332 Bristol BS99 7XL

Widerange ofspecialist programs, available on
28 day approval. Digitised speech throughout.
See review in Acorn User Dec. 95 or CDROM

January 96. Illustratedcatalogue from :
Xavier Educational Software Ltd,

Psychology Dept. UniversityCollege of Wales.Bangor.Gwynedd
LL57 2DG Tel: 01248-382616 Fax: 01248-382599

http://www.psych.bangor.ac.uk/deptpsych/xavier/
email: pss005@bangor.ac.uk k-.. 1

(^ Serious Statistical Software, Lynwood,
Benty Heath Lane, Willuston, South Wirral

L641SD Tel 0151 327 4268

GRAPHICS UTILITIES BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Dixon fir Dixon
35 Rokeby Drive. Kenlon

Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 4JY

0191 2853042 North East'X'corn Dealer

Textile Transfer Paper
Truly Remarkable and Revolutionary

Print it - Iron it - Wear it
4Sheets A4 30 Sheets A4 100 Sheets
£8 £44 £140

Hobby Kit - includes 2T-Shirts and 4Transfer sheets 12.9^
MouseMat Kit - Your favourite Pin-Up to stare at 5.99

Refill your inkjet with UVLR ink
No Fade Ultra Violet Light Resistant ALL COLOURS

3 Refills (60 ml) for 18.80 inc VAT & postage

FLUSH SOLUTION (why not change your cartridge colour)
Flush out the old refill with new £5.00 inc VAT & postage

TWIN REFILLS FOR ALL INKJETS FROM 11.98
Cartridges for JP150's £19.96

IMPRESSIVE
The essential toolbar for Impression

Impressive is a tool bar for use with Style, Publisher or
Publisher Plus and makes them even easier to use.
It allows you to quickly and easily perform many of
Impression's functions at the click of an icon!

For example, create forms, embed graphics, alter repel,
group or ungroup, make items coloured or transparent at
the click of an icon.

Over fiily functions are included with over 200 predefined
CMYK colours to colour your frames (with Publisher).

Impressive costs only £14.95 plus £1.00 P&P. No VAT.

KEYSTROKE V4
Still the most powerful program ever written

Now going into its fourth year, the ultimate macro maker for
the Acorn Platform is now even more powerful that ever
before!

With over sixty functions Keystrokeoffers unrivalled icon
based programming power to allow you to control your pro
gram and customise your desktop the way you want.
Keystroke makes programs work together in a controlled
and interactive way so that they become more powerful and
easier to use.

• You'll wonder how you ever managed without it *

Keystroke V4 costs only £34.95 plus £1.00 P&P. No VAT.

FLYPRINT

DEAD CERT
KEYBOARD EMULATOR

£ 19.97

£ 19.00
£ 9.99

Prices inc VAT £1 postage UK mainland
Impressive &Keystroke require RISC OS 3.1 or better.
Quantum Software at 35 Pinewood Park, Livingston, EH54
8NN, Scotland Tel/Fax: 01506411162

• Arctums £10, Birds War £10, Blowpipe
£5, Chocks + Extra Missions £15, Enter

Realm £5, E-Type Comp £5, Gods £5,
Simon Sorceror £15, Stunt Racer £15, SW1V

£5. Phone Jon on 0181-393 8379.

• A3000 LC, ARM3, RISC OS 3.1, 4Mb
RAM, new 210Mb IDE HI), I'RES housing
With provision for internal IDE CD-ROM
drive, serial port, good software inc PC
Emulator vl.8 + DR DOS 6, manuals and

boxes. One owner. Sensible offers please to
0115-960 5718.

• Acorn Rise PC, 2 slice, 8Mb RAM, 2Mb

VRAM, SCSI 2 card, CD-ROM, Photodesk,

Publisher +, Artworks and more. £1600.

Tel: (01900) 814602.

• Archimedes 410, twin 3.5in drives, RISC

OS, Phillips monitor, Voltmace joystick,
Centronics printer + 7.88 Laptop, all manu
als + discs, Pipedream and assorted games.
£400. Tel: (01959) 573618.

• Rise PC 600, 4 + 2Mb (VRAM), AKF60
monitor, 210Mb hard drive, Ctiinana CD-

ROM drive, stereo speakers, plenty of soft
ware, Resources, games and mags. £1100
ono. Tel: Galashiels (01896) 751490.

• Wanted: PC card for A400O/A3020 386 or

486. lor sale: A3000 R02 1Mb, £50. Tel:
WSM (01934) 5146

• A3000 2Mb OS3.11 colour monitor,

205Mb SCSI HD, £325. External SCSI CD-

ROM £135. £425 everything. Phone Jason
(0113) 230 4906 weekends flat 2.12 or e-

mail mus5jgri@electeng.leeds.ac.uk.

• DrawBender £5; Back issue magazine

coverdiscs from 1991 onwards

(AU,AW,AC/MU) £1 each; Rise User discs

£3 eacli (Jul '95 onwards); Almanac 3 (full

packaged version) £offcrs£. Contact Jon
(01823) 680111 or email

aylwinjC" richuisli.ac.uk.

• Acorn Pocketbook with Schedule SSD.

Both immaculate and boxed. £100 ovno or

consider swap for Sibelius 6 v3. Phone
Mark (01223) 574784 eve. E-mail

micl000@cam.ac.uk

• Rise PC, Arm710, 425Mb HD, 8Mb RAM,

1Mb VRAM,486 Card, Acorn high-res mon

itor, various software Excellent condition,

Still under warranty, £1525 ono Tel:
(01661) 825161 or e-mail

ango@argonet.co.uk

• Wanted by student, any
Acorn/Archimedes with RISC OS 3, moni

tor and HD drive. Any reasonable price
considered. Call Jon (01323) 721091 any
time.

• A3010, 2Mb, 120Mb HD, VGA monitor,

some games, loads of PD. Complete with
original box, software & manuals, £490
ono. Tel (0402) 120068 or e-mail shu-

jackgfe'rdg.ac.uk.

• Microvitec Cubscan 1440 14in multiscan

monitor for sale. 3 yr old. £100. Tel: 0115-
923 1134 evenings.

• A410/1 with 4Mb RAM, 40Mb HD, RISC

OS 3.1, multisync monitor, PC emulator.
Lots of extras. First sensible offer secures.

Tel. (01342) 844673 (Surrey).

• For Sale. Computer Concepts FaxPack,
CoIourCard, Wild Vision Hawk V9 Mk2

Colour Digitiser and Morley 16bit SCSI
interface. Best offers taken. Phone 0973

560604 or 0117 922 9723.

• A3000 4Mb RISC OS 3.1, Midi I/O card,
Acorn monitor and stand. £200 collect or

pay delivery. Phone Stevenage (01438)
365564 evenings or email:
crbell@argonetco.uk.

• A440/1, 4Mb RAM, 47Mb HDD, RISC OS

3.1, AKF30 Stereo Monitor, User port,
Analogue port, 1MHz Bus, Watford Hand
Scanner, Impression Junior, Interdictor,
Asylum, Elite, PD. £400. Tel: 01661
825984.

DSL SUPPLIES

SPECIAL OFFERS!

OFFARMOC/C/
gtybftser£22,75 Saw£12.25/

10Mser £90.35 Saw £48.65/

35%0FFSQ6(/RRG./
gtyte. fair£90.35 Saw £18,65/
10Uset- £361.40 Saw £194.60/

All prices exclude post ck packing

DSL SUPPLIES
St Margaret's Lane
FAREHAM

Hants P014 4BQ

Tel/Fax 01329 841600 Squirrel

• RiscPC 600, 16Mb DRAM, 2Mb VRAM,

430Mb HD, Cumana 300iA CD-ROM,16 bit

sound, 17in multiscan monitor, Acorn

33MHz486PC Windows 3.11, 2 years war
ranty, £1790 ono. Tel (01934)863248 eve.

• Impression Publisher (Computer
Concepts) software package, unused and
unregistered. £95. Phone (01405) 764598,
after 6.00 p.m.

• Eagle M2 Multimedia card £250 (includ
ing Audioworks, software and manuals);
Acorn CD-ROM version of Dune 2, £25;

Keystroke version 3 £12; Clares ProArt2
£50; Clares Compo (latest release version
1.02) including Virtualise £80; Acorn
210Mb Hard disc drive £80, Revelation

lmagePro24 £25; Oak Archimedes Basic
Compiler £30. All software with full origi
nal documentation. Contact Pete on

(01663) 733027.

• Wanted. Original Acorn TELETEXT
adapter + cables and software for BBC
Micro. Please call Paul 0171-202 3309.

• Epson GT6500 A4, colour, flatbed scan
ner with Irlam Prol-Mage software, parallel
connection. Hardly used - £420. Cannon
BJ200 printer £120. Ring (01279) 871685
evenings.
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SURRE

S CaIancraft Ltd.
THE COMPLETE ACORN DEALER ™™£?

• Showroom open 9.00 - 5.30 six days and to 8.00 on Thursday.
• Acorn range on display, and full demonstrations given.
• Lots of programs, games and education software for you to try.
• Full service and repair facilities.
• Acom Approved Education Agent, Network Dealer and

Training Centre.

"Vcuj helpful people"
with a 12 year longreputation forexceptionalservice and support.

Easy parking. .^^^
96 High Road, Byfleet,

Surrey KT14 7QT

Tel: (01932) 342137 Fax: (01932) 336435

WESTYORKSHI

THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE For the best service in Yorkshire
Cwe think')

CALL US! for A3010, A3020, A40oo,A7iioo,
RiscPC, A4 Portable 0 PoeUe.t Booh

Visit our Showroom
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Mon, Tues, Weds, Sat.

9.30 to 7.30 Thurs & Fri.

Davyn Computer Services AcornS Technology Centre
Printers. Ribbons. InkCartridges, Refills , °»iges. Refill.
ExpertAdvice &AfterSales Service
Mail Order Master Card. Visa. Snitch
Ringfor Prices
Sen ice & Repair to all Equipment
Full RangeofAcorn Hardware& Software M"*)*""*1*)
tWe operate the Acorn Finance Schemes) „,'Xr^^„
Full Range of Educational Software
in Stock & on Demo

Tel. 01924 254800

Fax. 01924 258036

WE ARE HERE
The 'Workshop'
off Princess Street

Sandal

Wakelleld

WF1 5NY

Pocket Book (RISC PC Iftfil Packard ^, .,,;;„,,::;;j|

EAST MIDLANDS

KE|YB0|ARD

ACORN Education Dealer

ACORN Network Dealer

ACORN Special Needs Centre

0%O finance on Rise PC

Visit our Showroom justVi mile from
Ml junctioi.24 (2nd right on A6 south

Keyboard Technology Ltd \B'Hany Mi'south '̂Lejcs 1

Barhilay
Deity Dels

III Junction 19

Canon

Loughborough

51 High Street Kegworth
Derby DE74 2DA
Tel 01509 672222

Open Mon to Fri 9.00 - 6.00pm
^^^a^mjd^j^^f^^Orm^

DERBYSHIRE

a'/. FINANCE SCHEME

ACORN ASSIST FINANCE SCH

COLOUR ». MONO PRINTING

CD-ROM DRIVES

HARD DISC DRIVES

MEMORY UPGRADES

MODEMS

PRACTICAL ADVICE

PRINTERS

REPAIRS

SCANNERS

SCANNING SERVICE

software Acorn Approved Dealership
SPARES

tuition Telephone 01332 690691
TELEPHONE HOT LINE Facsimile 01332 690691

Selective Computer Services - 8 Old Gate Avenue - Weston on Trent - Derby - DE72 2BZ

corns

at

EST MIDLANDS

MAUDENS
"Millside", 133 High Street,

Wollaston, Stourbridge,
West Midlands, DY8 4NZ.

We 6a#e 6eeK> dufifUtftKp education*

• Acorn Authorised Service Centre WBM "IW
• Authorised Microsoft re-seller
• PC Developersand Category 5 Networking Specialists
• New Showrooms with complete range of Acorn machines
• MAIL ORDER- It is our policy to match most prices on offer
• Come to our showrooms and view the Internet

With 15years of serviceyou can'tgo wrong with Maudens
Tel: (01384) 444433/833300. Fas (01384) 441655

CUMBRIA

Acorn £* Cumbria Software Systems
Education Agency Specialist Acorn Dealer

Rise PC700, A7000
Sales, Repairs, Software, Peripherals

Network design and installation
Ethernet, Nexus ATM, Multi-platform networks

Semerc Authorised Dealer

CSS Ltd., Unit 3A,Townfoot Industrial Estate tv»I • m CQ77 Q77Q
Brampton,Cumbria,CA81SW ,eL UIDy'' ^''y



BIRMINGHAM

DACO
459-465 Warwick Bond, Tyseley, Birmingham B11 2JP

ACORN AGENT

Tel: 0121 706 8933 Fax: 0121 706 4306

• Home use

• Business

• Education

• Special Needs
• Software Training
• Acorn approved

network installers

• Complete range o<
Acorn equipment
Consultancy

NOW OPEN

OUR NEW

SHOWROOM
For expert advice

We are open
Monday - Friday

9.00am - 6.00pm

4C0RNUSER
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Programs available for all
ages and abilities.

• For school and home use •

• PC and Acorn formats •

Send for our free catalogue.

4Mation

Publishers of

quality educational
software since

1983.

4Mation Educational Resources

14 Castle Park Road

Barnstaple
Devon

EX32 8PA

S1 (01271)25353

Bl
ALIA

G
1 «•• 1

No PD Library offers a
choice of PD as wide
as Skyfall docs. So
don'I bother collecting
oilier PD libraries

catalogue discs. Send
for Ihe one thai counts.
And choose Skyfall.

Please send 11 for the
Printed Catalogue and
demo disc to:

ISSSZBEliil

CHOICE PO Box 2220

Birmingham B43 5RZ
Tel: 0121-358 7078

ur "NEW demo/catalc

disc for just £1 or buy any
pack and get our demo disc
free.

./J: .---

Games Pack 1 - Games Pack 2 - Games

*NEW* Games Pack 4 - Draw Clipart Pack 1
Draw Clipart Pack 2 - *NEW* Draw Clipart Pack 3
*NEW* Draw Clipart Pack 4 - Sound Sample Pack 1
Sound Sample Pack 2 - Educational Pack
Utils Pack 1 - Utils Pack2 - *NEW* Utils pack 3

Each pack has three fully archived discs. One pack for £.1.75 -
Two packs for .C7.2U- Three packs or more at £3.50 for each pack.

ucationa
Around The World In 80 Days 9-12 £48.91
The Crystal Rain Forest • 8-11 £48.91
Mission: Crystal Rain Forest 2 * 8-11 £48.91
The Crystal Maze * 7+ £37.00
Time Detectives Victorians 8-11 £48.91

The Talking AnimaJfid-AipTiaoei 3^6 £32.75"
Rosie a n d ,lh:r Talk in;: Activities • 3-6 £11.63
AnimaJptfNumbers 4-6y--£27.76
Teddytiears Picnic ^Ir ^ff^O
CaAibritrge faffing Book's- • f vt^7 £43.67\
Oxford.TdnhngStoAes Stake 2*-/i7\ £4±67
Oxford falk^ngjStoiHes(ATStafL 2 Sk7 f43.6J
OxfontTanttngStoHe>Sruf!tr3 5-^^£43,<&
Oxford Talking Stories(A) Stage3 5-7^~^£48^67
Naughty Stories Volume 1* 5-7 £59.27
Naughty Stories'Votuatc 2- - . _ £7 £5937.
Naughty Stories (CDRomVl¥V2r~5'7—£93:9(r
Arcventurel The Romans 10-12 £38.33
Arcventure 2 The Egyptians 8-11 £38.33
Arcventure 3 The Vikings • 8-11 £38.33
Arcventure 4 The Anglo Saxons 8-11 £38.33
Connections 5-7 £35.16

Plantwise • 9-16 £48.91
Bodywise * 9-16 £48.91

A free copy ofSheraton's
catalogue wilh many more
titles is available on request
for Acorn and other formats.

Sjjema disc available for £1

Official ordersafTswelcome
fronyXJK education arid
gqvetament institutions^.

SiteUicenbei

Pleasjc'euaju
details.

Pleas.e maki^cheques payable
to Five Star Marketing.

All our prices are inclusive.
No extra to pay. Sorry no
credit card facilities.

Telephone 0181 950 4973 for
further enquiries.

Five Star Marketing, 4 Shepherds Walk
Bushey, Herts. WD2 1LZ.



Fantastic
Freebies and offers

U A when you subscribe to

iCORNUSER
Choose any one of these excellent free gifts or special
offers when you subscribe to the most established,
informative Acorn magazine in the world, each and
every month.

Subscribing takes out the hassle of trekking down to the
newsagents each month as every issue is delivered to
your door, postage free. You're also protected against
any cover price rises that may take place over the
duration of your subscription.

The best way to subscribe is by continuous quarterly
direct debit, where you can spread the cost with a small
payment each quarter, rather than paying one lump sum
in advance. Plus - you can forget about the worry of
your subscription ever lapsing, as it runs until you are
ready to cancel.

£50 HOLIDAY

VOUCHER

Acorn User gives you £50 off
your next holiday
abroad!

mn.tABTA tour operators'
• . t„ rso reduction onmost w < mirilmuw
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BINDER &

TWO FREE

MAGAZINES

Exclusive to Acorn User this
binder will hold up to 13 issues
of your favourite magazine.
PLUS receive an extra two

magazines absolutely FREE!



ART

SAVE £25.00

The ultimate DTP

resource- 1500

original designs, a
massive 13Mb of
eye catching
resources - for
perfect DTP

FIGHTER

SAVE £29.95

Winner of our

reader's
Best Game

award. An

original and
thrilling space
game from
Fednet.

4 DISC Four high density discs (low
density also available). Induding a
collection of education resources,
a multimedia presentation detail
ing the top 10 programs released
this year and the best PD and

Shareware available.
Waves

Subscription Hotline numbers
Tel: 0151-3571275

Fax:0151-3572813

Email: database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

Priority subscriptions form

©^fYES!

/

Pleaseenrol me for the following 13 issue
subscription to Acorn User NOW!

Seesection2.

4201 [Zl UK £37.99 4202 Q EU £53.99 4203 O World £68.99*
To renew subscription pleasetick:

4223 O UK £37.99 4224 O EU £53.99 4225 O World £68.99*
'Unfortunately World subscribers are not eligible to receive the freegift/special offer

Iwould like to pay by:

_] Cheque/postal order madepayable to IDG Media

^] Credit card (Visa/Access/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)
Expiry date

Card No.

©
Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User.

J 4210 LJ with payments of£9.49 by continuous quarterly direct debit
See section 2.

Yoursubscription will continue until you cancel. Over a year you will receive 13 issues.

Nameof Bank/Building Society.

Address

Name of Account

Your Account No Sort Code

Date Signature(s).
Vour instructions to thebank/building society:
I instruct you to pay direct debits from my

account at the request of IDG Media. The

amounts are variable and may be debited

on various dates. No acknowledgement

required.

I understand that IDG Media may

change the amounts and dates only after

giving me prior notice. I will inform the

bank/building society in writing if Iwish to

cancel this instruction. I understand that if

any direct debit is paid which breaks the
terms of the instruction,the bank/ building

society will make a refund. Bank/building

society may decline to accept instructions

to pay direct debit from some types of
accounts.

O

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Originator's ID No. 851412

Ref No

Pleasesend me the following FREE Gift/Special Offer (tick one):

4205 Q Binder and two
magazines FREE

4206 \~\ Starfighter 3000 FREE

4207

4208

4209

Publish Art Only£10

Acorn User Gift Pack FREE

£50 holiday voucher FREE

For the gift packpleasespecify whether you require High or Low density
discs (delete as appropriate)

• Pleaseremember to either add the appropriate amount when you write
yourcheque or if paying bydirect debit, please send additional payment

All subscriptionswill commence with the next available issue.
This oiler cannot be used in conjunction withanyother subscription offer.

© Name.

Address

Postcode Tel.

ONow send your completed form and payment to Acorn User,
Database Direct, FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB. Tel: 0151-357
1275. Please state if credit cardbillingaddress is different from the

deliveryaddress. Photocopies or handwritten versions of the above informa
tion are acceptable.

IDG Media offers you the chance to receive information about other
organisations' goods and services, please tick the box if you prefer not to
take advantage of this.
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£
My taste in food is
like my idea of a
computer. I know
what I like and so
buy just that.

98 Acom User March 1996

Jim Parry

In these days where the prevailing mood seems
to be the same tired old pessimism it is

refreshing to meet someone who is enthusiastic,
energetic and young. Jim Parry - aged twenty - is
the 'proprietor' of Smart DTP, the rapidly
growing one-man company responsible for
PublishArt, runner-up in the Acorn User reader
awards for Best Product.

The Regan Files expeditions seem to attract
unusual weather, visibility is down to ten metres
in a fog descended from Hammer's House of
Horrors and as I drive up a long winding drive I
imagine organ music playing as the magnificent
castle-shaped bulk of the house Edgehill looms.

'I don't want people to get the wrong idea
about this house and think I have lots of money,'
Jim explains. T only have one room in it as my
office and I share the bathroom. I am a man of

modest taste, I don't even own a car; its a bicycle
for me'.

The family inherited the house from Jim's
grandfather, unfortunately there isn't the money
to renovate it to its former glory at the moment.
The quarter of the house that Jim has access to
contains a darkroom, a grand piano and a bar
painted in a kitsch Paris street-style. It's quite a
hot bed of inspiration and creativity; next door
is his brother Tim Parry and his partner (respon
sible for Starflghter 3000 which Jim marketed
successfully for them) and upstairs is Tod, an
artist and graphic artist who is working for Tim.

Jim hated being educated in a formal way, he
only enjoyed rural science lessons and left school
straight after GCSEs.

'I wanted to be self-employed, to be my own
boss. My first venture into the world of business
was Smart Free Range Products. I had six
chickens who had the run of the back garden,
and I made leaflets on an A3000 which my
family just happened to have. My mum's friends
started to buy and it was beginning to be very
successful, but six chickens were not enough to
fill the demand and I did not have room for any
more, so I let them go to very good homes'.

'My next venture was Smart Gardening, based

on my grandfather's collection of gardening
equipment: ride-on mowers, a miniature tractor
and the like. More flyers were made on the old
A3000, and I think it was about then that I

developed an interest in DTP-ing. Enough money
was made for an A5000 to be bought and Smart
DTP was born.

'To start off with I did not really know what to
do, so I marketed other people's products. I
didn't make any money out of this, so I started
doing my own designing and PublishArt was
born. When I left school I thought I could take
on the world, but of course you can't do it. I had
a lot to learn.'

Jim now likes to see himself as an ideas man.
He can't program, doesn't understand how his
new Rise PC 700 works but does know how to use

the programs on it effectively. Through this he
has found his niche in the Acorn market. He

feels that there are a lot of programmers who are
good at programming but lack creativity, and he
hopes he can fill this gap. 'By the year 2000 I
hope to be employing two people, and of course
renovating this place'.

With a choice of anything on the menu for
lunch Jim chooses a simple burger. 'My taste in
food is like my idea of a computer, I know what
I like and so buy just that. There is no point in
having fancy pretensions and finding out you
don't like the food and it only has to be thrown
away, waste is something I hate.

'I'm also a wickedly 'Buy British' sort of
person. If I've got a choice of two products - call
them Pen A and Pen B,'Jim expounds, producing
two pens to illustrate his argument, 'where Pen
A's 40 quid (British), and Pen B's 20 quid
(French, German, USA), I'd buy that one - Pen A.
I don't care if it costs me an arm or a leg, I like to
use this because this is made in our country.'

There's more of a twinkle than a tear in his

eye as he says this. Jim has lifted my mood and
my spirits about the state of Acorn market, I
wish he could do the same for the fog.

Jill Regan
Au



REMOVABLE HARDORW£ SYSTiM
* TOTAL DATA SECURITY
* EASY DATA TRANSFER BETWEEN COMPUTERS
* IDEAL HARDDfSC BACKUP

The removable harddrive system fits into a 5XA" drive slot in the RiscPC and
harddrives are available in many sizes which can simply plug in and out of
the slot as required. The drive may be locked in place to prevent
unauthorized removal. For total security the drive may be removed and
stored in a safe place to prevent unauthorized access to your data. Because
the removable drives are available in any size (up to at least 1Gb) they are

also ideal for useas backups for existing harddrives, and may be easily transported between different computers for rapid
transferof large datafiles. The system is available for use with both IDE and SCSI filing systems.
External boxes are available to enable SCSI removable drives to be used with older Acorn models. Please 'phone for details.

IDE systems SCSI systems

ig Kit for IDE systems
Plug in IDE drives:- 850Mb

£25.00

£198.00

ting Kit for SCSI systems £29.00
Plug in SCSI drives:- 730Mb £246 1.0Gb £345

PLC/3

Price £104.57 inc vat

AVK/3

Price £355.00 inc vat

RiscPC600 Computers
NB Prices inc VAT & Delivery!

4Mb HD425 +AKF60 £1325
4Mb HD425CD +AKF60 £1450
4Mb HD425 +AKF90 £1699
4Mb HD425CD +AKF90 £1825

RiscPC700 Computers
5Mb HD425 +AKF60 £1550
5Mb HD425 +AKF90 £1925
5Mb HD425CD+AKF60 £1699
5Mb HD425CD + AKF90 £2049
10Mb HD850 +AKF60 £1949
10Mb HD850 +AKF90 £2299
10MbHD850CD+AKF60 £2069
10Mb HD850CD+AKF90 £2425
PC SXL-33 Card (with RisePC)£116.32
PC DX2-66 Card (with RiscPC) £169.00
PC DX4-100Card (with RiscPC) £233.00
PC 586-100 Card (with RiscPC) £465.00

20:20 Finance Available

x4 CDRom drive £140.00
x6 CDRoni drive £233.82

AC TV CODERS
There are now two coders in our range which cover all Acorn computer models and allow Computer output
in virtually all screen modes to be converted to a PALTV signal suitable for recording lo a video recorder or
displaying on any TV with a Video input socket.
The PLC/3 is our standard model which works in any of Ihe 'standard TV modes (eg modes 12 & 15)on all
Acorn computer models. (Note that theAKF60 & AKF85 monitors will not work in these modes, although
the PLC/3 will still produce a TV output with the RiscPC). The PLC/3 has a 15 pin RGB output for the
monitor, a BNC for video and an S-VHS socket for S-Vidco.
A new addition to the range - the AVK/3 will work with all computer models
in all screen modes up to 800 x 600 resolution in 16 million colours. It has a
remote control with facilities for zooming, freezing & panning the TV picture.
Ideal for lectures and demonstrations etc. The AVK/3 includes all connecting
cables including a SCART which gives TV frequency RGB O/P for large
screen TV's, a phono socket for composite video and an S-VHS socket for S-
Video.

Noteholder Acorn Computer models may have 9 pin monitor sockets. 9 to
15pin & 15 to 9 pin converters are available at £4.11 each.

SPECfAL OFFER - FREE MEMBERSHIP OF THE 1/fRUS PROTECTION SCHEME AMD
STU0/0Z4PR0 AT JUST £49.00 WtTH ANY RfSCPC PURCHASE

'Old' RiscPC 600's

NB Prices inc VAT & Delivery!
5Mb HD210 +AKF60 £1173
5Mb HD210 +AKF90 £1525

9Mb HD420 +AKF60 £1667
9Mb HD420 +AKF90 £1999

2Mb HD425 +AKF60 £929

A7000 Computers
4MbHD425 +AKF60 £1019
4Mb HD425CD +AKF60 £1139

RiscPC upgrades:-

lMbto2MbVram £116.32
4Mb SIMM Ram £99.00
8Mb SIMM Ram £229.00
16Mb SIMM Ram £399.00
32Mb SIMM Ram £799.00

Note: AH RiscPC's come with one
years on site warranty

HSpecials!!
Epson Stylus Colour II

£355.00 inc vat

Citizen PRINT/va 600C

£399.00 inc vat

3.5" Harddrives SCSI Cards

850Mb

1.0Gb

730Mb

1.0Gb

2.0Gb

£179.75

£225.75

£226.00

£325.00

£659.00

Printers

Colour

B.IC600E
BJC4000
BJC70
Epson Stylus

Colour II

Citizen

PRINTS 600C

£419.00

£289.00

£299.00

£355.00

£399.00

All Computers £116.32

Internal £9.99

External £19.99

RiscPC

External

Scanners

£189.00

Primax A4 £359.00

GT5000 (Para) £425.00

GT5000 (SCSI) £499.00
GT8500 £569.00

GT9000 £699.00

All scanners include

Imagemaster & Twain

NEW!! liyama 17" ColourMonitors - MF-8617E .26mmdot, 27-86Khz, 50-160Hz, WOMhz bandwidth
Visionmaster Pro 17- MF-9017E .25mm dot, 27-92Khz, 50-160Hz, 160Mhz bandwidth

£635.00

£735.00

- Pineapple Software are now an Acorn Centre of Technology -

Pineapple Software
Suites 13 & 14

South Park Business Centre
310 Green Lane, IIford

Essex IG1 1XT

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- sales @pineaple.demon.co.uk

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage FREE to
mainland U.K. Phone for quote
outside U.K. Official orders,
cheques and all major credit
cards accepted. Money back
guarantee on all products.

For demonstrations of most of our

advertised products why not come
and visit us in our new offices (easy
parking) where you can see most of
the Acorn range of computers and
other hardware in action.

Monday - Friday 0900 - 1730



Let AHT software connect you
...across your networks

Net

YOU use your Acorn computer for most of your
work. But at the next desk, or elsewhere on
your local networks, are other types of
computers, storing files you need to use. How
can you easily get at these files?

ANT OmniClient" gives internetworking a friendly
and familiar face. Log on to all kinds of servers, from
Acorn Access to Windows for Workgroups, Windows
NT, and AUN Level 4 and get files from standard Acorn
filer windows. Use network printers through Acorn
iPrinters in the usual way.

Single-user copies of OmniClient are available
only from ANT at £49 plus VAT. Site licences available
from ANT and Acorn at £249 plus VAT.

HardDisc4

Access+

Mount 'LAN Manager' server

N

Name

Server name

Directory path

User name

Password

NTserver|

NTSERVER

public

guest

Delete Cancel

Mirror

NTSERVER

rorriM

omniclient

Connect

fXj

...or all the may around the world
YOU'RE ready to connect to the information
superhighway. But how do you start?

TheANT Internet Suite offers you an
easy way to access the World Wide Web, read
and participate in newsgroups, send and

receive electronic mail, transfer files to and from comput
ers around the world, and a host of other utilities to let
you explore the world of the Internet.

The emphasis is on ease of use, with automatic
setup for most UK service providers, drag and drop file
transfer, and hotlist access from all components.

Suitable for use with commercial Internet service
providers (using a 14.4k or faster modem) or with your
own direct connection, the ANT Internet Suite is the
easy way to access the electronic world.

The ANT Internet Suite is available now at £99
plus VAT for a single-user licence. Contact us to discuss
site licence requirements.

~TT Fresco ANT linated home oaoe

M^i>i*]£jHiiy
URLIhttp'./Aww.antCO uk/

J] ANT - Acorn Networking Specialists
ANT Limited.TO m»JW Cambridge. CIII 2EO.UK.TcJ MH 1223567808. Rut MTJOl,
Email Safc>/Enmima.(>.ik-^ii-'in.rt».ul.i. "Technical SuppntiiMipn«»iM ..titco nil

What's new on the ANT Wp.Ii Servrr

•*" ANT Limited
Web mjes for hum? Trvlauk

«" New IXTI eiheintl Jc

Ping network ies:

Information available on this server

• ArNMl ANTLtd.thecompany &the M.»lf bonv jvijv-
• PtoIimiiifimiHlH'iv tactetoi ibetatbcooriaiUS.
'Scnciwantic. detjjb m tlv imtft •* thb WWWa

Remote host 194.159.0 5

Status JOK. reply 0.3o"secs"

Quit Ping

M ANT Internet Suite

Don't forget that ANT produces
one of the widest ranges of

Ethernet networking hardware for
Acorn RISC computers. Our low-cost
interfaces are installed at thousands
of sites across the UK.

FTP file transfer

Receive (Binary)
|DFS::IDEDisc4.$.press68

bytes 27% done
bytes/s finish

Pause

Configuration

A-M.

Email & News Web browser

File transfer ANT terminal Tools

Cards are available to fit all
Acorn RISC computers and are
offered with a combination of
connector types including
10Base2,10BaseT, and 10Base5.

Our distributor Atomwide and

our dealer network are able to offer
advice on choosing the right cards
and designing your network, and an
installation service is available.

Contact Atomwide directly on
01689 814500 for more details.

A

III |||
For further information on all ANT Phone:
products including price and availability, Fax:
dealers, distributor and licensing Post:
information, please contact ANT Ltd Email:
using one of the following methods: WWW:

01223 567808

01223 567801

ANT Ltd, PO Box 300, Cambridge CB1 2EG
sales@ant.co.uk
http://www.ant.co.uk/

OmniClient® is a registered trademark All other trademarks acknowledged. E&OE. November 1995.


